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PREFACE

Unconventional oil and gas reservoirs are playing an important role in

providing clean energy, environmental sustainability, and increased secu-

rity for all nations. Application of horizontal well drilling and multistage

hydraulic fracturing treatments allow enormous amounts of hydrocarbon

to be released from different shale oil/gas reservoirs. Due to production

from these tremendous resources in North America and the potential

proliferation of production and development technologies, the United

States plays a crucial role in changing the global energy landscape in

many ways, leading to a growing interest in unconventional oil/gas

resources all over the world. However, very limited knowledge on shale

reservoir characteristics and difficulties associated with hydraulic fractur-

ing and production strategies due to the ultratight and multiscale nature

of shale structure give rise to limited production from these substantial

resources. Thus, there is a critical need to develop new technologies that

can improve ultimate recovery and minimize the environmental impact

and footprint associated with these activities, in addition to meeting the

needs of industry, governments, and academia.

Having experience in both industry and academia, we integrated the

most recent literature in the area of shale reservoir characterization and

hydraulic fracturing with our personal experience in teaching and per-

forming hydraulic fracturing jobs in unconventional reservoirs. One of

the primary reasons this book was written is to place the complex nature

of hydraulic fracturing in unconventional reservoirs into a practical

approach that can be applied as a workflow for designing fracture treat-

ments in various shale basins across the world.

The book is focused on theories, best practices, operation and execu-

tion, and economic analysis of hydraulic fracturing in unconventional

reservoirs. However, it covers broad topics including the introduction

to unconventional reservoirs, advanced shale reservoir characterization,

and shale gas-in-place calculation. The book expands basic theories

of hydraulic fracturing and advanced topics in shale reservoir stimulation.

The discussions encompass different fluid systems, proppant design,

unconventional development footprints, chemical selection and design,

fracture treatment and perforation design, fracture pressure analysis, hori-

zontal multistage completions techniques, completions and flowback

xxix



design evaluation in relation to production, rock mechanical properties

and in situ stress, diagnostic fracture injection test, numerical simulation

of hydraulic fracturing propagation, operation and execution, decline

curve analysis, and finally detailed economic analysis in unconventional

shale reservoirs.

Hydraulic Fracturing in Unconventional Reservoirs: Theories, Operations, and

Economic Analysis serves as a reference tool and guide for field engineers

in the oil and gas industry and geoscientists interested in unconventional

reservoir development. Its practical writing style, field examples, and

practices make it a valuable teaching material for undergraduate and

postgraduate students at universities and research institutes.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction to Unconventional
Reservoirs

INTRODUCTION

Oil and natural gas are extremely important. Our society is dependent

upon fossil fuels. They alone afford many of our greatest everyday

comforts and conveniences. From the packaging used for our foods, to

the way we heat our homes, to all of our various transportation needs,

without fossil fuels our way of life would come to a screeching halt. In

light of current technological advancements oil and natural gas will be

the major player in the energy industry for years to come. Other sources

of energy such as wind, solar, electricity, biofuel, and so forth will

eventually contribute along with fossil fuels to meet the growing global

energy demand. When compared to different fossil fuels natural gas is

the cleanest because it emits much smaller quantities of CO2 when

burnt. Natural gas is a hydrocarbon mixture that primarily consists of

methane (CH4). It also includes varying amounts of heavier hydrocar-

bons and some nonhydrocarbons (as presented in Table 1.1). General

usages of natural gas components are also presented in Table 1.2.

Natural gas can be found in pockets as structural or stratigraphic gas

reservoirs or in oil deposits as a gas cap. Gas hydrates and coalbed

methane are considered as a major source of natural gas. Natural gas is

measured by MSCF, which is 1000 standard cubic feet (SCF) of gas.

Combustion of 1 cubic foot of natural gas produces an equal amount of

1000 British thermal units (BTUs), the traditional unit for energy.

One BTU by definition is the amount of energy needed to cool or heat

one pound of water by one degree Fahrenheit. Each hydrocarbon has a

different BTU and the heavier the hydrocarbon the higher the BTU

becomes. Table 1.3 shows the BTU/SCF and BTU factor for each

natural gas component. As can be seen below, methane has a BTU

of 1012. If the price of gas is assumed to be $4/MMBTU, 1 MSCF of

pure methane would be valued at $4.048/MSCF. To measure the actual
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BTU of natural gas, a gas sample is taken from a producing well.

This sample is then taken to the lab, and by using a device called a gas

chromatograph the natural gas composition (mol %) can be measured

by component. After measuring the gas composition of the natural gas

sample, the approximate weighted average BTU of the gas can be

calculated. It is important to note that natural gas is sold by volume

Table 1.2 General Uses for Natural Gas Components
General Uses for Natural Gas Components

Methane Cooking, heating, fuel, hydrogen gas production for oil refining,

and ammonia production

Ethane Ethylene for plastics, petrochemical feedstock

Propane Residential and commercial heating, cooking fuel, petrochemical

feedstock

i-Butane Refinery feedstock, blend in gasoline, petrochemical feedstock

n-Butane Petrochemical feedstock, gasoline blend stock

i-Pentane “Natural gasoline” blended into gasoline, jet fuel, naphtha

cracking

n-Pentane “Natural gasoline” blended into gasoline, jet fuel, naphtha

cracking

Hexane1 “Natural gasoline” blended into gasoline, jet fuel, naphtha

cracking

Nitrogen Air is 78% N2

Carbon

dioxide

Air is 0.04% CO2

Oxygen Air is 21% O2

Table 1.1 Typical Natural Gas Components
Natural Gas
Components

Chemical
Formula

Short
Formula

Methane CH4 C1 Light ends

Ethane C2H6 C2

Propane C3H8 C3 Heavier

hydrocarbonsi-Butane C4H10 i-C4

n-Butane C4H10 n-C4

i-Pentane C5H12 i-C5

n-Pentane C5H12 n-C5

Hexane1 C6H14 C1
6

Nitrogen N2 N2 Inert/no heat

contentCarbon dioxide CO2 CO2

Oxygen O2 O2
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and heat content. Therefore, the heat content (weighted average BTU) of

natural gas must be measured and calculated for sales purposes. Fig. 1.1

shows the gas chromatograph instrument.

•••
Example
A gas sample was taken from a producing well site and transferred to the lab. Using a
gas chromatograph, the composition of the natural gas sample was measured. The result
is reported in Table 1.4 as mol % for each component. Calculate the approximate BTU of
the gas sample, discarding compressibility factor because the compressibility factor will
slightly change the BTU.

Table 1.3 BTU of Each Natural Gas Component
Natural Gas Components BTU/SCF MMBTU per MSCF (BTU Factor)

Methane 1012 1.012

Ethane 1774 1.774

Propane 2522 2.522

i-Butane 3259 3.259

n-Butane 3270 3.27

i-Pentane 4010 4.01

n-Pentane 4018 4.018

Hexane1 4767 4.767

Nitrogen � �
Carbon dioxide � �
Oxygen � �

Figure 1.1 Gas chromatograph.
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To calculate the weighted average BTU of gas, take the mol%

(measured from the gas chromatograph) and multiply it by the BTU

factor of each component. The summation of product of mol% and

BTU factor will yield the weighted average BTU factor. The BTU of the

gas sample is 1113 (not corrected for compressibility), but the BTU factor

is 1.113. If the price of gas is $4/MMBTU the value of the gas based on

the heat content is actually 43 1.1135 $4.452/MSCF.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF NATURAL GAS

Natural gas can be found in different forms such as natural gas

liquid (NGL), compressed natural gas (CNG), liquefied natural gas (LNG),

and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG). NGLs refer to the components of

natural gas that are liquid at surface facilities or gas processing plants.

For the purpose of this book, NGLs consist of ethane, propane, butane, pen-

tane, and hexane1, but do not include methane. Iso-pentane, n-pentane,

and hexane1 are also called “natural gasoline.” CNG is the compression of

natural gas to less than 1% of the volume occupied in standard atmospheric

pressure. CNG is stored and transported in cylindrical and spherical

high-pressure containers. LPG consists of only propane and butane

Table 1.4 Weighted Average BTU Factor Example
Known Chromatograph Simple Product

Natural Gas
Components

BTU/SCF MMBTU per MSCF
(BTU Factor)

Mol% Product BTU
Factor and Mol%

Methane 1012 1.0123 88.2187 5 0.8928

Ethane 1774 1.7743 9.3453 5 0.1658

Propane 2522 2.5223 1.4754 5 0.0372

i-Butane 3259 3.2593 0.1768 5 0.0058

n-Butane 3270 3.27 3 0.2125 5 0.0069

i-Pentane 4010 4.01 3 0.0586 5 0.0023

n-Pentane 4018 4.0183 0.0236 5 0.0009

Hexane1 4767 4.7673 0.0313 5 0.0015

Nitrogen � � 0.3323 �
Carbon dioxide � � 0.0932 �
Oxygen � � 0.0323 �
Total (weighted average BTU factor) 1.113
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and has been liquefied at low temperatures and moderate pressures. LPG has

many uses including heating, cooking, refrigeration, motor fuel, and so on.

A simple example of LPG is a propane tank used for grilling. In addition

to the aforementioned types of natural gas, terms like associated or nonasso-

ciated gas are also used in the oil and gas industry. Associated gas refers to the

gas associated with oil deposits either as free gas or dissolved in solution.

Nonassociated gas is not in contact with significant quantities of liquid

petroleum. Nonassociated gas is sometimes referred to as dry gas.

NATURAL GAS TRANSPORT

Natural gas can be transported using three different methods.

The first method is via pipeline, which is currently used across the

United States. The second method is by liquefying natural gas, and

the third method is by converting natural gas to hydrates and transporting

the hydrates. In the case of LNG, natural gas is cooled to 2260�F at

atmospheric pressure to condense. The main purpose of LNG is ease of

storage and transportation. LNG occupies approximately 1/600th of the

volume of gaseous natural gas. LNG is transported through ocean tankers.

Another advantage of liquefying natural gas is the removal of oxygen,

sulfur, carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), and water from

natural gas.

One of the main disadvantages of converting natural gas to LNG is

the cost. However, technological advancements can decrease the cost and

make the process economically feasible. In some places, the construction

of pipeline facilities could be more expensive because of the lack of

infrastructure. A disadvantage or risk of LNG is when cooled natural

gas comes in contact with water it can result in rapid phase transition

explosion. In this type of explosion a massive amount of energy is

exchanged between water at a normal temperature and LNG at 2260�F.
This transfer of energy causes rapid phase transition, which is also known

as cold explosion. When the gas reservoir is far from pipelines, the third

method of gas transport, which is converting gas to gas hydrates, can be

used. The economy plays a major role in choosing the gas-transport

technique. In some cases, as studied by Gudmundsson and Hveding (1995),

it is economically more viable to convert gas to gas hydrates, and then

transport natural gas as frozen hydrate. One major concern in gas hydrate
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transport is the hydrate stability. Mid-refrigeration at 220�F prevents gas

dehydration. This is due to the generation of an ice shell around the

hydrate that prevents early gas dehydration. There are several centers

around the world working on pilot and laboratory-scale experimental

studies of gas hydrate transport, including British Gas, Ltd., and the

Japanese National Marine Research Institute.

UNCONVENTIONAL RESERVOIRS

As time passes, more technological advancements will result

in more commercial production of oil and natural gas. For example,

shale was a known resource decades before it could be exploited in an

economically feasible process to produce significant amounts of natural

gas. The development of drilling horizontal wells and using multistage

hydraulic fracturing have made the exploitation of previously untapped

resources not only possible, but profitable reserves for small and big

operators. These new extraction methods have led to the shale reservoirs

playing a major role in the oil and gas industry. These burgeoning

technologies will enable us to extend the life of Earth’s finite natural gas

resources. Therefore, in 50 years, if the question of “how much oil

and gas is left on this earth” is proposed, the answer would be another

50 years. Technology continuously advances and improves as such,

that they will cause oil and gas to be recovered more efficiently and

economically. For example, the development of unconventional shale

reservoirs has added a tremendous amount of reserves and value to the oil

and gas industry.

Unconventional oil and gas reservoirs are playing an important role

in providing clean energy, environmental sustainability, and increased

security. The US Energy Information Administration (EIA) predicted

that shale gas production would increase 23% in 2010 and 49% by 2035.

The US Geological Survey in 2008 estimates the mean undiscovered vol-

ume of hydrocarbon in only the Bakken formation in the United States

portion of the Williston Basin of Montana and North Dakota to be 3.65

billion barrels of oil, 148 million barrels of NGL, and 1.85 trillion cubic

feet of associated/dissolved natural gas. The United States will play a criti-

cal role in changing the global energy landscape because of production

from these resources. The potential for transferring the production and
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development technologies has led to growing interest in unconventional

oil/gas resources all over the world as reflected in the World Shale Map

published by the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) in the Journal of

Petroleum Technology (JPT, March 2014).

Due to the tight and multiscale nature of shale structures, knowledge

of shale characteristics is limited and there are difficulties associated with

stimulation and production strategies causing diminished production from

these substantial resources (between 5% and 10% with current technology

from shale oil resources) (Hoffman, 2012). A conventional enhanced oil

recovery technique, such as water flooding, is also a suboptimal method

for stimulation because of the ultralow permeability. The current industry

standard practice is to decrease the well spacing and increase the number

of stages in hydraulic fracturing treatments to increase production.

This approach raises serious environmental concerns for governmental

entities. There is a critical need to develop new technologies that improve

recovery and minimize the environmental impact associated with these

activities. In the absence of such technology, our prediction and optimiza-

tion of field-scale production in this new generation of clean energy will

likely remain limited.

Unconventional gas resources are different than conventional resources

in that they are technically difficult to produce because of low permeabil-

ity or poorly understood production mechanisms. There are also chal-

lenges associated with the risk analysis and economics of these resources.

Fig. 1.2 shows the resource pyramid where gas resources are divided in

three categories of “good,” “average,” and “poor” based on their forma-

tion permeability. The majority of the “good” resources have already

been produced and we are now looking into “average” and “poor”

resources. As the oil and gas industry moves to produce from “average”

Increase:1000 mDGood
small volumes

Average

Poor
large volumes

Present

Future

10 mD

0.1 mD

0.00001 mD

Decrease:

Production rate

Pore throat

Production cost
and prices

Technology

Research

Time

Figure 1.2 Gas resources pyramid.
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and “poor” resources, more advanced technology, time, and research

must be devoted to produce from these resources.

Unconventional gas reservoirs fall into the “poor” resource category

and are comprised of mainly tight gas sands, coalbed methane, shale gas,

and gas hydrates. Gas sands, coalbed methane, and shale gas are currently

being produced. Natural gas hydrates, with perhaps the largest volume

of gas in place, pose the greatest future challenges with respect to technol-

ogy, economics, and environment. Tight gas sand, shale gas, and coalbed

methane can be distinguished based on their total organic contents

(TOCs). TOC is represented by the weight percent of organic matter.

Shale gas reservoirs require a value of at least 2% to be economically

feasible for investment. Shale reservoirs with a TOC of more than 12%

are considered to be excellent.

Tight gas sands have a minimum amount of TOC—less than 0.5%.

Most of the gas presented in tight gas sands is free gas. Shale gas reservoirs

have a TOC of between 0.5% and 40% and coalbed methane reservoirs

are mainly made of organic matter (more than 40%). Among these

unconventional gas resources, coalbed methane, and shale gas reservoirs

are very similar. They are both sedimentary rock with organic materials

having low to ultralow permeability and a multiscale pore structure.

Coal is a mixture of various minerals and organic materials exhibiting an

intricate pore network. Coalification is defined as the process of gradual

change in the physical and chemical properties of coal as pressure and

temperature increase during geological time. Coalification, also known as

metamorphism, delineates different ranks of coal. As coal reaches a higher

rank, it contains more carbon content and volatile components, and less

moisture.

Shale is the most common sedimentary rock and is composed of

fine-grained and clay-sized particles. The more quartz in the matrix of a

shale sample, as compared to clay minerals, leads to a more brittle or

fracable shale formation. Shale sediments with potential for natural oil

and gas production are generally rich in a type of organic matter known

as kerogen (Kang et al., 2010). The color of shale ranges from gray to

black depending on the organic content. Oftentimes, as shale gets

darker, more organic material will be present. Shale can be presented as

a source rock or cap rock in unconventional and conventional reservoirs.

Source rock is what generates oil and gas; it is known as black shale when

it has a high TOC. Often organic-rich black shale has a high TOC and

gas content, and low water saturation. During digenesis, most of the
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organic content of shale and coal is transformed to large molecules

known as kerogen. Increasing the temperature and reducing the microbial

activities transform kerogen to bitumen, which has smaller and more

mobile molecules. Kerogen is made of maceral, which is equivalent to

the minerals in inorganic material. Of the four different Kerogen types,

type I is simultaneously the most valuable and vulnerable because it has

the highest capacity to produce liquid. Type II is also a good source for

hydrocarbon liquid production. However, kerogen type III produces

mainly gas, except when it is mixed with type II. Kerogen type IV is

highly oxidized and has no hydrocarbon generation potential. Waples

(1985) categorized different kerogen types based on their original organic

matter and maceral (as illustrated in Table 1.5). In addition to kerogen

type and TOC, the thermal maturity (TM) of shale is also a key parame-

ter in shale reservoir evaluation. TM is a measure of the heat-induced

process of converting organic matter to oil or natural gas. TM measures

the degree to which a formation has been exposed to the high heat

needed to break down organic matter into hydrocarbon. This parameter

is quantified based on vitrinite reflectance (% Ro), which measures the

maturity of the organic matter. Vitrinite reflectance varies from 0.7% to

2.51%. A vitrinite reflectance of greater than 1.4% indicates the hydro-

carbon is dry. A TM closer to 3% indicates overmaturation resulting in

gas evaporation. Table 1.6 summarizes vitrinite reflectance and its

Table 1.5 Different Types of Kerogen
Kerogen
Type

Maceral Origin of Maceral

I Alginite Freshwater algae

II Exinite; cutinite Pollen, spores; land-plant cuticle; land-plant resins

Resinite; liptinite All land-plant lipids, marine algae

III Vitrinite Woody and cellulosic material from land plants

IV Inertinite Charcoal; highly oxidized or reworked material of

any origin

Table 1.6 Vitrinite Reflectance Values and Reservoir Relationship
Reservoir Vitrinite Reflectance Values (%)

Immature ,0.60

Oil window 0.60�1.10

Condensate/wet 1.10�1.40

Gas

Dry gas window .1.40
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significance in various reservoir fluid windows. The range of vitrinite

reflectance for different reservoir fluid windows (oil, gas, and condensate)

may vary depending on the kerogen type.

Both shale and coal have multiscale pore structures important for gas

transport and production that consist of primary pores (inorganic materials

with free and adsorbed gas) and secondary pores (in inorganic materials).

Fig. 1.3 shows schematics and sample pictures of coalbed methane and

shale from the Black Warrior Basin and Marcellus. Fig. 1.3 illustrates that

the coalbed methane matrix consists of mainly organic materials, whereas

the shale matrix organic materials are represented as islands inside of the

inorganic matrix. Table 1.7 shows the typical TOC of North American

shale gas plays.

It is important to examine the different natural fracture systems present

in coalbed methane and shale reservoirs. Coalbed methane has a uniform

fracture network making it easy to model using dual porosity and dual

permeability models, conventionally called “cubic sugar” models. In con-

trast, shale matrixes possess a nonuniform fracture system that requires

Figure 1.3 Typical shale and coal comparison. Modified from Kang, S.M., Fathi, E.,
Ambrose, R.J., Akkutlu, I.Y., Sigal, R.F. 2010. CO2 applications. Carbon dioxide storage
capacity of organic-rich shales. SPE J. 16 (4), 842�855.

Table 1.7 Typical TOC of North American Shale Plays
Shale or Play Average TOC (Weight %)

Barnett 4

Marcellus 1�10

Haynesville 0�8

Horn river 3

Woodford 5
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sophisticated numerical models such as quad-porosity and double perme-

ability models. Natural fractures are very important in economically

producing coalbed and shale formations. The connection of hydraulic

fractures (created during a frac job) with natural fractures in the reservoir

creates the necessary channels for optimum production. Therefore, a

moderate presence of natural fractures is necessary to economically

produce from shale reservoirs.

In addition to the amount and quality of shale organic content, water

saturation must also be less than 45% for production to be economically

feasible. Water saturation of Marcellus Shale is typically less than 25%

while Bakken Shale in North Dakota has a varying water saturation of

25�60%. The clay content of shale is another important parameter to

investigate for shale reservoir evaluation. Clays are soft and loose materi-

als formed as a result of weathering and erosion over time. The clay

minerals most often found in shale gas reservoirs are illite, chlorite,

montmorillonite, kaolinite, and smectite. Some clay swells when in

direct contact with water, and this can cause a reduction in the

efficiency of hydraulic fracturing. A moderate clay content (of less

than 40%) is needed for a marketable production in shale reservoirs.

Rock mechanical properties such as brittleness, Young’s modulus, and

Poisson’s ratio also play an important role when designing a fracturing

job. A high Young’s modulus and a low Poisson’s ratio is the goal

in hydraulically fracturing a zone. Rock brittleness is often used as an

indication of a formation fracability. Formation density must be deter-

mined to decide where to land the horizontal well. For this purpose, a

density log is commonly used to determine the density of the forma-

tion. The lower the density of the formation, the better suited the zone

is for landing the well. In addition, lower density is typically indicative

of higher organic content.

A gamma ray log is one of the most common logs used in drilling

operations. It can detect the presence of shale inside the tubing or casing,

and it can be run in salt�mud or nonconductive mud such as oil or

synthetic-based mud. A gamma ray log measures the natural radiations in

the formation. Sandstone and limestone have a lower gamma ray, and

shale has a higher gamma ray. In a gamma ray log light emissions are

counted and ultimately displayed as counts per second (CPS) versus depth

on a graph. The unit for a gamma ray is converted from CPS to gamma-

ray, American Petroleum Industry unit (GAPI) and is shown as GAPI on

the log. When uranium is the driver in Marcellus Shale, a higher gamma
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ray is often associated with a higher TOC and organic content in the

rock. When uranium is not the driver, density logs can be used to deter-

mine the zones with higher organic contents. Fig. 1.4 shows a gamma ray

log and interpretation.

Reservoir pressure, also known as pore pressure, is another important

parameter in commercial production from shale gas reservoirs. Reservoir

pressure needs to be above normal, which is defined as any reservoir

with a pressure gradient greater than 0.465 psi/ft. Areas that have

above normal reservoir pressure gradients are considered optimal for

production enhancements. The highest ultimate recoveries will be from

abnormal reservoir pressures. Reservoir pressure can be calculated using

build-up tests or more often calculated using diagnostic fracture injection

tests (DFITs).

This book will focus on many critical considerations regarding shale

development, namely shale reservoir characterization, modeling, hydraulic

fracturing, enhanced shale oil and gas recovery, and economic analysis.

Gamma ray (GR) SlimPulse[1] RT

Gamma ray (GR) SlimPulse[1] RT

Gamma ray (GR) SlimPulse[1] RT

GAPI

GAPI

GAPI

5470

5480

5490

5500

2500

250 500

500 750

Gamma ray log (GAPI)

Shale

Shale

Shale

Limestone

Shale
Sand

Sand

Sand

Figure 1.4 Gamma ray log.
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CHAPTER TWO

Advanced Shale Reservoir
Characterization

INTRODUCTION

Unconventional shale reservoir characterization is important for

accurate estimation of original oil- and gas-in-place (OOIP and OGIP)

and production rates. Production from unconventional reservoirs is a

function of reservoir matrix porosity, permeability, hydrocarbon satura-

tion, pore pressure, contact area, and conductivity provided by hydraulic

fracturing and effective enhanced oil recovery techniques (Rylander

et al., 2013). Characterization often includes laboratory measurements of

pore volume, permeability, molecular diffusivities, saturations, and sorp-

tion capacity of selected shale samples. Conventional methods of sampling

and measuring these properties have limited success due to the tight and

multiscale nature of the core samples. Therefore, new experimental

techniques are needed to analyze shale samples.

PORE-SIZE DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENT OF SHALE

As shale oil and gas resources gain popularity it is critical to search

for more information regarding their rock and fluid characteristics. One

such piece of critical information is the porosity of shale rocks. Knowing

the total and effective porosity of shale resources is crucial to determine

OOIP and OGIP and gas storage capacity. In addition to shale matrix

porosity, understanding pore shapes and connectivity can provide infor-

mation about how fast oil and gas can be produced and how oil and gas

flow will be impacted as reservoir pressure changes. Therefore, to retrieve

the most accurate storage capacity of a reservoir, the pore-size distribution

must be analyzed and interpreted.
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Pore sizes are classified in four main categories by the International

Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) and are defined as

macropores, mesopores, micropores, and ultramicropores. These have dia-

meters of greater than 50 nm, between 2 and 50 nm, between 0.7 and

2 nm, and less than 0.7 nm, respectively. One of the main characteristics

of organic-rich shale is the matrix micropore structure that controls the

oil and gas storage and transport in these tight formations. Using focused

ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB/SEM) Ambrose et al.

(2010) showed that a significant portion of the pores associated with gas

storage are found within shale organic material known as kerogen.

Kerogen has a pore-size distribution between 2 and 50 nm, with the aver-

age kerogen pore-size typically below 10 nm (Akkutlu and Fathi, 2012;

Adesida et al., 2011). The range of pore sizes shows that the organic-rich

shale can also be considered as organic nanoporous material.

There are different pore-size distribution measurement techniques,

each capable of capturing different ranges of pore sizes. To capture the

whole range of pore-size distribution, a combination of different pore-

size measurement techniques are required. The earliest work on pore-size

distribution measurements goes back to 1945 by Drake and Ritter. They

injected mercury into the porous material and used the intrusion pressure

and volume of mercury displaced to obtain the pore-size distribution. A

high-pressure mercury injection in shale samples is a common technique

to find the pore-size distribution. In this technique, the pressure profile is

collected during mercury injection, and will be used in Washburn

Eq. (2.1) (Washburn, 1921) to obtain the pore diameter.

Equation 2.1 Washburn.

D is the pore diameter, σ is surface tension, and θ is contact angle. In

the case when mercury is used for the experiment, a contact angle of 130

degrees and surface tension of 485 dyne/cm are commonly used.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is used in the industry to esti-

mate pore-size distribution and rock matrix grain sorting. In this tech-

nique, a sample saturated with brine is exposed to NMR where

collecting the single fluid relaxation time reflects the pore-size distribu-

tion and grain sorting of the sample matrix. The assumption is that water

molecules inside pores excited by an NMR pulse will diffuse, hiding in
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the pore walls much like Knudsen diffusion. Given enough time, these

fluid�rock molecular collisions lead to relaxation of the NMR signal,

which can be modeled with exponential function such as Eq. (2.2).

Equation 2.2 NMR exponential function.

In this equation ω0 is the total relaxation time and T is a function of total

bulk relaxation, surface relaxation, and molecular diffusion gradient effect.

For simplicity, T is considered a function of surface relaxation that is related

to fluid�rock molecular collision. Fluid�rock molecular collision is a func-

tion of pore radius, pressure, temperature, and fluid type. In the case of a

sample saturated with water, a linear relationship between relaxation time

and pore diameter can be developed and used for pore-diameter estimation.

Micropores are detected in an NMR signal by the shortest T value while

mesopores have a middling length, and macropores the longest T value.

Recent advancements in imaging techniques and the availability of

three dimensional images of organic-rich shales in different scales have

made it possible to investigate the fundamental physics governing fluid

flow, storage, and phase coexistence in organic nanopores. These

advanced technologies offer new opportunities to unlock this abundant

source of oil and natural gas. FIB/SEM is used to image the microstruc-

ture of shale samples (Ambrose et al., 2010). FIB/SEM is also used to

provide detailed information on microstructure, rock, and fluid character-

istics of organic-rich shale samples. The FIB system is used to remove

very thin slices of material from shale rock samples, while the SEM pro-

vides high-resolution images of the rock’s structure, distinguishing voids,

and minerals. Curtis et al. (2010) used the FIB/SEM technique, and mea-

sured pore-size distribution of different shale samples. He concluded that

small pores were dominant based on their number; however, large pores

still provided the major pore volume in the samples investigated.

Scanning transmission electron microscopy imaging (STEM) is also used

to image and measure pore-size distribution of shale samples. STEM has

similar resolution as FIB/SEM.

It is also possible to use adsorption�desorption data to characterize

the pore structure of different materials. Ida Homfray and Z. Physik 1910

were the pioneers using sorption behavior of different gases to character-

ize the charcoal pore structure. Currently, low-temperature nitrogen

adsorption techniques are widely used to determine the pore-size
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distribution of shale samples, estimate an effective pore size, and deter-

mine sorption behavior of shale samples.

SHALE SORPTION MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Sorption is a physical or chemical process in which gas molecules

become attached or detached from the solid surface of a material. There are

physical and chemical sorption processes. Physical sorption is caused by elec-

trostatic and van der Waals forces, while chemical sorption (high-heat sorp-

tion) is the result of a strong chemical bond (Ruthven, 1984). As free gas

pressure increases, the amount of the sorbed gas will increase. This is referred

to as the adsorption process. Desorption is the process that occurs when free

gas pressure drops and adsorbed gas molecules start desorbing from a solid sur-

face. Sorption isotherms are often used to determine maximum adsorption

capacity and the amount of adsorbed gas at different pore pressures. Here we

are concerned with sorption behavior of clay minerals and organic materials

such as coal and shale.

Among several models describing equilibrium sorption behavior, the

Henry’s law isotherm is the simplest. It considers the linear relationship

between adsorbed and free gas. That is, Cμ5KC where Cμ is the adsorbed

gas concentration, K is the Henry’s constant, and C is the free gas concentra-

tion. Even though the relationship between adsorbed and free gas concentra-

tions is not linear, Henry’s law has been used extensively because of its

simplicity. There are other isotherm models presented, including Gibbs,

potential theory, and Langmuir. The Gibbs model defines the sorption pro-

cess by the equation of state in terms of two-dimensional films. Several

authors including Sunders et al. (1985) and Stevenson et al. (1991) have used

this model for the gas sorption measurement in the coal. The potential theory

model defines sorbed volume as the thermodynamic sorption potential. The

Gibbs and potential theory models were largely implemented for coal gas

sorption measurements (Yee et al., 2011). The Langmuir model is defined as

the equilibrium between condensation and evaporation. The Langmuir

model consists of three different types of isotherms including Langmuir,

Freundlich, and the combination of both (Langmuir and Freundlich)

isotherms (Yang, 1987).

Irvin Langmuir (1916) developed the theory of Langmuir isotherm,

which is the most common model used in the oil and gas industry
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describing the sorption relationship. The main assumptions for deriving

the Langmuir equation are as follows:

• In each adsorption site, one gas molecule is adsorbed.

• There is no interaction between adsorbed gas molecules at the neigh-

boring site.

• The energy at the adsorption site is equal (homogenous adsorbent).

The Langmuir isotherm has been extensively considered as

Cμ5 abC/(11 aC). In this case, a is the Langmuir equilibrium constant,

and b represents complete monolayer coverage of the open surface by the

gas molecules. The Langmuir equilibrium equation is a special form of

the multilayer Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller adsorption equation,

Cμ5 abC/(12 /(11 b(C2 1))). The Langmuir equation is rearranged as

Eq. (2.3).

Equation 2.3 Langmuir isotherm (gas content).

V is the adsorbed gas volume (gas content) in scf/ton at pore pressure

P (psi). VL is the maximum monolayer adsorption capacity of the sample

in scf/ton. PL is the Langmuir pressure (psi), which is the pore pressure at

which half of the adsorbed sites are taken (Fig. 2.1). The Langmuir model

could be presented in a linear form by taking the reciprocal of the terms

on both sides of the equation above (Mavor et al., 1990; Santos and

Akkutlu, 2012; Fathi and Akkutlu, 2014).

Figure 2.1 Schematic of typical Langmuir isotherm.
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Equation 2.4 Linearized form of Langmuir equation.

The Freundlich isotherm is given by Eq. (2.5) (Yee et al., 2011):

Equation 2.5 Freundlich equation.

The combined Langmuir/Freundlich isotherm is presented as follows

(Yee et al., 2011):

Equation 2.6 Combined Langmuir equation.

The relationship between adsorbed gas volume and free gas pressure is

nonlinear at equilibrium conditions, homogeneous conditions, and isotro-

pic media. Experimental studies on the sorption behavior of different

materials show six different adsorption isotherm types as illustrated in

Fig. 2.2 (Sing, 1985).

In Fig. 2.2, the adsorption amount is plotted versus relative pressure,

which is the ratio of absolute pressure to the saturation pressure.

Saturation pressures have been found empirically for many gases and can

be found by increasing the pressure of a gas until it condenses. As absolute

pressure approaches saturation pressure the adsorption is maximized. The

desorption isotherm can also be obtained by reaching the maximum

Figure 2.2 Different adsorption isotherm types.
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adsorption, and then systematically reducing the pressure and plotting the

quantity of molecules desorbed versus the pressure. The shape of sorption

isotherms can also be used to characterize the pore structure of the mate-

rial. Type I isotherms are typically representative of microporous materials

with monolayer adsorption as discussed in Langmuir-type adsorption.

The adsorption isotherm of natural gas in organic-rich shale typically fol-

lows the type I adsorption isotherm. Types II and IV adsorption isotherms

are very similar except type IV experiences hysteresis, or a deviated curve

on the desorption isotherm that could be related to condensation and

type II has a larger saturation pressure. These are often indicative of non-

porous or macroporous materials. Type II adsorption isotherms can be

seen when monolayer and multilayer adsorption exist on solid surfaces.

Types III and V are also very similar in shape. Type V shows hysteresis on

the desorption curve unlike type III. Type III isotherms are usually repre-

sentative of large pores while type V is representative of mesopores. Type

VI adsorption isotherm corresponds to multilayer adsorption on a

completely uniform surface without pores. IUPAC has introduced four

different types of hysteresis as shown in Fig. 2.3. Type I represents uni-

form distribution of pores with no interconnecting channels. Type II

shows interconnecting channels, and types III and IV mainly represent

slit-like pores. Types II and IV are different in the sense that the former

does not show adsorption reaching the plateau while Type IV shows lim-

ited adsorption even at a very high pressure (Sing, 1985).

Figure 2.3 Different hysteresis types.
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There are different experimental techniques available to measure the

adsorption capacity of the sample including volumetric, gravimetric,

chromatographic, pulse, and dynamic adsorption methods. The last two

techniques are an extension to the traditional volumetric technique.

Among all of these different techniques, the volumetric technique is the

most commonly used in the oil and gas industry to measure the sorption

capacity of shale. The low-temperature nitrogen adsorption technique is

one of the volumetric techniques used to measure the sorption capacity

of the sample. This technique as discussed earlier can also be used to

determine the pore-size distribution of shale and to characterize the

effective porosity of the shale sample. Volumetric sorption measurement

techniques usually consist of a double-cell gas expansion porosimeter in a

constant temperature unit. The experiment is performed at multiple

stages and involves the following steps:

I. accurate measurement of sample and reference cell pressures at initial

condition (in the case where the adsorption measurement reference

cell has higher pressure)

II. bringing the sample in the sample cell to equilibrium pressure with

reference cell and measuring new equilibrium pressure

III. charging the reference cell to new initial condition and repeating the

experiment in elevated pressures to recover the whole isotherm curve

Sorbed gas quantity then will be calculated using material balance and

a compressibility equation of state. Crushed samples are usually used for

adsorption measurements. However, it is not possible to perform the

experiment under reservoir stress conditions, using crushed samples.

Kang et al. (2010) used a new five-stage adsorption measurement tech-

nique where they performed the measurements using core plugs under

actual reservoir conditions.

SHALE POROSITY MEASUREMENTS

Porosity is defined as total pore volume over bulk volume, and effec-

tive porosity is effective pore volume divided by bulk volume. Effective pore

volume is defined as interconnected pore volumes. Effective pore volumes of

the samples can be obtained using the difference between bulk and grain

densities. One needs to first obtain the bulk density, and then measure the
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grain density of the sample. Sample bulk volume can be obtained by

immersing the sample in a mercury bath and measuring the mercury dis-

placement. Bulk density of the sample can then be obtained by measuring

the dry sample weight. To obtain the grain density the sample will be

crushed and low-pressure gas pycnometry is used to measure the grain den-

sity. For this purpose gas, typically helium, is introduced to the gas pycnome-

ter and a change in pressure with and without the sample is used to obtain

the grain density. This calculation is based on Boyle’s law and the real gas

compressibility equation of state. If shale samples are used, this method might

overestimate the effective pore volume since helium has a much smaller

molecular size when compared to methane molecules. Helium can access

pores that are inaccessible to methane molecules. Since we are interested in

finding the porosity of the shale sample to methane (methane is the domi-

nant gas component) an experiment needs to be performed using methane

gas that requires additional safety considerations. In addition to molecular

size, methane has a much higher adsorption capacity that leads to a reduction

in the pore-size diameter and therefore the effective pore volume. Organic-

rich shale samples act as a molecular sieve for the gas measurement.

The high-pressure mercury injection is also conventionally used to mea-

sure the sample’s effective pore volume. In this case, mercury is injected into

penetrometer and pressure increases until mercury invades and fills all con-

nected pore volumes. The sample effective pore volume is then equal to the

volume of displaced mercury. If a shale sample is used then the mercury

intrusion will start at high pressure, typically 10,000 psi, due to very small

pore-size distribution. To invade all of the interconnected pores pressure has

to rise to more than 60,000 psi. At this pressure the instrument cannot detect

the contribution of micropores and some of the mesopores on pore volume.

Several other techniques are available for the measurement of total

and effective pore volumes based on different principles such as thermo-

gravimetry, NMR spectrometry, SEM, and low-temperature adsorption.

When the sample under investigation is shale all of these techniques have

their own limitations. These measurements have limitations due to the

fact that they are not performed under reservoir conditions (effective in

situ stress and temperature) (Akkutlu and Fathi, 2012).

It is believed that pore volume associated with organic matter is linked

to the thermal maturity of the shale. Therefore, thermal maturity can

impact both storage (porosity) and transport (permeability) potential of

the organic-rich shales (Curtis et al., 2013).
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PORE COMPRESSIBILITY MEASUREMENTS OF SHALE

Pore compressibility is defined as the change in pore volume of a

sample with respect to pressure at a constant temperature and denoted by Cp:

Equation 2.7 Pore compressibility.

In this equation the relative change of sample pore volume with

respect to some referenced volume (usually at standard conditions) is

measured. The relationship is inverse since increasing the pressure at a

constant temperature will result in a reduction in volume. Pore compress-

ibility can also be used as an indication of rock mechanical properties

such as bulk modulus. Therefore, accurate measurement of heterogeneous

rock pore compressibility is not an easy task. The problem becomes more

complicated considering the change in pore pressure and overburden

pressure during oil and gas production. This will result in dynamic pore

compressibility. There have been several studies on the relationship

between pore compressibility and mineralogy of different consolidated

and unconsolidated formations such as Newman (1973), Anderson

(1988), Zimmerman (1991), and Cronquist (2001). However, except for

special cases, no distinct and universal relation is found. Therefore, most

of the relationships developed are used for qualitative and comparison

studies. If shale samples are used, finding the correlation is harder due to

the quasibrittle/ductile characteristics of shale samples. For this purpose, a

special experimental setup for shale samples was designed by Kang et al.

(2010). Later, Santos and Akkutlu (2012) used modified pulse-decay per-

meameter and measured the pore compressibility of shale samples using

the two-stage gas expansion technique. The details of the experimental

setup are shown in Fig. 2.5.

SHALE PERMEABILITY MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Shale reservoirs are known to have ultralow matrix permeability.

Permeability is defined as the ability of rock to transmit fluid and is
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measured based on Darcy’s unit (1 darcy is equivalent to

9.8692333 10213 m2). The shale body can be divided into the shale

matrix and fractures. Effective permeability of shale, which is the combi-

nation of matrix and natural fracture permeability, can be measured using

well test analysis, diagnostic fracture injection tests, advanced steady state,

or pressure pulse-decay permeability measurement techniques. Darcy’s

law describes the fluid flow through porous media, which is a propor-

tional relationship between the discharge rate through a porous medium,

geometry of the media, length and cross section, viscosity of the fluid,

and pressure gradient over the length of media. The negative sign in the

equation is necessary since fluid always flows from high pressure to low

pressure. Eq. (2.8) shows that Darcy’s law can be rearranged to find the

absolute permeability K using Eq. (2.9).

Equation 2.8 Darcy’s law.

Where Q is the flow rate (m3/s), K is absolute permeability (m2), ΔP is

the pressure gradient across the core sample (Pascal), μ is the fluid viscos-

ity (Pa.s), and L is the sample length (m).

Darcy’s equation can be rearranged to solve for permeability:

Equation 2.9 Permeability.

Fig. 2.4 shows the schematic of Darcy’s experiment, in which the

sample with a cross section of A and a length of L is exposed to a pressure

gradient of ΔP(P1.P2) between point 1 and 2. An incompressible fluid

such as water will be injected with the constant flow rate of Q until a

steady state condition is reached. At the steady state condition, K (sample

absolute permeability) can be obtained using Eq. (2.9). If the sample is

shale, conventional steady state methods of permeability measurements

are not practical because of very low flow rates and the extremely long

time needed to reach the steady state condition. Therefore, unsteady state

methods based on pressure pulse-decay measurement have been exten-

sively used to estimate permeability of the shale samples (Brace, 1968;

Ning, 1992; Finsterle and Persoff, 1997). The unsteady state methods are
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faster and can be used to measure permeabilities as low as 10E-9 md

(Ning, 1992). It is crucial to perform the experiment under reservoir

conditions since pore pressure, temperature, and confining stress condi-

tions could lead to changes in shale rock characterization.

New pulse-decay permeameters perform the experiment under high

pressure and high temperature. They are designed and assembled to

precisely measure shale matrix, fracture, and effective permeability using a

pulse-decay technique. This technique is used at pressure and tempera-

tures up to 10,000 psia and 340�F under different effective stress condi-

tions. In the pulse-decay permeability measurement technique, the shale

core plug (after preparation) will be placed in a core holder and brought

to equilibrium pressure conditions. Different pulses will then be applied

to the system and pressure decay upstream and pressure buildup down-

stream will be recorded with high accuracy as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. In

Fig. 2.5 temperature is kept constant to reservoir temperature, and con-

fining pressure is applied to resemble reservoir overburden stresses.

Different history-matching algorithms can then be used to match the

pressure profiles and extract the permeability values. Depending on the

magnitude of the pressure pulse, the fracture, matrix, or effective

Figure 2.5 Core plug pulse-decay permeameter.

Figure 2.4 Darcy’s law illustration.
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permeability can be obtained. Small pulses likely carry the impact of frac-

tures and are used to measure fracture permeability. On the other hand,

large pulses are affected by both fracture and matrix and can be used to

extract effective matrix permeability. Fig. 2.6 shows the schematic of the

setup for performing the experiment with different pulse magnitudes.

Generally the slope of pressure versus time in a semilog plot is used to

estimate the matrix permeability. Yamada (1980) developed analytical

solutions for transient behavior of pressure during pulse decay. However, his

solution was only valid under very specific and simplified conditions. The

most common method used by the industry is the technique that was intro-

duced by Jones (1997). He modified the conventional pulse-decay setup by

using equal upstream and downstream volumes and added two large dead

volumes to reduce the time required to reach equilibrium pressure. In Jones’

technique, the adsorption capacity of shale and the possibilities of solid or

surface transport were neglected. Akkutlu and Fathi (2012); Fathi and

Akkutlu, (2013) introduced new sets of governing equations to simulate gas

transport and adsorption in shale gas reservoirs and used that in a nonlinear

history-matching algorithm to obtain unique shale rock properties.

Figure 2.6 Automated high-pressure, high-temperature (HPHT) pulse-decay
permeameter.
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To use the pressure decline curves obtained from pressure pulse-decay

techniques, the sample pore volume and porosity at different pressures are

needed. A double-cell Boyle’s law porosimeter can be used to provide a

precise estimation of these quantities as discussed earlier. Interpretations

of the data obtained from transient techniques introduce a large margin of

uncertainty due to the nonuniqueness of the results and reproducibility

(except if more advanced techniques are used). To avoid the complica-

tions in interpretation of the pulse-decay techniques and to perform the

experiment in a much shorter time, most of the commercial laboratories

are using a crushed sample permeability measurement known as the Gas

Research Institute (GRI) technique presented by Luffel (1993). In this

case, a double-cell porosimeter is used to provide the crushed sample per-

meability. It is believed that by crushing the sample, the effect of natural

fractures will be removed and the permeability measured by this tech-

nique can be a good representation of the shale matrix permeability.

Fig. 2.7 illustrates the GRI technique used for crushed sample permeabil-

ity measurements. The GRI permeability measurement technique on

crushed rock is highly affected by particle size, average pressure of the

experiment, and gas type (Tinni et al., 2012; Fathi et al., 2012). This

results in a discrepancy in permeability values of up to three orders of

magnitude measured by different commercial labs using the same samples

(Miller, 2010; Passey et al., 2010). In addition, recently injecting mercury

in different sizes of crushed shale samples and imaging using micro com-

puted tomography, Tinni et al. (2012) showed that crushing the shale

samples does not remove the microcracks from the matrix. Therefore, the

permeability measured by the GRI technique is not shale matrix

Figure 2.7 Double-cell Boyle’s law porosimeter.
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permeability, but rather a combination of matrix and fracture permeabil-

ity without the impact of confining stresses.

Recently, Zamirian et al. (2014) designed a new pseudo-steady state

permeability measurement experiment to overcome difficulties presented

with conventional steady state permeability measurements, such as the

extremely long time required to reach a steady state, and the inability to

measure extremely low flow rates. The laboratory system is referred to as

Precision Petrophysical Analysis Laboratory (PPAL). The experimental

setup is very similar to the pulse-decay permeameter. In this setup, a pres-

sure gradient will be applied between the upstream and downstream after

the initial equilibrium pressure has been reached. As pressure builds up

downstream, an ultraprecise pressure differential gauge measures the pres-

sure difference between the sample and downstream. As pressure in

downstream builds up by 0.5 psi, a bypass valve opens, discharging the gas

to keep the downstream pressure constant. Rate of pressure buildup in

downstream versus time is then used in Darcy’s law to calculate matrix

effective permeability. To reach a steady state condition, usually more

than 50 cycles of 0.5 psi pressure buildup in the downstream is required.

This technique enables us to measure flow rates as small as 1026 cm3/s.
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CHAPTER THREE

Shale Initial Gas-in-Place
Calculation

INTRODUCTION

Initial hydrocarbon-in-place calculation is crucial in determining the

economic feasibility of shale oil and gas reservoirs and reserve estimation.

In ultralow permeability reservoirs, transient flow regime can last for a

long period of time. Therefore, having a good understanding of original

oil and gas in place helps for determining the long-term production

forecast and it will decrease the uncertainty when performing the reserve

estimation. There are different techniques developed for original oil- and

gas-in-place calculations in unconventional reservoirs. These are either

numerical or analytical techniques based on volumetric or material balance

calculations. The volumetric method is the most common technique,

requiring detailed information regarding reservoir rock and fluid proper-

ties such as porosity, compressibility, saturations, and formation volume

factor. This information is mostly extracted from well logs or obtained

using experimental techniques as discussed earlier in chapter two. In the

volumetric approach, the shale matrix will be divided into grain volume

(e.g., clay minerals, nonclay inorganic minerals, and organic materials),

volume occupied by water, oil and free gas, volume occupied by clay-

bound water, some dead ends, and isolated pores (Hartman et al., 2011).

Fig. 3.1 shows the schematic of bulk volume of shale sample.

TOTAL GAS-IN-PLACE CALCULATION

In the case of shale gas reservoirs, the gas storage can be divided

into free, adsorbed, absorbed, and dissolved gas. Free gas is stored in

natural and induced fractures, in inorganic macropores, and organic

meso- and micropores, while adsorbed gas is stored mainly at the solid

surface of organic materials and some by clay minerals. The amount of
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absorbed gas as discussed earlier is assumed to be negligible. However,

there are new studies investigating the impact of gas absorption in original

gas-in-place (OGIP) calculation (Ambrose et al., 2012). Gas dissolved in

water and hydrocarbon cannot be distinguished from adsorbed gas with

current experimental techniques and is usually considered as part of

adsorbed gas in gas-in-place calculations. Therefore, OGIP embraces free

Gfreeand adsorbed gas Gads scf/ton.

Equation 3.1 Total OGIP.

The volumetric approach is used to measure organic pore volumes,

and therefore, the free gas amount. However, due to adsorption in

organic nanopores part of the pore volume will be occupied by adsorbed

gas and is not available for free gas storage. Ambrose et al. (2010)

proposed a model where free gas pore volume is corrected to include the

adsorption layer thickness as follows:

Equation 3.2 Free OGIP.

Figure 3.1 Shale matrix bulk volume.
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In this equation, Bg represents the gas formation volume factor, ϕ is

the effective rock porosity, Sw is the water saturation, and So is oil

saturation, ρb is the bulk density of shale in g/cc, and Ψ is the correction

factor for adsorbed layer thickness defined as follows:

Equation 3.3 Adsorbed layer correction.

M is the molecular weight of the single-component gas or apparent

molecular weight of the gas mixture, ρs is adsorbed gas density, P is the

pore pressure, PL and VL are Langmuir pressure and volume, respec-

tively. Adsorbed gas density is a parameter that requires more detailed

studies to obtain. Different analytical and numerical techniques are

suggested to obtain adsorbed gas density including the application of the

Van der Waals equation of state or molecular dynamic technique. Gads

as discussed earlier assumes monolayer adsorption. The Langmuir equa-

tion is as follows:

Gads5V 5VL

P

P1PL

Ambrose et al. (2010) also extended the calculation to a multicomponent

single-phase case. In general, ignoring the adsorbed layer effect in OGIP

calculations might result in more than 30% overestimation.

•••
Example
Calculate adsorbed gas in place (MSCF) with the following properties for a half-foot
section of the reservoir. The following data was obtained from core and log analyses:

A5 640 acres5 640 acres is also referred to one section
h5 0.5’
Bulk density5 2.6 g/cc (obtained from log)
VL5 60 SCF/ton (obtained from core analysis)
PL5 800 psia (obtained from core analysis)
P5 4400 psia (obtained from diagnostic fracture injection tests or DFIT)

Gads 5 V 5 VL
P

P1 PL
5

603 4400
8001 4400

5 50:77 SCF=ton
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The amount of adsorbed gas for a half-foot of reservoir section given can then be
obtained as follows:

Adsorbed gas5 A3 h3 ρb 3Gads

5 640 ðacresT43; 560 ft2=acresÞ3 0:5 ðftÞ3 2:6

 
g=ccT

1

3:531e25 ft3=cc

!

3 50:77
SCF

ton
907; 185 g

ton

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA5 13593 A3 h3 ρb 3Gads 5 57; 405 MSCF

This indicates that a half-foot section of the reservoir contains 57.4 MMSCF of
adsorbed gas in place in addition to the free gas in place.

•••
Example
Calculate free gas and adsorbed gas in place (BCF) given the following information
(assume 100% methane gas):

A5640 acres, h5100’, bulk density52.35 g/cc, adsorbed gas density50.37 g/cc,
VL560 SCF/ton, PL5700 psia, PR54800 psia, Sw520%, SO50%, porosity510%,
Bgi50.0038

Ψ5
1:31831026Mρb

ρs
VL

P
P1PL

� �
5

1:3183 1026316:043 2:35
0:37

603 4800
7001 4800

� �
5 0:00703

Gfree5
32:0368

Bg

"
ϕð12 Sw2 SoÞ

ρb
2Ψ

#
5

32:0368
0:0038

"
0:13 ð12 0:2Þ

2:35
2 0:00703

#

5 227:7357 scf=ton

Free gas in place543;5603A3h3ρb3Gfree

543;5603 640310032:353

 
g=ccT

1

3:531e25 ft3=cc

!

3 227:7357
SCF

ton
907;185 g

ton

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

54:6631010 SCF546:6 BCF
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Gads5V5
VL3PR
PL1 PR

5
603 4800
7001 4800

5 52:36 SCF=ton

Adsorbed gas5 13593A3h3ρb3Gads513593 6403 1003 2:353 52:36510:7 BCF

Total GIP546:6110:7557:3 BCF

This example indicates that 57.3 BCF of the total gas is present in one section (640 acres)
of the reservoir. This does not mean that the entire amount of gas can be recovered. In
unconventional shale reservoirs, the recovery factor (RF) can range anywhere from 10% to
80% depending on the reservoir properties and the completions design. For example, if
recovery factor is assumed to be 25% for this particular reservoir, only 25% of 57.3 BCF can
be recovered per section. Therefore, 14.325 BCF of gas can be recovered from this reservoir.
Finally, 14.325 BCF is also called estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) per 640 acres.

DENSITY OF ADSORBED GAS

As discussed earlier, adsorbed gas density is required to calculate the

OGIP in shale gas reservoirs. However, this is not an easy quantity to

measure in the laboratory. Dubinin in 1960 proposed to use the Van der

Waals equation of state as a means to calculate the adsorbed gas density.

The Van der Waals equation of state relates the density of gases to

pressure, temperature, and volume and is one of the earliest attempts

to modify the ideal gas equation of state.

Equation 3.4 Van der Waals equation of state.

In the Van der Waals equation of state, Eq. (3.4), the interaction forces

and volume of gas molecules that are neglected in the ideal gas equation

of state are considered using the correction factors a and b, respectively.

Dubinin (1960) suggested that in the cases where adsorption is of impor-

tance, the b constant in the Van der Waals equation of state is equal to

the volume taken by the adsorbed phase ν divided by the actual adsorbed

gas amount μ as follows:

v

μ
5 b
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Therefore, the adsorbed gas density can be written as

ρs 5
Mμ
v

5
M

b

where M is the molecular weight of the gas and b is the Van der Waals

coefficient. The coefficient b can be obtained using first and second

derivative of pressure in the Van der Waals equation of state with respect

to volume at critical temperature as follows:

Equation 3.5 Van der Waals equation of state correction factor for gas molecules
volumes.

In this equation, R is the universal gas constant and Tc and Pc are

critical temperature and pressure of the gas. Therefore, the adsorbed gas

density using Eq. (3.5) can be obtained as follows:

Equation 3.6 Adsorbed gas density.

The critical properties of the pure components are constant values that

can be obtained from the physical properties table (see engineering data

book; GPSA, 1987). In the case of gas mixtures, the apparent molecular

weight of gas mixture and the pseuodocritical pressure and temperature

can be used in Eq. (3.6). Pseudocritical properties of gas mixture are

defined as the weighted average of the critical properties of pure compo-

nents in the mixture. Ideal adsorption solution (IAS) theory in this case

can also be used to calculate the gas mixture adsorption if the individual

adsorption properties of the pure components are known (Myers and

Prausnitz, 1965). Recently, molecular dynamic simulations have been

extensively used to investigate the gas mixture adsorption and adsorbed

phase density and thickness when multicomponent gas mixtures are

considered (see Kim et al., 2003 and Rahmani Didar and Akkutlu, 2013,

for more detailed discussions).

Overall, there is a substantial understanding of the application of

different equations of state to investigate the phase transitions in bulk

fluids where the system size is not of importance. However, as the

volume of the system reduces to the meso- and microscales, the phase
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equilibriums become size dependent, where the wall confinement

effects significantly change the thermodynamic properties of the fluids.

Experimental and numerical investigations on equilibrium and non-

equilibrium thermodynamical properties of fluids in nanoporous mate-

rials show dramatic deviations from their bulk values obtained using

pressure�volume�temperature (PVT) measurements. Results of recent

studies show that as pore size decreases to the nanoscale, critical

temperature, freezing, and melting points decrease. It has also been

observed that water viscosity is significantly reduced with critical

pressure and interfacial tensions.

RECOVERY FACTOR

The recovery factor equation is as follows:

Equation 3.7 Recovery factor.

RF5Recovery factor, %

EUR5Estimated ultimate recovery, BCF

IGIP5 Initial gas in place, BCF

In old OGIP calculation techniques, the pore volume occupied by

adsorbed gas was neglected, which could lead to up to 30% overestima-

tion of the OGIP depending on the amount of total organic contents

(TOC) and nanoorganic pore-size distribution (Ambrose et al., 2012).

Belyadi (2014) studied the impact of adsorbed gas on OGIP, total gas

production, and recovery factor using information from the Marcellus

Shale in West Virginia and Pennsylvania. Using compositional reservoir

simulation, she showed that an increase in adsorbed gas amount increases

the initial gas in place, and therefore, total gas production. However, total

gas recovery decreased by increasing the amount of adsorbed gas during a

specific time period of production. An increase in the adsorbed gas

amount leads to a longer transient regime, while a decrease in adsorbed

gas amount leads to a faster boundary dominated regime. Table 3.1 shows

the details of the calculations and Fig. 3.2 compares total gas recovery

from a single horizontal well with 13 hydraulic fracture stages assuming
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different Langmuir volumes (m). It can be observed that during the early

production period, Langmuir volume has a minor impact on the total gas

recovery because during this period the production is controlled by

the hydraulic fractures and mainly free gas is produced. At middle

and late time production periods, higher Langmuir volume leads to lower

recovery factor. This is due to fact that even though more gas in place

and gas production can be obtained by having more adsorption, most of

the adsorbed gas is not available for production due to ultralow matrix

permeability resulting in lower recovery factor. In the next chapter, we

will discuss the effect of adsorption and organic nanopore size distribution

on fluid flow and transport in shale reservoirs.

Figure 3.2 Impact of Langmuir volume on the total gas recovery from horizontal
shale gas.

Table 3.1 Cumulative Gas Productions, Initial Gas in Place, and Gas Recovery Factor
Obtained for Different Langmuir Volume Conditions
Langmuir
Volume (m)

Total Gas
Production (Gp)

Initial Gas in
Place (IGIP)

Total Gas
Recovery Factor

Mscf/Ton (BCF) (BCF) Fraction

0 4.21 5.77 0.73

0.05 4.65 7.53 0.62

0.089 4.98 8.89 0.56

0.1 5.06 9.28 0.55
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CHAPTER FOUR

Multiscale Fluid Flow and
Transport in Organic-Rich Shale

INTRODUCTION

Gas transport and storage in organic-rich shale reservoirs are not

very well understood. Previously dual-porosity single-permeability

models were used to model fluid flow and transport in shale reservoirs.

This approach follows conventional reservoir simulators developed for

naturally fractured carbonate or coalbed methane reservoirs. To include

the sorption rate and mass exchange between matrix and fractures,

bidisperse models were developed with diffusion rates introduced as

a controlling factor for sorption rates (Gan et al., 1972; Yang, 1997;

Shi and Durucan, 2003). In these models, instantaneous adsorption/

desorption of gas to and from the organic materials are assumed.

The resistance to flow is considered to be governed by transfer function,

which is a function of pressure gradient between two media, matrix trans-

port, and a shape factor. This basically follows the approach introduced

earlier by Warren and Root (1963) to model mass exchange between

matrix and fractures. In this approach, two main assumptions have been

made. First, the presence of a uniformly distributed fracture network

with a known fracture matrix interface that clearly confines the matrix

block is assumed. Second, the application of a matching parameter called

the shape factor, which controls the mass transfer between matrix and

fracture, is used. However, in the organic-rich shale reservoirs, multiscale

pore structure presents nonuniformly distributed natural fractures with

different dimensions through the reservoir matrix. The magnitude of

the contribution of these multidimensional natural fractures in the oil and

gas storage and transport is a function of reservoir effective stress, which

is defined as follows:

Equation 4.1 Effective stress.
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In Eq. (4.1), σe is the effective stress; σn is the normal stress applied

to the rock, or overburden pressure; and α is the Biot’s poroelastic

coefficient. Several authors applied discrete fracture network modeling

technique to investigate fluid flow, transport, and storage in these forma-

tions. However, their approach does not only require detailed information

on the explicit distribution of fractures, but also requires an accurate

approximation of pressure distribution in the matrix. In some cases,

a general parabolic equation to describe the pressure distribution in the

matrix is used.

MULTICONTINUUM MODELING OF SHALE RESERVOIRS

Recently multicontinuum models have been used to simulate fluid

flow and transport in shale gas reservoirs that can bypass some major

difficulties associated with the application of discrete fracture network

modeling. In this approach, first the number of components in the

reservoir will be identified. Next, the hydraulic properties such as nature

of fluid flow and transport in each component will be recognized.

Finally, different coupling scenarios describing the mass exchange

between components are investigated. Unlike discrete models, this

approach does not need to explicitly define the spatial distribution of

each component. At any location in the space, all of the components

of the multicontinuum model are present and their contribution to

the flow will be identified though coupling and mass exchange terms

between each component. Fig. 4.1 shows how the conceptual shale

matrix model is separated to three continua (inorganic, organic, and

fractures) and then uniformly combined to generate the multicontinuum

structure.

There are three different types of coupling introduced in the literature

to generate the multicontinuum structure, including series, parallel, and

selective couplings. Series coupling is defined where the coupling is in

the order of hydraulic conductivity. Kang et al. (2010) showed that

in samples under investigation in the Barnett Shale, the coupling between

organic�inorganic and fractures mostly occurred in a series fashion.

After initial gas production from fractures, the organic materials supply

gas to inorganic materials, which exchange mass with the system of
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natural fractures. This behavior can be seen by two distinct changes in the

slope of the pressure decay test. In the case of parallel coupling, both

organic and inorganic materials are in hydraulic communication and

both will supply gas to the system of natural fractures. Selective coupling

occurs when two continuums are not hydraulically connected but

exchange mass with the third continuum. Fig. 4.2 shows schematics of

different possible hydraulic couplings in shale reservoirs.

Recent experimental and numerical studies have shown that

the shale matrix can be divided in organic, inorganic, and fractures

(Kang et al., 2010; Akkutlu and Fathi, 2012). The transport in organic

materials can be represented by free and solid (surface) diffusions, while

the transport in inorganic materials is mostly governed by free gas

diffusion and convection (Darcy flow). Eq. (4.2) shows the mass balance

in organic micropores, and Eq. (4.3) illustrates material balance in

inorganic macropores of shale matrix.

Equation 4.2 Material balance in organic matters.

Figure 4.1 Schematic of multicontinuum modeling approach: light gray, inorganic
matrix; brown islands (black in print versions), organic materials (kerogen); Continuum 3,
discrete natural fracture system.
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Equation 4.3 Material balance in inorganic matters.

Free gas mass balance in fracture networks can also be shown as:

Equation 4.4 Material balance in fracture system.

where Wkm and Wmf are mass exchange terms between different continua

and defined as follows:

Wkmi 5ΩmΨkiðCi 2CkiÞ
Wmfi5ΩfΨmiðCfi2CiÞ

Figure 4.2 Different hydraulic coupling used in multicontinuum approach.
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In the above equations the subscripts k, m, and f refer to quantities

related to the organic (kerogen), inorganic matrix, and fracture respec-

tively. The variables x and t are the space and time coordinates. Cðx; tÞ
and Cμðx; tÞ represent the amounts of free and adsorbed gas in terms of

moles per pore volume and moles per organic solid volume respectively.

P is the pore pressure and φ and φf are the total matrix and fracture

porosity respectively. εks is the total organic content in terms of organic

grain volume per total grain volume and εkp is organic pore volume per

total matrix pore volume. D represents total free gas diffusion such as

bulk plus Knudsen diffusion. Ds is solid or surface diffusion coefficient.

k the absolute permeability, KL represents the macrodispersion coefficient

in the fracture network, and μ the dynamic gas viscosity. Ω is the shape

factor and Ψ is the transport function in source media, and C is referred

to as average free gas concentration (Akkutlu and Fathi, 2012).

To describe the gas sorption behavior in organic-rich shale reservoirs,

Fathi and Akkutlu (2009) suggested nonlinear adsorption kinetics as shown

in Eq. (4.5). This approach was also suggested earlier by Srinivasan et al.

(1995) and Schlebaum et al. (1999) to study the carbon molecular sieve and

organic contaminant fraction in soil. They argued that the nonlinear sorp-

tion kinetic could significantly impact the diffusion processes. The general

nonlinear sorption kinetics model in shale can be presented as follows:

Equation 4.5 Gas sorption kinetics.

In this equation, Cμs represents the maximum monolayer gas

adsorption, K is the ratio of adsorption to desorption rate that is known

as equilibrium coefficient, and kdesorp is the gas desorption rate. In a

limiting case where the system reaches equilibrium conditions,

i.e., @Cμ=@t5 0, Eq. (4.5) will simplify to single-component monolayer

Langmuir isotherm as described earlier.

INTERFACIAL TENSION AND CAPILLARY PRESSURE

Interfacial tension (IFT) is the enhancement in intermolecular attrac-

tion forces of one fluid facing another and has dimension of force per unit

length. IFT is responsible for many fluid behaviors such as interfacial
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behaviors of vapor�liquid and liquid�liquid. Laplace’s law indicates that

there is a linear relationship between the pressure difference between two

phases and the radius of interface curvature. Laplace’s law has been used to

study both interfaces between a liquid and its own vapor (surface tension)

and between different fluids (IFT) as presented in Eq. (4.6).

Equation 4.6 Interfacial tension.

where σ is the surface tension, r is the radius of curvature, and ΔP is the

pressure difference between the inside and outside of the interface. This

linear relationship is used to obtain the surface tension by simulating

series of bubbles with various sizes, measuring their radius, and inside

and outside densities (liquid and gas). Different experimental techniques

have been used in the oil and gas industry to measure the IFT including

the capillary rise and du Noüy ring technique. In the du Noüy ring

method, the IFT can be obtained as follows:

σ5 δ3
gc
2πd

where σ is the IFT in dynes per centimeter, gc is the gravitational

constant (980 cm/s2), d is the ring diameter in cm, and δ is grams-force

measured with analytic balance.

In the capillary rise method, the height of the liquid rise in a capillary

can be obtained as follows:

h5
2σ3 cos θ

rρgc

In this equation, r is the radius of capillary in cm, ρ is the density

of the denser fluid in g/cc, and cos θ is the cosine of the angle between

the surface inside the capillary and the capillary wall.

The IFT measurements are also a function of temperature of the

experiment. As the temperature increases, the IFT drops. As discussed

earlier, phase behavior and phase coexistence properties of fluids under

confinement are different than those in the bulk system, especially in

organic-rich shales. Recent studies using molecular dynamic simulations

revealed that IFTs under pore-wall confinements decrease manyfold

and the results are highly sensitive to the temperature (Singh et al., 2009).
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Bui and Akkutlu (2015) also showed that the surface tension of methane

is smaller under confinement using molecular dynamic simulation and is a

function of liquid saturation and pore width.

•••
Example
IFT measurement of synthetic oil is done using du Noüy ring where the ring
diameter was 1.55 cm and the force measured by analytic balance was 0.38 grams-force.
Calculate the IFT:

σ5 δ3
gc
2πd

5 0:383
980

23 3:14163 1:55
5 38

The experiment is repeated this time with a capillary rise experiment. The height of the
rise in the capillary with a radius of 0.2 cm was 0.36 cm and the density of the synthetic oil is
measured to be 0.99 g/cc. Calculate the IFT using capillary rise technique. Assume cos θ5 1:0:

σ5
hrρgc
2 cos θ

5
0:363 0:23 0:993 980

23 1
5 35

Most often, we are interested in phase coexistence in porous media

where two immiscible fluids are in contact. In this case, depending

on the chemical properties of each fluid and formation solid surface, one

fluid tends to have a higher affinity to wet the formation solid surface.

The fluid that adheres to the solid surface is called the wetting phase

and the other fluid is called the nonwetting phase. The Young�Dupré

equation describes the relationship between imbalance forces of fluid�fluid

and fluid�solid interactions as follows:

Equation 4.7 Young�Dupré equation.

where σnw2s;σw2s;σnw2w are IFTs between nonwetting phase and solid,

wetting phase and solid, and nonwetting phase and wetting phase, respec-

tively, and θeq is the equilibrium contact angle between solid surface line

and liquid. Fig. 4.3 shows the schematic of three-phase gas (air), liquid

(water), and solid interactions and quantities of the Young�Dupré equa-

tion. The contact angle between liquid and solid is not constant and will

change as a function of liquid volume. If we were to inject a small

amount of liquid into the droplet using a needle, the contact line between

liquid and solid can stay constant; however, the contact angle will increase
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(maximum angle θmax). On the other hand, removing the liquid from the

droplet with constant contact line between the solid and liquid will result

in a decrease in the contact angle (minimum angle θmin) as shown in

Fig. 4.3. The equilibrium contact angle can be calculated using the

Tadmor (2004) equation as follows:

Equation 4.8 Equilibrium contact angle.

where the rmax and rmin are defined as follows:

rmax5
sin3θmax

223 cos θmax1cos3θmax

� �1=3

and rmin5
sin3θmin

223 cos θmin1cos3θmin

� �1=3

The capillary pressure is defined as the difference between the pressure in

the nonwetting phase and the wetting phase, and can be obtained as follows:

Pc 5Pnw 2Pw

Considering the presence of water and oil in the porous media,

if the contact angle between solid and water phase falls between 0 and

70 degrees, we call the formation water wet. If the contact angle is

between 70 and 110 degrees, the formation is called neutrally wet,

and if the contact angle is greater than 110 degrees, the formation is

called oil wet. Capillary pressure in the formation is mainly a function

of formation wettability, saturation of different phases, and pore geometry.

Figure 4.3 Dynamic contact angle measurement.
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The Young�Laplace equation describes this relationship at equilibrium

condition where there is no flow as follows:

Equation 4.9 Capillary pressure.

where r is the capillary radius. There are different techniques available to

measure the capillary pressure including porous diaphragm method, mer-

cury injection method, centrifuge method, and dynamic method.

The mercury injection method is the most common and rapid

technique to measure capillary pressure. In this technique, mercury as a

nonwetting fluid is forced to the sample, and the pressure required to get

excess mercury volume into the core sample is recorded. The mercury

saturation is calculated from a known injection and pore volumes of a

sample. This technique has a major disadvantage because the sample

cannot be used for further analysis after it is exposed to the mercury.

Special considerations are also needed to convert the capillary data

obtained from the mercury/air system to the reservoir fluid system.

The mercury injection technique has been conventionally used to

measure the capillary pressure of shale samples. In this case, mercury is

injected to the crushed shale samples with increasing pressure of up to

60,000 psi. Three different volumes will be invaded by mercury including

closure or conformance volume, i.e., the volume that the mercury needs

to fill to overcome the sample surface roughness, pore volume of the

sample, and the volume caused by relative change in the sample volume

due to compression exposed by mercury. Crushing the shale samples

introduces an artificial interparticle volume that will be occupied at low

pressure by mercury. This volume is considered as the closure volume and

needs to be corrected. Actual intrusion of mercury in shale pore volume

occurs after injection pressure exceeds the capillary pressure required for

mercury to enter large pores. This will continue until all possible pores of

the sample are invaded by mercury. Mercury can enter pores as small as

3 nm, however, there are shale samples with a significant amount of pores

of less than 1 nm that cannot be invaded by mercury even at 60,000 psi

injection pressure. To accurately measure the capillary pressure, it is

crucial to be able to distinguish between the end of closure and start of

intrusion, i.e., the pressure at which mercury starts invading the larger

pores in the sample. This can be identified by the rapid change in the
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slope of mercury injection pressure vs. mercury saturation. In extremely

tight shale samples with the majority of pores in the order of nanometer,

identifying this point is extremely difficult and leads to a significant error

in capillary pressure measurements. As mercury is injected to the sample

and before it reaches the minimum pressure required to invade the larger

pores, the mercury pressure applies external stress on both pore and bulk

volumes of the sample. Depending on the difference between pore and

grain compressibility and pore-throat volume, this external stress on the

sample increases the intraparticle volumes due to sample compression

and can impair the actual intrusion pressure. Detailed study on pore

compressibility of shale as a function of pressure is required to advance

the understanding of capillary measurement using mercury injection in

ultratight samples (Bailey, 2009).

As previously discussed, the mercury injection technique uses

crushed samples. Therefore, it is not performed at in situ reservoir

conditions. To be able to perform the capillary pressure measurement at

the reservoir condition, the advanced high-pressure/high-temperature

porous diaphragm method is proposed in which a core plug is used in a

resistivity core holder. The core sample is then exposed to confining

and pore pressure, and reservoir temperature is achieved through the

application of a heating jacket. In this technique a low-permeability

porous plate saturated with core sample fluid will be set at the down-

stream of the core holder and a precise pump is used to inject different

fluids to perform imbibition or drainage testing. The average fluid

saturation of the core sample is determined volumetrically from the

displaced fluid received from downstream and fluid volume injected

upstream. The equilibrium condition is tested through resistivity

measurements performed in axial and radial directions of the core

sample. Equilibrium in electrical resistance is assumed when the

variation is less than 0.5% in 1 hour. The experiment will be repeated at

different differential pressures between upstream and downstream and

at elevated temperatures. Even though the porous diaphragm method

can be applied at reservoir condition and provides more accurate results,

calibration, and preparation of the test; also, performing the experiment

is very time consuming.

Recently, there have been several studies using nonequilibrium

molecular dynamics on the flow of hydrocarbons in organic nanocapillaries

to understand the physics of capillary pressure and IFT in organic-rich shale

reservoirs. The main drive behind these studies was the difficulty associated
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with direct measurements of these properties in shale samples and huge

uncertainty associated with these techniques (Feng and Akkutlu, 2015).

WETTABILITY EFFECTS ON SHALE RECOVERY

As discussed earlier, wettability is defined as the relative adhesion of

fluid to the solid surface. Wettability is conventionally measured using

three different techniques including contact angle, Amott wettability

index, and US Bureau of Mines (USBM) wettability index measurements.

In the Amott wettability index test, the sample is imbibed with water

to its residual oil saturation first and then immersed in oil for 20 hours.

The amount of water displaced by spontaneous drainage of water is then

measured as a volume of water (Vwsp). Next, water is drained to its

residual water saturation and the maximum amount of water recovered is

recorded as the total water volume (Vwt). The sample is then immersed in

brine for 20 hours and oil volume displaced by natural water imbibition

is measured as Vosp. The remaining oil in the sample is then forced out by

injecting brine to the sample to its residual oil saturation to measure the

total oil volume Vot. The Amott wettability index can then be obtained

using Eq. (4.10).

Equation 4.10 Amott wettability index.

In this equation, Iw is the Amott wettability index and ranges

between 21 and 1, in which 21 stands for oil-wet, 0 stands for

neutral-wet, and 11 indicates the water-wet formation. The wettability

characteristic of the formation highly impacts the hydrocarbon recovery

and multiphase flow in porous media and is a function of the solid

surface chemistry and microscale roughness of the surface. Due to the

wide range of applications of wettability characteristics of the material,

there have been several studies on either alteration or restoration of the

solid surface wettability. Wettability of the solid surface can be changed

by altering the solid surface chemistry or by changing the microscale

surface roughness. The chemistry of the solid surface can be altered

using different techniques including oxidation of the solid surface,
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deposition of nonwetted material at the solid surface, or application of

the electric fields. However, they are poorly developed techniques to

change the microscale roughness of the solid surfaces (Aria and Gharib,

2011). In the oil and gas industry, to change the wettability of the

formation, different techniques such as treating the solid surface with a

coating agent (e.g., organosilanes), using naphthenic acid or asphaltenes,

and adding surfactants to the injected fluids are used. In the case of

restoration of the wettability in the core samples, toluene followed by

ethanol to extract the toluene is also used. In some cases, drying

the core sample or aging in crude oil for 100 hours at 65�C is also

recommended. In organic-rich shale reservoirs, these techniques are not

practical. This is due to the complex pore structure, extremely low

permeability, and heterogeneity in mineral compositions of organic-rich

shales. Recently, nondestructive techniques such as nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) are used to study the wettability characteristics of the

shale reservoirs and to monitor sequential imbibition and drainage pro-

cesses in shale samples. Odusina et al. (2011) used a total of 50 samples

from different US shale basins and measured their wettability using the

NMR technique. In this approach, they first performed NMR study on

the samples as received. Next, they immersed the samples in brine

at room-temperature conditions and ran NMR after 48 hours of

spontaneous imbibition. The samples were then immersed for 48 hours

in dodecane and NMR analysis was done on the drained samples.

They found that shale samples in general show mixed wettability, with

organic material contributing to oil-wetting characteristics. To have a

better understanding of the wettability characteristics in organic-rich

shale reservoirs, a combination of different direct and nondestructive

approaches are required.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Hydraulic Fracturing
Fluid Systems

INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic fracturing or fracing has become one of the most impor-

tant parts of completing a well. Hydraulic fracturing is essentially the act

of pumping sand, water, and specific chemicals at a very high rate and

pressure to break the rock and release the hydrocarbon. Hydraulic fractur-

ing stimulation is used to increase the permeability and reduce the skin

damage caused by drilling. Unconventional shale reservoirs are known for

having an extremely low permeability. In an attempt to increase the pro-

duction volumes of unconventional shale reservoirs, hydraulic fracturing

is performed on every well. Without hydraulic fracturing, reservoirs with

low permeability will never produce at an economically feasible rate.

The first use of hydraulic fracturing was in 1947; however modern

hydraulic fracturing referred to as “slick water multistage horizontal

stimulation” or “slick water frac” was first performed in the Barnett

Shale, located in Texas, in 1998 using more water and higher pump rate

than previously attempted techniques. The introduction of slick water

horizontal frac made the production of low-permeability reservoirs prom-

ising. This is when the industry started looking at various shale plays

across the United States and the world. The industry is moving from con-

ventional resources with high permeability, which are hard to find, but

easy to produce, to resources such as shale that are much easier to find,

but more difficult to produce. Conventional resources are hard to find,

but once the appropriate reservoirs are found no hydraulic fracturing is

typically necessary to increase the permeability. The permeability of con-

ventional resources is usually high enough that the hydrocarbon trapped

in the reservoir will automatically flow into the wellbore right after perfo-

ration. In contrast, unconventional resources would not be economically
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feasible to produce without hydraulic fracturing. There are many different

applications for hydraulic fracturing and they are as follows:

1. Increase the flow rate from low-permeability reservoirs such as shale

formation in general.

2. Increase the surface area or the amount of formation contact with the

wellbore.

3. Reduce the number of infill wells with horizontal hydraulic fracturing

stimulation.

4. Connect hydraulic fractures with existing natural fractures.

5. Increase the flow rates from wells that have been damaged (near wellbore

skin damage) because of drilling.

6. Decrease the pressure drop around the well, which will cause

reduction in sand production.

The first application listed above (the most important application)

is the essence of hydraulic fracturing since the main reason behind

hydraulic fracturing is to increase the permeability of the reservoir.

Not only does the flow rate increase in a naturally fractured formation

with low permeability, but also hydraulic fracturing will connect the

natural fractures and faults (if present) in the formation. When the

formation is hydraulically fractured, the amount of the formation in

contact with the wellbore will increase, and as a result the flow rate will

also increase. Porous and permeable reservoir rocks filled with lots of

hydrocarbon are any company’s dream to obtain. However, poorly

cemented sandstone formations with high permeability can cause lots of

issues when it comes to production. In this type of formation, sand

grains flow into the wellbore with the produced hydrocarbon and cause

various issues. These issues can lead to severe pipe erosion/damage, flow

line blockage, and finally reduction in production. Various completion

techniques such as gravel packing, frac packing, and expandable sand

screens can be used to fight this problem. Gravel packing is essentially

the placement of a steel screen and packing the surrounding annulus

with specific and designed size gravel. The designed size gravel prevents

the passage of formation sand into the wellbore. Hydraulic fracturing can

be used in conjunction with the conventional gravel-packing technique in

a process called frac packing. In the frac-packing process, hydraulic fracturing

occurs after the placement of a gravel pack to create a good conduit for

the flow of hydrocarbon at some distance from the wellbore. Therefore,

hydraulic fracturing can also have a positive impact in conventional high-

permeability sandstone formations with sand production issues. There are
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various types of hydraulic fracture fluid systems in the industry and every

formation requires a specific system. The most commonly used frac fluid

systems are described in the following sections.

SLICK WATER FLUID SYSTEM

This type of fluid system is well known in the industry and is

currently being used in the Marcellus Shale, Barnett Shale, Utica/Point

Pleasant, and many other low-permeability reservoirs. In this technique,

water, sand, and specific chemicals are pumped downhole to create a

complex fracture system within the reservoir. The main goal in low-

permeability reservoirs using water frac is to create a complex fracture

system and maximum surface area. When there is not enough surface

area created in low-permeability rocks, the well productivity is not

maximized. This is why this system uses a huge amount of water to create

the maximum possible surface area. Additionally, rate is the drive needed

to create the complex fracture system within the formation. Using more

rate yields better surface area and as a result better production. Some

operators limit their rate to prevent fracture height growth and paying

less for hydraulic horsepower if and only if partial cost of the job or the

contract depends on the horsepower. More rates require more pumps and

sometimes the size of the pad (well site) and many other factors do not

allow the operator to have as many pumps as necessary for the job.

Another limiting factor in achieving the necessary rate is pressure.

There are various limitations on pressure such as surface equipment

and casing burst pressure ratings. For example, the maximum allowable

surface-treating pressure when fracturing in Marcellus Shale is usually

9500 psi based on 51/2 inches, 20 lb/ft, P-110 production casing.

This pressure is determined from the casing, surface, and wellhead

pressure ratings used for the job. For example, if during a frac stage

treatment the surface-treating pressure is about 9500 psi at 60 bpm

(BBLs of frac fluid per minute) the rate will be limited to 60 bpm.

Rate can only be increased if pressure decreases below the maximum

allowable treating pressure during the frac stage. Rate is basically the

most important parameter in water frac; however, sometimes the size of

the pad, cost, and pressure limitations can prevent achieving the

designed rate during frac jobs.
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One important lesson that is crucial to emphasize is that a higher

rate will create more surface area. George Mitchel is the pioneer of the

slick water frac and he spent several years designing the best practice to

economically produce from Barnett Shale. The introduction of high-rate

slick water frac was the key to his success. Many shale plays across the

United States are full of natural fractures, which are one of the main

sources of transferring fluid into the wellbore. As more natural fractures

and surface areas are contacted by hydraulic fracturing stimulation, better

productivity will be attained. Low-viscosity fluid, such as water frac,

tends to follow natural fractures, contact more surface area, and create

a complex fracture system within the reservoir. The reason a water frac is

called “slick water frac” is because of a chemical additive called friction

reducer (FR). Without FR, a slick water frac cannot be pumped at a

high rate. The addition of the FR to water reduces the friction and makes

the water very slick.

The best type of frac fluid is not necessarily freshwater. Formation

water (flow-back water) is actually believed to be a better frac fluid in

some areas since it contains the Earth’s minerals. Using freshwater for fra-

cing could cause a filter cake along the created fractures, which causes a

reduction in permeability and conductivity. The majority of companies

use a mixture of treated or untreated flow-back and freshwater to obtain

the volume of water needed for the job. Some companies have even tested

100% produced water for frac with significant advancements in proper FR

selection that can handle high total dissolved solids (TDS), irons, etc. Each

slick water hydraulic fracturing stage typically uses about 4000�11,000

BBLs of water (168,000�462,000 gallons of water) depending on the size

of the job (sand volume), treatment complexity, production results, etc.

For example, if the designed sand volume in a stage is 200,000 lb, it will

take less volume of water to pump the stage compared to the designed

sand volume of 500,000 lb. Higher sand volume basically requires more

water to be placed into the formation. Some stages could take more water

because the stage is very difficult to treat when higher sand concentrations

are run. For example, some stages do not like higher sand concentration,

such as 3 ppg (3 lb of sand per gallon of water); therefore, the stage

is treated at a lower sand concentration to put all the designed sand

into the formation. In a water frac, if the stage is hard to treat, it is

more important to place the designed sand into the formation at a lower

concentration (to achieve more surface area) compared to running higher

sand concentration and cutting the stage short of design.
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Another important candidate for a water frac is formations with

high brittleness. When a rock is brittle, it helps to keep the fractures open

after breaking down. For example, glass is a brittle material and when a glass

is broken, it is scattered. The main application for a water frac is in formations

with high Young’s modulus and low Poisson’s ratio. High Young’s modulus

and low Poisson’s ratio is basically an indication that the rock is brittle and

slick water frac can be used to break the rock. In a water frac, a maximum

sand concentration of 3�3.5 ppg (lb per gallon) can be pumped in the best

case scenario. Given a healthy, high rate and ease of the formation, 4 ppg

sand concentrations can also be achieved with slick water (very rare).

Pumping higher sand concentrations (more than 4 ppg) is not possible with a

slick water frac and can lead to sanding off the wellbore (screening out).

Achieving higher sand concentration can be performed using other frac fluid

systems such as cross-linked gel, which will be discussed.

As previously mentioned, the main objective of a water frac treatment

is to create a complex, but not a dominant fracture network. In general,

in a slick water frac, low-viscosity fluid leads to a complex fracture

network, while converting to higher-viscosity frac fluid (e.g., linear

gel, cross-linked gel) tends to create dominant hydraulic fractures.

The essence of a water frac in naturally fractured reservoirs is to follow

natural fractures, while creating multiple flow paths as a result of applying

high energy to the rock. This energy is only achieved with a higher rate.

The combination of a higher rate and low-viscosity fluid slick water will

cause the sand to be placed farther into the formation and result in better

long-term productivity. One of the major issues with our industry is

being so dependent on short-term production. Some companies only

look at the initial production of the well and ignore the long-term

production. This is another recipe for failure when designing and

comparing the performance of a well. It is also crucial not to make

decisions based on a single well’s production data. Instead, a field of

production data can be used to make critical economic decisions.

Average treating rate in slick water frac varies from stage to stage based

on the pressure limitations discussed. The goal is to achieve the maximum

designed rate, which is typically 70�100 bpm. In Barnett Shale, the

average surface-treating rate is even higher and pump rates as high

as 130 bpm have been achieved. Rate also overcomes leak-off and

fracture-width problems during the frac stage. Leak-off refers to the

fracturing fluid getting lost in the formation. Having a high rate during

the frac stage eliminates the concern of having high leak-off. Having high
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leak-off could lead to sanding off the well. One of the main reasons rate

should not be sacrificed in low-permeability unconventional reservoirs is

because of not creating the surface area needed for long-term production.

When hydraulic fracturing is performed on a low-permeability reservoir

with a limited rate, only limited surface area is achieved. Once the

reservoir is drained in that particular surface area, the production will

be decreased significantly. In high-permeability conventional reservoirs,

surface area is not the only deciding factor, because even after creating

so much surface area the permeability beyond the stimulated reservoir

volume region to transmit fluid into the created hydraulic fractures is

still high.

Over time, naturally fractured reservoirs become the best refrac

candidates to enhance oil and gas recovery. For example, if after 20 years

of production, the production rate declines below the economic limit,

it is highly recommended to restimulate the well due to natural fractures

that exist in the reservoir to enhance the recovery. In addition to having

a natural fracture system, reservoirs should have high initial gas in

place (IGIP), high pore pressure, and superior reservoir properties to be

the most successful candidates for refrac. It is also very important to

select candidates based on their original completion design. Having all

of the conditions discussed above, poor initial completion design

wells are better candidates for refrac. Fig. 5.1 shows the schematic of

typical hydraulic fracture and complex fracture network interactions

in slick water frac.

Figure 5.1 Complex fracture system illustration.
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CROSS-LINKED GEL FLUID SYSTEM

This type of fluid system is used in conventional and unconventional

reservoirs to achieve the so-called biwing fracture system. Cross-linked gel

is a heavy viscous fluid. In this type of frac fluid system, viscosity

(not velocity) is used to place proppant into the formation. Cross-linked gel

is typically used in ductile formations with higher permeability (e.g., oil

windows of Eagle Ford and Bakken Shales). Cross-linked gel is also heavily

used in oil windows of various shale plays to be able to obtain the necessary

fracture width for optimum oil production. The goal in this type of frac

is to achieve the maximum sand concentration near the wellbore (higher

conductivity) through the use of a viscous fluid. As opposed to a water frac

that uses velocity to carry proppant, cross-linked gel uses heavy viscous fluid

(cross-linked gel) to place the proppant into the formation. High rate is not

required in this type of frac fluid system and usually 25�70 bpm is used to

place the proppant into the formation. Higher sand concentration up

to 10 ppg can be obtained if and only if a great cross-linked gel is obtained.

If for any reason throughout the stage cross-linked gel is cut (not pumped)

due to an equipment malfunction, the first thing to do is to cut sand and

flush the well to prevent sanding off the well. The reason being is that

viscosity carries the high sand concentrations into the formation and

without the heavy viscous fluid the well could be sanded off easily at such

high sand concentrations. One of the most common mistakes with using

cross-linked fluid is pumping the job at lower sand concentrations

(,6 ppg). The advantage of using a cross-linked fluid system is utilization

of heavy, viscous fluid to pump very high sand concentrations, which will

create a dominant fracture with a large proppant pack near the wellbore.

Another advantage of cross-linked fluid system is fluid leak-off

reduction. In high-permeability reservoirs where fluid leak-off is

significant, the cross-linked fluid system is known to reduce fluid

leak-off and keep the proppant suspended until closure. In addition,

very high viscosities (thousands of centipoise) can be reached using the

cross-linked fluid system.

Another main criterion for choosing cross-linked gel is ductility.

Formations with very low Young’s modulus and very high Poisson’s ratio

that have higher permeability are the best candidates for cross-linked frac.

It is extremely important to use production data to come up with the

best frac fluid system in any formation. Sometimes after taking all
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the necessary parameters into account, one type of frac does not yield the

best production results. For example, if after hydraulically fracturing a

formation using cross-linked gel, the well produces below expectation,

a different technique ought to be utilized to maximize production.

Theories are good to know and understand, however, the main deciding

factor in choosing the frac fluid system is production data. In both

Marcellus and Barnett Shale, the reason a water frac is chosen as the main

frac fluid system by the majority of operating companies is because of

successful production results. If production using slick water frac was not

promising, many companies would have tried a different frac fluid system.

As previously mentioned, in a cross-linked frac, viscosity (as opposed

to rate or velocity) is used to place high proppant concentrations into the

formation. One of the biggest concerns with cross-linked fluid is the gel

residue that this type of fluid system leaves in the formation. Cross-linked

residue, if not broken properly at reservoir conditions, can cause serious

damage to the created fractures by reducing the permeability and fracture

conductivity (to be discussed). Fig. 5.2 illustrates the schematic of a

biwing fracture system using cross-linked gel.

HYBRID FLUID SYSTEM

In this type of fluid system, slick water is used to pump at a lower

sand concentration followed by cross-linked or linear gel to pump at

a higher sand concentration to maximize near wellbore conductivity.

Figure 5.2 Biwing fracture system illustration.
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Some companies use this type of frac in unconventional reservoirs in the

event there are severe issues with placing higher sand concentrations into

the formation. This is because some formations do not like higher sand

concentrations and the only way to put all the designed sand away is

either using linear gel (less viscous compare to cross-linked gel) or cross-

linked gel at higher sand concentrations. For example, in a Marcellus

Shale operation, if all the designed sand is not able to be placed into the

formation by using slick water frac fluid, linear gel is used to increase the

viscosity of the fluid and as a result increase the fracture width and over-

come near wellbore tortuosity. Some stages in a Marcellus Shale forma-

tion need to have some type of viscous fluid such as linear gel for all the

designed sand to be successfully placed into the formation. Typically if

there are issues with establishing a good rate during higher sand concen-

trations, 5�10 lb linear gel is used at the start to provide more fracture

width and better proppant transport. In some stages, if a baseline flow

rate (bpm) is not established to start even lower sand concentrations,

15�20 lb linear gel could be used to carry the proppant into the forma-

tion without screening out at a lower rate. Once the necessary baseline

flow rate is established, linear gel can be reduced or completely eliminated

throughout the stage. For example, if only 25 bpm is reached at the maxi-

mum allowable surface pressure, a 15�20 lb gel system can be used and

0.1�0.25 ppg (lb of sand per gallon of water) is started. Once a base rate

is established, gel concentration can be lowered or cut throughout the

stage. Gel concentrations are typically provided in lb of polymer per 1000

gallons of base fluid (water). For example, a 20 lb ABC gel system is pre-

pared with 20 lbs of ABC per 1000 gallons of base fluid. Gel typically

comes in two forms: dry and wet liquid gel concentrate (LGC). The

LGC is made by mixing high concentrations of dry gel in a solvent to

make an LGC. The concentration of dry gel used varies but it is usually

4 lb of gel per gallon of solvent (water). The main equation for linear gel

usage is shown in Eq. (5.1).

Equation 5.1 Linear gel conversion to gpt.

For example, 5 lb linear gel system is equal to 5 divided by 4, which

yields 1.25 gpt (gallons of gel per thousand gallons of water). In other

words, LGC is made using 4 lbs of gel in a gallon of solvent. To make
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a 5 lb/1000 gallon gel system, 1.25 gpt of LGC will be needed. The 5 lb

gel system is not a superviscous fluid and this type of gel system has

just enough viscosity to overcome the friction pressure and provide

more fracture width to be able to place the sand into the formation.

When tortuosity is severe, higher gel concentrations such as 15�20 lb

gel systems will be needed. Fig. 5.3 shows a sample of a 20 lb linear gel

system that was used during a Marcellus stage treatment.

FOAM FRACTURING

Foam fracturing is not a common frac fluid system in the majority of

unconventional shale plays, but this type of fracturing fluid system provides

some attributes that others do not provide. Foams are made up of two

parts. The first part is gas bubbles, referred to as the internal phase, and the

second part is liquids, referred to as the external phase. Nitrogen foam frac

is the most commonly used form of foam-fracturing fluid system. In this

type of fluid system, nitrogen is typically pumped with water and

other additives to form a foam-like fluid. The nitrogen foam-fracturing

fluid system is common in coalbed methane, tight sands, and some

low-permeability shale reservoirs that are normally less than 5000 feet deep.

Foam-fracturing fluid, just like other types of fracturing fluid systems,

has advantages and disadvantages. Since a nitrogen foam frac has less

Figure 5.3 20 lb linear gel system.
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fluid in the system and a big percentage of the fluid system is composed

of nitrogen, it is ideal for water-sensitive formations (e.g., clay-containing

formations). Due to the fact that less liquid is pumped in a nitrogen

foam frac, clay swelling and formation damage are minimized in water-

sensitive formations. A nitrogen foam frac is ideal for low-pressured

and depleted formations in which the energy of nitrogen is used to

help the well cleanup and flow back after the frac job is completed.

As foam frac fluid is mostly composed of greater than 60% gas, recovery of

fracturing fluid in low-pressured reservoirs is more efficient as compared to

nonfoam-fracturing fluid systems. The compressible nature of the foam frac

fluid will help recover the liquid due to gas expansion as the fracturing fluid

travels to the wellbore. Due to the fast well cleanup after frac, cleanup time

will be minimized in a nitrogen foam frac. Without this type of fluid system

in depleted and low-pressured formations, the reservoir does not have the

energy to recover the frac fluid pumped downhole. Since the foam-

fracturing fluid system only contains 5�35% liquid, low liquid percentage

foam will have less hydrostatic pressure acting on the formation.

Another advantage of foam-fracturing fluid system is the fluid-loss

capability. As previously discussed, less fluid is pumped downhole in this

type of fluid system and as a result, a foam frac provides better fluid

efficiency, which in turn yields low fluid loss. This fluid-loss capability can

be demonstrated by putting some shaving cream on your hand and flipping

your hand upside down. The shaving cream does not readily fall off of

the hand. This is indicative of the fluid-loss capability of the foam-

fracturing fluid system. When fluid-loss additives are not required, any det-

rimental damage to fracture permeability and conductivity can be reduced.

Note that sometimes fluid-loss capability might be required in highly

naturally fractured formations with higher permeability. When nitrogen is

injected into a liquid such as water, some foaming will occur. However,

due to water being thin, some bubbles will rupture. Adding a foaming

agent such as soap will cause the bubbles to become more stable. Soap is

known to be a type of surfactant that will stabilize the foam when injecting

nitrogen. The general rule of thumb is that in formations with permeability

greater than 1 md, fluid-loss additives could be beneficial.

Another important advantage of foam-fracturing fluid is proppant

transport. As opposed to a slick water fluid system, foam allows proppant

transport into the formation without settling out. This will allow for uni-

form distribution of proppant particles throughout the fractures. The

amount of proppant that foaming frac fluid can suspend will depend on

the foam quality (to be discussed). When regular sand (SG5 2.65) is used
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with a foaming agent and 3 lb of sand per gallon of foam is desired, the

sand concentration at the blender will be 9 ppg for 67% quality foam,

12 ppg for 75% quality foam, and 15 ppg for 80% quality foam. Fig. 5.4

illustrates this concept for regular sand with specific gravity of 2.65.

FOAM QUALITY

Foam quality is the ratio of gas volume to foam volume (gas1 liquid)

over a given pressure and temperature. Nitrogen or CO2 can be used to

create foam in liquid status, but nitrogen is typically preferred because CO2

can be extremely harsh and eroding when water is existent.

Equation 5.2 Foam quality.

where FQ5 foam quality, %; gas volume5BBLs or gallons; and liquid

volume5BBLs or gallons.

When foam quality is between 0% and 52%, gas bubbles do not contact

each other and are spherical. Foam viscosity is also low because there is a lot

of free fluid in the system, which in turn will affect the fluid-loss capability.

When foam quality is between 52% and 96%, the gas bubbles are in contact

with each other and as a result an increase in viscosity will occur. Foam

Figure 5.4 Foam quality vs lb of proppant per gallon of foam.
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qualities of 52% and 60% do not have the proppant-suspension capability.

Finally, when foam quality is more than 96%, the foam will degenerate into

mist and as a result there will be a loss in viscosity. Note that higher foam

quality has a higher viscosity and is better able to suspend proppant. As

foam quality increases, more hydraulic horsepower will be needed. This is

because an increase in foam quality will decrease the hydrostatic pressure

and in turn will increase the surface-treating pressure. An increase in

surface-treating pressure will cause an increase in hydraulic horsepower.

The most frequently used foam quality is typically 70�75%.

FOAM STABILITY

There are several factors that affect foam stability. Foam quality,

surfactant type/concentration, and polymer type/concentration are some

examples. One of the most important aspects of foam fracturing is to

keep the foam in motion. If foam is not in motion, it will be unstable.

When foam stops moving, gravity will cause the free fluid in the foam to

drain. This drainage can cause foam instability issues. The rate of foam

drainage will depend on many factors such as temperature, viscosity of

the liquid phase, and foaming-agent concentration. An increase in tem-

perature can potentially cause a reduction in the viscosity of the fluid. As

temperature increases, more foaming agents must be used. Gelling agents

are also very important because they can be used to add stability to the

fluid. Gelling agents will increase the viscosity (not considerably), but will

improve proppant transport and fluid-loss control. Gelling agents must be

used in moderation because higher fluid viscosity will be harder to foam

and pump, and as a result, will require more hydraulic horse power.

TORTUOSITY

Tortuosity refers to the pressure loss by fracturing fluid between the

perforations and main fracture(s). It is basically the restricted pathways

between the perforations and main fractures. Tortuosity can be justified as

one of the main causes for majority of screen-outs. Tortuosity was not an

issue in vertical wells; however, tortuosity seems to be very severe in

horizontal wells, wells with moderate-to-severe inclinations, hard rock

reservoirs, and wells with dispersed perforations. Pumping conditions and
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rock properties have direct impact on tortuosity. Tortuosity can be severe

in some stages and this is why viscous fluid such as linear gel is run to fight

the problem and be able to successfully put all the designed sand in the

formation. In general, not being able to obtain sufficient rate during a frac

stage could potentially be due to severe tortuosity issues. This problem can

be easily solved by pumping higher viscous fluid such as linear gel, which

will cause the surface-treating pressure to drop as soon as the linear gel hits

the perforations. A drop in the surface-treating pressure is an indication

of overcoming the tortuosity issues between the perforations and main

fractures. There are various ways to figure out if tortuosity is the problem.

The first and the most commonly used method for identifying the tortuos-

ity is pumping a sand slug at low concentrations after the pad. If the sand

slug hits the formation and pressure rises, it is an indication of tortuosity. If

the sand slug causes an increase in pressure followed by a considerable break

in pressure, it means the removal of tortuosity. Finally, if there is no impact

when sand hits the perfs, then there are no issues with tortuosity.

When sufficient rate is not established during the pad stage in a slick

water fluid system, a low-concentration sand slug (typically 0.1�0.25 ppg) is

run to see the impact on pressure and figure out whether severe tortuosity

exists in the formation or not. Another option is to run the sand slug for a

second time to attack the tortuosity if pressure permits. Another process for

determining if tortuosity exists or not during a frac stage is by subtracting

the closure pressure from the instantaneous shut-in pressure (ISIP). If the

difference between ISIP and closure pressure is more than 400 psi, there is a

high possibility of tortuosity. Some of the most commonly used techniques

(as discussed) to combat severe tortuosity are as follows:

1. Pump low-concentration proppant slugs

2. Use high gel loading (.15 lb system)

3. Increase rate (if possible).

It is challenging to determine whether tortuosity or high perforation

friction is the cause of not being able to pump into a zone. When dealing

with high perforation friction pressure, the following techniques can be

used to overcome the issue:

1. Pump low-concentration proppant slugs

2. Spot acid (for the second time)

3. Reperforate.

Sometimes spotting acid for the second time might help resolve the

issue in the event all the perforations were not cleaned of cement and

debris the first time. When the first five options listed above fail to deal

with tortuosity and high perforation friction pressure, reperforating is
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used to overcome the problem and get into the stage. Some companies

do not even try any of the techniques listed above and simply reperforate

since the cost of reperforating could possibly be cheaper than trying

various techniques. Fig. 5.5 shows the schematic of possible tortuosity

between perforations and hydraulic fracture. Fig. 5.6 illustrates the basics

of frac fluid design selection based on rock mechanical properties from

brittle rocks with high Young’s modulus and low Poisson’s ratio to ductile

rocks. As Fig. 5.6 illustrates, moving from brittle rocks to ductile rocks

will need a change in the frac fluid system (slick water to cross-linked

gel). This will lead to increase in viscosity of the fluid, better proppant

deliverability, lower fracture complexity, and lower flow rate.

Figure 5.5 Tortuosity.

Figure 5.6 Frac design basis (Britt, 2011).
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TYPICAL SLICK WATER FRAC STEPS

As previously discussed, slick water is the most commonly used frac

fluid system in shale plays. There are four main steps during each slick

water hydraulic frac stage that are followed in sequence; they are

described in the following sections.

ACIDIZATION STAGE

In this stage, various concentrations of HCl (hydrochloric) or HF

(hydrofluoric) acid is pumped downhole to clean the perforations (holes)

of any type of debris or cement. The purpose of acid is to clean the

perforations of any cement or debris and is not meant to acidize the

formation. Acid does help when the formation has limestone streaks or

calcite. Different companies have various theories regarding the volume

and concentration of acid. Depending on the operating region and

formation type, typically 500�4000 gallons of 3�15% acid is pumped

downhole to clean the perforations. The acid stage can easily be seen on

the surface-treating pressure chart because as soon as the acid hits the

perforations (holes in the casing), the surface-treating pressure decreases

and a higher rate can be established. Table 5.1 shows specific gravities of

HCl acid at various HCl acid concentrations.

Contact time is very important when pumping acid. In general, contact

time can be reached by pumping lower acid concentrations. For example,

instead of pumping 3000 gallons of 15%, 3000 gallons of 3�7% can be used

Table 5.1 Specific Gravity (SG) of HCl Acid
% SG

3 1.015

5 1.025

10 1.048

15 1.075

20 1.100

25 1.126

28 1.141

30 1.151

31.45 1.160

36 1.179
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in an attempt to have longer contact time with the perforations. This could

possibly enhance the cleaning process compared to pumping higher acid

concentrations. Typically service companies have acid-blending plants

and bring 31.45% acid into their acid-blending plant. It is then mixed as

needed in the yard and sampled to confirm the proper mix. Twenty-eight

percent acid is typically the maximum concentration that can be hauled to a

location in normal oilfield trucks. Since the acid pumped downhole is usu-

ally 5�15%, the desired percentage is mixed on the fly. It is a lot easier

operationally to haul the acid out hot and mix it on the fly. One of the

advantages of mixing the acid on the fly is that more stages can be pumped

out of one acid tube. This will be helpful because fewer complications

will occur while moving acid in and out after every stage. The acid concen-

tration achieved from mixing on the fly will be close enough to the desired

designed concentration. It is the company representative’s responsibility

to calculate the dilution rates to ensure the proper rates for getting a

desired acid percentage are used. Eq. (5.3) can be used to acquire gallons

of acid required to convert to the desired acid concentration:

Equation 5.3 Original acid volume.

•••
Example
How much acid and water are needed given 28% hydrochloric acid (hauled to location)
in order to obtain 3000 gallons of 5% acid?

HCl acid volume5
53 1:025
283 1:141

3 30005 481:3 gallons of 28% HCl acid

Water volume5 30002 481:35 2518:7 gallons of water

As can be seen in this example, to make 3000 gallons of 5% hydrochloric acid (28%
original trucked to location), only 481 gallons would be acid and the rest would be
water. Now, let’s do one more calculation: how much acid is required to make 3000
gallons of 15% instead of 5%?

HCl acid volume5
153 1:075
283 1:141

3 30005 1514:2 gallons of 28% HCl acid

Water volume5 30002 1514:25 1485:8 gallons of water

Therefore, more 28% acid is needed to achieve higher acid concentration.
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PAD STAGE

After pumping the designed volume and concentration of acid,

pad (which is a combination of only water and chemicals) is pumped

downhole to initiate the hydraulic fractures by creating fracture length,

height, and width before starting the main proppant stage. In other

words, pad is the volume of fluid pumped downhole to create a sufficient

fracture network before pumping the proppant stage. It is very crucial to

obtain as much rate as possible during the pad stage for a bigger fracture

network. Pad volume is extremely important to determine in order to

prevent premature sand-off (tip screen-out). Engineers strongly believe

that if a sufficient fracture network is not created during this stage,

a premature screen-out can be the consequence. The hydraulic fracture

network is created throughout the entire treatment; however, the major-

ity of the fracture network is created during pad injection. If not enough

pad is pumped, at some point during the treatment the sand will reach

the tip of the created fractures causing them to bridge with sand and

eventually pack off all the fractures. This will result in sanding off the

wellbore if the stage is not ended early by cutting sand. On the other

hand, too much pad can be harmful as well. If too much pad is pumped,

fracture tips continue to propagate after pumping is stopped resulting in a

large unpropped (unpropped means no proppant) region near the tip

of the fracture. Propped fracture regions can move toward the unpropped

region and essentially leave a poor final proppant distribution inside

the main body of the fractures. This underlines the importance of

calculating and understanding the pad volume before the main treatment.

Pad volume is calculated using Eqs. (5.4), (5.5), and (5.6), which are

functions of fluid efficiency in the formation.

Equation 5.4 Nolte method pad volume.

Equation 5.5 Shell method pad volume.

Equation 5.6 Kane method pad volume.
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Fluid efficiency is the ratio of stored volume within the fracture

to the total fluid injected. Fluid efficiency is inversely related to fluid

leak-off. Higher fluid efficiency means lower fluid leak-off and lower

fluid efficiency means higher fluid leak-off. Leak-off is the amount

of fracturing fluid lost to the formation during or after treatment.

Unconventional shale reservoirs in general have lower leak-off because

the permeability is very low. Low fluid leak-off in unconventional shale

reservoirs indicates that the fluid does not get lost in the formation as

much as it would in high-permeability formations. The fluid pumped

in low-permeability formations will effectively create fractures because

of low fluid leak-off. Generally shale has a high fluid efficiency

(low leak-off), therefore, it requires less pad to be pumped. Fluid

efficiency can be calculated using the diagnostic fracture injection test,

which will be discussed.

Sanding off the wellbore or screening out can be a costly issue when

hydraulically fracturing high-permeability formations because the fluid

gets lost very quickly to the formation and the amount of pad that was

originally pumped is lost in the formation as well. This is the main reason

that high-permeability reservoirs, which have higher fluid leak-off,

need more pad volume to effectively place all the designed sand into the

formation.

•••
Example
Calculate the pad volume % needed for a frac stage with 70% fluid efficiency if 7000
BBLs of frac fluid is designed for the stage:

Nolte method5 pad volume %5 ðð120:7Þ2 1 0:05Þ3 1005 14% pad volume

Pad volume5 70003 14%5 980 barrels

Kane method5 pad volume %5 ð120:7Þ2 3 1005 9% pad volume

Min pad volume5 70003 9%5 630 barrels

Shell method5 pad volume %5
12 0:7
11 0:7

3 1005 17:6% pad volume

Max pad volume5 70003 17:6%5 1232 barrels

In the example above, a minimum of 9% pad volume will be needed for the job.
Another important parameter to keep in mind during the frac job treatment is the pres-
sure chart. If halfway or closer to the end of the frac job, surface-treating pressure starts
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rising, it could be an indication of high fluid leak-off and losing the pad. In this
particular scenario, a minipad or extended sweep can be pumped in the middle of the
stage to clear the near wellbore of sand accumulation, create more room for getting
back into the stage by pumping more sand, and place the existing sand farther into
the formation.

A sweep is essentially when sand is cut and only water and chemicals

are pumped downhole as the sand starts packing off. Usually after a hole

casing volume sweep, surface-treating pressure begins to decline, which

can be an indication of sand accumulation being swept away from the

near wellbore area. On the other hand, an extended sweep, also referred to

as a minipad, is when more than one hole casing volume is pumped until

the surface-treating pressure shows some relief by having a downward

pressure trend. Sweeps can be very common in some areas especially

when pumping high volumes of sand. Some sweeps are scheduled in the

design, while others are only run as needed. Cutting sand on time and

running sweeps as needed is strongly recommended to be able to get back

to the stage and put all the designed sand away. If the formation gives out

(this can be easily seen on the surface-treating pressure chart) and sweeps

are not run, screening out can be the consequence. Experienced frac

engineers and consultants are not afraid to cut sand and run a sweep as

needed throughout any frac stage.

PROPPANT STAGE

After pumping the calculated pad volume the proppant stage can

be started. The proppant stage is the stage during which combinations

of proppant, water, and chemicals (called slurry) are pumped downhole.

In a slick water frac, it is very important to establish enough flow rate

before starting sand. As previously discussed, when using slick water

fluid system, rate is the primary mechanism for placing the sand into

the formation. If enough rate is not achieved (at least 35 bpm), the

proppant stage should not be started because it might result in sanding

off the wellbore. Sometimes small concentrations of proppant slugs

(such as 500�1000 lb of 0.1�0.25 ppg) are pumped downhole to make

sure the formation is able to take in the introduced sand slug before
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starting the actual pump schedule. The sand stage typically starts with

0.1�0.25 ppg and is gradually increased to higher sand concentrations

in a slick water frac. It is important to make sure the current sand

concentration hits the perforations before staging up to the next

sand concentration to make sure the formation tolerates the amount

of sand concentration. For example, if 1.5 ppg of sand stage is being

pumped downhole it is crucial to let it reach the perforations before

staging up to 1.75 or 2.00 ppg of sand stage.

The entire casing volume capacity (of slurry fluid) must be used

for the sand to hit the perforations. This maximum casing volume is cal-

culated to discern when the sand will hit the perforations. In the

field operation there is a common saying: “did sand hit the bottom?”

This question is asking whether the sand has reached the perforations.

In a slick water frac, typically 0.25 ppg jumps are taken to increase sand

concentration. However, with more aggressive schedules, 0.5 ppg jumps

are attempted as well. It is very crucial to start up sand at very low

concentration, such as 0.1 or 0.25 ppg, to erode the perforations in a slick

water frac. Starting with higher sand concentrations such as 1 ppg can

cause the packing off of all of the perforations and as a result screening

out in a slick water frac. A frac stage is very similar to an individual

starting to run. Typically, the individual stretches before running and starts

at very low speed and gradually gets up to speed. Frac stage follows the

same pattern in that it starts with low sand concentrations and gradually

stages up throughout the stage.

FLUSH STAGE

After pumping the designed pump schedule, proppant is cut and the

well is flushed. Flushing means water and chemicals are only pumped

downhole to clear the inside of the production casing of sand until all of

the remaining proppant in the casing has been removed/flushed to the

formation. Flush volume can be calculated given the casing size, grade,

weight, and bottom perforation. The rule of thumb is to pump at least one

hole casing volume of water and chemicals to the bottom perforation depth

after all the surface lines are cleared of sand. There is a densometer (reads

sand concentration) at the end of the surface lines and before the entrance
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to the wellhead. This densometer indicates 0 ppg when all the surface lines

are clear of sand. As soon as the densometer shows 0 ppg, the flush count

starts. Flush stage is very important to pay attention to because after cutting

sand, the hydrostatic pressure increases (due to losing slurry hydrostatic

pressure) and pressure needs to be monitored to make sure the maximum

allowable pressure is not exceeded. The flush volume is calculated using

Eq. (5.7).

Equation 5.7 Flush volume

where casing capacity5BBL/ft and bottom perforation MD5 ft.

Casing capacity can also be calculated using Eq. (5.8).

Equation 5.8 Casing capacity

where ID5 inside diameter of production casing, feet.

•••
Example
Calculate the flush volume if a 51/2 inches, 20 lb/ft, P-110 (ID5 4.778 inches) production
casing is used and the bottom perforation of the stage is located at 12,650 feet.

Casing capacity5
4:7782

1029:4
5 0:0222 bbl=ft

Please note that casing capacity can be found from any casing table, which can be
found in any service company’s standard handbook.

Flush volume5 0:02223 126505 280 barrels

Therefore, 280 BBLs are needed to flush the well to the bottom perf after the dens-
ometer reads 0 ppg on the surface lines.

Some operators flush 10�40 BBLs over the bottom perf flush volume

(overflush) just to make sure the wellbore is completely clear of any sand.

This is just a safety precaution taken by some of the operators to make

sure that during a plug-and-perf completion technique, the composite

bridge plug and perforation guns can be pumped downhole without any

issues. If the wellbore is not fully clear of proppant near the perforations,

the settled proppant can sand off some of the perforations, and pressuring

out while pumping down composite bridge plug and peroration guns can
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be the consequence. Overflushing is basically a taboo in vertical wells

because by overflushing the well, the sand that was placed near the well-

bore will be swept away, which can cause lower conductivity near the

wellbore, affecting the production. As discussed earlier, the industry stan-

dard practice in multistage hydraulic fracturing in plug and perf technique

is to over flush by 10�40 BBL in horizontal wells (sometimes more

depending on the operator). This practice has raised concerns about

changing the near wellbore conductivity and as a result loss in productiv-

ity. Despite this controversial practice, due to satisfactory production and

economic results from various shale plays across the United States, this

practice is being continued. More experimental and numerical studies

must be performed to truly understand the impact of over flushing on

horizontal wells with different frac fluid systems and formation properties.

Besler et al. (2007) raised concern about over flushing in Bakken Shale

when using cross-linked gel fluid system in transverse fracture system.

Gijtenbeek et al. (2012) concluded that over flushing in slick water frac

fluid system might not be detrimental to production because of poor

proppant transport. In addition, formation properties such as brittleness

have a large impact on how over flushing affects production results. But it

is still recommended not to overflush in horizontal wells as there could

be loss in near wellbore conductivity. The impact of overflushing has not

been thoroughly studied in horizontal wells. Fig. 5.7 shows an example

of a densometer used in one of the slick water frac jobs.

Figure 5.7 Densometer.
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FRAC FLUID SELECTION SUMMARY

Frac fluid selection is one of the most challenging aspects of

a hydraulic frac design. A comprehensive understanding of formation

properties such as Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and formation

permeability is essential in designing a proper frac fluid system. There are

advantages and disadvantages with each frac fluid system and there is not

a perfect fluid system out there. Frac fluid selection alters frac geometry,

the formation damage, the cleanup, and the ultimate cost of the fracturing

treatment.
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CHAPTER SIX

Proppant Characteristics and
Application Design

INTRODUCTION

Proppant is used to keep the fractures open after the frac job is

complete. Proppant provides a high-conductivity pathway for hydrocarbons

to flow from the reservoir to the well. After the frac job is completed,

proppant prevents the fractures from closing due to overburden pressure.

However, unpropped areas will reclose under the overburden pressure and

lose their conductivity with time.

One of the most important factors in every frac job is the type of

proppant used for the job. Without proppant in the formation, the forma-

tion will reclose under the overburden pressure. Pumping only water

without proppant downhole might result in good initial production (IP);

however, the production will decrease dramatically and the well will

not be economical in the long run due to the absence of proppant to keep

the fractures open. There are various types of proppant used in hydraulic

fracturing; they are discussed in the following sections.

SAND

Sand is the lowest-strength proppant and is highly available and

reasonably priced (it is the cheapest). Sand can typically handle closure

pressure of up to 6000 psi (closure pressure is the pressure at which the

fracture closes). Two of the major sands used in hydraulic fracturing are

known as Ottawa and Brady sands. Ottawa sand (also known as Jordan,

White, and Northern) is the type of proppant used in many shale plays

across the United States and it comes from the northern United States

(Jordan deposits). This type of proppant is high-quality white-colored sand

with monocrystalline grains. On the other hand, Brady sand, which comes

from near Brady, Texas and mined from the Hickory formation outcrops,
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is also high-quality sand used for hydraulic fracturing. This type of sand is

called “brown sand” because of its color and it is typically cheaper than

Ottawa sand due to containing more impurities and having a more angular

form than Ottawa sand. The quality of Brady sand is lower compared to

Ottawa sand. The specific gravity of sand is typically 2.65.

PRECURED RESIN-COATED SAND

Resin-coated sand is considered to be an intermediate-strength

proppant. Resin-coated sand is more expensive than regular sand and,

therefore, economic analysis must be performed to determine the eco-

nomic viability of using this type of sand. The first type of resin-coated

sand is called precured resin-coated sand (PRCS). PRCS has a hard

coating around the sand grains, which causes this sand to have higher con-

ductivity as compared to uncoated sand. This type of sand is used

in formations with a closure stress of between 6000 and 8000 psi. Resin-

coated sand is designed to encapsulate fines, but will not bond in fractures. It

is believed that this type of sand prevents the migration of crushed fines.

Sand fines are created after the closure pressure is applied on the sand.

The cost of resin-coated sand could potentially be one of the primary

reasons when not utilized in formations with closure pressures of more than

6000 psi. Hydraulic fracturing is not just about pumping any type of sand

downhole based on the closure pressure, but it is also about cost per stage

and evaluating the economic aspects of the frac job. It is very important to

understand both design theory and economic evaluation of the design.

CURABLE RESIN-COATED SAND

Curable resin-coated sand (CRCS) has very similar properties

to PRCS. One of the main applications for this type of sand is controlling

the flowback. If, after the frac job and during the flowback period,

a large amount of the sand that was pumped downhole travels back

(i.e., flows back) to the surface, CRCS is pumped (tailed in) at the end of

each frac stage to mitigate this problem. This type of sand will bind in the

fractures (under closure pressure) preventing flowback of the sand to the
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surface after the frac job is over. In addition, this type of sand, just

like PRCS, typically has a crush resistance of 6000�8000 psi. Fig. 6.1

shows curable resin-coated proppant at standard conditions while Fig. 6.2

shows the same proppant bonded under reservoir conditions. Yuyi et al.

(2016) experimentally tested the impact of each proppant type (sand,

resin-coated, and ceramic proppant) in three deep dry Utica wells located

on the same pad in order to make an economic decision on the type of

sand to be used on the future pads. They concluded that based on the

2016 market conditions, about 13% and 26% uplift in EUR (from the

base case) are needed to justify the incremental Capex associated with

pumping resin-coated and ceramic sand respectively. Therefore, perform-

ing such experimental testing and analysis is crucial in making an impor-

tant decision for creating long-term value for the shareholders.

Figure 6.1 Curable resin-coated proppant at standard conditions.

Figure 6.2 Curable resin-coated proppant under reservoir conditions.
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INTERMEDIATE-STRENGTH CERAMIC PROPPANT

The next type of proppant, which is the best-quality proppant

and has a higher quality than resin-coated sand, is called ceramic

proppant. This type of proppant has uniform size and shape and is ther-

mally resistant. An example of an intermediate-strength proppant is

low-density fused ceramic proppant. Intermediate-strength proppant

can withstand closure pressure of between 8000 and 12,000 psi.

The specific gravity of intermediate-strength proppant is 2.9�3.3 (could

be lower depending on the manufacturer and this variance is due to raw

material sources used by different proppant manufacturers) (Economides

and Martin, 2007). Ceramic proppant has a very high crush resistance.

Ceramic proppant has a crush resistance that is so high that if you pour

some of the sand on a flat table and beat it with a hammer as hard as you

would like, the proppant will not crush and will disperse over the flat

area. This demonstrates the high crush resistance of this type of proppant.

LIGHTWEIGHT CERAMIC PROPPANT

Lightweight ceramic proppant (LWC) is not as strong as intermediate-

strength proppant. This type of proppant can withstand closure pressure

of 6000�10,000 psi (Economides and Martin, 2007). The specific gravity

of LWC is typically 2.72 and can be as close as the specific gravity of regu-

lar sand. This type of sand provides better conductivity because of better

sphericity and sieve distribution (to be discussed). Lightweight proppant

also has uniform size and shape and is thermally resistant.

HIGH-STRENGTH PROPPANT

An example of a high-strength proppant is high-strength sintered

bauxite, which is the strongest type of proppant used in the industry.

It can handle a closure pressure of up to 20,000 psi and is used in deep

high pressured formations where closure pressure exceeds 10,000 psi.

This type of proppant has corundum, which is one of the hardest
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materials known and is used in high-pressure and high-temperature envir-

onments. High-strength and intermediate-strength sintered bauxite are

produced using the same manufacturing process. The main difference

between the two is the raw materials used. Intermediate-strength bauxite

can typically handle closure pressure of 15,000 psi while high-strength

bauxite can handle closure pressure of up to 20,000 psi. Sintered bauxite

typically has a specific gravity of 3.4 or greater. Fig. 6.3 shows an example

of intermediate strength ceramic proppant.

Table 6.1 is the summary breakdown of the three main types of prop-

pant that were discussed.

Figure 6.3 Ceramic proppant.

Table 6.1 Proppant Comparisons
Regular Sand Resin-Coated Sand Ceramic Proppant

Cheapest More expensive (compared to

regular sand)

Most expensive

Lowest

conductivity

Medium conductivity Highest conductivity

Lowest strength Medium strength Highest strength

Irregular size

and shape

Irregular size and shape Uniform size and shape

Naturally occurring

product

Manufactured product Engineered and

manufactured product
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PROPPANT SIZE

Now that the concept of proppant type is clear, the next concept

that must be discussed is proppant size in unconventional shale reservoirs.

There are different proppant sizes that can be used depending on the frac

design and production enhancement of each proppant size. The following

sizes are the most commonly used in unconventional shale reservoirs.

100 Mesh
100 mesh is very similar to baby powder since the mesh size is very small

and is designed to be placed in hairline cracks of the formation. Frac jobs

usually start with 100 mesh to seal off microfractures. 100 mesh also

effectively decreases leak-off through any encountered cracks. 100 mesh

provides a conduit for the upcoming sands by covering small microscopic

cracks in the formation and erosion of perforations. Sometimes some engi-

neers consider 100 mesh to be part of the percentage of the pad volume.

This type of sand is highly recommended in naturally fractured formations.

Although this type of sand is not designed for conductivity it is frequently

used for sealing off microfractures, perforation erosion, and obtaining as

much surface area as possible by traveling farther into the formation. 100

mesh is typically the smallest sand mesh size used during frac jobs. Fig. 6.4

shows an example of 100 mesh sand size proppant.

40/70 Mesh
40/70 mesh is typically used after 100 mesh. 40/70 mesh is larger

in size compared to 100 mesh. Pumping this kind of sand downhole

creates the required fracture length for maximum surface area and some

Figure 6.4 100 mesh sand size.
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conductivity in the fractures. Combinations of 100 mesh and 40/70 are

typically the most common sand sizes used in majority of the uncon-

ventional shale reservoirs. It is a known fact that smaller mesh sizes will

have a higher crush resistance as compared to the same type of material

in a larger mesh. This is because in a fixed fracture width, there are

more grains in that width that are able to support the stress. In other

words, the stress is more evenly distributed across more grains of prop-

pant with smaller mesh sizes. Therefore, it is crucial to take this con-

cept into consideration when designing proppant size for any frac job.

30/50 Mesh
30/50 mesh is larger than 40/70 and as a result has greater conductivity

providing larger flow paths for multiphase flow. Some companies do not run

40/70. Instead, 30/50 mesh proppant is pumped right after 100 mesh for

better fracture conductivity near the wellbore especially in liquid-rich and

oil windows. Others prefer to run 30/50 after 40/70 for a better transition

after 100 mesh. 30/50 mesh is recommended in liquid-rich areas

(high BTU). This is because of the multiphase flow effect (to be discussed).

Some operators do not believe in pumping 30/50 after 100 mesh because

30/50 mesh does not travel as far as 40/70 mesh into the formation because

of its larger size. Stokes’ law states that the distribution of proppant inside the

fracture depends on its settling velocity in the fracturing fluids. In addition,

some operators do not prefer using 30/50 or 20/40 mesh size proppants due

to operational issues such as screening out (sanding off) at higher sand

concentrations using bigger mesh sizes. Therefore, it is important to perform

a risk/reward analysis to see weather the operational risk of pumping bigger

sand sizes (if any) is worth the production uplift (if any) or not.

It can be determined that smaller sand particles penetrate deeper into

the formation as compared to bigger sand particles. As proppant diameter

increases, single-particle settling velocity increases as well. Therefore,

40/70 mesh (with smaller sand particle size) will penetrate more into the

formation compared to 30/50 mesh (bigger sand particle). Some operators

tail in 30/50 to achieve better conductivity in both dry and liquid-rich

areas near the wellbore. Ultimately the final decision on what sand size to

use must come from production data and success in each area. If produc-

tion performance of the wells that only pumped 100 mesh and 40/70 is

better than the production performance of the wells that used 100 mesh

and 30/50 in the same geologic area, 100 mesh and 40/70 needs to be

used on future wells and vice versa. In summary, it is important to

have the best design based on theory and simulation (to be discussed);
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however, at the end of the day the sand size must be justifed by existing

prodution data to design a successful frac job.

20/40 Mesh
20/40 mesh is typically the largest sand size used as compared to all

the other sizes discussed thus far. Some operators tail in 20/40 mesh for

maximizing near-wellbore conductivity. Some operators do not even run

20/40 mesh and 40/70 or 30/50 mesh is the last sand size pumped down-

hole. Production performance must ultimately be the deciding factor on

what sand size to use in each area.

Depending on the frac job formation and design, each frac stage

requires between 200,000 and 700,000 lb of sand. If the design schedule

for a stage is 400,000 lb of sand, the following are some example designs:

Example design # 1 (400,000 lb of sand/stage):

• 50,000 lb of 100 mesh

• 200,000 lb of 30/50 mesh

• 150,000 lb of 20/40 mesh

Example design #2 (400,000 lb of sand/stage):

• 120,000 lb of 100 mesh

• 230,000 lb of 40/70 mesh

• 50,000 lb of 30/50 mesh

Example design #3 (400,000 lb of sand/stage):

• 70,000 lb of 100 mesh

• 330,000 lb of 40/70 mesh

The above designs are just examples underscoring the fact that

sand combinations can vary greatly depending on the design, production

performance, and economics. The type(s) of sand needed for well optimi-

zation is debatable amongst operators, each having preferred recipes for

achieving optimal production. There are different hydraulic frac software

programs used to run various models to come up with the optimal

sand size, type, and volume for the hydraulic frac design.

PROPPANT CHARACTERISTICS

It is important to have a basic knowledge of proppant characteristics

and why some proppant types such as resin and ceramic are much more

expensive as compared to regular sand. Some characteristics of proppant

that are important to understand and monitor are roundness, sphericity,
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crush resistance, specific gravity, bulk density, acid solubility, sieve size, silt

and fine particles, and clustering.

Roundness is the measure of relative sharpness of the grain corners.

Improving proppant roundness results in more even stress distribution and

potentially improves proppant pack porosity. Sphericity is the measure of

how round an object is or how closely the grain approaches the shape

of a sphere. The American Petroleum Institute (API)-recommended limit

for sand in both roundness and sphericity is 0.6 or greater. Fig. 6.5 shows

physical roundness and sphericity from Krumbein and Sloss in 1963.

Crush resistance measures the fines created under a given load (exposure

to stress). This can be performed in the lab by applying various stresses

such as 3000, 4000, 5000 psi, etc. API recommends various percentages of

generated fines for different types of sands. K-value testing is an important

test that can be performed on various proppant types and sizes in order to

understand the % fines generated under each specified stress. K-value is the

closure stress (rounded down) under which 10% of the proppant will crush

and become fines or out of the standard mesh size. To test the quality of

the proppant, it is highly recommended to take a sample from one of the

sand haulers onsite and send it to a renowned proppant testing company

for K-value and other standard testing. Please note that this type of testing

should not be performed by the sand supplier in order to maintain the

integrity of the test. The standard API crush-testing procedure typically

calls for a loading of 4 lbs/ft2 in the crush-testing apparatus. However, it is

very difficult to obtain such loading in a slick water frac fluid system.

Therefore, it is very important to perform this crush testing at various sand
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Figure 6.5 Visual estimation of roundness and sphericity (Krumbein and Sloss, 1963).
Modified from Saaid, I.M., Kamat, D., Muhammad, S. 2011. Characterization of Malaysia
sand for possible use as proppant. Am. Int. J. Contemp. Res. 1 (1), 37.
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loadings such as using the average fracture width near or away from the

wellbore to obtain a more realistic view of crushing effect.

Specific gravity is the measurement of absolute density of individual

proppant divided by the absolute density of water. The API-recommended

maximum specific gravity is 2.65 for sand.

Bulk density is the volume occupied by a given mass of proppant.

The API-recommended maximum for proppant is 105 lb/ft3.

Acid solubility is the solubility of proppant in 12% HCl or 3% HF acids.

Acid solubility indicates the amount of contaminants present in the

proppant, in addition to relative stability of proppant in acid. The API-

recommended maximum acid solubility is 2% for larger sand (30/50 mesh)

and 3% for smaller sand (40/70 mesh).

Sieve analysis is a necessary test performed on the proppant throughout

the frac job to ensure proper proppant size and quality control of the prop-

pant. It indicates the size distribution of the proppant within the defined

proppant size range. In this analysis, which is typically performed by the

sand coordinator, 90% of the sample should fall within the designated sieve

size. Not more than 0.1% should be larger than the first sieve size and not

more than 1% should be smaller than the last sieve size. For example in

Table 6.2, if 40/70 mesh is being tested, not more than 0.1% of the sample

size test should be larger than 0.0165, and not more than 1% should be

smaller than 0.0083. The operating company representative is responsible

for verifying the properly tested sieve analysis throughout the frac treatment.

Silt and fine particles measure the amount of silt, clay, and other fine

materials (impurities) present in the sample. The API recommendation for

silt and fine particles is 250 FTU (formation turbidity unit) or less. Fig. 6.6

shows an example of test sieve shaker used in the laboratory to find proppant

size distribution. In addition to laboratory testing, this type of test can also

be easily performed in the field.

Table 6.2 Standard Sieve Openings (Ely, 2012)
US Series Mesh Sieve Opening (in) US Series Mesh Sieve Opening (in)

4 0.187 25 0.0280

6 0.132 30 0.0232

8 0.0937 35 0.0197

10 0.0787 40 0.0165

12 0.0661 60 0.0098

14 0.0555 70 0.0083

16 0.0469 100 0.0059

18 0.0394 170 0.0035

20 0.0331
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Clusteringmeasures the degree of attachment of individual proppant grains

to one another. The API-recommended maximum for clustering, which is

measured by percentage weight, is 1%. One of the main reasons for this type

of test is that during processing the grains were not broken apart (Ely, 2012).

PROPPANT PARTICLE-SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

The max-to-min ratio in the majority of API sieve designations is

approximately 2 to 1. For example, a 20 mesh particle is roughly twice

the diameter of a 40 mesh particle as can be seen in Table 6.2. A 20 mesh

particle has a diameter of 0.0331 inches compared to a 40 mesh particle

with a diameter of 0.0165 inches (Bhalf of 0.0331 inches). Table 6.2

shows different U.S. sieve and their opening sizes.

PROPPANT TRANSPORT AND DISTRIBUTION IN
HYDRAULIC FRACTURE

During hydraulic fracturing, different proppant concentrations are

pumped based on the initial frac design and to the extent that reservoir

Figure 6.6 Test Sieve shaker.
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formation permits. The pumped proppants move in both horizontal

and vertical directions. In the horizontal direction, proppant follows the

fracture tip with the same velocity as fracturing fluid. However, in

the vertical direction the proppant velocity, i.e., settling velocity, is different

than fluid vertical velocity due to gravitational forces and slippage between

proppant particles and fluid. Proppant movement in the direction of the

fracture width is commonly neglected due to scale effect (fracture width is

much smaller than fracture length and height). As proppant particles settle,

they fill up the fracture width and, therefore, increase the proppant

concentration in the vertical cross section. There is a critical proppant con-

centration beyond which screening out (sanding off) occurs. Rate of prop-

pant bank growth or screening out is a function of proppant settling velocity.

Settling velocity of a single and perfectly spherical proppant particle can be

obtained using Stokes’ law assuming infinitely large fracture (boundary

effects are neglected). Settling velocity is derived for different flow regimes

based on the dimensionless Reynolds number. If the Reynolds number is

less than 2, proppant settling velocity can be obtained using Eq. (6.1).

Equation 6.1 Proppant settling velocity Re # 2.0.

If the Reynolds number falls between 2 and 500, proppant velocity

can be obtained using Eq. (6.2).

Equation 6.2 Proppant settling velocity (2, Re, 500Þ

For flow regimes with high Reynolds number (i.e., .500), Eq. (6.3)

will be used.

Equation 6.3 Proppant settling velocity (Re$ 500Þ

In the above equations, ρp and ρf stand for proppant and fracturing

fluid density, μ is the fluid dynamic viscosity, dp is proppant diameter,
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and Vps is the uncorrected proppant settling velocity. As mentioned

earlier, proppant velocity obtained using Stokes’ law neglects the

boundary (fracture width) effect by assuming an infinitely large fracture.

It also ignores interactions between proppant particles, since it has been

developed for a single particle. Gadde et al. (2004) defined a correlation

to correct the proppant settling velocity for these two factors as follows:

Equation 6.4 Corrected proppant settling velocity

In Eq. (6.4), Vps
0
is the corrected proppant settling velocity and c is

the proppant concentration. As proppant settling occurs, the frac fluid vis-

cosity will change. The change in frac fluid viscosity as a function of

proppant concentration can be obtained using Eq. (6.5).

Equation 6.5 Frac fluid viscosity

In Eq. (6.5), μ0 is uncorrected fluid viscosity to proppant concentra-

tion and n and γ are the non-Newtonian fluid constants.

Kong et al. (2015) investigated the effect of proppant settling velocity

on proppant distribution and fracture conductivity in the Marcellus Shale

reservoir and showed that ignoring proppant settling velocity could lead

to more than 18% overestimation in dimensionless productivity index.

They showed that in tighter formations and using larger proppant size the

overestimation in dimensionless productivity index can be as large as

32%. A more realistic prediction of proppant distribution in hydraulic

fractures can significantly help operators to design the optimum frac job.

In ultralow permeability formations such as shale with permeability less

than 1 µD, there is a critical proppant size that can lead to the highest

hydraulic fracturing efficiency, as shown in Fig. 6.7. In the hydraulic frac-

turing process, multisize proppant combinations are injected into the

wellbore. Usually a smaller-size proppant is injected first, followed by a

larger-size proppant. In ultralow permeability formations such as shales,

there is a critical combination of small and large proppant sizes that will

result in maximum well productivity index as shown in Fig. 6.8.
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Figure 6.8 Effect of different proppant size and volume combination on well dimen-
sionless productivity index. Modified from Kong, B., Fathi, E., Ameri, S. 2015. Coupled
3-D numerical simulation of proppant distribution and hydraulic fracturing performance
optimization in Marcellus shale reservoirs. Int. J. Coal Geol. 147�148, 35�45.

Figure 6.7 Effect of proppant size on dimensionless productivity index for different
reservoir permeability. Modified from Kong, B., Fathi, E., Ameri, S. 2015. Coupled 3-D
numerical simulation of proppant distribution and hydraulic fracturing performance
optimization in Marcellus shale reservoirs. Int. J. Coal Geol. 147�148, 35�45.
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FRACTURE CONDUCTIVITY

Fracture conductivity is one of the most important concepts in

hydraulic fracturing, and thus is considered in every design. Conductivity

is essentially the multiplication of fracture width (ft) and proppant perme-

ability inside the fracture (md). Proppant permeability and conductivity

change under different stresses. For example, the permeability of 20/40

mesh (and ultimately conductivity) under 6000 psi of closure pressure

is different compared to 10,000 psi. Conductivity is also referred to as

flowback capacity and its unit is md-ft. Conductivity is the ability of the

fractures to transmit reservoir fluid to the wellbore. As closure pressure

increases, conductivity decreases. Proppant suppliers typically provide a

chart for each proppant type that shows fracture conductivity on the

y-axis vs. closure pressure on the x-axis.

Factors that affect fracture width are proppant density, proppant loading,

gel filter cake, and embedment. Also, factors that affect proppant

permeability are typically proppant size, sphericity, strength, fines and gel

damage. Fig. 6.9 shows the schematic of a fracture and fracture width that

will be used in fracture conductivity calculation.

Equation 6.6 Fracture conductivity

where Kf5 proppant permeability, md, and Wf5 fracture width, feet.

Figure 6.9 Fracture width.
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DIMENSIONLESS FRACTURE CONDUCTIVITY

Dimensionless fracture conductivity is the ability of fractures to

transmit reservoir fluid to the wellbore divided by the ability of the for-

mation to transmit fluid to the fractures. Dimensionless fracture conduc-

tivity is denoted in FCD and is defined as:

Equation 6.7 Dimensionless fracture conductivity

where Kf5 fracture permeability in the formation, md, Wf5 fracture

width, feet, K5 formation (matrix) permeability, md, and Xf5 fracture

half-length, feet.

Fig. 6.10 shows two-stage hydraulic fracturing and reservoir-

stimulated volume characteristics used to calculate dimensionless fracture

conductivity. Fig. 6.11 illustrates qualitative comparisons of fracture con-

ductivity and closure pressure for different proppant types.

Figure 6.10 Matrix and hydraulic fracture interactions.
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR
STANDARDIZATION (ISO) CONDUCTIVITY TEST

The fracture conductivity testing that is performed for each prop-

pant type and size is typically performed under the following conditions:

• Ohio sandstone

• 2 lb/ft2 proppant loading

• Stress maintained for 50 hours

• 150�F to 200�F
• Extremely low water velocity (2 mL/min) (2% KCl water)

This conductivity test accounts for proppant size, proppant strength/

crush profile, some embedment, some temperature effects, and wet

system. However, this conductivity test does not account for the

following:

a) Non-Darcy flow

b) Multiphase flow

c) Reduced proppant concentration

d) Gel damage

e) Cyclic stress

f) Fines migration

g) Time degradation

Figure 6.11 Fracture conductivity testing.
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NON-DARCY FLOW

As opposed to Darcy’s law, which assumes laminar flow in the

formation, non-Darcy flow is referred to as fluid flow, which deviates

from Darcy flow by having a turbulent flow in the formation and

especially near the wellbore. Non-Darcy flow is very common in high-

rate gas wells near the wellbore. Therefore, some operators like the idea

of tailing in higher-conductivity proppant at the end of each frac stage to

accommodate for the non-Darcy flow effect near the wellbore.

MULTIPHASE FLOW

Hydraulic fracturing usually encompasses flow of liquid (water, oil,

and condensate) and gas. Fluid flow in hydraulic fracturing highly depends

on the relative permeability of the formation to each of these phases.

As Fig. 6.12 illustrates, by increasing the saturation of one phase, the relative

permeability to that phase increases while the relative permeability to the

other phase decreases. Therefore, proppant saturated with liquid is less

conducive to flowing gas. This effect is not taken into account in ISO

conductivity testing. The importance of relative permeability comes into

play in high-BTU gas reservoirs (primarily retrograde condensate reservoirs)

and oil reservoirs where fluid exists as liquid at reservoir conditions. Liquid

tends to accumulate in the fractures. This will occupy porosity that is not

Figure 6.12 Relative permeability curve.
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available for gas flow. In wet areas, higher conductivity sand is typically

pumped near the wellbore to accommodate the relative permeability effect.

REDUCED PROPPANT CONCENTRATION

An ISO conductivity test is performed using 2 lb/ft2 proppant

loading, which can be misleading. Proppant concentration at formation

conditions is typically less than 1 lb/ft2. For example, if fracture conductivity

for regular sand such as 40/70 mesh under 6000 psi of closure pressure is

400 md-ft at 2 lb/ft2, the conductivity at formation (which is 1 lb/ft2 or less)

will be much less than 400 md-ft, roughly 200 md-ft. Therefore, proppant

concentration in the formation has been reduced down to 200 md-ft, as

opposed to the reported 400 md-ft when the conductivity test is performed.

GEL DAMAGE

Gel damage often occurs in cross-linked jobs, where heavy viscous

fluid is used during the frac job. The residual gel effect can have detrimental

impact on the fracture conductivity even after using gel breaker. It is impor-

tant to note that breaker loading can significantly improve the cleanup of

distributed gel in the formation. In a slick water frac, gel damage is not as

common unless a high concentration of linear gel was used to facilitate plac-

ing proppant into the formation. One example of gel damage is fracture face

damage, which is caused by filtrate leaking into the rock. Another example of

gel damage is the accumulation of residual gel. Gel residue tends to accumu-

late in very narrow pore throats ultimately affecting flow capacity of the fluid

flow. Gel damage can also cause a reduction in effective fracture width due to

filter cake buildup. Filter cake forms as frac fluid slurry leaks off into the

formation. Filter cake is forced out into the fractures upon closure. Fracture

width retention is extremely important to minimize gas velocities in the frac-

ture. Decreasing gas velocity will significantly reduce pressure drop as stated

in the Forchheimer equation. Gel is a non-Newtonian fluid. As opposed to

Newtonian fluid where the relationship between shear stress and shear rate is

linear, in non-Newtonian fluid the relationship between shear stress and shear

rate is different and can be time dependent. Another form of detrimental gel

damage is referred to as loss of effective fracture length due to gel plug-in tip.

Since gel is a non-Newtonian fluid, it must achieve some pressure differential
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before being able to move. This feature of gel will cause reduction in effective

fracture length by plugging the tip of the fracture. Laboratory studies suggest

that proppant with better roundness, sphericity, porosity, and permeability

facilitate the cleanup of gel as opposed to other types of proppant.

CYCLIC STRESS

When producing a well, there is a pressure referred to as flowing

bottom-hole pressure. Flowing bottom-hole pressure is the bottom-hole

pressure inside the wellbore at flowing condition denoted as Pwf. This pres-

sure is extremely important as proppant stress (stress placed on the proppant)

is a function of closure pressure and flowing bottom-hole pressure. Every

time flowing bottom-hole pressure changes, the proppant distribution inside

the fracture rearranges and some conductivity loss can be the consequence.

Fig. 6.13 shows the ideal designed proppant placement and real proppant

placement in a hydraulic fracture during the frac job and after the well is in

line. In an ideal case, uniform proppant distribution inside the fracture is

assumed. After starting to produce from a well, hydraulic fracture width

decreases due to an increase in effective stress. However, in reality, proppant

distribution will not be uniform due to proppant settling velocity and fluid

leak-off to the formation. As a result, there will be propped and unpropped

Figure 6.13 Proppant placement in hydraulic fracturing. Modified from Kong, B.,
Fathi, E., Ameri, S. 2015. Coupled 3-D numerical simulation of proppant distribution and
hydraulic fracturing performance optimization in Marcellus shale reservoirs. Int. J. Coal
Geol. 147�148, 35�45.
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regions in a hydraulic fracture. The unpropped region will be closed and

fracture width in propped region will decrease due to an increase in effective

stress during production. This leads to reduction in fracture conductivity.

FINES MIGRATION

Under closure pressure at downhole conditions, proppant will

generate some fines (depending on the type of proppant used), which will

reduce conductivity. This will highly depend on the rate of change in

effective stress, which is a function of operational conditions. Unfortunately,

there is a tendency to achieve high IP when the well first starts

producing (initial flowback) in order to impress the investor community.

Very high IP can only be achieved through very aggressive flowing

bottom-hole pressure drawdown. The practice of “pulling hard” or “rip

it and grip it” is common in a lot of the unconventional shale plays.

This practice leads to an excessive amount of stress on proppant and as

a result some proppant embedment and fines migration that will lead to

loss in conductivity. Loss in conductivity is equal to loss in well produc-

tivity and ultimately revenue. Intermediate initial flow rates will lead to

moderate pressure drawdown, which will result in less damage to the

fracture conductivity as shown in Fig. 6.14. Eq. (6.8) shows the impor-

tance of minimizing flowing bottom-hole pressure. Minimizing flowing

bottom-hole pressure can be achieved by minimizing pressure

Figure 6.14 Proppant crushing embedment.
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drawdown when producing the well. Belyadi et al. (2016) used actual

field data from eight studied wells in Utica/Point Pleasant and illustrated

that up to 30% improvement in EUR can be achieved using a managed

pressure drawdown of 15�20 psi/D casing or tubing pressure drop. In

addition, they also showed that reservoir damage was most likely caused

by pressure dependency of hydraulic fracture conductivity. Optimum

economic rate can be determined based on a company’s long-term

financial metric as well as gas pricing. In essence, aggressive pressure

drawdown can damage a well’s performance while conservative pressure

drawdown can impact the near-term economic value. Therefore, pres-

sure drawdown schedule and optimum economic rate must be deter-

mined for each field based on a company’s strategic metric and goal.

Equation 6.8 Proppant stress

where Pclosure5 closure pressure, psi, Pwf5 flowing bottom-hole pressure,

psi, and Pnet5 net pressure, psi.

•••
Example
Calculate proppant stress given the two following conditions assuming net pressure is zero:
1. The well is initially producing at 4500 psi flowing bottom-hole pressure and the

closure pressure from DFIT is calculated to be around 6500 psi.
2. The flowing bottom-hole pressure is drawn down very aggressively to about 1000 psi

after the initial flowback over the course of a 2-day time period (assume closure pres-
sure stays constant after 2 days).

Condition 1: Proppant stress5 Pclosure 2 Pwf 5 65002 45005 2000 psi
Condition 2: Proppant stress5 Pclosure 2 Pwf 5 65002 10005 5500 psi

As can be seen in this example, it turns out that proppant stress has increased from
the initial 2000 psi to almost 5500 psi in just 2 days. This practice will lower proppant
conductivity significantly and will result in a loss in production and ultimately revenue.

TIME DEGRADATION

Fracture conductivity will reduce with time. The rule of thumb is

that fracture conductivity will be reduced by 75% with time. This behav-

ior, which leads to early production decline in hydraulically fractured

shale reservoirs, is not well understood yet. One of the major physical
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phenomena that has been investigated as the possible source of early pro-

duction decline is the hydraulic fracture and shale matrix permeability

time-dependent characteristics, also known as creep deformation under

constant loading. This has mainly been attributed to matrix and hydraulic

fracture interaction with fracturing fluid.

FINITE VS INFINITE CONDUCTIVITY

If FCD is greater than 30, it is considered to be infinite conductivity and

if FCD is less than 30, it is considered to be finite conductivity. Cinco-Ley and

Samaneigo in 1981 presented Fig. 6.15 that plots dimensionless fracture con-

ductivity (x-axis) versus effective wellbore radius/fracture half-length (y-

axis) to define the concept of dimensionless fracture conductivity.

•••
Example
Assume the dimensionless fracture conductivity for a well in the Marcellus Shale is calculated
to be 50. From Fig. 6.15, the effective wellbore radius can be found as follows:

rw0

Xf
5 0:5

Figure 6.15 Dimensionless frac conductivity vs effective drainage radius (Cinco-Ley
and Samaneigo, 1981).
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Assuming a calculated fracrure half-length of approximately 300 feet and substituting
Xf5 300 feet,

rw0

300
5 0:5.. rw0 5 150 feet

As long as the dimensionless fracture conductivity is greater than 30, the fracture is
considered to be in infinite conductivity and the effective drainage radius does not
change. For example, if a dimensionless fracture conductivity of 30 can be achieved using
30/50 mesh sand at downhole condition (taking into account all of the factors that the
ISO conductivity test does not take into account), does pumping 20/40 mesh really mat-
ter? As long as a dimensionless fracture conductivity of 30 is reached (infinite conductivity)
at downhole conditions, pumping a larger sand size is not recommended. The hardest
part is figuring out the fracture conductivity after all the discussed effects are taken into
account. Since the permeability in unconventional shale reservoirs is very low, it is impor-
tant to note that achieving infinite conductivity is easier. However, with all the factors dis-
cussed that can reduce fracture conductivity, infinite conductivity could potentially be
very difficult to obtain in some formations depending on many factors such as type of
sand, type of fluid system, type of pressure drawdown, type of reservoir fluid, etc.

•••
Example
A horizontal well with low permeability is going to be hydraulically fractured using a slick
water fluid system. The matrix permeability of the reservoir is 0.0003 md (300 nd) with
an estimated propped fracture half-length of 300 ft. Fracture conductivity under 6000 psi of
closure pressure is estimated to be 400 md-ft from the lab ISO conductivity test (2 lb/ft2).
Calculate fracture conductivity at 1 lb/ft2 and assume 85% reduction in conductivity due to
all of the effects discussed. Calculate dimensionless fracture conductivity and specify
whether the fractures are considered to be finite or infinite.

Fracture conductivity at 2
lb

ft2
5 Kf 3Wf 5 400 md-ft

Fracture conductivity at 1
lb

ft2
and 85% reduction5

400
2

3 ð12 0:85Þ5 30 md-ft

Dimensionless fracture conductivity5 FCD 5
Kf 3Wf

K 3 Xf
5

30
0:00033 300

5 333

Since FCD. 30... infinite fracture conductivity
As can be seen from this example, since the formation permeability is so low even

after taking into account some of the effects that can alter fracture conductivity, fractures
are considered to be at infinite conductivity.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Unconventional Reservoir
Development Footprints

INTRODUCTION

Unconventional reservoir developments encompass activities such as

hydraulic fracturing and wastewater deposition in underground reservoirs.

These activities introduce manmade stresses that change the in situ stress

condition of the underground formations leading to the cases of induced

seismicity. The magnitude of induced seismicity is a function of orienta-

tion, magnitude, and relative state of the surrounding stress field. Some

statistics provided by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) suggest expo-

nential growth in the cumulative number of earthquakes in the central

and eastern United States since 2005, coinciding with unconventional

reservoir developments in these areas. There have also been studies trying

to correlate these statistics to hydraulic fracturing, withdrawal, or fluid

injection by the oil and gas industry; however, there is no direct evidence

and detailed studies that can prove this idea. By taking a closer look at the

National Seismic Hazard Map published by the USGS in 2014, one can

see that most of the earthquakes higher than a magnitude of 3 occurred

in the vicinity of major fault planes that happened to also be very close to

the major unconventional shale developments. Having said so, in uncon-

ventional reservoir developments, there are many cases of stress field alter-

ation, which may impact the stability of the underground formations,

faults, and any discontinuities. This might lead to hydraulic fracture and

fault reactivation, or hydraulic fracturing and aquifer interaction. In

ultralow-permeability shale reservoirs, which dominate most of the

unconventional oil and gas resources in the United States, hydraulic

fracturing treatment is absolutely essential to obtain an economic level of

production. These hydraulic fracturing activities mainly introduce low-

magnitude induced seismicity. These low-magnitude seismic events are

used by the oil and gas industry to obtain the geometry of the hydraulic

fractures. Often, these low-magnitude seismic events cannot be felt at the
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surface and will be limited to the treatment zone. However, in extremely

rare cases due to unintended interactions between hydraulic and natural

fractures, these events might have some impacts at the surface.

Environmental impacts of hydraulic fracturing are not limited to induc-

ing seismicity. Wellbore integrity is also one of the major concerns in the

oil and gas industry and is highly regulated by state legislation. Hydraulic

fracturing can significantly impact the geomechanical behavior of the wells.

These concerns in the oil and gas industry have become a focus of research

in areas such as cement behavior and cement bond under confining pres-

sures applied to cement during hydraulic fracturing, and hydraulic fracture

pressure communications with old and abundant wells. In some cases dur-

ing the hydraulic fracturing treatment, the production casing might burst

due to exceeding the casing burst pressure, or flaw in the casing manufac-

ture. This opens a great deal of discussion on casing selection and design.

Other environmental impacts of unconventional resource developments

can be classified in issues related to groundwater protection, wildlife

impacts, community impacts, and surface disturbance. On the other hand,

unconventional resource development can have an enormous positive

social and political impact in terms of providing more jobs, increasing the

energy security and sustainability, decreasing the pollution by providing

much cleaner energy as compared to conventional developments, and in

general increasing the quality of the life in the country.

CASING SELECTION

There are four different types of casings commonly used in the

industry for horizontal wells, and they are as follows:

• conductor casing

• surface casing

• intermediate casing

• production casing.

CONDUCTOR CASING

The conductor casing is installed prior to the arrival of the drilling

rig. This hole is usually 18�36v in diameter and 20�500 long. This casing
basically keeps the top of the hole from caving in and additionally it
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prevents the collapse of loose soil near the surface. Moreover, it is used to

help in the process of circulating the drilling fluid up from the bottom of

the well. This casing needs to be either cemented or grouted in place.

SURFACE CASING

After placing and cementing the conductor casing, the next hole size

needs to be drilled before placing the surface casing. The next hole size is

drilled using a drilling rig to the desired depth, which is usually anywhere

between a few hundred feet and 2000 feet. This is the most crucial casing as

far as the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is concerned since

the water source is usually located in that range. As a result, to protect the

water source from contamination, the EPA typically requires setting the sur-

face casing and cementing it to at least 500 deeper than the deepest fresh

groundwater zone. In some parts of Pennsylvania, the Department of

Environmental Protection (DEP) requires two surface casings to protect the

coal seams as well. The main purpose of surface casing is to protect freshwa-

ter from contamination. Freshwater contamination can be caused by leaking

hydrocarbon or salt water from the producing formation if and only if the

casing or the cementing operation is not done properly. Please note that this

crucial process is highly regulated by the EPA and violators are heavily fined

and could be suspended from drilling and completion processes if not in

compliance. In addition, the environmental agency (varies depending on the

state) has to be notified 24 hours before and after the cement job is started

and completed to ensure a proper seal between the freshwater zone and the

well. Oftentimes (depending on the state), a representative from the state will

be present during the cement job to ensure the quality of the cement job and

compliance with all laws and regulations. If after cementing the surface

casing, cement is not received at surface, the operation cannot continue until

a course of action is summarized and submitted to the state for their review

and approval in order to make sure the problem is completely resolved before

moving forward. Another purpose of surface casing is to make sure the drill

hole is not being damaged or collapsed when drilling the next hole section

of the well. If proper casing is not placed, the drilled hole could be damaged

or even collapsed for many reasons that exist downhole (pressure, tempera-

ture, water invasion, etc.). Another important reason for installing the surface

casing is to provide primary well-control equipment to be rigged up

(examples of primary well control equipment are blow-out preventers).
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Surface casing is the first casing to provide the necessary means of installing

primary well-control equipment. A typical surface casing size is 13 3/8v.

INTERMEDIATE CASING

After placing the surface casing, cementing it in place, and getting a

confirmation from the environmental agency to continue operations, the

next section of the hole is drilled. After drilling this section, intermediate

casing is placed in the hole for many reasons. The primary reason for using

intermediate casing is to minimize the hazards associated with abnormal

underground pressure zones or formations that might otherwise contami-

nate the well, such as underground salt water deposits. This casing is often

used in longer laterals so the hydrostatic pressure of the drilling fluid

remains between formation and fracture pressures. Even if none of the

above conditions are present, this casing is very important as insurance for

any type of unexpected abnormal pressure downhole. The intermediate

casing size that most of the operating companies use is 9 5/8v casing.

PRODUCTION CASING

Finally, after placing the intermediate casing and cementing it all

the way to the surface, the next section of the hole is drilled. The kickoff

point (KOP) is the point at which the curve section of the wellbore is

started and built. KOP is the point at which a well starts to incline using

the predetermined engineering plan to get to the desired zone of interest.

After building the curve, the landing point is reached. The landing point

is the point at which the target formation is reached and from that depth

the well can be horizontally drilled to total depth (TD). Once the TD of

the well is reached, typically 51/2v production casing can be run all the

way to the surface and cemented in place. Depending on the formation

and design, 41/2v or 7v production casings could also be run. A production

casing, which is also called “long string,” is the deepest section of the cas-

ing of a well since it goes from the desired depth all the way to the sur-

face. This casing is basically a conduit from the surface of the well to the

actual producing formation. The size of production casings depends on

various considerations including lifting equipment to be used, types of

completion processes required, and the possibility of deepening the well
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at a later date. For example, if the well is expected and designed to be

deepened at a later time, the production casing should be large enough to

allow passage of the drill bit later to drill the next designed section.

Fig. 7.1 shows various casing string illustrations.

HYDRAULIC FRACTURING AND AQUIFER INTERACTION

This is a controversial topic amongst environmentalists concerned with

the chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing and whether or not they impact

drinking water sources. Hydraulic fracturing itself does not cause drinking

water contamination. Hydraulic fracturing started in 1947 without a single

case of drinking water contamination. The main issue that causes water con-

tamination is bad cement jobs in the casings. After running thousands of feet

of casing (steel pipe), there is always a possibility of a microannulus leakage in

the casing because of a bad connection between casing joints. However, if

there is not a cement bond behind the surface casing, there are oftentimes

two, or in some cases three additional casings (coal seam, intermediate, and

production casings) that are run and cemented to protect the surface water

from any type of contamination. Cementing is a crucial part of the drilling

operation. This is why the cementing operation is so highly regulated by the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to protect freshwater from any

types of contaminates.

Figure 7.1 Various casing string illustrations.
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When hydraulic fracturing is performed, the fractures created by

hydraulic horsepower (HHP) do not extend all the way to the surface.

Later on in this chapter, the concept of fracture height is discussed.

For example, in Marcellus Shale the true vertical depth (TVD) of an aver-

age well is anywhere between 65000 and 80000 (depending on the area) and

hydraulic fracturing is performed at that depth. Water sources are located

between 500 and a maximum depth of 10000. Based on current frac micro-

seismic data, it is highly unlikely that the fractures created during hydraulic

fracturing could grow to a length of 60000 to upwards of 70000, thereby
contaminating the local drinking water. Fractures are naturally limited due

to natural formation barriers, stresses in the rock (vertical, minimum hori-

zontal, and maximum horizontal stresses), leak-off limits, and height

growth. If we had no stresses in the earth, the fractures would easily grow

to the surface when hydraulic fracturing. Operators have run microseismic

in various basins and formations to identify fracture azimuth, fracture

height growth, fracture length, fracture width, etc. The frac microseismic

data demonstrated that the average height could be up to 10000. Therefore,
the maximum height that fractures can grow based on seismic data is still

thousands of feet away from drinking water sources.

One of the main reasons for water contamination is a bad cement job,

and a bad cement job nowadays would never be approved by the state’s

environmental agency. The industry is heavily regulated and careful

regarding this matter, as it is a very sensitive subject. Having said so, intro-

ducing manmade stresses to the prestressed formation during hydraulic

fracturing can cause induced seismicity. This induced seismicity might

reactivate faults and discontinuities. The problem with fault reactivation

or slippage is that it can extend all the way to the surface as shown in

Fig. 7.2. If hydraulic fracturing causes fault reactivation or slippage, the

fault will work as a flow path that can transfer frac fluid all the way to

the surface. This leads to frac job failure due to huge frac fluid leak-off to

the fault and can lead to severe environmental impacts.

HYDRAULIC FRACTURING AND FAULT REACTIVATION

During hydraulic fracturing, the in situ stress condition of the

reservoir will change. The magnitude of the change in in situ stress is

directly related to the formation mechanical properties, induced hydraulic

gradient through fracture initiation and propagation, and properties of the
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possible fault or discontinuities. Therefore, faults or any discontinuities in

the region affected by stress change due to hydraulic fracturing might be

reactivated. Fault slippage or fault motion is directly related to the coeffi-

cient of friction or friction factor. Experimental measurement of friction

factor of different rock types under different stress conditions showed that

the friction factor is changing in a small range between 0.6 and 1.0.

Friction factor is a contact property that is measured along preexisting faults

and fracture planes. As the in situ stress field is modified due to hydraulic

fracturing, the friction factor along deactivated fault and fracture planes

changes, which can lead to fault reactivation, instability, and rock failure.

Gao et al. (2015) performed analytical and numerical studies to

investigate the stability of the identified and unidentified faults around

the multistage hydraulic fracture in shale reservoirs. They showed that the

stability of the fault depends on its position with respect to the hydraulic

fractures. Assuming fault is in a critically stressed condition with an initial

slip tendency of 0.6, there is a critical angle (θ5 50o) and distance r, below

which there is a great possibility of fault reactivation. In other words, for a

fault in a critically stressed condition with slip tendency of 0.6, if the angle

between fractures and fault plain becomes less than 50 degrees (θ# 50o)

and distance between the fault plain to hydraulic fracture initiation point

becomes less than 2.5 times the fracture height (r# 2:5H), there is a high

Figure 7.2 Fracture growth limitation.
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potential for fault reactivation as shown in Fig. 7.3. Fig. 7.4 illustrates the

impact of pressurized hydraulic fractures on stability of different regions

around hydraulic fractures. High pressure on the hydraulic fracture surface

leads to a decrease in slip tendency perpendicular to the hydraulic fracture

plain and an increase in slip tendency parallel to the fracture plain, especially

at the fracture tip. Therefore, perpendicular to the hydraulic fracture, the

stability of the region increases while regions in the direction of hydraulic

fracture propagation become unstable. The stable and unstable regions

around multistage hydraulic fracture are shown in Fig. 7.4.

As discussed earlier, stability or failure of the fault is determined using

slip tendency, which is defined as the ratio of shear to normal stress acting

on fault plain as shown in Eq. (7.1).

Equation 7.1 Slip tendency.

where Ts is slip tendency, τ is shear stress, σn is normal stress and μs is

static friction factor.
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Figure 7.3 Geometry of single hydraulic fracture and fault plain. Modified after Gao, Q.,
Cheng, Y., Fathi, E., Ameri, S., 2015. Analysis of stress-field variations expected on subsur-
face faults and discontinuities in the vicinity of hydraulic fracturing. SPE-168761, SPE
Reservoir Evaluation & Engineering Journal.
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HYDRAULIC FRACTURING AND LOW-MAGNITUDE
EARTHQUAKES

Fault reactivation or slippage can lead to earthquake activities com-

monly below 1.0 in magnitude. However, in very rare cases, earthquakes

with magnitude around 3 are also reported (Ellsworth, 2013). USGS

recently released the map of earthquakes in the United States with magni-

tude of 3 or higher from 1973 to 2014. They showed that the cumulative

number of earthquakes with a magnitude of 3 or higher has significantly

increased since the beginning of the 20th century. The media in the

United States has quickly pointed to the oil and gas industry without any

scientific and sound justifications that could show that these events are

actually correlated to the oil and gas activities, such as hydraulic fracturing

or disposal of contaminated water in wastewater injection wells. The oil

and gas industry is heavily regulated on tracking these events using micro-

seismic studies and there has not been any relationship between the oil

and gas industry activities and large magnitude earthquakes.

Having said so, there is still a critical need for further research in

this area due to the potential consequences that are associated with
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multistage hydraulic fractures using finite element technique (Gao et al., 2015).
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large-magnitude seismic events. Determining the cause and influencing

factors in the occurrence of large-magnitude seismic events is essential in

preventing hazards associated with these events. The main objective of

these kinds of studies should be preventing harm to the public health and

infrastructure by reducing or eliminating the major causes of these unin-

tended events. The hydraulic fracturing and post-hydraulic fracturing

activities such as disposal of contaminated flowback water are not the

only causes of induced seismicity. Hydrocarbon production from these

reservoirs could also trigger seismic activities (Soltanzadeh and Hawkes,

2009). In this case, the study of complex rock and fluid interactions that

influence the formation stress behavior is required. To provide an

effective prediction of change in state of stress, an accurate model repre-

sentation must be made using a coupled hydromechanical numerical

solution. Verification of this solution shall be obtained through analytical

means and progressively refined through experimental results, using

real-time downhole data such as microseismic, fiber optics, and advanced

imaging technologies.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Hydraulic Fracturing Chemical
Selection and Design

INTRODUCTION

Chemical selection and design is another important aspect of a

hydraulic fracture design. As opposed to public perception, i.e., that

many toxic chemicals are being pumped downhole, it is important to

note that the industry has done a tremendous job developing new chemi-

cals that are environmentally friendly and do not cause any harm to the

public health and safety. Each chemical used in the hydraulic fracturing

process has a very specific purpose. For instance, the slick water frac fluid

system uses friction reducer (FR) to reduce the friction pressure when

pumping at high rates, whereas the cross-linked frac fluid system uses

linear gel and cross-linker to create the viscosity needed to place higher

sand concentration proppant into the formation. Exploration and produc-

tion (E&P) companies can save hundreds of thousands of dollars on

chemical selection and design. An optimized chemical package including

types and concentrations of each needed chemical is crucial in a successful

and cost-effective frac job. Therefore, various field and laboratory tests

must be performed to find the optimum design. Since chemicals are part

of each frac stage cost and E&P companies are responsible for paying for

the type and amount of each chemical used, it is very important to

perform various field and laboratory tests to find the optimum chemical

design, as will be discussed in this chapter. Chemicals used during

hydraulic frac jobs are costly and running the chemical at higher concen-

trations than needed can add a significant amount of expenditure to each

frac stage, which can add up rapidly. There are a limited number of che-

micals used in hydraulic fracturing. The most commonly used chemicals

in hydraulic fracturing are discussed in the following sections.
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FRICTION REDUCER

FR is the most important chemical used during slick water frac jobs.

FR is a type of polymer used to reduce the friction inside the pipe signifi-

cantly in order to successfully pump the job under the maximum allowable

surface-treating pressure. FR reduces the friction between fracturing fluids

and tubular. Without FR, it is impossible to pump slick water frac jobs

because of very high friction pressure inside the pipe. The high friction pres-

sure is due to the high flow rate that is used during slick water frac jobs. The

concentration of FR used varies from 0.5 gpt to 2.0 gpt depending on the

quality of FR and water. The unit for FR concentration is gpt, which stands

for gallons of FR per thousand gallons of water. A measurement of 1.0 gpt

means there is 1 gallon of FR in 1000 gallons of water. The quality of water

has a significant impact on FR. For example, if freshwater is used for the frac

job, lower concentrations of FR are needed to control the friction pressure;

however, if reused water is used for the frac job, the FR needs to be run at

higher concentrations to reduce the friction pressure. Another important

factor that necessitates running FR at higher concentrations is the quality of

FR. It is very important that operating companies discuss the type and qual-

ity of FR that a service company provides. One of the main reasons that the

type and quality of FR must be monitored is the cost. All fracturing chemi-

cals are expensive and most frac service companies typically make most of

their money from chemicals. Therefore, not monitoring the quality and

type of FR can cost the operator lots of money by running the FR at higher

concentrations, which might not be necessary. The most commonly used

FR in the industry is polyacrylamide, of which there are nonionic, cationic,

and anionic types. FR comes in dry powder and liquid form with a mineral

oil base. Polyacrylamide is also used for soil stabilization and children’s toys.

FR selection depends on:

• chemistry of source water for fracturing;

• high salinity versus fresh water5 different products;

• quality of FR (supplier or service company provider).

FR FLOW LOOP TEST

Economically attractive oil and gas production rates from uncon-

ventional shale reservoirs highly depend on the effectiveness of hydraulic
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fracturing stimulation that can provide maximum reservoir contact. This

can be achieved by establishing high pumping rates to inject millions of

gallons of fracturing fluid in these tight formations. However, there are

technical and environmental problems associated with this technique that

must be resolved. To meet the high pumping rates, the main problem is

to overcome the tubular friction pressure that can reduce the hydraulic

horsepower demand by 80% (Virk, 1975). This can be achieved by adding

FRs to the fracturing fluid. The postfracturing flowback fluids have

extremely high salinity and different concentrations of dissolved mineral

and chemicals that cannot be just discharged to the environment.

Treating the produced water is also extremely expensive so that most of

the operators decide to recycle the produced water by directly using that

for subsequent fracturing applications. The performance of FRs as salinity

and total dissolved solid content of flowback fluid increases still remain as

unsolved problems.

Different shale plays have different temperature and salt content and

there is no one-size-fits-all formula for the amount or composition of

each additive of fracturing fluids. Salt affects the functions of additives

including surfactants, polymers, and gels in a complex way. The most

efficient way to test its effects and get the most suitable formula is physi-

cal experiment, such as via dynamic flow loop experiment. Fig. 8.1

shows the schematic of the dynamic flow loop experiment. This setup

includes 130 of 1/2v stainless steel in the direct and 130 of 3/4v straight tub-
ing in the return direction, 16 gallon reservoir tank, 7 HP electric

motor, variable capacity pump, flow meter, overhead mixer, thermo-

couple, insulation, and band heater. We also think FRs can impact the

Figure 8.1 Schematic of flow loop apparatus.
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proppant transport and settling, and since the effectiveness of hydraulic

fracturing significantly depends on proppant displacement, this also

needs to be investigated. Numerical simulation is a powerful tool for

simulation of proppant transport and displacement in hydraulic fractures

as discussed earlier.

FR concentration can be determined by performing lab tests such as FR

flow loop test. This test can be performed by taking a water sample that

is being used during the frac job to the lab. This water sample is then

run through a loop and various FR types and concentrations are tested to

find the best FR type and optimum FR concentration of that particular FR.

To find the best FR type, different FRs at the same concentration are tested

and the one with the maximum friction reduction is selected. Next, the FR

concentration of the preselected FR type is increased gradually until the

addition of FR does not have a significant impact on pressure drop. This

concentration is then recorded and reported to the operating company for

their optimum FR concentration design. Fig. 8.2 shows an example of flow

test results, where the flow and temperature are measured by flow meter and

thermocouples as a function of time and are plotted against average pressure

drop measured by two differential pressure transducers in the direct and

return lines. During the experiment, the flow rate is kept constant and pres-

sure drop is monitored as FR is added to the fluid system.

Figure 8.2 Flow loop test results.
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PIPE FRICTION PRESSURE

Before discussing the next chemical, it is important to understand

friction pressure in slick water jobs without FR. Friction pressure inside

the pipe is impacted by rate, fluid viscosity, pipe diameter, and fluid den-

sity. A smaller pipe diameter causes the friction pressure to increase. For

example, if a 4 1/2v production casing is used instead of a 5 1/2v casing for

the hydraulic fracturing treatment, friction pressure inside the pipe will

increase. Fluid viscosity and density are very important parameters as well.

Various concentrations of FRs are used by different operating companies

in an attempt to lower the pipe and perforation friction pressure. Water

quality during the frac job is an important factor to consider when

designing FR concentration. If heavy flowback water is used without any

treatment, more FR has to be run to reduce the friction inside the pipe.

Rate is another important parameter affecting pipe friction pressure.

Rate has a proportional relationship with pipe friction pressure. This

implies that by increasing the rate, pipe friction pressure will increase as

well. Rate not only increases pipe friction pressure, but it also increases

perforation friction pressure, which will be discussed.

Friction pressure is calculated using Eq. (8.1):

Equation 8.1 Pipe friction pressure

Length of pipe5 ft

Fluid density5 ppg

Flow rate5 bpm

Inside pipe diameter5 inches.

Fanning friction factor is the most difficult parameter to find and

there are various methods that can be used to come up with the fanning

friction factor. There are two parameters that must be known in order to

calculate fanning friction factor, including Reynolds number and relative

roughness of pipe.
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REYNOLDS NUMBER

The Reynolds number needs to be calculated in order to come up

with the fanning friction factor. Slick water is considered to be a

Newtonian fluid; therefore, the following equation is used to calculate

the Reynolds number for Newtonian fluid:

Equation 8.2 Newtonian fluid Reynolds number

RELATIVE ROUGHNESS OF PIPE

Relative roughness is the amount of surface roughness that exists

inside the pipe. The relative roughness of a pipe is known as the absolute

roughness of a pipe divided by the inside diameter of a pipe.

Equation 8.3 Relative roughness

ε5 absolute roughness in inches

D5 inside diameter of pipe in inches.

Once relative roughness and Reynolds numbers are calculated, fan-

ning friction factor can be obtained depending on whether the flow is

laminar or turbulent. There are two equations to calculate the fanning

friction factor. Eq. (8.4) is for laminar flow (which means the Reynolds

number is less than 2300) and is as follows:

Equation 8.4 Fanning friction factor for laminar flow
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If the Reynolds number is more than 4000, then Eq. (8.5) is used to

calculate the Darcy friction factor:

Equation 8.5 Darcy friction factor for turbulent flow

Please note that:
Darcy friction factor5 43 fanning friction factor... therefore:

Equation 8.6 Fanning friction factor for turbulent flow

Once the fanning friction factor is obtained, the pipe friction pressure

can be calculated. This is just one method of pipe friction calculation,

which can be very tedious and time consuming. However, there are vari-

ous handbooks and software available that calculate friction pressure inside

the pipe considering the impact(s) of FR concentration. Please note that

this calculation does not take the use of FR into account. This is just to

demonstrate that if FR is not used during high-rate slick water jobs, it is

practically impossible to pump the job. Table 8.1 shows the relative

roughness of different pipe materials.

Table 8.1 Relative Roughness (Binder, 1973)
Pipe Material Absolute Roughness (inches)

Drawn brass 0.00006

Drawn copper 0.00006

Commercial steel 0.0018

Wrought iron 0.0018

Asphalted cast iron 0.0048

Galvanized iron 0.006

Cast iron 0.0102

Wood stave 0.0072�0.036

Concrete 0.012�0.12

Riveted steel 0.036�0.36
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•••
Example
Calculate pipe friction pressure if 11,000” of 5 1/2”, 20 lb/ft, P-110 pipe (ID5 4.778”) is run
in the hole without the use of FR (assume fresh water is used for frac). Assume a relative
roughness of zero inside the pipe.

Rate5 100 bpm, Freshwater density5 8.33 ppg, Freshwater viscosity5 1 cp.
Step 1) The Reynolds number needs to be calculated in order to come up with the

fanning friction factor:

NR 5
1:5923 104 3 1003 8:33

4:7783 1
5 2; 775; 504

Step 2) Since the relative roughness inside the pipe is assumed to be zero and the
Reynolds number confirms that the flow is turbulent, the Darcy friction factor for turbu-
lent flow can be calculated:

f ðDÞ5 1

21:83 log 10
0
3:7

� �1:11

1
6:9

2; 775; 504

� �" #
0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

2

5 0:009826

Fanning friction factor5
darcy friction factor

4
5

0:009826
4

5 0:00246

Step 3) Now that the fanning friction factor is calculated, pipe friction pressure can
be calculated using the following equation:

Pipe friction pressure5
11:413 0:002463 11; 0003 8:333 1002

4:7785
5 10; 314 psi

Without running FR during the frac treatment, there will be 10,314 psi of pipe friction
pressure, and pumping a high-rate frac job will be virtually impossible. This example
shows the importance of running FR at predetermined concentrations.

FR BREAKER

FR breaker is used to reduce the viscosity of FR. An example of a

FR breaker is hydrogen peroxide.

BIOCIDE

Biocide is another important chemical used in hydraulic fracturing.

The primary duty of biocide is killing and controlling bacteria. Bacteria
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can cause instability in viscosity. The concentration of biocide typically

varies between 0.1 and 0.3 gpt. Prejob water testing is performed to mea-

sure preexisting bacteria present in the water. This test introduces an

effective agent with frac source water. A change in the bottle sample

directly relates to the bacteria count. Results are then used to determine

the biocide concentration (gpt) required for the frac job. The most com-

monly used biocide product is called glutaraldehyde and this product is

typically pumped as a liquid additive with hydraulic fracturing fluid. The

basic types of oilfield bacteria are:

• sulfate-reducing bacteria, which is the oldest known bacteria, and

which creates H2S (hydrogen sulfide, poisonous gas) and sulfide,

which can form FeS (iron II sulfide) scale;

• acid-producing bacteria, which produces corrosive acid and can adapt

to aerobic or anaerobic conditions;

• general heterotrophic bacteria, which are usually formed in aerobic

conditions.

The consequences of not using biocide are:

• H2S creation in the formation (a safety hazard for producing wells)

• microbiological influenced corrosion

• production restriction due to microbial growth.

Now that the different types of bacteria have been discussed, we will

take a look at the types of biocide used in hydraulic fracturing and other

applications:

• Oxidizing biocide causes irreversible cell damage to the bacteria. Put

simply, this type of biocide burns the cell. Examples of oxidizing bio-

cides are chlorine, bromine, ozone, and chlorine dioxide.

• Nonoxidizing biocide alters the cell wall permeability, interfering with

biological processes. This type of biocide essentially gives the bacteria

cell cancer, which can result in bacteria either dying or surviving.

Examples of nonoxidizing biocides are aldehydes, bronopol, DPNPA,

and acrolein.

SCALE INHIBITOR

Scale inhibitor is another commonly used chemical in hydraulic

fracturing. Scale inhibitor prevents iron and scale accumulation in the for-

mation and wellbore. In addition, scale inhibitor enhances permeability
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by eliminating scale in the formation and casing. Scale is a white material

that forms inside the pipe (casing) and restricts the flow. The concentra-

tion of scale inhibitor is usually 0.1�0.25 gpt. Scale is formed by temper-

ature changes, pressure drops, the mixing of different waters, and

agitation. An example of a commonly used scale inhibitor is ethylene

glycol (commonly used in antifreeze). The most common types of scale

in the oil and gas field are as follows:

• calcium carbonate, which is the most common type of scale and, as

opposed to most forms of scale, is less soluble in higher temperatures;

• barium sulfate, which forms a very hard and insoluble scale that has to

be mechanically removed;

• iron sulfide, which is the most common sulfide type, and is formed as

sulfate-reducing bacteria reduces sulfate;

• sodium chloride, also known as salt, is another self-explanatory type of

scale.

LINEAR GEL

Linear gel is sometimes used with slick water frac to facilitate placing

proppant into the formation. Linear gel increases the viscosity of frac fluid,

adds friction reduction, and eases the proppant transport into the formation.

Higher fluid viscosity increases fracture width, and proppant can be

transported more easily into the formation, especially at higher sand concen-

trations. In addition, gelling agents such as linear gel increase fluid-loss capa-

bilities. Typical polymer types for gelling agents are guar (G, raw guar

contains 10�13% insoluble residue), hydroxypropyl guar (HPG, 1�3% insol-

uble residue), carboxymethyl hydroxypropyl guar (CMHPG, 1�2% insoluble

residue), hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC, minimal residue), and polyacrylamide

(FR, minimal residue). Typically, the less-residue gelling agents are associated

with more refined gelling agents, and as a result are more expensive.

Guar is the most common linear gel that is currently being used in

the industry. Guar is considered the cheapest polymer compared to the

other polymers discussed above because it leaves much more insoluble

residue behind. Guar is primarily grown in India and Pakistan. Guar is

often harvested by hand as a secondary crop by subsistence farmers and

can be used for human and cattle food. Guar seeds can be grounded into

powder. Guar is typically used as slurry concentrate; however, it can also

be used as dry powder that is mixed on the fly.
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As previously mentioned, linear gel increases fracture width and big-

ger sand size and higher sand concentrations can be eased into the

formation. When linear gel hits the perforations during a slick water

frac, the surface-treating pressure will decrease. The decrease in surface-

treating pressure allows surface-treating rate to increase. For example, if

a stage is being treated at 9500 psi (maximum allowable surface treating

pressure for 5 1/2v, P-110, 20 lb/ft casing) and 30 bpm, linear gel is used

with slick water to overcome tortuosity, increase fracture width,

decrease surface-treating pressure, and be able to get into the stage. The

reason surface-treating rate can be increased when using linear gel is

because linear gel increases the width of the fracture and the viscosity of

the fluid, which in turn improves the proppant transport into the frac-

tures. The concentration of linear gel used during the stage varies and is

typically 5�30 lb systems depending on the severity of tortuosity. Since

guar concentrate is commonly mixed at B4 lb/gal, a 5-lb system means

5 divided by 4, which is 1.25 gpt (gallons of gel per thousand gallons of

water). Fig. 8.3 illustrates the schematic of polymer chains in a linear

base gel system.

GEL BREAKER

Gel breaker is pumped along with gelling agents so the gel will

break once it has been placed into the formation. Gel breaker reduces

Figure 8.3 Linear base gel (polymer chains).
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the viscosity of the gel in the formation. Gel breaker causes the gel to

break (reduces viscosity) at certain temperatures at downhole conditions.

The degree of gel reduction is controlled by gel breaker type, gel

concentration, breaker concentration, temperature, time, and pH. Gel

breaker can be tested at the surface by heating it to the formation

temperature (using a bath) to ensure proper reduction in viscosity after

breaking. It is strongly recommended to do a gel breaker test to visualize

the reduction in viscosity. If gel is not completely broken in the forma-

tion, it can cause serious formation damage, such as a reduction in

conductivity.

BUFFER

Buffer is another chemical that is used when linear gel is used.

Buffer is run at predetermined concentrations based on the lab test anal-

ysis. Buffer essentially adjusts and controls the pH of the gel for maxi-

mum effectiveness. The only time it is necessary to run buffer in

conjunction with gel (with slick water frac) is if the base fluid has a basic

pH (pH from 8 to 14 is considered basic). If the base fluid has a basic

pH, buffer must be run to bring the pH down to neutral or slightly

acidic pH (6.5�7). It is the service company’s quality assurance/ quality

control (QA/QC) responsibility to measure the pH of the fracturing

fluid to determine whether buffer is needed or not. There are two types

of buffer used in the industry. The first one is referred to as acidic buffer,

which is used to speed up the gel hydration time. The second type of

buffer is called a basic buffer, and is used with cross-linked fluid to create

delayed cross-linked. The delayed cross-linked delays the process of cross-

linked fluid to ensure less friction inside the pipe when the fluid passes

through thousands of feet of pipe. Having passed through the pipe, the

cross-linked fluid starts working normally in an attempt to overcome

the tortuous path after the perforations and before the main body of

fractures. pH measures how acidic or basic a substance is, and ranges

from 0 to 14. A pH level of 7 (e.g., distilled water) is neutral. A pH of

less than 7 (e.g., black coffee and orange juice) is acidic. Finally, a pH of

more than 7 (e.g., bleach and baking soda) is considered to be basic.

Examples of two buffers used in frac jobs are potassium carbonate and

acetic acid.
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CROSS-LINKER

Cross-linker is the chemical used to create a cross-linked fluid

system. When cross-linker is combined with a 20�30 lb linear gel system,

cross-linked fluid is created. Cross-linker increases the viscosity of gelling

agents by connecting the separate gel polymers together. Cross-linker

significantly increases the viscosity of linear gel by increasing the molecu-

lar weight of the base polymer by linking multiple molecules together.

Cross-linker increases molecular weight without additional polymers.

From an economic perspective, it is far more expensive to create heavy

viscous fluid with linear gel than a cross-linked fluid system. For example,

when linear gel is used to create a 150-centipoise fluid system, it is

considerably more expensive than using a cross-linked fluid system to

create the same viscosity. This feature of the cross-linked fluid system is

considered to be the biggest advantage of using this type of fluid system.

One of the disadvantages of cross-linkers is the potential increase in fric-

tion pressure. On the other hand, cross-linkers improve the fluid’s ability

to carry proppant and create viscosity for wider fracture geometry.

Common cross-linkers are borate (high pH and moderate temperatures)

and zirconate (low pH and high temperatures). Fig. 8.4 illustrates how

cross-linkers link multiple molecules together.

Figure 8.4 Cross-linked gel.
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SURFACTANT

Surfactants have different applications. The main application of

surfactant is to reduce the surface tension of a liquid. Surface tension is

the tendency of a liquid surface to resist an external force. There are vari-

ous surfactants available in the industry for different usages. The most

commonly used surfactants in hydraulic fracturing operations are as

follows:

• Microemulsion is a type of surfactant that changes the contact angle,

which results in reducing surface tension. Reducing the surface

tension results in more fluid recovery during flowback. This type of

surfactant was used in the early development of Marcellus Shale to

gain more fluid recovery; however, many operators stopped using

surfactants as fracturing fluid in dry gas regions of the Marcellus and

Barnett Shales.

• Nonemulsifiers minimize or prevent the formation and treatment

fluids from emulsion. This type of surfactant is typically used in

formations with oil or condensate in an attempt to separate oil or

condensate from an aqueous emulsion. Some companies use nonemul-

sifier in liquid-rich areas of Utica Shale.

• Foamers create stable foam and allow for effective proppant transport.

Surfactants have many more applications and selection depends upon

the desired goal. Examples of surfactants are methanol, isopropanol (com-

mon use: glass cleaner), and ethoxylated alcohol.

IRON CONTROL

Iron control is used to control and prevent dissolved iron in frac

fluid. Iron control prevents the precipitation of some chemicals, such as

carbonates and sulfates, which can plug off the formation. Examples of

iron controls are ammonium chloride, ethylene, citric acid (food addi-

tive), and glycol.
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CHAPTER NINE

Fracture Pressure Analysis and
Perforation Design

INTRODUCTION

The next step in hydraulic fracturing stimulation is to understand

the basic pressure concepts for a successful fracture design, treatment, and

execution. Understanding pressure is one of the key aspects of a safe and

successful frac operation. One of the most important concepts is the cal-

culation of surface-treating pressure, which is used for production casing

design by completion engineers and is discussed in further detail in this

chapter. Casing design is very important in new exploration areas because

some operators are not able to successfully initiate hydraulic fracturing

due to underestimating the expected surface-treating pressure and using a

low-burst casing pressure size and grade. Therefore, understanding the

basic pressure concepts that will be used in casing design calculation is

crucial to a successful frac job. Perforation design is another important

parameter in completion design. In this chapter, a special emphasis will

be placed on designing limited entry for optimum production enhance-

ment in unconventional reservoirs.

PRESSURE (psi)

Pressure is defined as force divided by area. The unit of pressure in

the oil and gas field is psi, which stands for pounds per square inch. For

example, 3000 psi means 3000 lbs of force over a square inch of area.

Equation 9.1 Pressure.
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P5Pressure in psi

F5 Force in lbs

A5Area in square inches.

HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE (psi)

Hydrostatic pressure is the pressure of the fluid column exerted in

static condition. Hydrostatic pressure is one of the most important concepts

that must be learned by heart. Hydrostatic pressure depends on the weight of

fluid (ppg) and true vertical depth (TVD) of the well. In addition, 0.052 is a

constant for conversion to psi. One of the most common mistakes that

beginners make is using measured depth (MD) instead of TVD to calculate

hydrostatic pressure in the wellbore. Measured depth can be used for volume

calculation; however, TVD has to be used for hydrostatic pressure calcula-

tion. The hydrostatic pressure can be calculated using Eq. (9.2).

Equation 9.2 Hydrostatic pressure.

Ph5Hydrostatic pressure, psi

ρ5 Fluid density, ppg

TVD5True vertical depth, ft.

HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE GRADIENT (psi/ft)

Hydrostatic pressure gradient refers to the pressure exerted by the

column of fluid per foot of TVD. For example, freshwater has a hydro-

static pressure gradient of 0.433 psi/ft, which means 0.433 psi of fluid col-

umn acts on 1 ft of TVD. Hydrostatic pressure gradient is the

multiplication of 0.052 constant by fluid density (ppg). Hydrostatic pres-

sure gradient can be calculated using Eq. (9.3).

Equation 9.3 Hydrostatic pressure gradient.

Ph gradient5Hydrostatic pressure gradient, psi/ft

ρ5 Fluid density, ppg.
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•••
Example
Calculate hydrostatic pressure and hydrostatic pressure gradient for a well with the fol-
lowing properties:

TVD5 10; 500 ft; MD5 19; 500 ft; ρ5 8:55 ppg:

Please make sure to use TVD and not MD when calculating hydrostatic
pressure.

Ph 5 0:0523 ρ3 TVD5 0:0523 8:553 10; 5005 4668 psi

Ph gradient5 0:0523 ρ5 0:0523 8:555 0:4446 psi=ft

INSTANTANEOUS SHUT-IN PRESSURE (ISIP, psi)

ISIP stands for instantaneous shut-in pressure, and is the pressure at

which all of the pumps come offline following a hydraulic fracturing stage

treatment or diagnostic fracture injection test (DFIT). ISIP can be obtained

using a surface-treating pressure graph after each hydraulic fracture stage

treatment. ISIP is extremely important to calculate for new exploration

areas where hydraulic fracturing will take place in order to ultimately

calculate the estimated surface-treating pressure. Fig. 9.1 illustrates surface
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Figure 9.1 ISIP illustration.
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treating pressure, calculated bottom hole pressure, slurry rate, blender, and

formation sand concentrations. ISIP in Fig. 9.1 is the pressure as soon as all

of the pumps are offline (i.e., the slurry rate goes to 0). In this figure, ISIP

is approximately 4900 psi. ISIP can also be calculated using Eq. (9.4).

Equation 9.4 Instantaneous shut-in pressure.

ISIP5 Instantaneous shut-in pressure, psi

BHTP5Bottom-hole treating pressure, psi

Ph5Hydrostatic pressure, psi.

At the end of a hydraulic fracturing stage when all of the frac pumps

are offline, pressure drops significantly and a water hammer effect can be

seen on the pressure signal. Pressure continues to drop afterward due to

fluid leak-off to the formation. The amount of pressure drop is directly

related to the permeability of the formation and frac fluid viscosity.

Fig. 9.2 illustrates the surface-treating pressure and surface-treating rate

(pump injection rate) versus time. To determine the ISIP, one must draw

a vertical line at the point at which surface-treating rate goes to zero and

fit a straight line to the pressure fall-off after the shut-in. The intersection

of the two lines yields the ISIP.

Figure 9.2 ISIP selection.
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•••
Example
Calculate ISIP with the following data:

Bottom-hole treating pressure5 10,000 psi, TVD5 7550’, Fluid density5 8.9 ppg

ISIP5 BHTP2 Ph 5 10; 0002 ð0:0523 8:93 7550Þ5 6506 psi

FRACTURE GRADIENT (FG, psi/ft)

Fracture gradient, also known as frac gradient, is the pressure gradient

at which the formation breaks. Frac gradient is crucial to understand in order

to calculate the expected bottom-hole treating pressure (BHTP) before the

start of a frac job. Eq. (9.5) can be used to calculate the frac gradient.

Equation 9.5 Frac gradient.

FG5 Frac gradient, psi/ft

ISIP5 Instantaneous shut-in pressure, psi

Ph5Hydrostatic pressure, psi

TVD5True vertical depth, ft.

•••
Example
ISIP at the end of a DFIT job is obtained to be around 4500 psi. If TVD of the formation is
7500’ (assuming fresh water was used during DFIT), calculate the frac gradient.

Hydsrostatic pressure5 0:0523 8:333 75005 3249 psi

Frac gradient5
45001 3249

7500
5 1:033 psi=ft

BOTTOM-HOLE TREATING PRESSURE (psi)

Bottom-hole treating pressure (BHTP) is the amount of pressure

required at the perforations to cause fracture extension during hydraulic
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fracture stimulation. BHTP is the pressure along the fracture face that

keeps the fractures open. BHTP is also referred to as bottom-hole frac

pressure (BHFP). Correct estimation of BHTP is essential when prepar-

ing the estimates of surface-treating pressure and ultimately a frac job.

BHTP can be calculated using Eq. (9.6).

Equation 9.6 Bottom-hole treating pressure equations.

Please note that the second equation can be derived by rearranging

the first equation as follows:

BHTP5 FG3TVD-
ISIP1Ph

TVD
3TVD5 ISIP1Ph

•••
Example
Calculate estimated BHTP if ISIP (obtained from DFIT) is 6427 psi and TVD is 8500’
(assuming fresh water).

Frac gradient5
ISIP1 Ph
TVD

5
64271 0:0523 85003 8:33ð Þ

8500
5 1:189 psi=ft

BHTP5 FG3 TVD5 1:1893 85005 10; 109 psi

or

BHTP5 ISIP1 Ph 5 64271 ð0:0523 85003 8:33Þ5 10; 109 psi

TOTAL FRICTION PRESSURE (psi)

There are various types of friction pressures that must be considered

and calculated before and after treatment to derive perforation efficiency

and optimum design. Friction pressures during a frac job are pipe friction

pressure, perforation friction pressure, and tortuosity pressure. Total fric-

tion pressure after each frac stage can be calculated using Eq. (9.7).

Equation 9.7 Total friction pressure.
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FPT5Total friction pressure, psi

Avg surface-treating pressure5 psi

ISIP5 Instantaneous shut-in pressure, psi.

As the name indicates, average surface-treating pressure is the average

surface-treating pressure during each hydraulic frac stage. ISIP can also be

obtained after each hydraulic frac stage treatment.

•••
Example
A frac stage was completed in Barnett Shale and the data listed below was obtained
at the end of the frac stage. Calculate total friction pressure for this stage.

Average surface-treating pressure for the stage5 8650 psi, ISIP5 4500 psi
FPT 5Avg surface treating pressure2 ISIP5 86502 45005 4150 psi

From this example, 4150 psi indicates total friction pressure which consists of pipe,
perforation, and tortuosity pressures during the stage. This basically indicates that out of
8650 psi of average surface-treating pressure, 4150 psi is the total friction pressure. In this
example, total friction pressure is about 48% of the average treating pressure. This illus-
trates the importance of calculating and understanding pipe, perforation, and tortuosity
friction pressures. Please note that 4150 psi does include the impact of FR used during
the frac job. As previously discussed, without the use of FR pumping a slick water frac
stage at a high rate would be impossible.

PIPE FRICTION PRESSURE (psi)

Pipe friction pressure can be calculated excluding FR impacts.

However, it is much more important to obtain the pipe friction pressure

after FR is added to the fracturing fluid pumped in the well. This

calculation depends on the type of FR provided by the service company.

There are various tools that can be used to approximate pipe friction pres-

sure depending on the type of FR used. Service companies typically per-

form lab tests to understand the impact of their particular FR product on

pressure, and to quantify the pressure reduction caused by the FR. The

pressure reduction of each friction reducer varies depending on the type

and manufacturer of the product.

PERFORATION FRICTION PRESSURE (psi)

In addition to pipe friction pressure, which is one of the main con-

siderations in hydraulic fracturing treatment design, perforation friction
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pressure is another important parameter in hydraulic fracturing design

that needs to be calculated and considered. Perforation friction pressure

can be calculated using Eq. (9.8) if optimum perforation friction pressure

for a particular area is known.

Equation 9.8 Perforation friction pressure.

Q5 Flow rate, bpm

ρ5 Fluid density, ppg

Cd5Discharge coefficient, coefficient of roundness of jet perforation

Assume Cd of 0.8�0.85

Dp5Perforation diameter (hole diameter), inches

N5Numbers of perforations (holes).

In Eq. (9.8), as pump rate (flow rate) and fluid density increase, perfo-

ration friction pressure will also increase. On the other hand, as the num-

ber of perforations (holes) and perforation diameter increases, perforation

friction pressure will decrease. Perforation diameter is also referred to as

entry-hole diameter (EHD). Discharge coefficient is the measure of per-

foration efficiency when fluid passes through the perforations. Typically a

discharge coefficient of 0.6 is assumed for new perfs and a discharge coef-

ficient of 0.85 is assumed for eroded perfs.

•••
Example
Calculate the perforation friction pressure with the following data:

Q5 85 bpm, ρ5 8.5 ppg, discharge coefficient of 0.8, Dp5 0.42v, N5 40

Perforation friction pressure5
0:23693Q2 3 ρ
Cd

2 3Dp
4 3N2

5
0:23693 852 3 8:5

0:82 3 0:424 3 402
5 457 psi

OPEN PERFORATIONS

Open perforations refer to the number of perforations that are actu-

ally open during a frac stage treatment. At the beginning of unconven-

tional shale development, some companies used up to 90 perforations
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(holes in the casing) per treatment stage. Does this mean that all of the

perfs are open during the treatment? Absolutely not. This is primarily

why the industry lowered the number of perfs in an attempt to improve

the number of perfs that remain open during the treatment. Each single

hole can take up to 1�3 bpm depending on the formation. Designed

pumping rates for slick water frac jobs are usually anywhere between 70

and 100 bpm. Therefore, completion engineers perform various calcula-

tions to derive the optimum design and perf efficiency so as to have as

many holes open as possible during a frac stage treatment.

The perforation friction-pressure equation can be rearranged and the

number of open holes (perfs) can be calculated using Eq. (9.9) if optimum

perforation friction pressure for a particular area is known.

Equation 9.9 Number of open perfs (holes).

PERFORATION EFFICIENCY

Perforation efficiency refers to the percentage of open holes either

before or after a frac job. Typically the perforation efficiency during

hydraulic frac jobs ranges from 30% to 80%. If 80% perforation efficiency

can be obtained from a frac stage, it is considered to be an outstanding

perforation design. If the designed number of perforations per stage is 45

holes, on average 50�60% of the holes could possibly be open during the

frac job. This means hydraulic frac stimulation will have only taken place

through 23�27 holes out of the original 45 holes. Therefore, it is impor-

tant to understand that perforation efficiency is highly dependent on the

perforation design, formation type/heterogeneity, natural fracturing, and

stresses around the stimulated zones. These factors could all impact the

perforation efficiency that can be obtained from a well. Perforation

efficiency can be calculated using Eq. (9.10).

Equation 9.10 Perforation efficiency.
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PERFORATION DESIGN

Another important concept in hydraulic fracturing design is the num-

ber of holes per stage. Designing the number of holes per stage in a conven-

tional reservoir is completely different than in an unconventional shale

reservoir. Limited entry is a term of art used in the industry and is referred to

as the practice of limiting the number of perforations (holes) in a completion

stage to help the development of perforation friction pressure during a frac

stimulation treatment. The “choking” effect produces back pressure in the

casing, which allows simultaneous entry of fracturing fluid into multiple

zones of varying in situ stress states. Treatment distribution among zones can

be controlled to a degree. Limited entry is known to increase perforation

efficiency, and as a result, production in unconventional shale reservoirs

(Cramer, 1987). Limited entry can be achieved using the following steps:

1. Determine the friction pressure of a single perforation for the limited

entry design. A value of at least 200�300 psi is recommended since a

value of this magnitude should be noticeable in the total surface-

treating pressure.

2. Once the friction pressure is chosen, solve for rate per perforation to

determine the rate per perf (Q/N). This new equation provides the

rate per perforation needed to develop the friction pressure of a single

perforation.

Original perforation friction pressure5Pf 5
0:23693Q23 ρ
Cd

23Dp
43N 2

Eq. (9.11) can be obtained by rearranging the perforation friction

pressure and solving for Q/N.

Equation 9.11 Q/N in limited entry design.

Please note that the value of friction pressure in a single perfo-

ration must be chosen based on the production success in an area

(knowing the history of injection rates and number of perfs in dif-

ferent wells).
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•••
Example
Calculate the desired rate per perf (Q/N) if 260 psi is the desired perforation friction pres-
sure per perf assuming the following data:

D5 0.42”, Cd5 0.80 (coefficient of roundness of jet perforation, 1.0 is round),
Pf5 260 psi, ρ5 8.33 lb/gal

Q
N
5

D
2
p 3 Cd 3

ffiffiffi
Pf
ρ

q
0:487

5
0:422 3 0:83

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
260
8:33

q
0:487

5 1:6 bpm=perf

Based on the calculated rate per perforation, the injection rate for the limited-entry
fracturing treatment can be determined by taking into account the maximum allowable
surface-treating pressure. From this example, Table 9.1 can be constructed. This
table shows the number of perforations required at various injection rates if 260 psi per
perforation is chosen to be the desired perforation friction pressure.

NUMBERS OF HOLES (perfs) AND LIMITED ENTRY
TECHNIQUE

Holes in fracing are also referred to as perfs (perforations). The

number of holes is important in a frac design. It was the industry’s belief

that more holes would result in better productivity by having more reser-

voir entries in unconventional shale reservoirs. However, time and actual

production data have proven otherwise. Limited entry is believed to result

in better perf efficiency and production. Limited entry means obtaining

roughly 2 bpm (rate) or more from each hole. In the limited entry

Table 9.1 Limited-Entry Design Example
Number of Perfs Rate (bpm)

20 32

25 40

30 49

35 57

40 65

45 73

50 81
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technique, EHD in the casing acts as a choke. During a frac stage, the

choked flow rate through a limited number of holes produces back pres-

sure. As a result, back pressure impacts the fracture propagation pressure.

To a certain degree, this will yield a controlled treatment distribution

among fractured zones. The number of holes per cluster depends on the

length of the perf gun. For example, if a 10 perf gun is used and 6 shots

per foot are the designed shot density, 6 shots (holes) will be used in each

cluster. If there are 6 clusters in one frac stage, 36 holes are used for one

particular stage. The length of the perf gun varies between 10 and 30

depending on the operator.

PERFORATION DIAMETER AND PENETRATION

A perforation diameter frequently used in shale plays can range

between roughly 0.42v and 0.58v. A 0.42v EHD means each hole created

in the casing has a diameter of 0.42v. In addition, the nominal penetration

depends on the type/size, manufacturer of perforation gun, and the

amount of explosives used in each gun. A common nominal penetration

obtained in shale formations varies between 7v and 45v. Deep penetration

shots are believed to help bypass the near-wellbore damage (e.g., skin

damage from drilling) and be closer to the virgin rock in order to estab-

lish the initial fractures.

PERFORATION EROSION

Another important topic in the hydraulic fracturing world is perfo-

ration erosion. Does each hole that has a certain diameter (e.g., 0.42v)
stay the same size after pumping thousands of pounds of proppant? The

answer is no because perforations will erode and get bigger. Perforation

friction pressure is dependent on erosion rate. As perforations erode,

perforation friction pressure will decrease. As previously discussed, the

discharge coefficient in the perforation friction-pressure equation takes

into consideration whether the perfs are new or eroded when calculating

perforation friction pressure.
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NEAR-WELLBORE FRICTION PRESSURE (NWBFP)

Near-wellbore friction pressure (NWBFP) is another term used to

indicate the total pressure loss near the wellbore. NWBFP is the sum of

perforation friction pressure and tortuosity. Eq. (9.12) is used to calculate

NWBFP.

Equation 9.12 Near-wellbore friction pressure.

So far, total friction pressure has been discussed as follows:

Total friction pressure5pipe friction pressure1perforation friction pressure

1 tortuosity

FRACTURE EXTENSION PRESSURE

Fracture extension pressure is referred to as the pressure inside the

fracture(s) that makes the fractures grow as pumping continues. In other

words, fracture extension pressure is the pressure required to extend the

existing fractures. In order to keep the fractures open while gaining

length, height, and width, the fracture extension pressure must be greater

than the closure pressure of the formation. Fracture extension pressure

can be thought of as bottom hole treating pressure (BHTP). These terms

are used interchangeably.

Equation 9.13 Fracture extension pressure.

CLOSURE PRESSURE

Closure pressure is the minimum pressure required to keep the frac-

tures open. In other words, closure pressure is the pressure at which the

fracture closes without proppant in place. For example, during a hydraulic
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fracturing treatment, closure stress in the pay zone must exceed the

BHTP in order to grow an existing fracture. This means that BHTP has

to be greater than the pay zone’s closure stress. Difficulty starting a stage

during frac jobs could be due to not exceeding closure stress because of

high closure stress in the zone of interest. As a result, it is highly recom-

mended to land the wellbore in a zone that has higher closure pressure

above and below in an attempt to keep the fractures contained. Closure

pressure can be assumed to be the same as the minimum horizontal stress.

Determining the closure pressure is extremely important in a hydraulic

fracturing design because it helps the engineers determine the type of

sand needed for the job. Closure pressure can be determined from a

DFITor step-rate test.

A step rate test is performed before the frac job and is used to deter-

mine the fracture extension pressure (PEXT). Fracture extension pressure

is normally slightly higher than fracture closure pressure. The first method

in determining the closure pressure is a step-up test, which is part of a

step-rate test. Therefore, this test is useful in figuring out the upper

boundary of closure pressure.

Procedure
1. Water is typically pumped using the lowest possible rate a pump can

handle (usually 0.5�1 bpm). Once the desired rate has been reached,

wait for pressure stabilization and then record the exact pressure and

rate.

2. After getting the exact pressure and rate, step up the rate to 1.5, 2, 3,

5, and 10 bpm and record the stabilized pressure at each rate.

If done correctly, this test is very simple to perform. Please note that

this test needs to be done before starting treatment for accurate results.

Conducting this test after a frac stage treatment will yield inaccurate

results that cannot be used for determining the closure pressure. Fig. 9.3

illustrates how to determine the fracture extension pressure, which can be

used to estimate an upper boundary value for the closure pressure. This

test usually takes 15 minutes to conduct.

The second method that can be used to determine closure pressure is

an injection falloff test. In this test, the fluid is injected at a constant rate

and the well is then shut in. The pressure will naturally fall below the clo-

sure pressure, and eventually the fractures close. The permeability of the

formation will determine the time to closure. The lower the permeability,

the longer it takes to reach closure pressure. The time to reach closure is a
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function of pump time and estimated permeability. Since this type of test

requires longer shut-in time for unconventional shale reservoirs due to low

permeability, the practical application is limited to higher perm reservoirs.

The time to reach closure can be approximated using Eq. (9.14).

Equation 9.14 Time to reach closure (Barree, 2013).

Pump time5minutes

Estimated permeability5md.

•••
Example
Calculate the time to reach closure if 5 minutes of pump time was conducted

in 0.003 and 0.03 md rock: Time to closure @ 0:003md5
0:33 pump time
estimated perm

5

0:33 5
0:003

5 500 min5 8:33 h

Time to closure @ 0:03 md5
0:33 pump time
estimated perm

5
0:33 5
0:03

5 50 min5 0:833 h

Shut-in bottom-hole pressure (y-axis) is plotted versus square root of time (x-axis) to
determine the fracture closure pressure. The fracture closure pressure is the point at
which the flow deviates from a straight line.

Fracture extension
pressure

B
H

P 
(p

si
)

Rate (bpm)

Figure 9.3 Fracture extension pressure.
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•••
Example
Estimate the fracture closure pressure using Table 9.2:

BHP (y-axis) versus square root of time (x-axis) needs to be plotted. The closure
pressure is illustrated in Fig. 9.4 where the plotted line deviates from the linear line.
In this example, closure pressure is approximately 3600 psi.

Another commonly used method to calculate closure pressure is from

the DFIT analysis, which will be covered in detail later in the book.

Table 9.2 Bottom-Hole Pressure (BHP) Versus Sqrt(Time) Example
Shut-in time BHP Sqrt(Time)
min psi min

0 4300 0.00

1 4073 1.00

4 3840 2.00

6 3740 2.45

8 3605 2.83

10 3470 3.16

12 3350 3.46

Closure pressure determination

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00
Sqrt(time), min
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Figure 9.4 Closure pressure determination from injection fall-off test.
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NET PRESSURE

Net pressure is one of the most important pressures to consider in

hydraulic fracturing. Net pressure is the energy required for propagating

fractures and creating width during the frac job and refers to the excess

pressure over the frac pressure required to extend the fractures. Net pres-

sure is essentially the difference between the fracturing fluid pressure and

the closure pressure and is the driving mechanism behind fracture growth.

The more pressure inside a fracture, the more potential there is for

growth. The term net pressure is only used when the fracture is open. If

the fracture is closed, net pressure is equal to 0. Net pressure depends on

various parameters such as Young’s modulus, fracture height, fluid viscos-

ity, fluid rate, total fracture length, and tip pressure. Net pressure is also

referred to as process zone stress and can be calculated using Eq. (9.15) or

Eq. (9.16).

Equation 9.15 Net pressure, equation 1.

Pnet5Net pressure, psi

BHTP5Bottom-hole treating pressure, psi

Pc5Closure pressure (approximately minimum horizontal stress), psi

BH ISIP5Bottom-hole ISIP, psi, BH ISIP5 ISIP1Ph.

Equation 9.16 Net pressure.

E5Young’s modulus, psi

h5 Fracture height, ft

Q5Rate, bpm

L5Total fracture length, ft

Ptip5 Fracture tip pressure, psi.

As can be seen from Eq. (9.16), Young’s modulus is raised to the

power of 3/4 while the fluid rate, viscosity, and total fracture length are
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only raised to the power of 1/4. This shows that Young’s modulus has

more impact on net pressure compared to viscosity, rate, and length. As a

result, the Young’s modulus measurement of a formation is a key parame-

ter in fracture propagation. Fracture-tip pressure is a quantity that is not

easy to find, however, different numerical simulations depending on a

wide range of assumptions (e.g. fracture tip with or without fluid lag)

will provide estimates of the fracture tip pressure, Bao et al. (2016).

In hydraulic fracturing, a dynamic gap zone between fracture tip and fractur-

ing fluid following the tip exists which can impact the fracture tip pressure.

When net pressure (y-axis) versus time (x-axis) is plotted on the

log�log plot during a live frac stage treatment, a net pressure chart can

be constructed. A net pressure chart is also referred to as a Nolty chart,

and is used during the hydraulic frac treatment to follow various pressure

trends throughout the stage. Net pressure charts are used to estimate vari-

ous fracture propagation behavior at different points in time. As previ-

ously discussed, since net pressure is the driving mechanism behind the

fracture growth, it can be used to predict the fracture dimension.

Company representatives in the field rely heavily on the Nolty chart dur-

ing the treatment since it is very accurate in conventional reservoirs. In

unconventional reservoirs, this chart is still a useful tool to determine the

fracture propagation, but it is not as accurate as it is in the conventional

reservoirs. Fig. 9.5 shows the concept of net pressure during the treat-

ment, which can be used to make critical decisions.

• If the pressure response in the Nolty chart is similar to trend #1, it is

an indication of contained height and unrestricted length extension

during the treatment (slightly positive slope).

• If the slope of the net pressure line is zero (trend #2), it represents

contained height and possibly openning up more fractures with fluid

loss. It indicates a less-efficient length extension.
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Figure 9.5 Net pressure interpretation.
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• Trend #3 pressure response during treatment is bad news because the

formation is giving up and there is a high possibility of a tip

screening-out (sanding-off) if sand is not cut on time.

• Trend #4 is basically a full screen-out and the pump room needs to be

ready to come offline as soon as the pressure starts rising dramatically

to avoid exceeding the pressure limitations on the casing and

equipment.

• Trend #5 illustrates uncontrolled fracture height growth.

Net pressure typically ranges between 100 and 1400 psi. In some

instances, net pressure could be higher. If net pressure is much higher than

1400 psi, this could be due to near-wellbore restriction or large tip plasticity.

•••
Example
Estimate net pressure if closure pressure is obtained from a step-rate test to be 6500 psi
and ISIP is 4700 psi. The well has a TVD of 6800’ and used an 8.8-ppg frac fluid to pump
the job.

BH ISIP5 ISIP1 Ph 5 47001 ð0:0523 8:83 6800Þ5 7811 psi

Pnet 5 BH ISIP� Pc 5 78112 65005 1312 psi

SURFACE-TREATING PRESSURE (STP, psi)

Surface-treating pressure (STP), also known as wellhead treating

pressure (WHTP) is the pressure at the surface during a hydraulic

fracturing treatment. STP during a hydraulic fracturing treatment is the

real-time pressure obtained from the surface pressure transducer on the

main line. A transducer uses pulsation to get the real-time pressure during

a hydraulic fracture treatment. Surface-treating pressure can be estimated

using Eq. (9.17).

Equation 9.17 Surface-treating pressure.

BHTP5Bottom-hole treating pressure, psi

Pf5Total friction pressure, psi

Ph5Hydrostatic pressure, psi

Pnet5Net pressure, psi.
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It is important to estimate the surface-treating pressure in order to

have enough hydraulic horsepower (HHP) on site during the frac job.

The HHP needed for the job is a function of surface-treating rate and

surface-treating pressure. Once surface-treating pressure is estimated and

the designed rate is known, HHP can be calculated using Eq. (9.18).

Equation 9.18 Hydraulic horsepower.

WHTP5Wellhead-treating pressure, psi

R5 Surface-treating rate, bpm.

By rearranging the surface-treating pressure equation, BHTP can be

solved as shown in Eq. (9.19).

Equation 9.19 Rearranged BHTP.

•••
Example
You are the completion engineer responsible for determining the anticipated surface-
treating pressure for a hydraulic frac treatment in a low-permeability field with the
following data. Assuming a designed rate of 80 bpm, how much hydraulic horsepower
is needed for the job? If each pump has 2250 HHP, how many pumps will be needed for
the job?

ISIP5 7500 psi (from DFIT test), TVD5 10,500’, water density5 8.6 ppg, pipe friction
pressure5 4221 psi (calculated assuming 1 gpt FR, 80 bpm, 20,000’ pipe MD, and 4.778”
casing ID), Dp5 0.42”, N5 36 perfs, Cd5 0.8, ΔPnet 5 0 psi(Assume net pressure is 0)

Step 1. Calculate hydrostatic pressure:

Ph 5 0:0523 ρ3 TVD5 0:0523 8:63 10; 5005 4696 psi

Step 2. Calculate frac gradient:

FG5
ISIP1 hydrostatic pressure

TVD
5

75001 4696
10; 500

5 1:16 psi=ft

Step 3. Calculate BHTP:

BHTP5 Frac gradient3 TVD5 1:163 10;5005 12;180 psi

Step 4. Calculate perforation friction pressure:

Perf friction5
0:23693Q2 3 ρ
Cd

2 3Dp
4 3N2

5
0:23693 802 3 8:6

0:82 3 0:424 3 362
5 505 psi
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Step 5. Calculate STP:

STP5 BHTP1 Pf 2 Ph 1 Pnet 5 12;1801 ð42211 505Þ2 46961 05 12;210 psi

Step 6. Calculate HHP needed for the job:

HHP5
WHTP3 R

40:8
5

12;2103 80
40:8

5 23;941 psi

Step 7. Calculate total number of pumps if each pump is 2250 HHP:

Total # of pumps5
23;941
2250

5 10:6

Typically a 20% safety factor is added to the calculated number to make sure
enough HHP is available in the event that some of the pumps malfunction during the
job. Therefore, 13 pumps will be needed for this job. Please note that perforation friction
pressure calculated above assumes that all of the perforations are open and taking
fluid during the treatment. It is recommended to take some precaution and assume
that only a percentage of the total designed perforations will be taking fluid (e.g. 60%)
and as a result estimate the new perforation friction pressure.

To give some perspective on HHP used during a hydraulic frac job by assuming
16 pumps for the job with 2250 HHP for each pump, this is equivalent to about
72 Corvettes.
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CHAPTER TEN

Fracture Treatment Design

INTRODUCTION

Now that the concept of various pressures has been discussed, the

next topic that will be discussed is fracture treatment design. In this chap-

ter of the book, various frac schedule concepts and calculations will be

presented to design a frac treatment schedule that can be used in the field

to pump a frac job. This chapter will primarily focus on designing a slick

water and foam fracture treatment schedule with example problems that

can be followed and applied. The workflow presented in this chapter can

be used and applied to generate various fracture treatment schedules for

testing various completions designs.

ABSOLUTE VOLUME FACTOR (AVF, GAL/LBS)

Absolute volume factor (AVF) refers to the absolute volume that a

solid occupies in water. For example, pouring 1 lb of Ottawa sand (2.65

specific gravity) into 1 gallon of water will displace 0.0453 gallons of

water. The absolute volume factor depends on the density of the frac fluid

and the specific gravity of the proppant used, and is calculated using

Eq. (10.1).

Equation 10.1 Absolute volume factor.

AVF5Absolute volume factor, gal/lb

ρf 5 Fluid density, ppg

SG5 Specific gravity of proppant.

As can be seen from the AVF equation, as specific gravity and fluid

density increase, AVF decreases.
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•••
Example
Calculate absolute volume factor of Ottawa sand with SG of 2.65 considering freshwater
density of 8.33 ppg.

Absolute volume factor5
1

8:333 2:65
5 0:0453 gal=lb

Note: 0.0453 gal/lb is commonly used for hydraulic fracturing design schedules when
regular sand is utilized.

Calculate absolute volume factor of sintered bauxite with a specific gravity of 3.4
(assuming freshwater).

Absolute volume factor5
1

8:333 3:4
5 0:0353 gal=lb

DIRTY (SLURRY) VERSUS CLEAN FRAC FLUID

In hydraulic fracturing operations, two terms are frequently used. The

first one is referred to as clean volume, which means only water and chemicals

make up the volume. The second commonly used term is dirty (slurry) vol-

ume, which means combinations of water, sand, and chemicals make up the

volume. In addition, clean rate refers to the rate of the clean side (water and

chemicals) and the dirty rate refers to the rate of the dirty side (water, sand,

and chemicals). The slurry rate is typically read from a flow meter located on

the blender and the clean rate is normally calculated using Eq. (10.2).

Equation 10.2 Clean rate.

Slurry and clean rate5 bpm

Sand concentration5 ppg

AVF5Absolute volume factor, gal/lb.

•••
Example
Calculate clean rate during a 3-ppg sand concentration if the slurry rate is 94 bpm (from
flow meter) and Ottawa sand (SG5 2.65) is being used.

AVF for ottawa sand5
1

2:653 8:33
5 0:0453 gal=lb
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Clean rate5
Slurry rate

11 ðsand concentration3AVFÞ 5
94

11 ð33 0:0453Þ 5 83 bpm

The clean rate is always less than the slurry rate because if only water is being
pumped downhole, the rate will be less as compared to the mix of water and sand.

SLURRY (DIRTY) DENSITY (PPG)

Slurry density is the density of water and sand that are being

pumped downhole. Slurry density has a direct impact on the hydrostatic

pressure inside the casing during a frac job. As slurry density increases,

hydrostatic pressure increases as well. If only water is being pumped

downhole, the hydrostatic pressure of the column of water can be calcu-

lated using the hydrostatic pressure equation. However, when various

sand concentrations are added to the water at various stages of hydraulic

fracturing, slurry density must be considered in the hydrostatic pressure

calculation.

Equation 10.3 Slurry density.

Base fluid density5 ppg

Sand concentration5 ppg

AVF5 gal/lb.

Assuming every parameter in the surface-treating pressure equation

stays constant during a hydraulic fracturing stage, as slurry density

(sand concentrations) and hydrostatic pressure increase, the surface-

treating pressure must decrease. This is because surface-treating pressure is

inversely related to hydrostatic pressure. During the flush stage, after all of

the designed sand volume is put away and only fluid is being pumped,

surface-treating pressure is usually increased (pressure increase depends on

the sand concentration). This is due to hydrostatic pressure decreasing

(when sand is no longer being pumped), and as a result surface-treating

pressure increasing.
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•••
Example
Calculate slurry density and hydrostatic pressure of 2.5 ppg Ottawa sand mixed with
freshwater at a true vertical depth (TVD) of 7450’. How much hydrostatic pressure will be
attained if sand is cut and the well is flushed with only freshwater?

Slurry density5
Base fluid density1 sand conc:

11 ðsand conc:3AVFÞ 5
8:331 2:5

11 ð2:53 0:0453Þ 5 9:73 ppg

Hydrostatic pressure of the slurry fluid can be calculated:
Ph;slurry fluid 5 0:0523 74503 9:735 3769 psi
Hydrostatic pressure of only fresh water can also be calculated:
Ph;fresh water 5 0:0523 74503 8:335 3227 psi
Therefore:

Surface treating pressure increase5 37692 32275 542 psi surface pressure increase

This example shows the importance of sand concentration in relation to surface-
treating pressure monitoring during the frac job. As soon as the extra hydrostatic pressure
created by the various sand concentrations is cut, the surface-treating pressure will increase.

STAGE FLUID CLEAN VOLUME (BBLS)

Clean volume refers to the volume of water and chemicals. Stage fluid

clean volume is the amount of clean volume for every proppant stage con-

centration. For example, after finishing the acidization and pad stages, the

proppant stage is started. In slick water frac, proppant stage concentration

starts with low proppant concentration of 0.1�0.25 ppg. Each proppant

stage concentration can have varying clean volume. For example, 500 BBLs

of frac fluid can be the designed clean volume for a 0.25 ppg proppant stage.

After staging up to a 0.5 ppg proppant stage, clean volume can now be 450

BBLs depending on the job design. The amount of clean volume for each

proppant stage concentration is determined from the contact surface area

that would like to be created and is typically obtained using a hydraulic frac

software or from an optimized schedule designed using production data.

The amount of water to pump is also a function of water availability and

ease of transportation, well spacing (interlateral spacing), formation proper-

ties, and distance from adjacent producing wells. Sometimes in an attempt

to mitigate fracture communication between new wells and producing wells

in an area, the amounts of sand and water are both reduced to avoid fracture

interference (also called frac hit). For example, if a horizontal well has been

producing for the last four years and a pad consisting of six horizontal wells
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will be hydraulically fractured right next to the producing well located 7500

apart, it is vital to adjust the schedule accordingly to mitigate fracture com-

munication with the depleted nearby well. If the sand schedule is not prop-

erly designed and altered to facilitate this concern, this could have a

detrimental production consequence to the depleted producing well.

STAGE FLUID SLURRY (DIRTY) VOLUME (BBLS)

As previously mentioned, slurry volume refers to the volume of

water, proppant, and chemicals. Stage fluid slurry volume at different

proppant concentrations can be calculated and is provided to the field

personnel as part of the frac schedule. Slurry volume is always more than

the clean volume since sand is considered part of the volume. Stage fluid

slurry volume can be calculated using Eq. (10.4).

Equation 10.4 Slurry volume.

Clean volume5BBLs

Sand concentration5 ppg

AVF5 gal/lb.

•••
Example
Calculate the dirty volume needed at 2 ppg Ottawa sand if 250 BBLs of clean volume is
used.

Dirty volume5Clean volume1 ðsand conc:3 clean volume3AVFÞ
5 2501 ð23 2503 0:0453Þ5 273 BBLs

As can be seen in the above calculation, the dirty volume is 23 BBLs more than the
clean volume. This is because the 2 ppg Ottawa sand is used in that stage of treatment.
As sand concentration increases throughout each stage, dirty volume increases too.

STAGE PROPPANT (LBS)

The next step in creating a frac schedule is to calculate stage prop-

pant at different concentrations. Stage proppant is basically the amount of
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proppant that needs to be calculated at various proppant stage concentra-

tions. For example, at 1 ppg proppant concentration, stage proppant

might be 20,000 lbs of sand depending on the clean volume. Stage prop-

pant is a function of proppant concentration and stage fluid clean volume.

Stage proppant can be calculated using Eq. (10.5).

Equation 10.5 Stage proppant.

Stage proppant5 lbs

Proppant concentration5 ppg

Stage fluid clean volume5BBLs.

•••
Example
Calculate stage proppant at 2 ppg proppant concentration if 340 BBLs of clean volume is
designed for this particular proppant stage.

Stage proppant5 423 proppant conc:3 stage fluid clean volume

5 423 23 3405 28; 560 lbs

SAND PER FOOT (LB/FT)

Sand per foot is the amount of sand per foot that can be calculated

on both stage and well levels (assuming geometric design).

Equation 10.6 Sand per foot.

WATER PER FOOT

Water per foot is the amount of water per foot that can be calcu-

lated on both stage and well levels (assuming geometric design).
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Equation 10.7 Water per foot.

•••
Example
In a particular region of the Barnett Shale, 800 lbs/ft of sand and 40 BBL/ft of water has
been determined as the optimum sand and water per foot based on actual production
data in 400’ frac stage spacing. Calculate total sand and water per stage.

Total sand per stage5 8003 4005 320; 000 lbs of sand per stage
Total water per stage5 403 4005 16; 000 BBLs of water per stage

SAND-TO-WATER RATIO (SWR, LB/GAL)

Sand-to-water ratio is another important metric in frac design.

Total sand divided by total water per stage will yield the sand-to-water

ratio. A lower sand-to-water ratio means a higher percentage of water in

relation to sand. A higher sand-to-water ratio indicates more aggressive

stages by pumping higher amounts of sand in relation to water. Typically

the sand-to-water ratio in slick water fracs ranges from 0.7 to 1.7. A

sand-to-water ratio in more viscous fluid type systems such as cross-

linked jobs could be much higher.

Equation 10.8 Sand-to-water ratio (SWR).

Total sand5 lbs

Total water5 gal

•••
Example
Calculate sand-to-water ratio for a well with 400,000 lbs of sand per stage and 8500 BBLs
of water.

SWR5
total sand
total water

5
400; 000
85003 42

5 1:12 lb=gal
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SLICK WATER FRAC SCHEDULE

Completions engineers design hydraulic frac jobs. Different

hydraulic fracturing software that can be used to design an optimum job

is available in the industry. The purpose of this section is not to dig

deep into the derivation of equations and calculations, but to understand

the basic concepts of a frac schedule provided to the field personnel for

execution. The idea behind optimum fracture design is to spend the

least amount of money and get the most out of the reservoir by stimu-

lating and contacting as much reservoir rock as possible. The best and

most comprehensive design is obtained by investigating completed wells

and comparing this data to the production performance of the wells.

Computer modeling can be run to solve for optimum design. However,

the production performance of the well should dictate the completions

design that is chosen for the well.

Every horizontal well is divided into many stages. The number of

stages for each well depends on the lateral length. Normally, as lateral

length increases, the number of stages increases as well. For example, a

well with a 4000’ lateral length could have 20 frac stages (depending on

the design) but a well with an 8000’ lateral length could have 40 frac

stages. Therefore, hydraulic fracturing occurs throughout multiple stages

to stimulate and contact as much reservoir rock volume as possible.

During slick water frac jobs, every stage can use anywhere from

150,000 to 800,000 lbs of proppant. The amount of proppant pumped

downhole is massive. For example, an 8000’ horizontal well that has 40

stages and uses 400,000 lbs of proppant per stage will need 16 million

lbs of sand. In addition to proppant, water will be needed. The average

amount of water per stage depends on many design factors such as stage

length, amount of sand, treatment difficulty, etc. Typically a stage can

use anywhere between 4000 BBLs and 14,000 BBLs of water in slick

water jobs. In cross-linked jobs, less water is required since high viscous

fluid carries the slurry fluid into the formation. For example, an 8000’

horizontal well that has 40 stages and uses 8000 BBLs of water per

stage will need 320,000 BBLs (13.44 million gallons) of water. These

examples are discussed to give perspective on the total amount of sand

and water that must be used to stimulate these low-permeability reser-

voirs during slick water frac jobs.
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•••
Example
Fill in Table 10.1 using the following assumptions, and calculate the sand-to-water ratio,
sand/ft, water/ft, pad %, % 100 mesh, and % 40/70 mesh.

Proppant type5Ottawa sand, SG5 2.65, Stage length5 350’
Stage fluid slurry volume sample calculation @ 0.25 ppg and 600 BBLs:

Dirty volume5 clean volume1 ðsand conc:3 clean volume3AVFÞ
5 6001 ð0:253 6003 0:0453Þ5 607 barrels

% of total clean volume sample calculation @ 0.25 ppg and 600 BBLs:

% of total clean volume5
stage fluid clean volume

total clean volume
3 1005

600
8236

3 1005 7:3%

Stage proppant sample calculation at 0.25 ppg and 600 BBLs:

Stage proppant5 423 proppant conc:3 stage fluid clean volume
5 423 0:253 6005 6300 lbs

% of total proppant sample calculation at 0.25 ppg and 600 BBLs:

% of total proppant5
stage proppant
total proppant

3 1005
6300

396; 554
3 1005 1:6%

Stage time sample calculation at 0.25 ppg and 600 BBLs:

Stage time5
stage fluid slurry volume

pump rate
5

607
85

5 7:14 minutes

Sand per foot calculation:

Sand per foot5
total sand per stage

stage length
5

396; 554
350

5 1133lb=ft

Water per foot calculation:

Water per foot5
total water per stage

stage length
5

8236
350

5 24 barrels=ft

Sand-to-water ratio calculation:

SWR5
total sand
total water

5
396; 554
82363 42

5 1:15 lb=gal

Pad % calculation:

Pad %5
pad volume

total slurry volume excluding acid and ball
3 1005

410
7876

3 1005 4:94%

Please note that some completions engineers do include acid volume as part of the
pad volume calculation but this example excludes acid volume as a percentage of the
pad volume. Table 10.2 shows the completed slick water schedule for this problem. This
slick water example format is very similar to the provided treatment schedule for job
execution in the field. As previously discussed, the designed sand and water volumes are
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Table 10.1 Slick Water Schedule Example
85 bpm, 396,554 lbs

Stage Name Pump
Rate

Fluid Name Stage Fluid
Clean Vol

Stage Fluid
Slurry

% of Total
Clean Vol

Prop
Conc.

Stage
Proppant

% of Total
Prop.

Cumulative
Prop.

Stage
Time

bpm BBLs BBLs % ppg lbs % lbs min

Pump ball 15 Slickwater 300 0

5% HCl acid 85 Acid 60 0

Pad 85 Slickwater 410 0

100 mesh 85 Slickwater 600 0.25

100 mesh 85 Slickwater 550 0.5

100 mesh 85 Slickwater 375 0.75

100 mesh 85 Slickwater 550 1

100 mesh 85 Slickwater 450 1.25

100 mesh 85 Slickwater 500 1.5

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 450 0.5

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 365 0.75

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 365 1

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 455 1.25

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 350 1.5

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 379 1.75

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 389 2

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 380 2.25

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 360 2.5

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 299 2.75

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 299 3

Flush 85 Slickwater 350 0

Total clean volume 8236 BBLs



Table 10.2 Completed Slick Water Schedule Answer
85 bpm, 396,554 lbs

Stage Name Pump
Rate

Fluid Name Stage Fluid Clean
Vol

Stage Fluid Slurry
Vol

% of Total Clean
Vol

Prop
Conc..

Stage
Proppant

% of Total
Prop.

Cumulative
Prop.

Stage
Time

bpm BBLs BBLs % ppg lbs % lbs min

Pump ball 15 Slickwater 300 300 3.64 0 0 0 20.0

5% HCl acid 85 Acid 60 60 0.73 0 0 0 0.7

Pad 85 Slickwater 410 410 4.98 0 0 0 4.8

100 mesh 85 Slickwater 600 607 7.29 0.25 6300 1.6 6300 7.1

100 mesh 85 Slickwater 550 562 6.68 0.5 11,550 2.9 17,850 6.6

100 mesh 85 Slickwater 375 388 4.55 0.75 11,813 3.0 29,663 4.6

100 mesh 85 Slickwater 550 575 6.68 1 23,100 5.8 52,763 6.8

100 mesh 85 Slickwater 450 475 5.46 1.25 23,625 6.0 76,388 5.6

100 mesh 85 Slickwater 500 534 6.07 1.5 31,500 7.9 107,888 6.3

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 450 460 5.46 0.5 9450 2.4 117,338 5.41

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 365 377 4.43 0.75 11,498 2.9 128,835 4.44

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 365 381 4.43 1 15,330 3.9 144,165 4.49

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 455 481 5.52 1.25 23,888 6.0 168,053 5.66

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 350 374 4.25 1.5 22,050 5.6 190,103 4.40

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 379 409 4.60 1.75 27,857 7.0 217,959 4.81

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 389 424 4.72 2 32,676 8.2 250,635 4.99

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 380 419 4.61 2.25 35,910 9.1 286,545 4.93

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 360 401 4.37 2.5 37,800 9.5 324,345 4.71

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 299 336 3.63 2.75 34,535 8.7 358,880 3.95

40/70 mesh 85 Slickwater 299 340 3.63 3 37,674 9.5 396,554 3.99

Flush 85 Slickwater 350 350 4.25 0 0 0.0 0 4.12

Total clean

volume

8236 BBLs

Sand/water

ratio

1.15 Total stage time (min)

Pad

percentage

4.94 % 118.4

100 mesh

(lbs)

107,888 OR 27% Stage length

(ft)

350

40/70 mesh

(lbs)

288,666 OR 73% Water/ft 24 BBL/ft

Total (lbs) 396,554 Sand/ft 1133 lb/ft



heavily dependent on the success in each area as well the optimum economic sand
schedule that yields the highest net present value (NPV). For instance, if pumping higher
sand and water loadings in a particular field would yield better well performance results
and justifies spending additional capital expenditure on higher sand and water loadings,
more sand and water loadings will be used for that particular area. In essence, the incre-
mental gain obtained from production results must justify spending the additional capi-
tal on higher sand and water loadings in order to economically justify pumping such
schedules.

FOAM FRAC SCHEDULE AND CALCULATIONS

Nitrogen gas measurements are reported in standard cubic feet

(SCF). When pressure is exerted on nitrogen gas, the volume of nitrogen

gas will decrease. In contrast, when heat is applied to nitrogen gas, the

volume of nitrogen gas will increase. Nitrogen that is brought on location

during foam frac jobs is in liquid form. When nitrogen is pumped down-

hole, it will be exposed to both pressure and temperature at downhole

conditions. Since temperature and pressure affect this gas in opposite

ways, it is very important to use bottom-hole conditions to calculate

nitrogen volume. Volume factor tables or charts can be used to calculate

how many SCF of nitrogen gas is equal to one barrel of liquid. To obtain

the volume factor of nitrogen at downhole conditions, bottom-hole treat-

ing pressure (BHTP) and bottom-hole static temperature (BHST) must

be available. The volume factor of nitrogen can be approximated using

Eq. (10.9).

Equation 10.9 Standard cubic feet of nitrogen per barrel of liquid.

SCF/BBL5 Standard cubic feet of nitrogen per barrel of volume

Z factor at standard conditions5 1

Standard temperature5 520�R (601 460)

BHTP5Bottom-hole treating pressure, psi

Z5Compressibility factor at downhole condition

BHST5Bottom-hole static temperature, �F
Atmospheric pressure5 14.7 psia.
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In addition, there are other charts and plots available in various hand-

books that can be used to obtain the volume factor of nitrogen at differ-

ent pressures and temperatures.

FOAM VOLUME

Foam volume can be calculated when clean fluid volume (volume

of water) is available. Foam volume is calculated using Eq. (10.10).

Equation 10.10 Foam volume.

Foam volume5BBL

Liquid volume5BBL

FQ5 Foam quality, %.

•••
Example
A foam frac requires a total of 600 barrels of foam volume. Calculate the total clean vol-
ume (volume of water) required assuming a 70% foam quality.

Foam volume5
liquid volume

ð12 FQÞ -6005
liquid volume

12 70%
5 180 BBLs of liquid volume

NITROGEN VOLUME

Before being able to calculate nitrogen volume, the nitrogen vol-

ume factor at downhole pressure and temperature must be known. Once

the nitrogen volume factor is calculated, the nitrogen volume for the job

can be calculated using Eq. (10.11).

Equation 10.11 Nitrogen volume.

Nitrogen volume5BBLs

Clean foam volume5BBLs

VF5Nitrogen volume factor, SCF/BBL

FQ5 Foam quality, %.
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•••
Example
Calculate nitrogen volume assuming 625 barrels of clean foam volume using the follow-
ing parameters:

BHTP5 2500 psi, BHST5 125 �F, FQ5 70%
Step 1) First, nitrogen volume factor at 125�F and 2500 psi must be obtained using

Eq. (10.9). From this equation, nitrogen volume factor is 810 SCF/BBL.
Step 2) Calculate nitrogen volume assuming 70% foam quality:

Nitrogen volume5 clean foam volume3 VF3 FQ5 6253 8103 70%5 354; 375 SCF

BLENDER SAND CONCENTRATION

During foam frac jobs, the sand concentration at the blender must

be much higher than the sand concentration at downhole conditions.

This is because the slurry fluid carrying the sand from the blender will be

diluted with nitrogen. Therefore, blender sand concentrations need to be

calculated using Eq. (10.12).

Equation 10.12 Blender sand concentration.

Blender sand concentration5 ppg

BH sand concentration5Bottom-hole sand concentration, ppg

FQ5 foam quality, %.

•••
Example
The bottom-hole sand concentrations for a foam frac job are designed at 0.5, 1, 1.5, and
2 ppg. Calculate blender sand concentration at these concentrations assuming 75%
foam quality.

Blender sand concentration @ 0:55
0:5

12 75%
5 2 ppg

Blender sand concentration @ 15
1

12 75%
5 4 ppg

Blender sand concentration @ 1:55
1:5

12 75%
5 6 ppg

Blender sand concentration @ 25
2

12 75%
5 8 ppg
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SLURRY FACTOR (SF)

Slurry factor is one of the most important calculations that must be

performed for designing a foam frac job. Since the proppant concentra-

tion at bottom hole and blender are different, slurry factor at surface

(blender) and bottom hole must both be calculated. Since adding sand to

fluid on foam jobs decreases foam quality, the slurry factor calculation

becomes very important. Increasing sand concentration will decrease

clean rate when designing a foam job schedule.

Equation 10.13 Slurry factor (SF).

Sand concentration5 ppg

AVF5Absolute volume factor, gal/lb.

•••
Example
Calculate slurry factor at bottom hole and surface (blender) assuming regular sand with SG
of 2.65 at various BH sand concentrations of 1 and 2 ppg, assuming 70% foam quality.

AVF5
1

2:653 8:33
5 0:0453 gal=lb

Slurry factor @ 1 ppg BH conc:5 11 ðsand conc:3AVFÞ5 11 ð13 0:0453Þ5 1:0453

Slurry factor@ 2 ppg BH conc:5 11 ð23 0:0453Þ5 1:0906

The 1- and 2-ppg bottom-hole sand concentrations are calculated to be 3.33 and
6.67 ppg sand concentrations at the blender, assuming 70% foam quality.

Slurry factor @ 3:33 ppg blender conc:5 11 ð3:333 0:0453Þ5 1:151

Slurry factor @ 6:67 ppg blender conc:5 11 ð6:673 0:0453Þ5 1:302

CLEAN RATE (NO PROPPANT)

Clean rate (assuming no proppant) during pad has to be calculated

when designing a foam frac job. Clean rate during pad and no proppant

can be calculated using Eq. (10.14).

Equation 10.14 Clean rate (no proppant).
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Clean rate5Assuming no proppant, bpm

Foam rate5Also known as downhole rate, bpm

FQ5 Foam quality, %.

•••
Example
The foam rate for a foam job is designed at 30 bpm. Calculate the clean rate during pad
assuming 75% foam quality.

Clean rate ðno proppantÞ5 foam rate3 ð12 FQÞ5 303 ð12 75%Þ5 7:5 bpm

CLEAN RATE (WITH PROPPANT)

Once clean rate with no proppant is calculated, clean rate with

proppant at different bottom-hole concentrations must also be calculated

when designing a sand schedule for a foam frac job. Clean rate (with

proppant) is calculated using Eq. (10.15).

Equation 10.15 Clean rate (with proppant).

Clean rateproppant5Clean rate with proppant, bpm

Clean rateno proppant5Clean rate during pad, bpm

SFBH5 Slurry factor at bottom-hole sand concentration.

•••
Example
The bottom-hole sand concentration during a foam frac job is at 2 ppg. The design
foam rate was 25 bpm. Assuming a 68% foam quality and regular sand with 2.65 SG, cal-
culate clean rate during 2 ppg bottom-hole sand concentration.

Clean rate ðno proppantÞ5 Foam rate3 ð12 FQÞ5 253 ð12 68%Þ5 8 bpm

Slurry factor5 11 ðsand concentration3AVFÞ5 11 ð23 0:0453Þ5 1:0906

Clean rateproppant 5
Clean rateno proppantðpadÞ

SFBH
5

8
1:0906

5 7:34 bpm
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SLURRY RATE (WITH PROPPANT)

The next important calculation when designing a foam frac job is

the slurry rate with proppant calculation. Slurry rate with proppant can

be calculated using Eq. (10.16).

Equation 10.16 Slurry rate with proppant.

Slurry rateproppant5 Slurry rate with proppant, bpm

Clean rateno proppant5Clean rate during pad, bpm

SFBH5 Slurry factor at bottom-hole sand concentration

SFblender5 Slurry factor at blender sand concentration.

•••
Example
Calculate slurry rate with proppant assuming a 72% foam quality and clean rate (no
proppant) of 6 bpm during 1.5 ppg bottom-hole sand concentration. Assume regular
sand with SG of 2.65.

SFBH 5 11 ðsand concentration3AVFÞ5 11 ð1:53 0:0453Þ5 1:068

Blender sand concentration5
BH sand concentration

12 FQ
5

1:5
12 72%

5 5:36 ppg

SFblender 5 11 ð5:363 0:0453Þ5 1:242

Slurry rateproppant 5
Clean ratepad

SFBH

� �
3 SFblender 5

6
1:068

� �
3 1:2425 6:98 bpm

NITROGEN RATE (WITH AND WITHOUT PROPPANT)

The next step in designing a foam frac job is to calculate nitrogen

rate with and without proppant. Nitrogen rate without proppant can be

calculated using Eq. (10.17).

Equation 10.17 Nitrogen rate (no proppant).
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Nitrogen rate5Assuming no proppant, SCF/min

Dirty foam rate5Designed foam rate, bpm

VF5Nitrogen volume factor, SCF/BBL

FQ5 Foam quality, %.

In addition, nitrogen rate with proppant is calculated using Eq. (10.18).

Equation 10.18 Nitrogen rate (with proppant).

Foam rate5 bpm

Slurry rate5 bpm

VF5Nitrogen volume factor, SCF/BBL.

•••
Example
A foam frac job is scheduled to have a foam rate of 32 bpm with a slurry rate of 8.2 bpm.
Nitrogen volume factor is calculated to be 1001 SCF/BBL and foam quality scheduled for the
job is 70%. Calculate the nitrogen rate with and without proppant for this particular stage.

Nitrogen rateðpadÞ5Dirty foam rate3 VF3 FQ5 323 10013 70%5 22; 422 SCF=min

Nitrogen rateðwith proppantÞ5 ðDirty foam rate2 slurry rateÞ3 VF5 ð322 8:2Þ3 1001

5 23; 824 SCF=min

•••
Example
You are a completions engineer responsible for designing a foam frac schedule for a
coalbed methane (CBM) well. Assuming the following properties and schedule, calculate
the rest of the foam frac schedule.

ISIP5 2150 psi, hydrostatic pressure5 1350 psi, BHST5 100 �F, FQ5 70%, SG5 2.65
(regular sand), dirty foam rate (bottom hole)5 30 bpm

Stage Name BH Proppant Conc. Dirty Foam Volume
ppg BBLs

ACID 0.00 6.0

PAD 0.00 40.0

20/40 1.00 30.0

20/40 1.50 30.0

20/40 2.00 30.0

20/40 2.50 30.0

20/40 3.00 30.0

FLUSH 0.0 45.0
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Step 1) Calculate nitrogen volume factor based on BHTP and BHST:

BHTP5 Ph 1 ISIP5 13501 21505 3500 psi

Nitrogen volume factor at 3500 psi and 100�F is approximately 1139 SCF/BBL using
Eq. (10.9).

Step 2) BH proppant concentration for each proppant stage is provided. Calculate
blender proppant concentration for each proppant concentration using the equation
below.

Blender sand concentration5
BH sand concentration

12 FQ

Stage Name BH Proppant Conc. Blender Proppant Conc.
ppg ppg

ACID 0.00 0.00

PAD 0.00 0.00

20/40 1.00 1/(1�70%)5 3.33

20/40 1.50 1.5/(1�70%)5 5

20/40 2.00 2/(1�70%)5 6.67

20/40 2.50 2.5(1�70%)5 8.33

20/40 3.00 3/(1�70%)5 10

FLUSH 0.0 0.00

Step 3) Calculate bottom-hole slurry factor for each proppant stage:

AVF5
1

2:653 8:33
5 0:0453 gal=lb

Slurry factor5 11 ðsand concentration3AVFÞ

Stage Name BH Proppant Conc. BH Slurry Factor
ppg

ACID 0.00 11 (03 0.0453)5 1

PAD 0.00 11 (03 0.0453)5 1

20/40 1.00 11 (13 0.0453)5 1.05

20/40 1.50 11 (1.53 0.0453)5 1.07

20/40 2.00 11 (23 0.0453)5 1.09

20/40 2.50 11 (2.53 0.0453)5 1.11

20/40 3.00 11 (33 0.0453)5 1.14

FLUSH 0.0 11 (03 0.0453)5 1
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Step 4) Calculate clean foam volume simply by taking dirty foam volume (provided)
and dividing it by the calculated bottom-hole slurry factor.

Stage Name Dirty Foam Volume BH Slurry Factor Clean Foam Volume
BBLs BBLs

ACID 6.0 11 (03 0.0453)5 1 6/15 6

PAD 40.0 11 (03 0.0453)5 1 40/15 40

20/40 30.0 11 (13 0.0453)5 1.05 30/1.055 28.7

20/40 30.0 11 (1.53 0.0453)5 1.07 30/1.075 28.09

20/40 30.0 11 (23 0.0453)5 1.09 30/1.095 27.51

20/40 30.0 11 (2.53 0.0453)5 1.11 30/1.115 26.95

20/40 30.0 11 (33 0.0453)5 1.14 30/1.145 26.41

FLUSH 45.0 11 (03 0.0453)5 1 45/15 45

Step 5) Calculate clean fluid volume using the following equation:

Clean fluid volume5Clean foam volume3 ð12 FQÞ

Stage Name Clean Foam Volume Clean Fluid Volume
BBLs BBLs

ACID 6/15 6 63 (12 0%)5 6

PAD 40/15 40 403 (1�70%)5 12

20/40 30/1.055 28.7 28.73 (12 70%)5 8.61

20/40 30/1.075 28.09 28.093 (12 70%)5 8.43

20/40 30/1.095 27.51 27.513 (12 70%)5 8.25

20/40 30/1.115 26.95 26.953 (12 70%)5 8.08

20/40 30/1.145 26.41 26.413 (12 70%)5 7.92

FLUSH 45/15 45 453 (12 70%)5 13.5

Step 6) Calculate surface slurry factor for each proppant stage:

Stage Name Blender Proppant Conc. Surface Slurry Factor
ppg

ACID 0.00 11 (03 0.0453)5 1

PAD 0.00 11 (03 0.0453)5 1

20/40 1/(12 70%)5 3.33 11 (3.333 0.0453)5 1.15

20/40 1.5(12 70%)5 5 11 (53 0.0453)5 1.23

20/40 2/(12 70%)5 6.67 11 (6.673 0.0453)5 1.30

20/40 2.5/(12 70%)5 8.33 11 (8.333 0.0453)5 1.38

20/40 3/(12 70%)5 10 11 (103 0.0453)5 1.45

FLUSH 0.00 11 (0.0453)5 1
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Step 7) Calculate dirty fluid volume for each proppant stage as shown below:

Dirty fluid volume5 clean fluid volume3 surface ðblenderÞ slurry factor

Stage
Name

Clean Fluid Volume Surface Slurry Factor Dirty Fluid Volume
BBLs BBLs

ACID 63 (1�0%)5 6 11 (03 0.0453)5 1 63 15 6

PAD 403 (12 70%)5 12 11 (03 0.0453)5 1 123 15 12

20/40 28.73 (12 70%)5 8.61 11 (3.333 0.0453)5 1.15 8.613 1.155 9.91

20/40 28.093 (12 70%)5 8.43 11 (53 0.0453)5 1.23 8.433 1.235 10.34

20/40 27.513 (12 70%)5 8.25 11 (6.67 3 0.0453)5 1.30 8.253 1.305 10.74

20/40 26.953 (12 70%)5 8.08 11 (8.33 3 0.0453)5 1.38 8.083 1.385 11.14

20/40 26.413 (12 70%)5 7.92 11 (103 0.0453)5 1.45 7.923 1.455 11.51

FLUSH 453 (12 70%)5 13.5 11 (03 0.0453)5 1 13.53 15 13.5

Step 8) Calculate amount of sand for each blender sand concentration as shown
below:

Amount of sand5 clean fluid volume in gallons3 blender proppant concentration

Stage Name Blender Proppant
Conc.

Clean Fluid Volume Sand (lbs)

ppg BBLs Stage CUM

ACID 0.00 63 (12 0%)5 6 63 423 05 0 0

PAD 0.00 403 (12 70%)

5 12

123 423 05 0 0

20/40 1/(12 70%)

5 3.33

28.73 (12 70%)

5 8.61

8.613 423 3.33

5 1205

1205

20/40 1.5/(12 70%)

5 5

28.093 (12 70%)

5 8.43

8.433 423 5

5 1770

12051 1770

5 2975

20/40 2/(12 70%)

5 6.67

27.513 (12 70%)

5 8.25

8.253 423 6.67

5 2311

29751 2311

5 5286

20/40 2.5/(12 70%)

5 8.33

26.953 (12 70%)

5 8.08

8.083 423 8.33

5 2830

52861 2830

5 8115

20/40 3/(12 70%)

5 10

26.413 (12 70%)

5 7.92

7.923 423 10

5 3328

81151 3328

5 11,443

FLUSH 0.00 453 (12 70%)

5 13.5

13.53 423 0

5 0

11,443

Step 9) Calculate nitrogen volume for each stage as shown below:

Nitrogen volume5 clean foam volume3 VF3 FQ
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Stage
Name

FQ Clean Foam
Volume

Nitrogen (SCF)

% BBLs Stage CUM

ACID 0% 6/15 6 63 03 11395 0 0

PAD 70% 40/15 40 403 70%3 1139

5 31,892

31,892

20/40 70% 30/1.05

5 28.7

28.73 70%3 1139

5 22,882

31,8921 22,882

5 54,774

20/40 70% 30/1.07

5 28.09

28.093 70%3 1139

5 22,397

54,7741 22,397

5 77,172

20/40 70% 30/1.09

5 27.51

27.513 70%3 1139

5 21,932

77,1721 21,932

5 99,104

20/40 70% 30/1.11

5 26.95

26.953 70%3 1139

5 21,486

99,1041 21,486

5 120,589

20/40 70% 30/1.14

5 26.41

26.413 70%3 1139

5 21,057

120,5891 21,057

5 141,647

FLUSH 70% 45/15 45 453 70%3 1139

5 35,879

141,6471 35,879

5 177,525

Step 10) Dirty foam rate (designed rate) is given in the problem to be 30 bpm. Clean
foam rate can be calculated as follows:

Clean foam rate5
dirty foam rate
BH slurry factor

Stage Name BH Slurry Factor Rate (bpm)

Dirty Foam Rate Clean Foam Rate

ACID 11 (03 0.0453)5 1 30 30/15 30

PAD 11 (03 0.0453)5 1 30 30/15 30

20/40 11 (13 0.0453)5 1.05 30 30/1.055 28.70

20/40 11 (1.53 0.0453)5 1.07 30 30/1.075 28.09

20/40 11 (23 0.0453)5 1.09 30 30/1.095 27.51

20/40 11 (2.53 0.0453)5 1.11 30 30/1.115 26.95

20/40 11 (33 0.0453)5 1.14 30 30/1.145 26.41

FLUSH 11 (03 0.0453)5 1 30 30/15 30

Step 11) Clean fluid rate for each proppant stage can be calculated as follows:

Clean fluid rate5 clean foam rate3 ð12 FQÞ
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Stage Name FQ Rate (bpm)

% Dirty
Foam Rate

Clean
Foam Rate

Clean
Fluid Rate

ACID 0% 30 30/15 30 303 (12 0%)5 30

PAD 70% 30 30/15 30 303 (12 70%)5 9

20/40 70% 30 30/1.055 28.70 28.703 (12 70%)5 8.61

20/40 70% 30 30/1.075 28.09 28.093 (12 70%)5 8.43

20/40 70% 30 30/1.095 27.51 27.513 (12 70%)5 8.25

20/40 70% 30 30/1.115 26.95 26.953 (12 70%)5 8.08

20/40 70% 30 30/1.145 26.41 26.413 (12 70%)5 7.92

FLUSH 70% 30 30/15 30 303 (12 70%)5 9

Step 12) Dirty fluid rate for each proppant stage can be calculated as follows:

Dirty fluid rate5 clean fluid rate3 blender ðsurfaceÞ SF

Stage
Name

Surface Slurry
Factor

Rate (bpm)

Dirty Foam
Rate

Clean Fluid Rate Dirty Fluid
Rate

ACID 11 (03 0.0453)

5 1

30 303 (12 0%)

5 30

303 15 30

PAD 11 (03 0.0453)

5 1

30 303 (12 70%)

5 9

93 15 9

20/40 11 (3.333 0.0453)

5 1.15

30 28.703
(12 70%)

5 8.61

8.613 1.15

5 9.91

20/40 11 (53 0.0453)

5 1.23

30 28.093
(12 70%)

5 8.43

8.433 1.23

5 10.34

20/40 11 (6.673 0.0453)

5 1.30

30 27.513
(12 70%)

5 8.25

8.253 1.30

5 10.74

20/40 11 (8.333 0.0453)

5 1.38

30 26.953
(12 70%)

5 8.08

8.083 1.38

5 11.14

20/40 11 (103 0.0453)

5 1.45

30 26.413
(12 70%)

5 7.92

7.923 1.45

5 11.51

FLUSH 11 (03 0.0453)

5 1

30 303 (12 70%)

5 9

93 15 9
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Step 13) Calculate nitrogen rate for each stage using either of the equations listed
below:

Nitrogen rate5clean foamrate3FQ3VForNitrogen rate5ðdirty foamrate� slurry rateÞ3VF

Stage
Name

FQ Rate

% Dirty
Foam
Rate

Clean Foam Rate
(bpm)

Nitrogen Rate
(SCF/min)

ACID 0% 30 30/15 30 0

PAD 70% 30 30/15 30 303 70%3 11395 23,919

20/40 70% 30 30/1.055 28.70 28.73 70%3 11395 22,882

20/40 70% 30 30/1.075 28.09 28.093 70%3 11395 22,397

20/40 70% 30 30/1.095 27.51 27.513 70%3 11395 21,932

20/40 70% 30 30/1.115 26.95 26.953 70%3 11395 21,486

20/40 70% 30 30/1.145 26.41 26.413 70%3 11395 21,057

FLUSH 70% 30 30/15 30 303 70%3 11395 23,919

Step 14) The last step is to calculate pump time for each stage as follows:

Pump time5
dirty foam volume
dirty foam rate

Stage Name Dirty Foam Volume Rate (bpm) Time (minutes)

BBLs Dirty
Foam Rate

Pump Time Total

ACID 6.0 30 6/305 0.2 0.2

PAD 40.0 30 40/305 1.33 0.21 1.335 1.53

20/40 30.0 30 30/305 1 1.531 15 2.53

20/40 30.0 30 30/305 1 2.531 15 3.53

20/40 30.0 30 30/305 1 3.531 15 4.53

20/40 30.0 30 30/305 1 4.531 15 5.53

20/40 30.0 30 30/305 1 5.531 15 6.53

FLUSH 45.0 30 45/305 1.5 6.531 1.55 8.03
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The foam schedule for this example is summarized in Table 10.3.

Table 10.3 Foam Design Schedule Example
Stage Name Proppant Concentration (ppg) Foam Volumes (BBLs)

BH Proppant
Conc.

FQ Blender
Prop Conc.

Dirty Foam
Volume

BH
SF

Clean Foam
Volume

ACID 0.00 0% 0.00 6.0 1.00 6.00

PAD 0.00 70% 0.00 40.0 1.00 40.00

20/40 1.00 70% 3.33 30.0 1.05 28.70

20/40 1.50 70% 5.00 30.0 1.07 28.09

20/40 2.00 70% 6.67 30.0 1.09 27.51

20/40 2.50 70% 8.33 30.0 1.11 26.95

20/40 3.00 70% 10.00 30.0 1.14 26.41

FLUSH 0.0 70% 0.00 45.0 1.00 45.00

Fluid volume (BBLs) Sand (lbs) Nitrogen (SCF)

Clean
Fluid
Volume

Surface
SF

Dirty
Fluid
Volume

Stage CUM Stage CUM

6.00 1.00 6.00 0 0 0 0

12.00 1.00 12.00 0 0 31,892 31,892

8.61 1.15 9.91 1205 1205 22,882 54,774

8.43 1.23 10.34 1770 2975 22,397 77,172

8.25 1.30 10.74 2311 5286 21,932 99,104

8.08 1.38 11.14 2830 8115 21,486 120,589

7.92 1.45 11.51 3328 11,443 21,057 141,647

13.50 1.00 13.50 0 11,443 35,879 177,525

Rate Time

Dirty
Foam
Rate

Clean
Foam
Rate

Clean
Fluid
Rate

Dirty
Fluid
Rate

Nitrogen
Rate

Pump
Time

Total

30.0 30.00 30.00 30.00 0 0.20 0.20

30.0 30.00 9.00 9.00 23,919 1.33 1.53

30.0 28.70 8.61 9.91 22,882 1.00 2.53

30.0 28.09 8.43 10.34 22,397 1.00 3.53

30.0 27.51 8.25 10.74 21,932 1.00 4.53

30.0 26.95 8.08 11.14 21,486 1.00 5.53

30.0 26.41 7.92 11.51 21,057 1.00 6.53

30.0 30.00 9.00 9.00 23,919 1.50 8.03
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Horizontal Well Multistage
Completion Techniques

INTRODUCTION

Multistage hydraulic fracturing, along with drilling longer horizontal

wells, has tremendously helped the industry to make unconventional shale

resources, which used to be uneconomical, economically profitable. This

requires a vast acknowledgment to the industry that has been effortlessly test-

ing various concepts in the unconventional shale reservoirs in order to make

the process safer, cost effective, and environmentally friendlier. This is just the

beginning and there are so many more new advancements in technology and

science that the industry will see for the years to come in these resources.

There are two commonly used completion (frac) methods in the

industry. The first one is referred to as “conventional plug and perf,”

which is the most used completion method. The second type is called

“sliding sleeve,” which is less frequently used and can be seen more often

in shale oil plays such as the Bakken shale (although lots of operators have

stepped away from using the sliding sleeve technique in the Bakken). The

choice of which type of frac technique to use depends on the operator’s

success along with the economics of each particular technique and tech-

nology. If sliding sleeve works better in certain areas from economical,

operational, and production perspectives, sliding sleeve should be used.

However, if plug and perf causes an increase in production by a big pro-

portion without any operational issues and economical concerns, plug

and perf must be used. This is driven by each company’s success and phi-

losophy on each technique. One important lesson that the industry has

learned since the late 1990s developing the unconventional shale reser-

voirs is that data should be the biggest driven and deciding factor of every

engineering and operational decision. There are substantial amounts of

complexity and heterogeneity in the unconventional shale reservoirs that

would dictate using data to drive the business forward instead of relying

on opinions and theories that may or may not function.
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CONVENTIONAL PLUG AND PERF

Conventional plug and perf is the most commonly used method in

unconventional shale plays. Composite bridge (frac) plugs are used for

isolation between frac stages. Plug and perf is a completion system that uses

perforation guns with a composite bridge plug using wireline. Once at the

desired measured depth, a composite bridge plug is set, and each perforation

gun is pulled up to the designed depths until all of the perforation guns are

fired. Each perforation gun represents a cluster. After firing all of the per-

foration guns, wireline is pulled out of the hole (POOH). Conventional

plug and perf can be done using cemented or uncemented casings. This

method involves multiple perforation clusters per stage. This method is also

known to be a slow and repetitive perforation and stimulation process.

Conventional plug and perf is slow because after every frac stage, wireline

must stab onto the well. The plug and perforation guns are sent downhole

to set the composite bridge plug, shoot the guns (clusters), and finally pull

out of the hole. The wireline process for stage isolation and perforation can

take anywhere between 2 and 4 hours depending on measured depth, crew

efficiency, wireline speed, etc. For example, if a well has 40 stages, this pro-

cess must be performed 40 times. If each wireline run is assumed to be about

3 hours, 120 hours are spent on frac stage isolation and perforation. This is

5 days’ worth of frac stage isolation and perforation on a well with 40 stages.

The industry uses a zipper frac technique where while one well is being

fraced, another well is being perforated in an attempt to improve the

operational efficiency when using the conventional plug and perf technique

on multiwell pads. The conventional plug and perf technique has been very

successful in the industry from a production perspective. Otherwise, given

the slow progress of the conventional plug and perf method, the industry

would have moved away from this technique. The industry has also devel-

oped other efficient techniques such as the dissolvable ball and plug, which

will dissolve at downhole conditions eliminating the need for drill-out.

COMPOSITE BRIDGE (FRAC) PLUG

Composite bridge (frac) plugs are used for isolation between

frac stages in the conventional plug and perf method. The main reason
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composite bridge plugs are used is because these types of plugs can be

easily and rapidly drilled out after the frac job is over. After setting the

plug, a ball is dropped and pumped downhole until seated inside of

the composite bridge plug. The ball is typically pumped downhole at

10�15 bpm and as soon as the ball is seated inside of the plug, there is

a spike in the surface-treating pressure. The spike in surface-treating

pressure confirms the ball sitting in the plug. Once the ball is seated,

the previous stage has now been isolated and the treatment for the new

stage can commence. Fig. 11.1 shows the composite bridge plug and

associated components including burn charge, frac plug setting tool,

and pump down ring. Fig. 11.2 displays the perforation guns used in

the conventional plug and perf technique. Fig. 11.3 shows the inside

view of the same perforation guns presented in Fig. 11.2. Fig. 11.4

shows the frac ball seated in the composite bridge plug. Fig. 11.5 shows

the schematic of the one-stage hydraulic fracturing (plug to plug) with

four clusters.

Stack Fracing
Stack fracing involves fracing one stage, and then waiting for the wireline

to perforate the next stage on the same well before being able to frac

again. In this type of frac, one well is completed at a time. Stack fracing is

very common in exploration areas where only one well is located on a

pad. Therefore, frac crews pump a stage and wait for the wireline to set

the plug and perforate the next stage by performing routine maintenance

on their equipment. Once the wireline is done setting the plug, perforat-

ing, and pulling out of the hole, the frac crew will proceed to pumping

the next stage. This continues until all of the stages are completed on the

same well. The main disadvantage of stack fracing is the frac waiting time

between stages.

Zipper Fracing
Zipper fracing refers to fracing a stage on one well while perforating

and setting the plug on another well. Zipper fracing can be per-

formed on multiple wells at one time. One of the main advantages

of zipper fracing is saving time and money by continuously fracing

and perforating. Zipper fracing is very common in the majority of

the shale plays.
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Figure 11.1 Composite bridge plug.



Simultaneous Frac
Simultaneous frac is not as commonly used as zipper or stack frac. In this

type of frac, two wells are simultaneously fracked at the same time. This

requires a great deal of both coordination and equipment onsite. In addi-

tion, the pad has to be large enough to fit all of the frac equipment for

this enormous job.

Figure 11.2 Perforation guns.

Figure 11.3 Inside view of perforation guns.
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SLIDING SLEEVE

Sliding sleeve is also known as fracturing sleeve. Sliding sleeve is an

alternative to plug and perf, and is used to stimulate multistage horizontal

wells through holes/ports. This method is operated by a ball and baffle.

When the ball lands on the baffle, the inner sleeve is opened and activated.

This provides the flow path for the fracturing fluid. This type of frac typi-

cally has one opening (cluster) per stage. Multiport technology is also avail-

able to mimic plug and perf with multiple clusters. The biggest advantage of

sliding sleeve is timing. Since there is no need to send composite plug and

perforation guns downhole, it saves a tremendous amount of time, which is

equal to saving money. The system can either be cemented or uncemented.

Figure 11.4 Frac ball inside of a composite bridge plug for frac stage isolation.

25’ – 100’
Cluster
spacing

150’ – 500’ Frac stage (plug to plug)

Nominal
pemetration

0.45” Hole
size (perf size) One cluster

PlugPlug

Figure 11.5 Plug and cluster spacing example.
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SLIDING SLEEVE ADVANTAGES

An advantage that sliding sleeve is known for is reduction in stimu-

lation cycle times. Given no wireline will be needed for frac stage isola-

tion and perforation, stage after stage can be completed as long as sand

and water logistics keep up. Sliding sleeve also reduces water usage and

overdisplacement (flush stage). Sliding sleeve is also known for maximiz-

ing near-wellbore conductivity and can be used with dissolvable frac balls.

SLIDING SLEEVE DISADVANTAGES

Some of the biggest disadvantages of sliding sleeve are mechanical

issues. Anything mechanical can fail, and mitigation processes can be very

costly. Another disadvantage is the limited number of stages in cemented

applications. In today’s conventional plug and perf methodology, clusters

(perforation guns) are sometimes placed 30’ apart to maximize the contact

area. However, depending on the service provider, the number of stages

can be limited. Since the sleeves are run downhole with the casing, each

joint of casing is usually 40�45’ in length. Therefore, the sleeves cannot

be placed closer than 40’ unless special casing is ordered, which can be

expensive. Hole conditioning is another crucial step before running slid-

ing sleeve with casing in the hole. Finally, the industry has limited experi-

ence with sliding sleeve as compared to the tried and true conventional

plug and perf method. Sliding sleeve can be divided into different types.

The most common ones are described in the following sections.

Toe Sleeve/Valve
Toe sleeve is a pressure-operated valve that creates flow path without any

intervention of the wireline.

Single Entry-Point Frac Sleeve
The single entry-point frac sleeve system is operated by a ball and baffle.

Frac balls are dropped in sequence of smallest to largest in order to acti-

vate the sleeve. Ball trailer or pneumatic ball launcher can be used to

launch the balls from the surface.
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Multi-entry Point Frac Sleeve
As opposed to single entry point, multi-entry point frac sleeve allows

multiple entry points in a single stage without the use of plug and perf.

The idea is to mimic the plug and perf design by using sliding sleeve

technology. One ball can open more than one sleeve. This technique is

very similar to the conventional plug and perf and every entry point is

similarly referred to as a “cluster.”

Hybrid Design
Hybrid design uses a combination of frac sleeves and plug and perf. The

first half of the well (toe section) uses sliding sleeve and the second half

(heel section) uses plug and perf. The Bakken Shale is an ideal example

of the hybrid design. Since the lateral lengths of Bakken wells are typi-

cally in excess of 8000’ and coiled tubing is limited by depth that can be

reached, many operators use the hybrid design to facilitate this process.

FRAC STAGE SPACING (PLUG-TO-PLUG SPACING)

Frac stage refers to the space from plug to plug in a vertical or hori-

zontal well. In many formations across the United States the horizontal

lateral length of a well is divided into many stages to optimize production.

This is why hydraulic fracturing is often referred to as multistage hydrau-

lic fracturing, i.e., each well has many stages depending on the horizontal

length of the well, design, and economic calculations. Therefore, the next

interesting subject in hydraulic fracturing is the number of stages neces-

sary to maximize production in horizontal wells. When hydraulic fractur-

ing started, some companies tried to perform a single-stage frac job with

no success, thus causing the need for multistage hydraulic fracturing in

various formations across the United States.

SHORTER STAGE LENGTH (SSL)

In conventional plug and perf technique, the industry standard for

plug-to-plug spacing is anywhere between 150’ and 500’. Operating

companies have used various frac spacing designs (e.g., 150’, 200’, 300’,

etc.) to come up with the optimum production that yields the best eco-

nomic outcome based on actual production data. Some companies believe
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in shorter frac stage spacing such as 150�200’. This type of frac is referred

to as shorter stage length (SSL) due to shorter plug-to-plug spacing. For

example, if the lateral length of a well is 6000’ and 200’ plug-to-plug spac-

ing is chosen, hydraulic fracturing will take place in 30 stages. This means

the process of setting plug, perforating, and fracing needs to be performed

30 times on one well. One of the main factors associated with frac spacing

is economics. Every frac stage is very costly and depends on various factors

such as service provider, amount of sand, water, chemicals pumped, market

conditions, etc. For example, if a stage is pumped using 250,000 lbs of

sand with the associated water and chemicals, it will be less expensive com-

pared to a stage that uses 500,000 lbs of sand and the associated water and

chemicals. Stage spacing in different areas and formations is ultimately dic-

tated by production success and economic analysis.

The concept of SSL was heavily applied and tested since 2013 because

shorter spacing between frac stages often yields higher initial productions

(IP) with steeper decline and in some areas shallower decline. In some areas,

steeper decline is not noted and decline percentage can sustain itself.

For example, the IP from a standard spacing of 300’ is about 6 MMSCF/D

with an initial annual secant decline of 62%; however, the IP from a well

with 150’ spacing (SSL) may yield an IP of 8 MMSCF/D with a similar or

steeper decline of more than 62%. Sometimes the decline percentage could

be shallower than historically observed using SSL depending on the

effectiveness of the completions design. The incremental production volume

that is initially gained is basically the time value of money and as a result

would sometimes be more economically beneficial in certain areas as long as

the decline percentage can sustain itself. The time value of money is a

concept that means that money available today is worth more than the

same amount of money in the future due to its potential earning capacity.

SSL does not work everywhere, and the probability of success will depend

on the formation properties. In some areas, SSL works very well and a

production uplift of 10�40% can be seen. However, in other areas,

no production uplift can be seen from SSL. The question then is whether

the incremental gain in production offsets the additional capex (capital

expenditure) required for any particular design. If so, and the required

funding is available, then a more optimized design must be used.

To determine the most economic option, economic analysis must be

performed using both methods in each area. The biggest challenge in SSL

design is the incremental capital (capex) that must be spent. The addi-

tional IP and estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) gained from SSL must

be enough to offset the incremental capital spent on the well. The
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decision to use SSL or standard stage spacing is truly an economic deci-

sion and, therefore, economic analysis must be the deciding factor and

not the IP or EUR of the well. SSL is truly area dependent.

Why Does SSL Not Work Everywhere?
1. Not enough gas originally in place to be recovered

2. Complex geology may add complications

3. Heavily naturally fractured regions

4. Higher permeability of the rock

5. Lower pore pressure and pumping too much water can be detrimental

in some areas

6. Lower pore pressure means less gas in place (GIP), particularly in dry

gas areas

7. Hydraulic fracture stage interaction and competing fractures.

CLUSTER SPACING

There are various clusters in each frac stage. A cluster is referred to

as a perforating gun. If there are five clusters in one frac stage, there are

five perforation guns in that stage that are usually evenly distributed (geo-

metric design). The industry average for the number of guns (e.g., clus-

ters) in the Marcellus Shale formation is anywhere between three and

eight clusters that are equally spaced in each stage. For example, if 6 clus-

ters are used for a 300’ frac stage, the cluster spacing is 50’. The industry

average for cluster spacing is 25�100’. Every operator has its own theory

regarding the number of clusters and holes in a frac stage. The major

deciding factor in choosing the number of clusters is formation perme-

ability, GIP, and perforation efficiency. A general rule of thumb is that if

the formation permeability is higher than usual, fewer clusters will be

needed. In contrast, if the formation permeability is lower, more clusters

will be necessary. The goal is to achieve the maximum surface area

between clusters. In addition, if GIP in a particular area is not significant,

fewer clusters and stages will be needed to release the hydrocarbon.

Some operating companies believe that the spacing between clusters

needs to be minimized to gain the most surface area out of each zone. On

the other hand, others believe a lower number of clusters is necessary to

achieve longer fracture networks by forcing the hydraulic fracturing energy
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to go to a limited number of clusters. Every operator justifies its theory with

its production results. Having shorter cluster-to-cluster spacing has shown to

maximize initial production in certain areas. Hydraulic fracturing operation

in shorter cluster-to-cluster spacing has sometimes shown to be more

difficult due to competing fractures or communication between clusters.

REFRAC OVERVIEW

Refrac refers to a second fracture stimulation on a well with existing

production data and is another important topic that the industry has been

experimenting with in various shale plays since 2011. Discussions on refrac

are very common in a low commodity-pricing environment where plenty

of time is available for analyzing the previous frac jobs with poor comple-

tion designs. In addition, instead of investing more funds into drilling and

completing a new well, refrac could potentially offer better economics in

areas with excellent reservoir quality and pressure. Refrac has caused a

substantial production increase in many of the shale plays including and not

limited to Marcellus, Haynesville, Eagle Ford, Barnett, and Bakken. The

primary reasons behind refrac are as follows:

1. To implement new or enhanced completion design

Many wells were completed using old completion designs such as

400�500’ stage spacing, low sand/ft, high number of perforations per

stage, high or low number of clusters per stage, etc. The combination

of the above designs has caused a large percentage of unstimulated

(virgin) rock that has not been touched yet. Refracing and imple-

menting new completion designs such as reduced stage spacing, lim-

ited entry design, more sand/ft, etc., could potentially improve the

production performance in some areas.

2. Contact more surface area by adding diversion, perforation, and

reorientation

One of the most common refrac methods is using diversion (special

bimodal degradable particulate), which is offered by various service

companies. The basic concept behind using diversion is to pack off the

currently open perforations to effectively stimulate the unstimulated

perforations, allowing breakdown into new areas of the reservoir. In

addition to diversion, adding new perforations and reorientation could

aid in increasing the contact area.
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3. Bypass skin damage caused by scale, fines migration, and iron/salt

deposition

Skin damage can be caused by scale accumulation in the pipe and

formation, salt and iron deposition, or simply by fines migration. The

improper use of a chemical package when hydraulically fracturing a well

could cause a detrimental impact to the long-term productivity of a well.

4. Wells that did not use managed pressure drawdown (especially in

overpressured reservoirs) and caused proppant crushing, embedment,

and conductivity reduction

Unmanaged pressure drawdown has shown detrimental impact to

the productivity of the wells in many different shale formations espe-

cially in overpressured reservoirs. Aggressive pressure drawdown can

cause proppant crushing, proppant embedment, fines migration, cyclic

stress, and pressure-dependent permeability effects. Pressure-

dependent permeability is very important to consider in overpressured

reservoirs. This is due to the pore volume reduction since the natural

compaction process is incomplete. Therefore, the available flow area is

reduced and permeability decreases with pressure. Refrac has shown

to be successful on some of the wells that did not originally follow a

managed pressure drawdown in overpressured formations such as the

Haynesville and Eagle Ford Shales.

5. Increase conductivity and restore conductivity loss

One of the most unknown segments of a hydraulic fracture design

and production evaluation is how the conductivity loss with time

affects the production performance and the economics of the wells.

Almost all exploration and production (E&P) companies are interested

in the first 5�10 years of producing life of a well because economi-

cally speaking that is when 80%1 of the value is returned to the

shareholders. Therefore, if conductivity loss in the fracture or near the

wellbore during this time period does not severely impact the produc-

tion, it is not a subject that is often discussed. However, if conductiv-

ity loss occurs sooner rather than later within the sensitive economic

timeframe, it is very important to understand both the mechanism

behind this loss and ways to mitigate this issue on future completion

designs. Applying refrac on wells that are believed to have encoun-

tered some kind of near-wellbore or fracture conductivity loss due to

various factors such as unmanaged drawdown, scale accumulation,

non-Darcy effect, proppant crushing and embedment, fines migration,

liquid trapping, liquid loading, fracture face skin, convergence skin,
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etc., has shown to restore conductivity loss and production enhance-

ment in many refracs tested to date.

6. Change in fluid system could be successful refrac candidates

Another important reason behind a successful refrac could be the

implementation of a different type of frac fluid system that is more compat-

ible with the formation of interest. For example, if a well was originally

hydraulically fractured using a cross-linked fluid system without successful

production results, other frac fluid systems such as slick water could cause

significant increase in production by performing refrac. It is important to

note that if the area is not a rich area from both reserve and geologic per-

spectives, performing refrac is not recommended. Rodvelt et al. (2015)

analyzed seven Marcellus wells that were refractured in Greene County,

Pennsylvania, and noted 65�123% increase in reserve from refracing these

Marcellus wells located in a geologically superior area with high reservoir

pressure and excellent reservoir properties by using diversion material for

the refrac.

When evaluating wells for refrac, keep the following guidelines in

mind:

• Select wells with high remaining reserves and excellent geologic areas.

• Focus on the wells with old completion designs such as wells with

larger stage spacing and minimal proppant mass.

• Stay away from wells with mechanical integrity issues, as this can get

very costly.

• Select a great refrac candidate first in an attempt to add value to the entire

prospect in the event it is successful and can be repeated on all of the

remaining wells in the area. Some E&P companies also assign a present

value on their refrac candidates and potentials when divesting assets.

• Poor wells often make bad refrac candidates, unless there is solid evi-

dence that the original frac design, materials, or implementation was a

failure.

• Stay away from low-pressure or depleted reservoirs where frac fluid

recovery will be very challenging.

• Stay away from wells with excellent original design and implementa-

tion and focus on the ones with poor designs first, as they are many

wells with poor designs that must be fixed first.

• Stay away from poor reservoir quality wells as refracing might not eco-

nomically generate any additional value due to the poor area.

• Always run economic analysis using the existing refrac wells as analo-

gous wells.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Completions and Flowback
Design Evaluation in Relation to
Production

INTRODUCTION

After obtaining sufficient production data for analysis, one of the most

important aspects of completions optimization is evaluating the completions

design. Typically, 6 months to 1 year of data (depending on data quality) is

needed to evaluate each completions test in unconventional shale reservoirs.

There are various tools that can be used to evaluate the productivity of a

well in unconventional shale reservoirs. Calculating estimated ultimate

recovery (EUR) using various types of decline curve analysis (DCA) or

using rate transient analysis (RTA) is widely used to determine the flow

capacity and strength of a well in conjunction with one another to tie back

to completions design. One of the most important plots used to determine

the flow capacity of a well is referred to as a superposition plot, from which

flow capacity or A
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
of each well is determined. The flow capacity of a

well can be determined by plotting pseudo ΔP/q on the y-axis versus mate-

rial balance square root of time (CUM/q) on the x-axis to determine the

slope of the linear portion of the plot, which is inversely proportional to

A
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
. A

ffiffiffiffi
K

p
is one of the most important parameters that can be used

to determine the strength of a well in unconventional shale reservoirs based

on their completions design, reservoir quality, pressure drawdown manage-

ment, and other variables. A
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
is basically the contacted surface area multi-

plied by the effective permeability of the contacted rock. A
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
in

unconventional reservoirs is the equivalent of kh in conventional reservoirs.

A
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
is obtained from square root or superposition plots and it is a function

of initial reservoir pressure, flowing bottom-hole pressure (with time),

production rate (with time), porosity, gas viscosity, total compressibility, and

reservoir temperature. The industry has found out that there is a direct cor-

relation between A
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
and EUR from all of the analyses that have been
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performed in the past. As opposed to DCA, which assumes constant flowing

bottom-hole pressure, drainage area, permeability, skin, and existence of

boundary dominated flow, A
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
analysis takes pressure and rate with time

as well as other reservoir properties into account for accurate determination

of a well’s strength. A
ffiffiffiffi
K

p
is also used to rank the best to worst performers in

each field and make important completions design decisions for the com-

pany. There are many important parameters that must be taken into consid-

eration when evaluating the production aspect of a completions test. They

are described in the following sections.

LANDING ZONE

The landing zone of a well is extremely important to evaluate in an

attempt to find the optimum target zone for each field. In theory, the best

landing zone would have high resistivity, low water saturation, low forma-

tion density, high total organic contents (TOC), low clay content, high

effective porosity, high Young’s Modulus, and low Poisson’s ratio (brittle

from a fracability perspective). It is very challenging to find a formation

that has all of the aforementioned properties. Therefore, in new explora-

tion areas, different landing zones (keeping all of the other variables con-

stant) must be tested to understand the production performance of each

landing zone. In addition, it is important to understand in situ stress

around each landing zone from various logging suites such as sonic log.

Target zones are typically 5�15’. The ideal landing zone should have

excellent barriers above and below the target zone to stay in the rich target

rock for as long as possible. Frac barriers are very important in staying within

the target area for the maximum production optimization. Susquehanna

County, Pennsylvania is known for having excellent frac barriers below and

above the Marcellus, with outstanding production performance as a result.

The landing zone is heavily area dependent and numerous logs and testing

must be performed to understand the best landing zone in each area. The

best optimizing technique is to pick two or three different zones in the rich

rock and test each landing zone to determine the target zone that yields the

best production performance. It is well known that picking the proper land-

ing zone has a substantial impact on the production performance and eco-

nomic viability of a well in unconventional shale reservoirs. Therefore,

special emphasis should be placed on choosing the proper target zone for

optimum production enhancement.
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STAGE SPACING

Stage spacing is another important completions design parameter that

must be evaluated and understood from production analysis and evaluation.

The idea is to contact as much surface area as possible within the clusters,

while minimizing fracture interference (competing fractures). Stage spacing,

just like any other parameter in unconventional shale reservoirs, is area

dependent. For instance, if 150’ stage spacing is optimum in one area, it

does not necessarily mean that it will be optimum in other areas.

Therefore, stage spacing needs to be obtained depending on the formation

properties. Tighter stage spacing requires more capital expenditure; there-

fore, it is important to determine the percentage uplift in production from

tighter stage spacing to justify the additional capital. In a commodity-

pricing environment where completions capital is cheaper than usual, no

significant uplift is required to justify tighter stage spacing. However, in an

environment where completions capital is expensive, higher percentage

uplift in production is needed to economically justify tighter stage spacing.

Therefore, economic analysis must be performed at various points in time

based on different oil/condensate/NGL/gas pricing and capital expenditure

associated with each design. For example, if 150’ stage spacing is the opti-

mum design based on $2.5 MM completions capital expenditure given a

well with 7000’ lateral length, this stage spacing might not be optimum

when compared to a completions capital of $5 MM because a higher per-

centage uplift in the production curve will be needed to justify the higher

capital, depending on the commodity pricing. Therefore, production per-

formance and economic analysis in each area must be the sole deciding fac-

tor behind choosing the optimum stage spacing.

CLUSTER SPACING

Cluster spacing is another important factor that needs to be considered

when evaluating the production capacity of a well. In a conventional plug-

and-perf technique, the distance between clusters should be optimized in a

manner that yields the highest production result. There are typically 3�10

clusters per stage depending on stage spacing, formation properties, and

company philosophy. The number of clusters must be tested in each area to

understand the impact of cluster spacing on production performance.
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NUMBER OF PERFORATIONS, ENTRY-HOLE DIAMETER
(EHD), AND PERFORATION PHASING

From a perforation design perspective, the number of perforations,

entry-hole diameter (EHD), and perforation phasing are three of the most

important perforation design parameters that should be tied back to

production results, if any testing is being performed. A rule of thumb that is

used in the industry is that the EHD must be at least six times the maximum

sand grain size used during the job to prevent sand grains from bridging and

screening out during the fracture treatment. It is also known that the

perforations should be within 30 degrees of the maximum principle stress

orientation to reduce near-wellbore tortuosity and potential treatment issues

throughout the frac job. Therefore, a perforating gun with 60-degree phas-

ing will orient the perforations to be within 30 degrees of the maximum

principle stress direction, especially since the exact perforation orientation is

rarely known. Some companies use other phasing angles such as 0-, 90-,

120-, and 180-degree phasing. As previously discussed, the number of

perforations is typically designed based on the limited entry technique for

optimum production enhancement in unconventional reservoirs. However,

various testing on the number of perforations, EHD, and perforation phasing

must be done to understand the outcome of each test. It is very important

to test one variable at a time to understand the sole impact of that parameter

on production. Fig. 12.1 shows different perforation phasing.

SAND AND WATER PER FOOT

The amount of sand and water per foot are other important design

parameters that must be tested to understand their impact on production, and

economic viability of determining the optimum sand-and-water-per-foot

design. The sand-and-water-per-foot design, just like all of the other

parameters that have been discussed, are also area dependent. In areas with

Figure 12.1 Perforation phasing.
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higher pore pressure and exceptional formation properties, higher sand and

water per foot could potentially help the production performance of a well.

On the other hand, in areas with lower pore pressure and poorer formation

properties, pumping high volumes of sand and water might not be the ideal

production enhancement solution. Therefore, various sand-and-water-per-

foot designs must be tested to determine the optimum economic design for

each area. For instance, 1000 #/ft, 1500 #/ft, 2000 #/ft, 2500 #/ft, 3000

#/ft, etc. (sand per foot) designs must be tested in new areas with limited

data. One exercise that can be performed before pumping higher sand and

water loadings is to determine the percentage uplift in production needed to

justify the additional capital that will be spent on higher sand and water load-

ings. Once production data is available, percentage uplift for each design can

be easily determined, and the optimum economical sand-and-water-per-foot

design can be found for each area.

Another important factor in a downturn market with minimal frac

activity is the water disposal cost. In a continuous frac environment, flow-

back water along with stored water can be continuously used on future

frac jobs. This eliminates the cost spent on water disposal. Depending on

water infrastructure and trucking fees, the water can be continuously

used instead of disposing of the water. However, in a downturn market,

where plenty of water is available and the water storage capacity is full,

water will have to be disposed of. Water disposal might exceed the truck-

ing fees. Therefore, many companies will continue to frac in a downturn

market just to avoid paying a significant amount of money for water dis-

posal, which can become costly depending on the area.

PROPPANT SIZE AND TYPE

Proppant size and type are other important factors when analyzing

production results. The decision to choose between different proppant sche-

dules such as pumping 100 mesh and 40/70 versus pumping 100 mesh,

40/70, and tailing in with 30/50 or 20/40 mesh should solely depend on

the production performance (including economic analysis) of each proppant

design. Sometimes, the availability and price of each proppant size can have

a direct impact on the sand size selection. Some fields have shown that

pumping a large percentage of 100 mesh yields the best production results.

This could be due to the area being heavily naturally fractured and 100 mesh

proppant traveling farther into the formation due to its size as compared to
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40/70, 30/50, or 20/40. In theory, it might not make sense to pump a large

percentage of 100 mesh due to higher closure pressure in a particular area,

but if pumping a large percentage of 100 mesh is justified based on

production data while saving money, more 100 mesh must be pumped to

acknowledge the production results and more studies need to be done

to understand the physical mechanism that results in excessive production.

Proppant type is another important factor that must be determined. The

proppant type to be used in formations that have closure pressure of less

than 6000�7000 psi is straightforward as regular sand is typically used in

those formations. However, the discussion on whether ceramic or resin-

coated sand is needed in higher closure pressure areas will depend on the

closure pressure of the area that can be obtained from diagnostic fracture

injection test (DFIT). In theory, if closure pressure is more than 8000 psi,

ceramic proppant is recommended to avoid proppant crushing and

embedment. However, the economics of pumping ceramic comes into play

because ceramic is considered to be very expensive and pumping a large

percentage of ceramic proppant might not be economically feasible. In

addition, the amount of ceramic needed in overpressured formations with

high closure pressure is determined from testing various percentages of

ceramic proppant. Proppant-type testing will need to be performed on new

exploration areas from day one in an attempt to understand the impact of

each proppant type in relation to production. Many operators in different

basins have tested various proppant types such as regular sand, resin-coated,

and ceramic proppants to understand the impact of each proppant in higher

closure pressure formations. Each field is unique due to the heterogeneity of

the unconventional plays, in the sense that ceramic proppant might be abso-

lutely necessary in some fields but it might not be economically justified in

others, even with higher than 8000 psi closure pressure.

BOUNDED VERSUS UNBOUNDED (INNER VS. OUTER)

Another very important aspect of production evaluation in relation

to completions design is whether a well is surrounded by other wells on

both sides (bounded) or a well is not bounded by other wells on one or

two sides. In Fig. 12.2, the B well is surrounded by A and C wells.

Therefore, the B well is considered to be a bounded (inner) well. The A

and C wells are both considered to be unbounded from one side, and

finally the D well is unbounded from both sides. Production data in some
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fields has shown that unbounded wells from either one side or two sides

have better production performance depending on the sequence in which

the wells were hydraulically fractured (frac order). Belyadi et al. (2015)

analyzed more than 100 Marcellus wells in the same geologic area and

showed that unbounded wells are the best performers in the field. Frac

order could also have an impact on fracture propagation by creating a

pressure barrier or stress shadow effect around the wellbore and helping

fracture propagation outward into the unbounded virgin rock. By assum-

ing that all four wells in Fig. 12.2 have identical completions design, pro-

duction performance of the wells could potentially be different if the B

and D wells are zipper fractured first, followed by zipper fracturing A and

C. By creating a stress shadow effect around the B well, the fractures will

propagate outward when the A and C wells are hydraulically fractured.

This could hypothetically cause better fracture half-length and more con-

tact area on the two unbounded wells. On the other hand, zipper fractur-

ing A and C wells first followed by zipper fracturing B and D wells will

create more complexity around the B well. The D well is a standalone

well and should not have a direct impact on the production performance

of the A, B, and C wells. In an attempt to take advantage of unbounded

wells, some companies pump more sand and water per foot on the

unbounded wells to contact as much surface area as possible especially if

the surrounding area around the unbounded wells will not be

Figure 12.2 Bounded versus unbounded example.
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hydraulically fractured anytime soon. Therefore, it is very important to

take all of the aspects of the completions design including frac order,

bounded, and unbounded wells into account when testing various com-

pletions designs and tying them back to production performance.

UP DIP VERSUS DOWN DIP

Another important parameter that should be taken into consider-

ation when analyzing production data is whether a well was drilled up

dip or down dip, especially in liquid-rich fields with undulations. A well

with an inclination of more than 90 degrees is called up dip and a well

with an inclination of less than 90 degrees is called down dip (Fig. 12.3).

Some fields have seen better production results from up-dip wells while

others have witnessed better production results from down-dip wells. In

some fields, it is very challenging to see the impact of up dip versus down

dip wells due to many other completions design changes. Fig. 12.3 illus-

trates the difference between up dip and down dip inclination.

WELL SPACING

Well spacing, or inter-lateral spacing, is also extremely important

when analyzing and comparing the production results from various wells

in the same field. Well spacing can range anywhere from 300’ to 1500’

depending on the rock characteristics (especially permeability), fracture

Figure 12.3 Up dip versus down dip.
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half-length, fracture conductivity, gas pricing, capital expenditure, operat-

ing costs (OPEX) and many other parameters. It is crucial to select the

optimum well spacing for each area based on production and economic

evaluation of each area. Gas pricing has a tremendous impact on well

spacing. Higher gas pricing indicates tighter well spacing, while lower gas

pricing indicates wider well spacing. Higher capital expenditure dictates

wider well spacing but lower capital expenditure indicates tighter well

spacing. Various analytical and numerical models can be run to find the opti-

mum economical well spacing for each area. From a production perspective,

it is imperative to make sure that well spacing between all of the experimen-

tal wells is taken into account when wells with various completions designs

are being tested. From a completions design perspective, well spacing should

have a direct impact on completions design, i.e., on the amount of sand and

water/ft, stage spacing, cluster spacing, etc. Exploration and production

(E&P) companies design well spacing for each area based on actual field

testing in addition to reservoir modeling techniques such as rate transient

analysis (RTA), analytical, or numerical simulators. Belyadi et al. (2016)

performed a well-spacing analysis sensitivity in which history matching was

done on a dry Utica well in an exploration area and fracture and reservoir

simulators along with economic analysis were used to find the optimum well

spacing for the area. They concluded that well spacing is heavily influenced

by fracture half-length, conductivity, effective permeability, gas pricing,

capital expenditure (Capex), and operating costs (OPEX). They also

concluded that well spacing is heavily area dependent and a spacing that

might be optimum today may not be optimum in the future. In addition to

well spacing, lateral length is another important parameter to consider when

analyzing production data. The industry has been moving more towards

drilling longer lateral wells (80001 ft) in order to save Capex/ft. As lateral

length increases, the economics of the wells typically improve unless severe

production impairment is observed from drilling longer lateral wells.

Economic analysis should be performed to understand the amount of

production that can be lost and still yield better economic results by drilling

longer lateral wells. For example, even if drilling a 12,000’ lateral length well

causes a 5% EUR/ft reduction as compared to a 7000’ well due to comple-

tions efficiency (and other factors) in longer lateral wells, it might still be

more economical to lose insignificant amount of reserve but create a higher

value for the shareholders as significant amount of capital can be saved by

drilling longer lateral wells. Sometimes a company’s acreage position does

not allow drilling long lateral wells in some units. Production results in some

fields have shown no loss in production by increasing lateral lengths while
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other places have shown a percentage reduction in EUR/ft as lateral length

increases. This must be evaluated from area to area to make the best possible

decision for the company.

WATER QUALITY

Water quality used during frac jobs is another debatable topic that

many companies are trying to understand. Some of the very important

parameters that are used to compare against production performance are

total dissolved solids (TDS), water conductivity, and the amount of chlorides

that can be measured by taking a water sample prior to every stage.

The importance of water analysis becomes more complex when 100%

produced water with high TDS (. 120,000 ppm) is used for the job. High-

TDS water could cause some issues with friction reducer (FR) selection for

the job, and various FRs must be tested in the lab and field to determine the

best FR type and concentration with high-TDS produced water. Sometimes

the best FR selection from the lab analysis might not perform the same

when tested in the field. Therefore, a contingency plan should be available

with FR selection, especially during high-rate slick water frac jobs.

Other fracture treatment metrics that are recommended to be

reviewed are:

• average treating pressure and rate trends

• breakdown pressure and instantaneous shut-in pressure (ISIP) versus %

proppant placed

• breakdown pressure versus average treating pressure

• number of clusters and perf diameter versus % proppant placed

• fluid types and volumes versus % proppant placed.

FLOWBACK DESIGN

Flowback design is vital and can be just as important as completions

design particularly in overpressured formations. In essence, the way a well is

flowed back and produced is just as crucial as the way a well is hydraulically

fractured. The notion that unconventional shale wells can be produced just

like conventional wells is not correct due to the possibility of losing the

integrity of the pumped proppant because of proppant crushing, proppant
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embedment, geomechanical effect (overpressured reservoirs), fines migra-

tion, cyclic stress, near-wellbore conductivity loss, and non-Darcy effects.

Therefore, proper care must be taken to prevent proppant damage in the

formation, and maintaining the integrity of the well’s performance for dec-

ades to come. After hydraulic fracturing is finished, the drill-out phase takes

place. Drill-out is defined as a poststimulation phase where coil tubing or

stick tubing is utilized to clean the wellbore before flowback and production.

New technologies have recently been developed in which dissolvable

plugs are used between stages in a conventional plug-and-perf technique.

The use of dissolvable plugs eliminates the need for the drill-out phase and

flowback through third-party equipment can take place. Sometimes a

cleanup run is performed even after using dissolvable plugs to make sure

that there is no debris in the hole. After the drill-out or cleanup period

(if any), flowback takes place. Flowback is defined as post�drill-out phase

(if any) where the well is flowed through the third-party equipment and

cleaned up before turning the well over to permanent production equip-

ment. The flowback procedure is typically provided by production or com-

pletions engineers with feedback from reservoir engineers. This procedure

needs to be provided in a manner that proppant integrity is not sacrificed

in any shape or form by following a pressure drawdown, depending on the

reservoir characteristics and pore pressure. One rule of thumb that can be

used during flowback is to stay within the critical drawdown pressure limit.

Critical drawdown pressure is defined in Eq. (12.1).

Equation 12.1 Critical drawdown pressure.

The most important part during the life of a well is when a well goes

from a full column of fluid to a full column of gas during the flowback

period. Therefore, special care must take place to avoid any proppant dam-

age during this period by not exceeding critical drawdown pressure during

flowback. The difference between closure and reservoir pressure is defined

as critical drawdown pressure because when this pressure is exceeded, stress

will start to be applied on the proppant. It is essential to avoid placing stress

on the proppant during the flowback period where lots of events, including

cleanup/proppant flowback and conversion of the full column of water to

gas, occur. As the well cleans up and the gas cut starts occurring, casing

pressure builds up until the peak casing pressure is reached. The critical

drawdown pressure count begins as soon as the peak casing pressure along

with stabilized water and tubing pressure (if there is any tubing in the well)
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are reached. After deducting the critical drawdown pressure from the peak

casing pressure, the pressure drawdown must be in a manner that is con-

trolled with time thereafter. Uncontrolled, sharp pressure drawdown has

shown detrimental impact on production in various shale plays such as

Utica, Haynesville, and Eagle Ford shale plays. There is a balance between

how heavily a well is curtailed back and sacrificing the long-term produc-

tivity of the well by pulling hard on the well. Therefore, economic analysis

must be run to understand the impact of managed pressure drawdown on

the net asset value and obtain the optimum economic rate at which a well

should be produced. An analysis that can be performed to make an edu-

cated decision for the company is to determine the amount of uplift in

EUR needed to justify producing the well at a lower rate. This analysis is

heavily influenced by gas pricing. In a low commodity-pricing environ-

ment, depending on each company’s goal and strategy, it could potentially

be economically justifiable to heavily curtail the wells when there is a

potential future upside in pricing. However, in a high commodity-pricing

environment, it is important to understand and run various economic sen-

sitivities to obtain the optimum economic rate at which a well must be

produced. For instance, if the price of gas is $6/MMBTU and there is only

a 5% reduction in EUR by producing the well at a higher incremental rate

of 5 MMSCF/D, the company might be economically better off to cause

5% damage to the long-term productivity of the well (negligible) and make

more gas up front to take advantage of the time value of money. However,

if production data shows a 30% reduction in EUR by producing the well

at a higher incremental rate of 5 MMSCF/D, economic analysis must be

performed to thoroughly understand this impact and determine the opti-

mum economic rate that will create value for the shareholders.

FLOWBACK EQUIPMENT

Flowback equipment is used during flowback and is provided by a

third-party flowback company. To save costs, some E&P companies have

started flowing back their wells through third-party equipment such as sand

traps, choke manifolds, and gas buster tanks when on fluid production and

when the well is initially flowed back until the gas cut is reached. Once the

gas cut is reached, the well can be diverted to permanent production equip-

ment. Taking a slowback approach, wells must be managed to minimize
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sand production and stay within the limits of gas production units (GPUs)

for water production. During a regular flowback job using a third-party

flowback company, the following flowback equipment is typically used.

Choke Manifold
A choke manifold is used to control the flow of a well by providing back

pressure. There are two types of chokes used in flowback operations. The

first type of choke, which is more commonly used, is called an

adjustable choke. The adjustable choke has two parts, called the valve and

seat. The valve and seat on an adjustable choke wash out quickly after

flowing back lots of sand; however, they can be replaced very easily by

diverting the well flow to a different direction and replacing the valve or

seat. In addition, adjustable chokes are operated using a wheel and changing

the choke size is very easy to perform. The second type of choke is called a

bean choke. Bean chokes come in various sizes and to achieve the required

size, the insert inside the choke must be replaced. The bean choke consists

of a replaceable insert (also referred to as the bean) made from steel. The

inserts are manufactured with various hole diameters and are available in

different sizes. Recently, automated chokes have also become common

in the industry to improve efficiency and to remotely operate the wells.

Fig. 12.4 shows a choke manifold used during the flowback operation.

Sand Trap
The sand trap is typically located right after the choke manifold on a multi-

well pad and is used to prevent erosive materials such as proppant from

entering the equipment, in an attempt to prevent washout and damage to

the equipment. Flowback fluid (water1 gas1 sand1 oil) coming out of

Figure 12.4 Choke manifold.
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the choke manifold typically goes to a sand trap. Since proppant has a

heavier density, it will fall down to the bottom of the vessel. Sand is then

removed through the outlet located at the bottom of the vessel. The blow-

down line located at the bottom of the vessel is used to pump the sand

every so often to the flowback tanks depending on the amount of sand that

is flowed back. Sand traps typically have pressure ratings of 2.8 to 10 K psi.

In single-well applications, the sand trap is placed upstream of the

choke manifold (before the choke manifold). In this scenario, the sand

trap should be able to handle 20% above the maximum anticipated well-

head pressure. On the other hand, the sand trap is located downstream

(after the choke manifold) on multiwell pad applications and lower pres-

sure rating will be required since fluid coming out of the choke manifold

has lower pressure. It is better to run the sand trap upstream (before) the

choke manifold in any application. This is simply because the differential

pressure between wellhead and choke manifold is less, therefore, resulting

in slower velocity. However, on multiwell pads, having a sand trap before

the manifold would require a sand trap per well, which would be very

costly; this is why the sand trap is run after the choke manifold. In addi-

tion, sometimes due to the pressure limitations on the sand trap, the sand

trap is run after the choke manifold. Another reason for placing the sand

trap before the choke manifold is to prevent washing out the choke mani-

fold. Producing substantial sand can wash out the seat and stems (used to

control the choke) inside the choke manifold. Seats and stems wash out

very quickly after encountering a large amount of sand and to prevent pay-

ing a lot of funds for damaged and washed out equipment, a sand trap can

be placed upstream of the choke manifold during drill-out and flow opera-

tions. Any sand trap used during the operation must have a mechanical

pressure-relief system referred to as a pop-off. A pop-off releases the

pressure if the pressure exceeds the limitation. In addition, sand traps must

be inspected yearly and should also have a bypass system in the event of

failure. Fig. 12.5 shows a sand trap used during flow back operation.

High-Stage Separator
High-stage separators are divided into three main types. Vertical, horizon-

tal, and spherical separators are well-known separators throughout various

operations. Horizontal separators are more commonly used in a variety of

operations. Separators can be two, three, or four phases. A two-phase sep-

arator separates fluid from the wells into gas and total liquids. Since water

has a heavier density than gas, it leaves the vessel at the bottom while gas
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leaves the separator at the top. A three-phase separator separates fluid into

gas, water, and oil. The first partition in a three-phase separator is used

for water removal. One of the primary differences between two-phase

and three-phase separators is that additional weir is used in a three-phase

separator to control the oil/water interface. Finally, a four-phase separator

(not commonly used) has the ability to separate sand, water, oil, and gas.

First of all, the sand falls down into the first partition as soon as it enters

the inlet diffuser (because of heavier weight). Oil and water are directed to

the second partition (middle portion of the separator). Since water has a

higher density, it remains in the second partition and is dumped through a

dump line to the flowback tank. Oil on the other hand has a lighter density

as compared to water and reaches the third partition, where it is dumped

to a low-stage separator that is located right after the high-stage separator.

For instance, in Marcellus Shale operations, some areas are known to

only produce dry gas and therefore a two-phase separator is used.

Sometimes a three-phase separator is used in dry gas windows and two

partitions are used to remove water in the event water production is

expected to be high. However, if an area is known to produce water,

condensate, and gas, it would not be feasible to separate the liquid

Figure 12.5 Sand trap.
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(condensate and water) from each other in a two-phase separator. In this

particular scenario, a three-phase separator would be necessary to effi-

ciently separate water, condensate, and gas. The majority of separation

occurs at the inlet diffuser. Adequate settling partitions allow turbulence

to fall down and liquid to fall out. Liquid capacity of a separator depends

on the retention time of the fluid in the vessel. For a good separation to

occur, sufficient time to obtain equilibrium condition between liquid and

gas must be met. It is important to note that even after going through the

sand trap, there might be some residual sand that was not caught in

the sand trap and found its way to the separator. This will be caught

in the first partition of the four-phase separator and is basically an added

safety against erosion and washout on the vessel.

Every separator has pressure, rate (velocity), and volume limitations

depending on the company’s manufacturer. The most commonly used units

are 720, 1440, and 2000 psi units in different operations. Please note that

separator operating pressure must not exceed 75% of its maximum operat-

ing pressure for an extended period of time. For instance, if 1440 psi sepa-

rator is used, it is important not to exceed 1080 psi for an extended period

of time as a safety factor. The most important parameters when it comes to

units are the rate and the volume that each separator can handle. Different

separators can handle various volumes of liquid and gas. The rule of thumb

for having sufficient number of separators onsite is that all of the separators

must be able to handle 40% over the maximum anticipated production rate

(liquid and gas). This safety factor can be increased in multiwell pads and

exploration wells. For example, if an eight-well pad is anticipated to

produce 64 MMSCF/D, separators should be able to handle at least

90 MMSCF/D or preferably more due to being a multiwell pad.

Separators typically have an electronic gas-flow measurement with a backup

mechanical meter (Barton meter) in the event the electronic one fails.

Another type of safety equipment that must be installed on separators is a

check valve, which is rigged up (R/U) right after the exit gas line on the

separator. Completions, facilities, or production engineers in the office are

typically responsible for designing the necessary flowback equipment for

drill-out, production tubing, and flowback operations. A separator has

various regulators and regulators are employed to reduce pressure to the areas

of the tank. The most common areas that need regulations are as follows:

• Liquid level controller (LLC) is a pneumatic controller to evacuate fluid

from the separator. When the level of water or oil gets to a predefined

limit recommended by the manufacturer and set by the operator,

it will automatically dump the water to the flowback tank and it will
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dump the oil or condensate to the low-stage separator. Dump valve

is a working valve actuated by a LLC to evacuate fluid. There are two

dump valves located on a three-phase separator (water and oil). Dump

valve acts like a “toilet flush” when it dumps. The water and oil

dumps must have manual bypass in addition to pneumatic.

• The scrubber pot removes traces of liquid droplets from gas stream.

When gas leaves the vessel at the top, it passes through mist extractor

(removes mist from gas stream) followed by scrubber pot, which

removes the liquid droplets in the gas stream. The scrubber pot is

essentially a water knockout unit used for conditioning fuel gas supply.

The supply gas must be dry for separator control or failure can be the

consequence if it is not. In the wet gas scenarios, a dryer is run after

the scrubber pot to avoid this issue. This regulator prevents the gauge

located on the scrubber pot from any moisture as well.

• Back pressure regulator (BPR) is located on the separator to hold pressure

inside the separator as needed. For instance, if sales line pressure

(which goes to the compressor station) is 700 psi, there needs to be a

pressure higher than 700 psi on the separator back pressure to send the

gas to the sales line. All units must have a pneumatic and manual back

pressure regulator.

Other mechanical controls of a separator are as follows:

• Mechanical pop-off is used to prevent overpressuring the separator and

rupture. A mechanical pop-off is set slightly above the operating pres-

sure. Pop-offs on the separator are inspected annually or if ruptured. If

mechanical pop-off gets activated, it will send the gas to the flare to

prevent overpressuring the separator.

• Meter is used to measure the flow. Flow measurements must be elec-

tronic with mechanical backup. There are typically a minimum of two

flow meters in place to measure the flow.

The fluid rate, also called liquid capacity, of a separator is related to

the retention time and liquid settling volume. The amount of liquid

retention time needed in a vessel governs liquid capacity of a separator.

Factors affecting separation are operating pressure, operating temperature,

and flow stream composition. Eq. (12.2) is often used to calculate liquid

capacity of a separator for separator design during flowback operation.

Fig. 12.6 shows three horizontal separators located on a multiwell pad

during a flowback operation. Fig. 12.7 illustrates a four-stage horizontal

separator from an inside view. Figs. 12.8�12.10 depict the liquid level

controller (LLC), back pressure regulator (BPR), and mechanical pop-off

on a horizontal separator, respectively.
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Figure 12.6 Horizontal separators.

Figure 12.8 Liquid level controller (LLC).

Figure 12.7 Four-phase horizontal separator from inside.
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Figure 12.10 Mechanical pop-off.

Figure 12.9 Back pressure regulator (BPR).
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Equation 12.2 Liquid capacity

W5 Fluid rate (liquid capacity), BBL/day

V5 Liquid settling volume, BBL

t5Retention time, min.

Low-Stage Separator
Anytime there is a possibility of producing crude oil, condensate, or wet gas,

a low-stage separator is needed. The line coming out of the oil partition of

the high-stage separator (horizontal separator) will go into a low-stage

separator to give oil more retention time before going to the oil tanks.

Flare Stack
A flare stack is used to burn off flammable gas in certain events. One exam-

ple is not having the necessary pipeline infrastructures. For instance, in Utica

Shale operation (Ohio), many operating companies are still exploring the

shale play and some companies do not have the pipeline infrastructure to

commercially produce and sell the gas in new exploration areas. As a result,

any commercial gas produced from any well is flared. Another example is

not having the proper equipment to handle the volume of gas that is being

produced. Sometimes the sales line cannot handle the produced volume of

gas for whatever reasons and some of the gas is sent to flare. Ideally, any com-

pany would like to sell every bit of the gas produced; however, sometimes

combinations of various reasons lead to sending the gas to the flare stack.

The flare stack is essentially a safety precaution that needs to be used during

various shale operations. In the Bakken Shale, gas is occasionally flared since

the infrastructure for gas is not there. Bakken Shale is primarily a shale oil

formation and this is the primary reason that noncommercial amount of gas

produced with oil is flared. Typically there is a line that comes out of the

high-stage separator and goes into the flare stack. In addition, there is

another line that comes out of the low-stage separator and goes to the flare

stack. Some requirements for flare stacks (Fig. 12.12) are as follows:

• Diameter of the flare stack needs to be at least 6”.

• Height of flare stack has to be at least 40’ for safety reasons depending

on the amount of gas that is expected to be flared.

• Flare must be equipped with a check valve and it must also have an

autoignition system.
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Oil Tanks (Upright Tanks)
Oil tanks are only employed when there is a possibility of producing

commercial oil or condensate. The entire purpose of having oil tanks on

location is to store the commercial oil or condensate that is being pro-

duced. The number of oil tanks depends on the anticipated production

volumes. The regular-size oil tanks typically have a capacity of 250 or 450

barrels (Fig. 12.11). There are trucks that are lined up throughout the day

to transfer the oil or condensate from the oil tanks. Oil tanks must be

Figure 12.11 Oil tanks (upright tanks).

Figure 12.12 Flare.
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closed top for safety reasons. Vapor produced from oil or condensate is

heavier than air and can be fatally ignited if open tanks are used. The vapor

produced has to be sent to a vapor destructive unit (VDU), which essen-

tially flares any vapor produced from the liquid during flowback. The

VDU must be rigged up and used on any location that has a possibility of

producing liquid. The VDU is essentially a type of flare.

FLOWBACK EQUIPMENT SPACING GUIDELINES

1. All ignition sources must be 100’ from the flowback tanks. In addition,

flowback tanks must be 100’ from the wellhead. The ignition sources

should also be upwind of tanks if possible.

2. Choke manifold should be at least 50’ from the wellhead.

3. Low- and high-stage separators, along with sand traps, should be

placed 75’ from the wellhead and 100’ from flowback tanks.

4. Flare stack should be 100’ from wellhead and flowback tanks.

5. Grounding is very important during flowback as it drains away any

unwanted buildup of static electricity.

6. Bonding is also used to connect all metallic equipment to prevent

buildup of static electricity.

TUBING ANALYSIS

One of the last steps of completions in unconventional shale

reservoirs is running production tubing. Production tubing is used to effi-

ciently remove water from the well until critical rate is reached, at which

point the well starts liquid loading and some type of artificial lift will be

needed. A well starts liquid loading when the production velocity is unable

to carry the liquids from the bottom hole to the surface. Not efficiently

and properly removing the liquids from the bottom hole will cause liquid

buildup and as a result will lower production, finally killing the well.

The most commonly used production tubing sizes are 2 7/8” and 2 3/

8”. Some operators do not run production tubing on their well from day

one in order to produce as much volume as possible through the casing

(typically 5 1/2”), especially in very prolific areas and longer lateral length

wells. Running production tubing in a well will limit the amount of rate
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that can be produced through the tubing depending on various factors

such as reservoir pressure, wellhead flowing pressure, water rate, turbulent

factor (n value), etc. Therefore, nodal and economic analyses are performed

to decide whether production tubing is needed and its size, or simply pro-

duce the well through casing until critical velocity of the casing is reached

and tubing will have to be run to efficiently unload the water through the

tubing. Fig. 12.13 illustrates an inflow performance curve (IPR) versus

different tubing performance curves (various pipe sizes) including 5 1/2”

Figure 12.13 Nodal analysis.
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casing, 2 7/8”, and 2 3/8” assuming a reservoir pressure of 5200 psi,

n value of 0.5 (fully turbulent), gas rate of 13 MMscfd, wellhead flowing

pressure of 3500 psi, and water-to-gas ratio (WGR) of 40 BBL/MMscf.

The intersection of the IPR curve with various tubing performance curves

(TPCs) indicates the operating point of a particular well at an instantaneous

point in time. This analysis is performed at various operating conditions for

both IPR and TPCs to determine tubing sizing, drawdown, and compression

of a particular well. Other analyses such as erosional and unloading velocity

calculations across the lateral are also performed to prevent exceeding the

erosional velocity and efficiently unloading fluid from the horizontal section

of the wellbore.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Rock Mechanical Properties
and In Situ Stresses

INTRODUCTION

In general, rock mechanics is a branch of geomechanics where the

main focus is on rock deformation and possible failure of rock due to the

applied manmade or natural forces. This has been a topic of studies in dif-

ferent earth sciences and engineering programs. In the oil and gas indus-

try and particularly in the field of hydraulic fracturing, the rock and fluid

interactions have become a major topic of studies in which fracture initia-

tion, propagation, and geometry due to the applied hydraulic force are

investigated. This requires advanced understanding of formation in situ

stress conditions and stress behavior around the fracture as it generates

and propagates to the formation. Stress, strain, and deformation are essen-

tial parameters required for characterization of mechanical properties of

the rock. In this section of the book, various concepts of rock mechanics

and interactions between induced and in situ stresses, especially during

hydraulic fracturing, will be discussed.

YOUNG’S MODULUS (PSI)

Young’s modulus is a measurement of stress over strain. Simply put,

Young’s modulus is the slope of a line on a stress versus strain plot. When

hydraulic fracturing occurs, Young’s modulus can be referred to as the

amount of pressure needed to deform the rock. Young’s modulus mea-

sures a rock’s hardness, and the higher the Young’s modulus, the stiffer

the rock. A higher Young’s modulus will help to keep the fractures open.

For a successful hydraulic frac job to occur, higher Young’s modulus is

required. A higher Young’s modulus indicates that the rock is brittle and
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will help to keep the fractures open for better production after the frac

job. Examples of materials with high Young’s modulus would be glass,

diamond, granite, etc. These materials tend to be very hard but are

prone to brittleness. On the other hand, examples of materials with

low Young’s modulus would be rubber and wax, which are very flexi-

ble and resistant to brittleness. The Young’s modulus in various uncon-

ventional shale plays varies, and the brittleness of the rock will

determine the type of frac fluid system to be chosen for the job.

Young’s modulus can be measured by using sonic log or core data.

Core data yields static Young’s modulus and sonic log represents

dynamic Young’s modulus. Eq. (13.1).

Equation 13.1 Static Young’s modulus from core analysis

σ5 Stress, psi

εxx 5 Strain.

Another method for calculating Young’s modulus is using sonic log.

The equation listed below can be used to calculate dynamic Young’s

modulus from a sonic log. Dynamic Young’s modulus must then be con-

verted to static Young’s modulus.

1. Formation modulus calculation

Equation 13.2 Formation modulus

G5 Formation modulus, psi

ρb 5Bulk density, g/cc

Δts 5 Shear wave travel time, μs/ft.
2. Dynamic Young’s modulus calculation:

Equation 13.3 Dynamic Young’s modulus from log analysis

E5Dynamic Young’s modulus, psi

G5 Formation modulus, psi

ν5Poisson’s ratio.
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3. Larry Britt came up with a correlation to convert dynamic Young’s

modulus from log to static Young’s modulus as shown in Eq. (13.4).

Equation 13.4 Static Young’s modulus conversion (King, 2010)

•••
Example
A core sample was taken and sent to the lab. After applying 30,000 lbs of force to the
core cross-sectional area of 0.3 in.2, the length of the core decreased from 7” to 6.8” as
shown in Fig. 13.1. Calculate Young’s modulus from this core test.

Stress5σ5
F
A
5

30; 000
0:3

5 100; 000 psi

Strain5 εxx 5
ΔL
L

5
72 6:8

7
5 0:02857

E5 Young0s modulus5
σ
εxx

5
100; 000
0:02857

5 3:5 MM psi:

POISSON’S RATIO (ν)

Poisson’s ratio measures the deformation in material in a direction per-

pendicular to the direction of the applied force. Essentially Poisson’s ratio is

one measure of a rock’s strength that is another critical rock property related

Figure 13.1 Young’s modulus example.
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to closure stress. Poisson’s ratio is dimensionless and ranges between 0.1 and

0.45. Low Poisson’s ratio, such as 0.1�0.25, means rocks fracture easier

whereas high Poisson’s ratio, such as 0.35�0.45, indicates the rocks are hard-

er to fracture. Please note that Poisson’s ratio changes from layer to layer.

The best formations to hydraulically fracture have the lowest Poisson’s ratios.

Poisson’s ratio can be measured from a core sample. A core sample is taken

to the lab and a compressive force is applied. Afterward, the height and

diameter changes are measured (strain in x- and y-directions) and Eq. (13.5)

is used to calculate Poisson’s ratio.

Equation 13.5 Poisson's ratio, core analysis

εx 5 Strain in the x-direction, which means how much material is

deformed when a stress is applied. Compressive strength is positive.

εy5 How much material has been deformed after the stress applica-

tion and is negative because of being tensile strain.

Poisson’s ratio can also be calculated by running a sonic log in the depth

of an interest. The sonic log provides the shear and compression wave-

length travel time, which are used in the calculation of Poisson’s ratio using

Eqs. 13.6 and 13.7.

Equation 13.6 Poisson's ratio, log analysis

where Rv is:

Equation 13.7 Rν calculation

Δts 5 Shear wave travel time, μs/ft
Δtc 5Compression wave travel time, μs/ft.

•••
Example
A core sample is taken from a Marcellus Shale formation. The sample height is 10” and
the diameter is 3”. After applying a compressive force of 150,000 lbs, the height
decreases by 0.15” and the diameter increases by 0.007”. Calculate the Poisson’s ratio of
the sample.
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Strain in the x- and y-directions need to be calculated:

εx 5
ΔL
L

5
0:15
10

5 0:015

εy 5
ΔD
D

5
0:007
3

5 0:0023:

Finally, Poisson’s ratio can be calculated.

Poisson0s ratio5 ν52
εy
εx

5
Radial strain
Axial strain

5
0:0023
0:015

5 0:16:

•••
Example
Calculate Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus with the following data obtained from
the sonic log:

Bulk density5 2.6 g/cc, Δts 5 115 μs/ft, Δtc 5 67 μs/ft

Rν5
Δts
Δtc

5
115
67

5 1:72

Poisson0s ratio5 ν5
0:5 Rν2 2 1

Rν2 2 1
5

ð0:53 1:722Þ2 1

1:722 2 1
5 0:24

Formation modulus5G5 1:343 1010 3
ρb
Δt2s

5 1:343 1010 3
2:6

1152
5 2:633 106 psi

Dynamic Young0s modulus5 E5 2Gð11 νÞ5 ð23 2:633 106Þð11 0:24Þ5 6:53 106 psi

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS (psi=
ffiffiffiffi
in

p
)

Fracture toughness modulus is another indicator of a rock’s strength

in the presence of a preexisting flaw. For example, glass has a high

strength, but the presence of a small fracture reduces the strength.

Therefore, glass has low fracture toughness. Fracture toughness is an

important consideration in hydraulic fracture design. Fracture toughness

is an essential parameter in very low fluid viscosity (water) and very low

modulus formations. A low fracture toughness value indicates that materi-

als are undergoing brittle fractures, while high values of fracture tough-

ness are a signal of ductility. Fracture toughness ranges from 1000 to
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3500 psi=
ffiffiffiffi
in

p
. Fracture toughness is measured in the laboratory and is

denoted by KIC. Formations with low Poisson’s ratio, low fracture tough-

ness, and high Young’s modulus are typically the best candidates for slick

water hydraulic frac. Fig. 13.2 shows the schematic of a sample under

vertical stress and therefore change in length and width of the sample that

can be used to calculate the Poisson’s ratio as described in Eq. (13.5).

BRITTLENESS AND FRACABILITY RATIOS

Brittleness and fracability ratios are very important to compute and

understand in hydraulic fracture design. Calculating Young’s modulus and

Poisson’s ratio separately does not give a clear understanding of the brit-

tleness and fracability of the rock. Therefore, various equations have been

developed to combine both parameters into one single variable. The sim-

plest way to find the brittleness of the rock is by taking the ratio of

Young’s modulus over Poisson’s ratio (PR); the higher E/PR, the higher

the brittleness. As previously mentioned, various equations were devel-

oped for both fracability and brittleness ratios and Eqs. (13.8) and (13.11)

are examples of brittleness and fracability ratios that were developed pri-

marily for Barnett shale. The following brittleness ratio was generated

after Rickman and Mullen et al. 2008:

Equation 13.8 Brittleness ratio

Estatic5 Static Young’s modulus

ν5Poisson’s ratio.

Figure 13.2 Poisson's ratio illustration.
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Fracability ratio was generated after Goodway et al. (2010) using Eq.

(13.11) that is a function of incompressibility constant λ Eq. (13.9) and

rigidity constant μ Eq. (13.10):

Equation 13.9 Incompressibility constant

Equation 13.10 Rigidity constant

Equation 13.11 Fracability ratio

λ5Used to relate rock’s resistance to fracture dilation

μ5Describes rock’s resistance to shear failure.

For the rock to be brittle and fracable in Barnett shale, the brittleness

ratio has to be more than 50 and fracability ratio must be less than 1. These

two equations were developed based on the Barnett Shale reservoir, which

has the best E and Poisson’s ratio as compared to other shale plays across

North America. If sonic log is available, obtain dynamic E and Poisson’s

ratio from the sonic log. Afterward, convert dynamic E to static E. Finally,

use brittleness and fracability ratio equations to calculate these two para-

meters in each section (usually 6”) to determine the optimum placement

for your lateral well from a completions perspective.

•••
Example
Given the 20 samples below, calculate brittleness, fracability, and E/PR ratios and deter-
mine which 10 consecutive zones are the best zones for hydraulic fracturing from a rock
brittleness and fracability perspective.

The best zone from a hydraulic fracturing perspective is the zone with the high-
est E and the lowest PR. This basically means the highest brittleness, the lowest
fracability, and the highest E/PR ratios. In Table 13.1, the first 10 consecutive samples
must be targeted when drilling the well. This does not take into account other for-
mation properties. In reality, brittleness and fracability along with other formation
properties must be taken into account before deciding the landing zone of a well.
But for the sake of this example, all the other parameters have been excluded.
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VERTICAL, MINIMUM HORIZONTAL, AND MAXIMUM
HORIZONTAL STRESSES

The next exciting concept in hydraulic fracture design is the various

principal stresses that exist within the rock. There are three principal

stresses that exist within a rock.

VERTICAL STRESS

Vertical stress, also referred to as overburden stress, is the sum of all

the pressures applied by all of the different rock layers. Every formation

contains fluid and rock and each one must be accounted for separately.

Porosity correlation can be simply used to define the amount of space

Table 13.1 Brittleness and Fracability Ratios Example
Provided Results

Sample Static Modulus PR Brittleness λ μ Fracability YM/PR

1 4.8 0.33 41.1 3.50 1.80 1.94 14.5

2 5.3 0.35 40.7 4.58 1.96 2.33 15.1

3 4.5 0.27 51.0 2.08 1.77 1.17 16.7

4 3.5 0.22 53.9 1.13 1.43 0.79 15.9

5 3.3 0.25 46.4 1.32 1.32 1.00 13.2

6 5 0.3 48.6 2.88 1.92 1.50 16.7

7 4.5 0.27 51.0 2.08 1.77 1.17 16.7

8 4.1 0.23 56.1 1.42 1.67 0.85 17.8

9 4.3 0.26 51.6 1.85 1.71 1.08 16.5

10 4 0.19 63.4 1.03 1.68 0.61 21.1

11 3.5 0.33 31.9 2.55 1.32 1.94 10.6

12 3.5 0.32 33.9 2.36 1.33 1.78 10.9

13 3.2 0.39 17.7 4.08 1.15 3.55 8.2

14 4.1 0.29 44.1 2.19 1.59 1.38 14.1

15 4.1 0.33 36.1 2.99 1.54 1.94 12.4

16 4.1 0.34 34.1 3.25 1.53 2.13 12.1

17 3.3 0.37 22.4 3.43 1.20 2.85 8.9

18 4.1 0.36 30.1 3.88 1.51 2.57 11.4

19 3.8 0.28 44.0 1.89 1.48 1.27 13.6

20 3.9 0.32 36.7 2.63 1.48 1.78 12.2

PR, Poisson’s ratio; YM, Young’s modulus
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that is occupied by fluid versus the amount of space that is occupied by

rock. The average density of the rock can simply be calculated using

Eq. (13.12).

Equation 13.12 Average formation density

ρavg 5Average formation density, ppg

ρrock 5Rock density, ppg

ρfluid5 Fluid density, ppg

[5Porosity, fraction.

Now that the average formation density is known, the magnitude of

the vertical stress in an isotropic, homogeneous, and linearly elastic forma-

tion can be calculated using Eq. (13.13).

Equation 13.13 Vertical stress

ρavg 5Average formation density, ppg

H5Height of layer or TVD in ft

0.05195 is conversion from ppg to psi/ft.

Eq. (13.13) can be rewritten as follows if average formation density is

reported in lb/ft3:

Vertical stress5
ρ3TVD

144

•••
Example
The following data is provided from core analysis. Using this data, calculate vertical (over-
burden stress) at the zone of interest (8000’):

0�4000’-Zone 15 9% porosity, rock density5 21.5 ppg, fluid density5 8.35 ppg
4000’�6000’-Zone 25 12% porosity, rock density5 23.6 ppg, fluid density5 8.6 ppg
6000�8000-Zone 35 7.5% porosity, rock density5 22.4 ppg, fluid density5 8.4 ppg
Layer 1) ρavg 5 ρrockð12[Þ1 ρfluid[5 21:5ð12 9%Þ1 ð8:353 9%Þ5 20:32 ppg
Layer 2) ρavg 5 ρrockð12[Þ1 ρfluid[5 23:6ð12 12%Þ1 ð8:63 12%Þ5 21:8 ppg
Layer 3) ρavg 5 ρrockð12[Þ1 ρfluid[5 22:4ð12 7:5%Þ1 ð8:43 7:5%Þ5 21:35 ppg:
Now calculate the incremental vertical stress (overburden stress) for each layer:
Layer 1) σν 5 0:051953 ρavg 3H5 0:051953 20:323 40005 4222:5 psi
Layer 2) σν 5 0:051953 ρavg 3H5 0:051953 21:83 ð60002 4000Þ5 2265:0 psi
Layer 3) σν 5 0:051953 ρavg 3H5 0:051953 21:353 ð80002 6000Þ5 2218:3 psi:
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Total vertical stress at 8000’:

Total vertical stress5 4222:51 2265:01 2218:35 8706 psi:

Total vertical stress gradient at 8000’:

Vertical stress gradient5
8706
8000

5 1:09 psi=ft:

In the real world, it is very challenging to obtain rock density and

fluid density at various depths. Therefore, a density-logging tool can mea-

sure the density of the formation every half-foot. A density-logging tool

is typically not run all the way to the surface and is only run a few thou-

sand feet around the zone of interest. The vertical stress gradient is typi-

cally between 1 psi/ft to 1.1 psi/ft depending on the depth and porosity.

In a given formation, the higher the porosity and the shallower the depth,

the lower the vertical stress. In contrast, the lower the porosity and the

deeper the depth, the higher the vertical stress.

MINIMUM HORIZONTAL STRESS

Minimum horizontal stress is approximated as fracture closure pres-

sure. Units of stress and pressure are both psi. This is not a coincidence

because stress and pressure are fundamentally related. The primary difference

is that pressure acts in all directions equally, while stress only acts in the direc-

tion of the force. Since minimum horizontal stress is a direct result of over-

burden stress, Poisson’s ratio determines the amount of stress that can be

transmitted horizontally. Minimum horizontal stress or fracture closure pres-

sure can be obtained from either a diagnostic fracture injection test (DFIT)

or by using Eq. (13.14) (if rock properties are available):

Equation 13.14 Minimum horizontal stress

ν5Poisson’s ratio

σν5Vertical stress, psi
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α5Biot’s constant and dimensionless value

PP5Pore pressure, psi

PTectonic5Tectonic pressure, psi.

As can be seen in Eq. (13.14), Poisson’s ratio, vertical stress, Biot’s

constant, and pore pressure primarily affect minimum horizontal stress.

BIOT’S CONSTANT (POROELASTIC CONSTANT)

Biot’s constant, also known as poroelastic constant, measures how

effectively the fluid transmits pore pressure into rock grains. Biot’s con-

stant ranges between 0 and 1. In an ideal case where porosity does not

change as pore pressure and confining pressure change, Biot’s constant

can be calculated using Eq. (13.15).

Equation 13.15 Biot's constant

Cmatrix5Compressibility of the matrix

Cbulk5Compressibility of the matrix and pore space.

When porosity is high, rock formation (bulk) is very compressible

compared to the matrix of the rock. This will cause the ratio of Cmatrix/

Cbulk to approach zero resulting in Biot’s constant of 1. In contrast,

when porosity is low, Cmatrix/Cbulk approaches 1 resulting in Biot’s

constant of 0.

Biot’s Constant Estimation
If a value of porosity is known and there is no information on geomecha-

nical properties of the rock such as bulk modulus and Poisson’s ratio, a

rough estimate of Biot’s constant can be found using Eq. (13.16).

Equation 13.16 Biot's constant estimation

[5Porosity, fraction
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•••
Example
A formation has a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25, overburden pressure of 9000 psi, pore pressure gra-
dient of 0.67 psi/ft, true vertical depth (TVD) of 8500’, and porosity of 8.5%. Assuming tec-
tonic pressure of 400 psi, calculate closure pressure.
α5 0:641 0:8543[5 0:641 0:8543 8:5%ð Þ5 0:713

Pore pressure5 pore pressure gradient3 TVD5 0:673 85005 5695 psi

Closure pressure5σh;min 5
ν

12 ν
3 ðσν 2αPpÞ1αPp 1 PTectonic

5
0:25

12 0:25
3 ð90002 0:7133 5695Þ1 0:7133 56951 4005 6107 psi

:

MAXIMUM HORIZONTAL STRESS

Maximum horizontal stress is more challenging to calculate.

Maximum horizontal stress can be determined from the relationship pre-

sented by Haimson and Fairhurst (1967). They showed the relationship

between the magnitude of near-wellbore stress and the magnitude of hor-

izontal stress through breakdown pressure.

For penetrating fluid (slick water), Eq. (13.17) can be used to calculate

maximum horizontal stress.

Equation 13.17 Breakdown pressure for penetrating fluid

Pb5Breakdown pressure, psi

σmin 5Min horizontal stress, psi

α5Biot’s constant

PR5Reservoir pressure, psi

ν5Poisson’s ratio

T5Tensile stress.

For nonpenetrating fluid (gelled fluid), Eq. (13.18) can be used to cal-

culate maximum horizontal stress.

Equation 13.18 Breakdown pressure for nonpenetrating fluid
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Pb5Breakdown pressure, psi

σmin 5Min horizontal stress, psi

PR5Reservoir pressure, psi

T5Tensile stress.

•••
Example
Calculate vertical and minimum horizontal stresses given the following data and
Table 13.2.

Average overburden density5 160 lbs/ft3, Biot’s constant5 assume 1, Tectonic
stress5 200 psi

Vertical stress for each layer must be calculated first, as follows:

Overlaying shale vertical stressðpsiÞ5 ρ3 TVD
144

5
1603 7350

144
5 8167 psi

Sandstone vertical stressðpsiÞ5 1603 7400
144

5 8222 psi

Underlying shale vertical stressðpsiÞ5 1603 7450
144

5 8278 psi:

As can be seen from the calculated overburden pressures (above), as the TVD of the
rock layer increases the overburden pressure (vertical stress) increases as well.

The minimum horizontal stress of each rock layer is calculated, as follows:
Overlying shale layer:

Pore pressure5 0:643 73505 4704 psi

σh;min 5
0:28

12 0:28
3 ð81672 4704Þ1 47041 2005 6250 psi:

Sandstone layer:

Pore pressure5 0:643 74005 4736 psi

σh;min 5
0:22

12 0:22
3 ð82222 4736Þ1 47361 2005 5919 psi:

Table 13.2 True Vertical Depth (TVD), Poisson's Ratio, and Pore Pressure Gradient
Formation TVD (ft) Poisson’s Ratio Pore Pressure Gradient (psi/ft)

Overlaying shale 7350 0.28 0.64

Sandstone 7400 0.22 0.64

Underlying shale 7450 0.28 0.65
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Underlying shale layer:

Pore pressure5 0:653 74505 4843 psi

σh;min 5
0:28

12 0:28
3 ð82782 4843Þ1 48431 2005 6379 psi:

•••
Example
Calculate min and max horizontal stresses of a formation with the following properties:

v5 0.24, Vertical stress gradient5 1.1 psi/ft, TVD5 11,500’, Pore pressure gra-
dient5 0.65 psi/ft, Tensile stress5 250 psi, Breakdown pressure5 10,500 psi, Biot’s con-
stant of 1, Assume slick water fluid

Overburden stress5 vertical stress gradient3 TVD5 1:13 11; 5005 12; 650 psi

Pore pressure5 pore pressure gradient3 TVD5 0:653 11; 5005 7475 psi

σh;min 5
0:24

12 0:24
3 ð126502 7475Þ1 74751 2505 9359 psi

Pb 5
33 ðσmin 2 PRÞ2 ðσmax 2 PRÞ1 T

22α 12 2ν
12 ν

� �� � 1 PR 5

105005
33 ð93592 7475Þ2 ðσmax 2 7475Þ1 250

22 12 2ð0:24Þ
12 0:24

� � 1 7475

σmax 5 9398 psi:

VARIOUS STRESS STATES

There are three different types of geologic environments that can

be determined from min, max, and vertical stress magnitudes. These three

fault environments are as follows:

1. Normal fault environment:

SV$ SH ;max$ Sh;min

2. Strike slip (shear) environment:

SH ;max $ SV$ Sh;min
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3. Reverse (thrust) fault environment:

SH ;max $ Sh;min $ SV:

FRACTURE ORIENTATION

Fracture is always created and propagated (grows) perpendicular to

the least principal stress (minimum horizontal stress). Fracture orientation

is influenced by various factors such as overburden pressure, pore pressure,

tectonic forces, Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus, fracture toughness, and

rock compressibility. It is extremely important to understand the principal

stresses acting on the rock in the formation of interest for a successful frac

job. Engineers, petrophysicists, geologists, and geoscientists are in charge

of understanding and calculating the principal stresses. There are two

types of fractures that can be achieved via hydraulic fracturing. The first is

referred to as a longitudinal fracture, which is essentially one big fracture,

and the second is called transverse fractures, which are combination of long,

narrow fractures.

TRANSVERSE FRACTURES

In almost all of the unconventional shale plays across the country,

the goal is to create transverse fractures due to the stress directions, mag-

nitudes, production, and economic feasibility. To create transverse frac-

tures, the well needs to be drilled (placed) parallel to the minimum

horizontal stress or perpendicular to the maximum horizontal stress. This

means the fractures will propagate (grow) perpendicular to the minimum

horizontal stress. Stress directions can be typically obtained from a fracture

microseismic, formation microimager (FMI) log, or in the worst-case sce-

nario a world stress map, which is free and widely available. The world

stress map is a very useful tool that engineers and geologists use to under-

stand various in situ stresses. A world stress map is used to understand the

direction of maximum horizontal stress in a particular region of interest.

Therefore, after finding the region of interest where fracing needs to take

place, the wells must be drilled perpendicular to the stress direction on

the world stress map to create transverse fractures (perpendicular to
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maximum horizontal stress). For example, when looking at development

maps in the Marcellus and Utica/Point Pleasant shale plays, almost all of

the wells are drilled NW�SE because from the world stress map, the

maximum horizontal stress is facing NE�SW in these areas. Therefore,

to create transverse fractures, the wells must be drilled perpendicular to

the NE�SW direction.

LONGITUDINAL FRACTURES

To create a longitudinal fracture, the well needs to be drilled parallel

to the maximum horizontal stress or perpendicular to the minimum hori-

zontal stress. This means the fractures will propagate parallel to the mini-

mum horizontal stress and perpendicular to the maximum horizontal

stress, which is exactly the opposite of transverse fractures. Longitudinal

fractures are typically created at shallower depths. Fractures created in

Bakken, Eagle Ford, Marcellus, Utica, and Barnett Shales, along with in

many other shale plays, are confirmed to be transverse fractures from frac

microseismic data (Figs. 13.3 and 13.4).

Figure 13.3 Wells drilled perpendicular to max horizontal stress.
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•••
Example
A horizontal well is going to be drilled and hydraulically fractured. The vertical overbur-
den stress gradient is calculated to be 1 psi/ft. One of the principal horizontal stresses
has a gradient of 0.7 psi/ft in the direction of N45�E while the other one has a gradient
of 0.85 psi/ft in the direction of N45�W. If the goal is to achieve transverse fractures,
sketch the direction of the horizontal well and transverse fractures.

Vertical stress

Maximum horizontal
stress

Longitudinal
fracture

Transverse
fracture

Minimum horizontal
stress

Figure 13.4 Longitudinal versus transverse fractures.

Well location and minimum
horiontal stress

Transverse
fractures

0.85
psi/ft

0.7
psi/ft

Figure 13.5 Well location and transverse fractures.
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The minimum horizontal stress gradient in the direction of N45�E is

0.7 and 0.85 psi/ft is the maximum horizontal stress in the direction of

N45�W. To create transverse fractures, the well must be drilled perpen-

dicular to the maximum horizontal stress direction, which means the well

must be drilled perpendicular to N45�W as shown in Fig. 13.5.

Hydraulic fractures (transverse fractures) on the other hand will grow per-

pendicular to the minimum horizontal stress.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Diagnostic Fracture Injection Test

INTRODUCTION

Diagnostic fracture injection test (DFIT) has become very popular in

unconventional shale reservoirs. DFIT is the most commonly used tech-

nique in unconventional shale reservoirs to determine various completions

and reservoir properties for optimum fracture design. The idea is to create

a small fracture by pumping 10�100 BBLs of water at 2�10 bpm and

monitor pressure falloff for a specific period of time. DFIT is typically per-

formed a few weeks before the start of a frac job depending on formation

permeability. The time of shut-in after pumping the DFIT will be depen-

dent upon the formation permeability and the pump time, which in turn

translates into the time it takes to reach pseudoradial flow. After pumping

the DFIT test, enough monitoring time should be allowed to reach

pseudoradial flow to determine various reservoir properties. Some of the

completions properties that can be obtained from DFIT are instantaneous

shut-in pressure (ISIP), fracture gradient, net extension pressure, fluid leak-

off mechanism, time to closure, closure pressure (minimum horizontal

stress), approximation of maximum horizontal stress, anisotropy, fluid

efficiency, effective permeability, transmissibility, and pore pressure. It is

strongly recommended not to use any volume in excess of 50 BBLs in

nanodarcy permeability formations as it might delay the time it takes to

reach pseudoradial flow. If permeability is higher, more fluid as high as

100 BBLs can be pumped and still reach pseudoradial flow just in time.

The main purpose is to contact the whole net pay to get accurate comple-

tions and reservoir properties. The following guideline is an estimation of

the shut-in time (post-DFIT shut-in) needed to reach pseudoradial flow

and accurately calculate reservoir properties.

1 day if k. 0.1 md

1 week if k. 0.01 md

2 weeks if k. 0.001 md

1 month if k. 0.0001 md
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Most wells in unconventional reservoirs are shut-in anywhere between

2 weeks and 1 month in order to reach pseudoradial flow.

TYPICAL DFIT PROCEDURE

The following procedure is typically used when performing a DFIT:

• DFIT can be performed through perforations (toe stage) or toe initia-

tion tools.

• If DFIT is performed through perforations, run in the hole (RIH)

with TCP (tubing conveyed perforations) guns and perforate the toe

stage using 6�10 shots.

• If DFIT is performed through the toe initiation tool, no perforation

will be needed.

• Fresh or Potassium Chloride (KCl) water can be used depending on the

percentage of clay in the formation. KCl water must be used if the forma-

tion is prone to swelling.

• Install the surface self-powered intelligent data retriever (SPIDR)

gauge (or any other types of high-resolution gauges) to get accurate

pressure measurement (1 psi resolution gauge). If enough money is

available in the budget, a bottom-hole pressure gauge is recommended

instead for more accurate pressure recording.

• Load the hole with fresh or KCl water.

• Once the hole (casing) is filled, continue pumping at the designed rate

until formation breakdown occurs.

• After formation breakdown, continue pumping at 2�10 bpm until the

desired DFIT volume is achieved (should not exceed 100 BBLs

depending on the permeability).

• It is very important to continuously pump at a constant rate after

breakdown because DFIT calculation assumes continuous rate.

DFIT DATA RECORDING AND REPORTING

Record the following data from DFIT:

• type and specific gravity of fluid that was pumped

• pump rate (bpm) during breakdown and while pumping the designed

volume
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• ISIP

• formation breakdown pressure

• start and end time

• total pump time

• volume pumped after the breakdown

• any unexpected events, i.e., shutdowns and how the test was restarted,

casing and/or surface equipment leaks, pressure spikes while pumping,

initial DFIT gauge pressure and time reading, etc.

Fig. 14.1 illustrates a typical fracture injection test that is divided into

two sections. The first section is fracture dominated and the second sec-

tion is reservoir dominated. From the fracture-dominated section, com-

pletions properties can be determined, and from the reservoir-dominated

section, essential reservoir properties can be obtained.

BEFORE-CLOSURE ANALYSIS

The first analysis in DFIT is called before-closure analysis (BCA),

which means the analysis is performed right until closure occurs. The

three main plots used for BCA are:

1. Square root plot: plot BHP (y-axis) versus square root of time (x-axis)

Figure 14.1 Typical fracture injection test.
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2. Log�log plot: plot log (BH ISIP2BHP) versus log of time

3. BHP versus G-function time

Please note that bottom-hole pressure is typically calculated from sur-

face pressure when a surface pressure gauge is used during DFIT. Time is

defined as the time since ISIP. The main idea is to use different types of

diagnostic plots since one type of plot may not be suited for every forma-

tion. For example, the G-function plot maybe the best for one particular

formation and the square root time plot may be the best for another. All

plots must be used in conjunction with one another for better estimation

of properties. Derivatives in DFIT analysis are used as an aid in the

straight line segment of the decline curve.

• First derivative:

• yields the slope of the curve,

• a constant slope yields a straight line,

• yields local minima and maxima.

• Second derivative:

• yields the curvature of the decline curve.

Square Root Plot
A square root plot is commonly used to determine the closure pressure.

When the square root of time (x-axis) versus the bottom-hole pressure

(y-axis) is plotted, the linear portion of the plot will lie along a straight

line going through the origin. The point at which deviation from the

straight line occurs on the superposition plot (second derivative) is

referred to as closure pressure. Every square root plot will have three

main curves: pressure curve, first derivative, and second derivative (also

referred to as superposition). Deviation from the straight line on the pres-

sure curve is used to define minimum closure pressure. In addition, devia-

tion from the smart line going through the origin on the second

derivative curve is referred to as fracture closure. In Fig. 14.2, the blue

curve (dark gray curve in print version) is the pressure curve, the green

curve (light gray curve in print version) is the first derivative curve, and

the red curve (gray curve in print version) is the second derivative (super-

position curve).

To identify fracture closure, a linear extrapolated line from the origin

is drawn on the second derivative curve (black line). Fracture closure can

be approximated when the second derivative curve deviates from the lin-

ear line. After identifying fracture closure on the second derivative curve,
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draw a vertical line from the fracture closure point until the pressure

curve is intersected as shown in red (gray in print version). After intersect-

ing the pressure curve, closure pressure can be read on the y-axis.

In Fig. 14.3 the deviation from the linear extrapolated line going

through the origin on the second derivative is referred to as closure pres-

sure, which is around 6845 psi in this example. In addition, closure time

is also around 463 minutes.

Log�Log Plot (Log (BH ISIP-BHP) Versus Log (Time))
A log�log plot is derived from a square root plot. This plot should be

sufficient to identify closure and various flow regimes before and after

closure. Various flow regimes on the second derivative of the log�log

plot can be determined:

Before-closure analysis:

Half-slope line (1/2 slope)5Corresponds to linear flow regime

Quarter-slope line (1/4 slope)5Corresponds to bilinear flow

regime

After-closure analysis:

Negative half-slope line (21/2)5Corresponds to linear flow

Negative three-fourth (23/4)5Corresponds to bilinear flow

Negative unit slope (21)5Corresponds to pseudoradial flow

Figure 14.2 BHP versus square root of time.
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Figure 14.3 Square root of time example.



The log�log plot shows a positive 1/2 slope on the second derivative

curve before closure. In some rare instances, it shows a positive 1/4 slope

on the second derivative before closure. Closure occurs by the change in

slope from positive to negative on the second derivative curve.

Pseudolinear flow is indicated when the second derivative curve shows a

negative 1/2 slope in conjunction with a negative 1.5 slope on the first

derivative curve. Pseudoradial flow is indicated when the second deriva-

tive curve displays a negative unit slope in conjunction with a negative 2

slope on the first derivative curve (Barree et al., 2007).

y5mx1 b

BHP5mð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
time

p
Þ1 ISIP-BHP2 ISIP5mð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
time

p
Þ

ΔP5m3 time1=2-logΔP5 log m3 time1=2
� �

logðΔPÞ5 1

2
logðtimeÞ1 logðmÞ

In the log�log plot example shown in Fig. 14.4, the blue curve (dark

gray curve in print version) represents delta pressure, the green curve (light

gray curve in print version) represents the first derivative, and the red curve

(gray curve in print version) represents the second derivative. As can be

seen on the second derivative, the slope of the curve changes from being

positive to negative. The slope of the open fracture line on the second

derivative is 1/2. Any derivation from this 1/2 slope line means the fracture

would have changed or in this case closed. This represents closure occur-

rence and that point can be picked as the fracture closure pressure.

Negative 1 slope (unit slope) on the second derivative is also an indication

of pseudoradial flow. When pseudoradial flow is reached, more
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confidence is obtained when calculating various reservoirs properties,

especially pore pressure.

Fig. 14.5 is another log�log plot example where the deviation from

positive 1/2 slope line to negative on the second derivative can be used to

determine closure pressure. Closure pressure is identified to be 16,627 psi.

In addition, the beginning and the end of linear flow (after closure) can

be determined from negative 1/2 slope line. This well appears to have

reached pseudoradial flow but more time will be needed to monitor the

pressure falloff to have confidence with the scattered data during pseudor-

adial flow, which can be identified by the 21 slope line as shown on the

plot. Note that in the log�log plot, derivative slopes before closure are

always positive, but after closure slopes are negative. Unit slope indicates

storage before closure but 21 slope indicates pseudoradial flow after

closure (Barree et al., 2007).

Fig. 14.6 is another log�log plot example where closure is reached by

observing the deviation from the positive 1/2 slope to negative on the sec-

ond derivative (9250 psi5 closure pressure), but due to other operational

and data recording issues, pseudoradial flow cannot be observed from this

example. The results from this DFIT must not be used to perform any

types of after-closure analyses. Data recording and monitoring is the key

to a successful DFIT interpretation.

Figure 14.4 Log�log plot.
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Figure 14.5 Log�log plot example.



Figure 14.6 Log�log plot example 2.



G-function Analysis
G-function is a variable related to time. G-function (x-axis) versus BHP

(y-axis) can be plotted to determine various fracture and formation prop-

erties such as fracture closure, fluid efficiency, effective permeability, and

leak-off mechanism. G-function assumes constant fracture height, con-

stant pump rate, and stoppage of fracture propagation when pumping

stops. Eq. (14.1) can be used to approximate G-function time:

Equation 14.1 G-function time.

t5 Shut-in time, minutes

tp5Total pump time, minutes

A β value of 1.0 refers to tight formations with low fluid leak-off,

while a β value of 0.5 refers to high-permeability formations with high

leak-off.

It is important to note that the G-function at shut-in (ISIP) is zero.

For example, if total pump time is 5 minutes (tp5 5 min), t at ISIP will

be equal to 5 as well. Therefore, G-function at ISIP is equal to zero.

G-function time starts at ISIP. The following steps can be used to find

closure pressure on the G-function time:

1. Look for local maximum on the first derivative.

2. Look for deviation from the straight line on the pressure curve.

3. Look for deviation from the straight line going through the origin on

the second derivative curve.

4. Closure occurs where the second derivative curve deviates from the

straight line.

Fluid Leak-off Regimes on G-function Plot
There are four unique leak-off regimes that can be noted from the

G-function plot. The first type of leak-off on a G-function plot is

referred to as “normal leak-off,” which refers to the occurrence of
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leak-off through a homogeneous rock matrix (not the typical signature for

unconventional reservoirs). Other leak-off types on a G-function plot are

pressure-dependent leak-off (PDL), height recession leak-off (transverse

storage), and fracture tip extension, which are discussed in detail below.

Pressure-Dependent Leak-Off
Pressure-dependent leak-off (PDL) typically occurs in hard naturally frac-

tured rocks. PDL can indicate complexity during hydraulic fracturing

since the rock is naturally fractured. There is a pressure that, when

exceeded, will control the opening in natural fractures. Once this pressure

is exceeded, the surface area to leak-off will also increase. Since this pres-

sure is driving the leak-off process, it is referred to as PDL. PDL is the

most common type of leak-off regime in unconventional shale reservoirs

due to the existing natural fractures.

PDL can be easily identified on the G-function plot. The easiest way to

identify PDL is when the second derivative curve shows a concave down

feature above the extrapolated line going through the origin as shown in

Fig. 14.7. In the G-function plot below, blue (dark gray in print version)

represents the pressure curve, green (light gray in print version) represents the

first derivative, and red (gray in print version) represents the second deriva-

tive. When a straight line (black) going through the origin is plotted on the

second derivative, there is a concave down feature (hump) above the extrap-

olated line. This represents the existence of natural fractures, which will

result in a complex fracture system and indicates that fluid leaks off faster

Figure 14.7 Pressure-dependent leak-off.
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than expected for a normal bi-wing fracture. As soon as the second deriva-

tive curve gets back on the normal linear trend on the extrapolated line, that

point is referred to as PDL pressure. This pressure can also be used as an

approximation to maximum horizontal stress if and only if natural fractures

are believed to be perpendicular to the created hydraulic fractures. Once this

point is identified, a vertical line can be drawn from that point to where the

pressure curve is intersected. After the intersection of the vertical line with

the pressure curve is identified, PDL pressure or maximum horizontal stress

can be read on the y-axis as shown in Fig. 14.7.

The next phenomenon that happens on the G-function plot is clo-

sure. Fracture closure occurs when the second derivative deviates from

the straight line going through the origin. Once that point is identified

on the G-function plot, draw a vertical line until the pressure curve is

intersected. After the intersection of the pressure curve with the vertical

line (as shown in red (gray in print version)) is identified, closure pressure

can be read on the y-axis. Closure pressure is regarded as the minimum

horizontal stress. To summarize this section, PDL pressure represents

maximum horizontal stress (if natural fractures are perpendicular to

hydraulic fractures) and closure pressure represents minimum horizontal

stress. Anisotropy can be calculated using Eq. (14.2).

Equation 14.2 Anisotropy.

When the difference between maximum and minimum horizontal

stresses is small (e.g., 200 psi), the created fractures are expected to be com-

plex. In contrast, when the difference is large, the created fractures are

expected to be bi-wing. PDL describes the fluid leak-off into fissures that

open at a higher pressure than the fracture closure pressure. As a general rule

of thumb, when the difference between PDL and closure pressures is less than

5% of the closure, it is an indication that fracture complexity will be created.

Fig. 14.8 shows an example of a G-function plot with a PDL signature.

This signature is illustrated by the concave downward feature above

the extrapolated line going through the origin on the second deriva-

tive curve. Closure pressure can be determined when the second derivative

deviates from the linear extrapolated line going through the origin. The

closure pressure is around 6845 psi (G-function closure time5 29.4).

Dealing With PDL PDL is very common in naturally fractured for-

mations, especially in unconventional shale reservoirs. Consider pumping
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Figure 14.8 G-function plot with PDL signature example.



a smaller sand size and concentration (100 mesh and 40/70) and longer

frac stages. Pumping smaller sand size, such as 100 mesh, bridges natural

fissures and reduces the chance of screening out. This will increase the

fluid efficiency by preventing high fluid leak-off through natural fractures.

Height Recession Leak-Off
The second leak-off regime that can be noted from the G-function plot

is height recession. Height recession occurs when the fracture height is

decreasing during closure because of contact with an impermeable zone.

When these conditions are met, some strange behavior can happen within

the fracture. As the fracture closes, the upper and lower zones close more

quickly because of the higher stress. However, because permeability is so

low in the zones above and below, the fluid is pushed into the main sec-

tion of the fracture instead of leaking off into the formation. This reduces

the apparent leak-off rate in the fracture and, therefore, reduces the leak-

off rate from the wellbore into the fracture. In essence, fluid leaks off

slower than expected for a normal bi-wing fracture. The resultant fracture

may be very narrow and tall (Fig. 14.9).

Identifying Height Recession Leak-Off The second derivative curve

on the G-function plot has a concave upward shape below the trend line

going through the origin. This concave upward feature below the extrap-

olated line going through the origin is an indication of height recession.

Dealing With Height Recession Leak-Off If height recession hap-

pens, consider reducing rate and proppant amount. Also, lowering sand

Figure 14.9 Height recession behavior.
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concentration to bridge off impermeable zones can tremendously help

when dealing with height recession.

In Fig. 14.10, blue (dark gray in print version) is the pressure curve,

green (light gray in print version) is the first derivative, and red (gray in

print version) is the second derivative. The concave upward feature on

the second derivative below the extrapolated line going through the ori-

gin represents height recession.

Fig. 14.11 shows another example of a G-function plot with a height

recession signature. This feature can be determined from the concave

upward feature below the trend line going through the origin on the sec-

ond derivative curve. The closure pressure from this example is around

16,743 psi (G-function time5 18.4).

Tip Extension
Fracture-tip extension is a phenomenon that occurs in very low-

permeability reservoirs in which a fracture continues to propagate even

after injection has been stopped with the well shut-in. The energy that is

typically released through leak-off is actually transferred to the tip of the

fractures resulting in fracture-tip extension.

Figure 14.10 Height recession leak-off.
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Figure 14.11 G-function plot with height recession signature example.



Identifying and Dealing With Tip Extension Leak-Off When

fracture-tip extension exists, the extended straight line on the second

derivative curve does not pass through the origin. In addition, no sus-

tained negative slope on the second derivative curve can be seen. Since

no negative slope on the second derivative can be realized, fracture clo-

sure behavior is not seen when encountering tip extension. The best way

to deal with tip extension behavior leak-off is to increase pad volume to

assist in creating longer frac lengths.

Fig. 14.12 illustrates a tip extension leak-off behavior. Blue (dark gray

curve in print version) is the pressure curve, green (light gray curve in

print version) is the first derivative, and red (gray in print version) is the

second derivative. As can be seen on the second derivative curve, no sus-

tained negative slope or fracture closure can be seen from this behavior.

Effective Permeability Estimation From G-Function Plot
G-function plot is a powerful tool that can be used to obtain various

Figure 14.12 Tip extension leak-off.
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fracture and formation properties. In addition to calculating closure

pressure and identifying various leak-off regimes, effective permeabil-

ity can be calculated from the G-function plot using Eq. (14.3).

Equation 14.3 Effective permeability using G-function plot (Barree et al., 2007).

k5Effective permeability to reservoir fluid, md

μ5Viscosity of injected fluid used during DFIT, cp

Pz5Net extension pressure or process zone stress, BHISIP�Pc
[5Porosity, fraction

Ct5Total compressibility, 1/psi

Gc5Closure G-function time

E5Young’s modulus, MMpsi

rp5 Storage correction factor

For normal and PDL, assume rp of 1

For height recession and tip extension, assume rp, 1

In addition to the effective permeability calculation, fluid efficiency

can also be calculated using the G-function time at fracture closure using

Eq. (14.4).

Equation 14.4 Fluid efficiency using G-function time.

Gc5G-function time at fracture closure

•••
Example
Estimate the effective permeability and fluid efficiency from the following parameters
obtained from a G-function plot:

Injected fluid viscosity (μ)5 1 cp, BH ISIP5 7748 psi, Pc5 6338 psi, Ct5 0.0000234 1/
psi, Gc5 29.012, E5 3.5 MMpsi, rp5 1 (since PDL exists), Porosity5 10%

Pz 5 BH ISIP2 Pc 5 77482 63385 1410 psi
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k5
0:0086μ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:01Pz

p

[Ct
GcErp
0:038

� �1:96 5
0:00863 13

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:013 1410

p

0:13 0:00002343 29:0123 3:53 1
0:038

� �1:96 5 0:00265 md

Fluid efficiency5
29:012

29:0121 2
5 0:9355 or 93:55%

A high fluid efficiency of B94% and a permeability of 0.00265 md indicate high fluid
efficiency and low fluid leak-off.

What would the permeability and fluid efficiency have been if the G-function time at
fracture closure was 0.554 instead of 29.012?

Replacing the G-function time of 0.554 with 29.012 in the same equation, and keep-
ing all of the other parameters the same, the effective permeability can be solved as
follows:

k5
0:00863 13

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:013 1410

p

0:13 0:0000234 0:5543 3:53 1
0:038

� �1:96 5 6:2 md

Fluid efficiency5
0:554

0:5541 2
5 0:2169 or 21:69%

If G-function time was 0.554, the formation would have a lower fluid efficiency and
higher effective permeability, which is an indication of high fluid leak-off.

AFTER-CLOSURE ANALYSIS (ACA)

ACA refers to various methods used to determine reservoir proper-

ties after closure has occurred. The first step in ACA is determining vari-

ous flow regimes from DFIT analysis. This can be performed using a

log�log plot and determining pseudolinear and pseudoradial flows from

the log�log plot. Once pseudolinear and pseudoradial flow regimes are

identified on the log�log plot, pore pressure, transmissibility, and perme-

ability can then be estimated using various techniques that will be dis-

cussed. On certain occasions, if sufficient time is not allowed after DFIT,

only pseudolinear flow can be reached and pseudoradial flow will not be

reached. In those instances, reservoir pore pressure can be estimated from

pseudolinear flow, but this pressure (obtained from pseudolinear flow) is

optimistic. Pseudoradial flow occurs after pseudolinear flow. Once this
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flow regime is reached, pore pressure can be determined using a Horner

plot or other available pressure transient methods.

Horner Plot (One Method of ACA)
Horner analysis uses the log of Horner time on the x-axis versus bottom-

hole pressure on the y-axis to calculate pore pressure and reservoir perme-

ability. Note that the y-axis is plotted on the Cartesian axis and logarithmic

scale is applied to the x-axis. Horner time is defined in Eq. (14.5).

Equation 14.5 Horner time.

tp5 Fracture propagation time, minutes

Δt5Elapsed shut-in time, minutes

As shut-in time increases, Horner time decreases. As shut-in time

approaches infinity, Horner time approaches 1. A straight line extrapola-

tion to the y-intercept (at Horner time of approximately 1) yields reser-

voir pressure (pore pressure). One of the biggest limitations with a

Horner plot is that pseudoradial flow must be reached or Horner analysis

is not recommended to be used. Once pseudoradial flow is identified, the

slope of the straight extrapolated line is referred to as mH. The point at

which the extrapolated line reaches the y-intercept (as shown below) is

pore pressure. The slope of the Horner plot (mH) can be used to estimate

reservoir transmissibility (kh/μ) and subsequently reservoir permeability

using Eq. (14.6).

Equation 14.6 Reservoir transmissibility.

kh/μ5Reservoir transmissibility, md.ft/cp

k5Reservoir permeability, md

h5Net pay height, ft

μ5 Far-field fluid viscosity (not injected fluid viscosity), cp

mH5 Slope of the Horner plot, psi

q5Average injected fluid rate, bpm
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By assuming a far-field fluid viscosity and net pay height in Eq. (14.6),

reservoir effective permeability can be calculated (Fig. 14.13).

•••
Example
Calculate the reservoir transmissibility and reservoir permeability given the following
Horner plot and data. Also, estimate the reservoir pressure and reservoir pressure gradi-
ent assuming a true vertical depth (TVD) of 8250’.

Avg pump rate5 7 bpm, h5 1000 , far-field fluid viscosity (μ)5 0.0452 cp,
mH5 568,564

From Fig. 14.14, Horner slope is 568,564 (mH), therefore,

Transmissibility5
kh
μ

5
162:6ð1440Þq

mH
5

162:63 14403 7
568; 564

5 2:88 md:
ft
cp

Effective permeability5 k5
2:883 0:0452

100
5 0:0013 md

The extrapolation of the pseudoradial flow line (straight line) to the y-intercept yields
reservoir pressure of roughly 4600 psi in this example. Therefore, the reservoir pressure
gradient is 4600 psi divided by 82500 which yields 0.56 psi/ft.

Figure 14.13 Horner analysis.
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Linear Flow-Time Function Versus Bottom-Hole Pressure
(Another Method of ACA)
In addition to Horner analysis, reservoir pressure can be determined from

the linear flow-time function (x-axis) versus BHP (y-axis). Linear flow-

time function is described in Eq. (14.7).

Equation 14.7 Linear flow-time function.

tc5Time to closure, minutes

t5Total pump time, minutes

A straight line extrapolation from the linear flow yields an estimated

pore pressure from the linear flow-time function plot. In other words,

once after-closure pseudolinear flow is observed during shut-in, the inter-

cept of the extrapolated straight line through the pseudolinear flow data

provides an estimate of the pore pressure. Reservoir pore pressure extrap-

olation is valid and no direct information of transmissibility can be

obtained from this analysis. If pseudoradial flow is not obtained from

Figure 14.14 Horner analysis example.
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DFIT analysis, this plot can be used to estimate the reservoir pressure

(Fig. 14.15).

Radial Flow-Time Function Versus BHP
(Another Method of ACA)
Radial flow-time function can also be used to calculate reservoir pressure

along with transmissibility when true pseudoradial flow is identified.

Radial flow-time function is defined in Eq. (14.8).

Equation 14.8 Radial flow-time function.

tc5Time to closure, minutes

t5Total pump time, minutes

In addition to reservoir pressure, when the pseudoradial flow period

is properly identified, far-field transmissibility can also be calculated by

knowing the slope of the extrapolated line, time to fracture closure, and

total volume injected during the test. Transmissibility using a radial

flow-time function plot can be obtained using Eq. (14.9) (Fig. 14.16).

Figure 14.15 Linear flow-time function plot (ACA).
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Equation 14.9 Transmissibility using radial flow-time function.

Vi5 Injected fluid during the test, BBLs

mR5Derived slope, 1/psi

tc5Time to closure, minutes

h5Net pay, ft

μ5 Far-field fluid viscosity, cp

Figure 14.16 Radial flow-time function plot.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Numerical Simulation of
Hydraulic Fracturing Propagation

INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic fracturing has been accepted as a technique with a variety

of applications. These applications include measurement of in situ stress

(Hayashi and Haimson, 1991), underground storage of hazardous materi-

als (Levasseur et al., 2010), heat production from geothermal reservoirs

(Legarth et al., 2005), and barrier walls to prevent containment from

transportation (Murdoch, 2002). Currently, one of the most important

applications of hydraulic fracturing is to improve the recovery of uncon-

ventional hydrocarbon reservoirs. Hydraulic fracturing is a coupled pro-

cess including (1) the deformation of the solid medium, where the

fracture width is dependent on the fluid pressure in a global manner and

it has the property of non-locality; (2) the fluid flow within the fracture,

which is a nonlinear function of fluid pressure and fracture width. These

two fundamental properties produce notorious difficulty when investigat-

ing hydraulic fracturing.

The conventional methods for the numerical simulation of hydraulic

fracturing are the boundary element and finite element methods. The dis-

continuous displacement (DD) method, which is a variant of the bound-

ary element method, has been greatly used for this purpose. However, it

is found to be difficult in the event of complex structures. Compared to

the boundary element method, the finite element method has greater

flexibility but requires extensive computational power. Recently,

advanced techniques such as condensation technique and parallel comput-

ing approaches are used to overcome the limitation of well-developed

numerical schemes of fracture propagation models (Bao et al., 2014,

2015, 2016).

While significant effort has been put toward the simulation of fracture

propagation and fluid flow during injection (Mobbs and Hammond, 2001;

Yamamoto et al., 1999; Phani et al., 2004), fracture geometry after
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flowback has been merely studied. Fracture geometry after flowback is a

function of proppant distribution and closure stress, which is significantly

different than fracture geometry after injection stops. Proppant transport

and distribution in hydraulic fracture is a nonlinear function of injection

rate, proppant size, density, and frac fluid properties, i.e., viscosity and den-

sity. Therefore, for hydraulic fracturing optimization, a fully coupled

numerical simulation coupling governing equations describing fracture

opening, fluid flow and leak-off, and solid transport is required. This

numerical simulation should also handle different proppant size and density

injection with different pumping schedules in order to increase the effi-

ciency of hydraulic fracture stimulation and enhance oil and gas recovery.

STRATIGRAPHIC AND GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE
MODELING

Field stratigraphic and geological structure modeling is necessary to

obtain a robust and consistent geometry and petrophysical properties of

the formations under study. Three-dimensional (3D) geological models

can also be used to provide knowledge of distributions of rock mechanical

properties and in situ stress, including maximum horizontal stress, mini-

mum horizontal stress, vertical stress, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio,

and tensile strength. Detailed knowledge of distribution of petrophysical

properties is critical to locate the initiation of hydraulic fractures and to

evaluate the evolution of fracture-geometry configuration. A number of

different commercial software packages are available that provide macro-

models for imaging purposes or detailed petrophysical models for reser-

voir simulation purposes (Aziz and Settari, 1979). They can also be used

for stratigraphic studies where the presence of meanders, channels, faults,

and discontinuities is important (Mallet, 2002). Conventionally there are

two different approaches that have been taken for building geological

models and populating the data, namely, statistical approaches including

different forms of kriging (Xu et al., 1992) and deterministic geometries

obtained from seismic or ground-penetrating radar (GPR) data.

Stochastic or deterministic interpolations need to be compared with con-

trol horizon geometries obtained from measurements of petrophysical

properties using drilling data and well logs, such as spontaneous potential,

gamma ray, resistivity, density, and sonic velocity logs. Sufficient well logs
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and drilling data are necessary to obtain well-defined control horizons

providing the required level of accuracy in 3D geological modeling.

However, these studies are relatively expensive and provide limited data if

abundant wells are not available.

Conventional methods of data analysis obtained from well logs and

seismic are knowledge-driven and ignore underlying physical relationships

between correlated petrophysical parameters. Recently, advanced techni-

ques such as decision trees (DTs), support vector machines (SVMs), data

mining, and artificial neural network (ANNs) have been used for the

identification of sedimentary facies and lithology variation using limited

log and core data. However, the applications of these techniques also

need special attention since they might not consider important geological

phenomena embedded in geological formations. Therefore, a combina-

tion of advanced mathematical and knowledge-driven techniques is

required to obtain sound geological models.

DEVELOPMENT OF HYDRAULIC FRACTURING
SIMULATORS

Multistage hydraulic fracturing of horizontal wells enabled the oil

and gas industry to economically enhance production from unconven-

tional resources, especially organic-rich shale reservoirs. The process

involved the creation of multiple fractures in any single stage of hydraulic

fracturing by injecting significant amounts of fracturing fluid and prop-

pant at high pressures. This process is expected to generate highly con-

ductive flow paths for oil and gas to flow from the reservoir to the

production well. After reaching the predesigned fracture length, the injec-

tion will stop and fracturing fluid will be produced during the flowback

process. However, injected proppants will remain in the fracture to pre-

vent fracture closure due to overburden pressure. There have been exten-

sive studies on hydraulic fracturing optimization to generate maximum

oil and gas production from unconventional resources. These studies

mainly focus on the impact of different reservoir and operational para-

meters on the efficiency of hydraulic fracturing, multiple hydraulic frac-

turing interactions, and hydraulic and natural fracture interactions (Ozkan

et al., 2009; Olson and Dahi 2009; Cheng, 2012). They showed that the

change in local stresses due to earlier hydraulic fracturing stages or
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preexisting natural fractures can significantly impact the dimensions and

orientation of subsequent fractures.

Numerical schemes used to model the hydraulic fracture propagation

and optimization are mostly based on the theory of linear elastic fracture

mechanics (LEFM), which was developed in the 1920s and introduced

fundamental equations governing the process of hydraulic fracturing. The

major assumption of LEFM is an isotropic and linear elastic formation.

This neglects deformation at the fracture tip or it assumes the deforma-

tion at the fracture tip is negligible as compared to the fracture dimen-

sions. This assumption is not valid for fracture tip behavior in soft

formations with significant plastic deformation. In this case, the crack-tip

plasticity (CTP) method might be more applicable. As the plastic proper-

ties of the formation increase, hydraulic fracturing and fracture propaga-

tion in the formation becomes difficult to perform since most of the

energy that otherwise would be used for fracture propagation will be

absorbed by the formation. Even though the CTP technique is more

promising for modeling fracture-tip behavior, it has not been used due to

its complexity. Modifications have been applied to the theory of LEFM

to capture some nonlinear fracture-tip behaviors.

In modeling fracture propagation using LEFM, the stress field near the

fracture tip will be calculated and compared with fracture toughness,

which is the formation property that needs to be obtained through exper-

imental studies. When the stress field exceeds fracture toughness, the frac-

ture propagates inside the material. In addition to fracture toughness, one

also needs to have a good understanding of variables such as normal and

shear stresses, strain, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, tensile strength,

and yield strength to understand the basics of the theory of elasticity.

Stress “σ} is defined as force or load per area and can be shown using

Eq. (15.1):

Equation 15.1 Stress

F is the force applied to the cross-section area A. The dimension of

stress is the same as pressure and can be measured in pascals (newtons per

square meter) in SI units or psi (pound per square inch) in field units.

The component of stress applied perpendicular to the surface area is

called normal stress, usually shown by σ, and the component of stress
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parallel to the surface area is called shear stress, or τ. Three-dimensional

space stress encompasses nine components that can be shown using a

33 3 matrix as follows:

σxx τxy τxz
τyx σyy τyz
τzx τzy σzz

2
4

3
5

By studying the behavior of shear stresses acting on an infinitesimally

small volume, one can show that τxy5 τyx, τxz 5 τzx, and τyz5 τzy,
which is the basis of the theory of shear stress reciprocity. Based on the the-

ory of shear stress reciprocity, changing the shear stress indicates only

changes in the direction of shear stress and does not change the magnitude

of the shear stress. A coordinate system in which stresses are calculated can

be transformed to any coordinate system given that the shear stress compo-

nents of the total stress becomes zero and only the diagonal component of

stress remains through coordinate transformation. In this case, the normal

stresses in the x-, y-, and z-directions are called principal stresses, where σ1

is the maximum and σ3 is the minimum principal stress, shown as follows:

σ1 0 0

0 σ2 0

0 0 σ3

2
4

3
5

Principal stresses can be obtained from components of the general

stress matrix. In a two-dimensional system, the maximum }σ1} and mini-

mum }σ2} principal stresses can be obtained as follows:

σ15
σx1σy

2

� �
1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σx2σy

2

� �2
1 τ2xy

r

σ25
σx1σy

2

� �
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σx2σy

2

� �2
1 τ2xy

r

Strain “E” is used to quantify the deformation of solid material, which

is defined as a relative change in displacement in the x-, y-, and z-direc-

tions as follows:

E5 dL=L

In this equation, dL is defined as a change in displacement and L is the

initial length. The stress and strain relationship is defined using constitutive
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equations such as Hooke’s law, which assumes a linear relationship between

applied load and displacement in the range of the elastic behavior of the

material. To quantify this relationship, Young’s modulus “E” is used, which

is a ratio of stress to strain and is an indication of formation stiffness.

E5
σ
E

Tensile strength and yield strength are defined as the maximum pres-

sure a stress formation can bear before it breaks. This is the point of stress

at which the formation is permanently damaged. Even though linear elas-

tic fracture mechanics have been used extensively in hydraulic fracture

simulation, they suffer from a high computational cost and decreased

accuracy when predicting the fracture-tip behavior. LEFM especially can-

not predict the formation failure ahead of the fracture tip. This is due to

the fact that LEFM only considers the local stress criteria at the fracture

tip (i.e., where the fracture propagates when stress intensity factor KI

overcomes the fracture toughness KIC).

On the other hand, cohesive zone models (CZM) are more suitable to

model fracture-tip behavior. CZM extends the fracture tip area to a

“cohesive zone” ahead of the fracture tip within which the fracture prop-

agation processes occur gradually. Cohesive zone modeling is based on

the determination of two important parameters: cohesive strength and

separation energy. This introduces both strength and energy criteria for

fracture propagation, and enables CZM to predict formation failure ahead

of fracture tip. These parameters can be measured experimentally or

obtained using numerical simulations developed for interface behavior

predictions. Different methods other than LEFM and CZM are also used

for hydraulic fracturing simulation purposes such as crack-tip open dis-

placement (CTOD), but these are not as common as the first two techni-

ques. Gao et al. (2015) applied the DD technique using a boundary

element model to investigate the changes that occur in multiple hydraulic

fracture pressures on local stress changes and any geological discontinuities

such as faults. However, their model assumed a predefined/fixed fracture

length and pressure at the fracture surface and neglected the poroelastic

effect of the formation. Morrill and Miskimins (2012) applied the finite

element technique to optimize the fracture spacing, neglecting the frac-

ture interactions.

Different numerical simulators have been developed in spite of LEFM or

CZM to simulate fracture propagation, fracture geometry, and magnitude
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and the direction of stress change around hydraulic fractures. These are

either two-dimensional, pseudo�three-dimensional (pseudo-3D), or

three-dimensional hydraulic fracturing models depending on the com-

plexity of the problem and the amount of information available. These

models are useful when studying the general behavior and physics of the

simplified hydraulic fracturing process. The following is a brief discussion

of the different models available that enable the development of more

accurate hydraulic fracturing simulators.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL HYDRAULIC FRACTURING MODELS

Hydraulic fracture geometry is a complex function of initial reser-

voir stress conditions (global and local), reservoir rock properties such as

heterogeneous and anisotropic rock mechanical properties (Young’s mod-

ulus and Poisson’s ratio), permeability, porosity, natural fracture system,

and operational conditions such as injection rate, volume, and pressure.

To model this complicated process, specific assumptions have been made

to simplify the problem while capturing the major characteristics of

hydraulic fracture geometry. For this, scientists had first assumed the

hydraulic fracturing process would occur in a homogeneous and isotropic

formation that would lead to a symmetric, bi-wing fracture from the

point or line source of the injecting fluid. There are three common frac-

ture modeling methods introduced based on these assumptions: (1) the

Khristianovic�Geertsma de Klerk (KGD) model, (2) the Perkins and

Kern (PKN) model, and (3) the radial fracture geometry or penny-shaped

model (Abe et al., 1976).

The KGD model assumes a two-dimensional plane�strain model in a

horizontal plane with a constant fracture height that is larger than the frac-

ture length. In the KGD model, an elliptical horizontal cross-section and

rectangular vertical cross-section are assumed where the fracture width is

independent of the fracture height and is constant in the vertical direction.

The rock stiffness is also only considered in the horizontal plane. Fig. 15.1

shows the schematic of fracture geometry in the KGD model.

The Perkins and Kern (PKN) model assumes constant fracture height

independent of fracture length. In the PKN model a two-dimensional

plane�strain model is assumed in the vertical plane where the fracture has

an elliptical cross-section both in the horizontal and vertical directions.
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Unlike the KGD model, the PKN model assumes a fracture height much

smaller than the fracture length. The PKN model also assumes the

hydraulic fracturing energy applied by the fluid injection would only be

consumed by an energy loss from fluid flow (viscosity-dominated regime)

and ignores fracture toughness. Fig. 15.2 shows the schematic of fracture

geometry in a PKN model.

The PKN and KGD models assume fluid flow in a fracture as a one-

dimensional problem in the direction of the fracture propagation or frac-

ture length governed by the lubrication theory and Poiseuille’s law. They

Figure 15.1 Khristianovic�Geertsma de Klerk (KGD) fracture geometry, schematic
diagram.

H

L

W

Figure 15.2 Perkins and Kern (PKN) fracture geometry, schematic diagram.
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assume that the fracture is confined and there is no change in horizontal

stress, reservoir pressure, and temperature.

The third model used to simulate hydraulic fracture propagation in a

two-dimensional plane is called the penny-shaped or radial fracture

model. This model has found application in shallow formations where

overburden stress became equal to minimum horizontal stress. In this

case, the symmetric geometry was assumed to be at the point of line-

injection source. In this model, the injection rate and fluid pressure

within the fracture are assumed to be constant. Fig. 15.3 shows the sche-

matic for fracture geometry assuming the penny-shaped model.

In all hydraulic fracturing models, the hydraulic fracture propagation is a

function of injection of fracturing fluid “Q0” from the injection point or

injection line representing the well perforations. As a result, a bi-wing sym-

metric fracture is assumed to propagate in the formation perpendicular to

minimum principal stress “σ0” of the formation. The fracture width gener-

ated is therefore a function of effective stress, which is the difference between

the pore pressure and minimum principal stress “σ0” (Pe5 Pf2 σ0).
Effective pressure is a good indicator of fracture width and is a likely indica-

tor of well performance after hydraulic fracturing. The higher this effective

pressure measured during the hydraulic fracturing, the better well productiv-

ity is expected.

FLUID FLOW IN HYDRAULIC FRACTURES

Fluid flow in hydraulic fracture is governed by one- or two-

dimensional Poiseuille’s law and lubrication theory. In fluid dynamics,

lubrication theory is used for cases where fluid flows through a media

where one dimension is significantly smaller than another is considered.

In hydraulic fracturing, this translates into having a fracture width much

z

w
x

Q0

Figure 15.3 Radial fracture geometry.
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smaller than the fracture height and length. Given a two-dimensional

model, one-dimensional fluid flow along the fracture length is assumed,

and can be shown as follows:

q52
w3

12μ
rpf

In this equation, q is the flow rate, μ is the fluid viscosity, w is the

fracture width, and (rpf ) is the gradient of fracture pressure defined in a

direction of fracture length. Assuming incompressible fracturing fluid and

fluid leak-off governed by Carter’s leak-off model, Eq. (15.2) describes

the conservation of fluid in the fracture.

@w

@t
1rUq1 ξ5 0 (15.2)

Equation 15.2 Mass conservation in fracture

It is very common in the oil and gas industry to attribute the fluid

leak-off to the surrounding formations using Carter’s model as described

by the following equation:

Equation 15.3 Carter’s leak-off model

C is the leak-off coefficient, t is the time, and t0 is the fracture-tip

arrival time.

The boundary conditions for the fluid flow equation can be obtained by

assuming a constant flow rate of Q0/2 at the injection point of the symmet-

ric bi-wing fracture and a zero flow rate at the fracture tip (assuming no fluid

lag or zero flow rate at waterfront having fluid lag). Fluid lag refers to a zone

between the fluid front and the fracture tip. Depending on formation per-

meability and mechanical properties, fluid lag may not be present, which is

due to a fracture tip and fluid front moving with the same velocity.

SOLID ELASTIC RESPONSE

The solid elastic response of the medium is governed by three

equations: equilibrium condition, constitutive law, and geometry, which
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can be defined using Eqs. (15.4)�(15.6), respectively. The equilibrium

condition is defined as follows:

Equation 15.4 Equilibrium condition

The constitutive law of linear elasticity is governed by:

Equation 15.5 Constitutive law

The geometry, which is a function of solid displacement, is expressed

as:

Equation 15.6 Displacement

By definition, σ is the stress tensor, g is the gravitational acceleration,

κ is the elastic stiffness, ε is the strain tensor, and D is the displacement.

Superscript “0” here denotes the transpose of the matrix. The stress

boundary conditions also need to be defined based on specific upper,

lower, and fracture surface conditions.

PSEUDO�THREE-DIMENSIONAL (PSEUDO-3D)
HYDRAULIC FRACTURING MODELS

Even though using 2D models is useful to understand the funda-

mentals of hydraulic fracturing, they cannot be used for practical pur-

poses. Therefore, pseudo-3D models are developed with the assumption

of a constant fracture height as described in the PKN model. Two differ-

ent models are introduced to consider variations in fracture height,

namely, the equilibrium and dynamic height pseudomodels. At equilib-

rium height, pseudo-3D models with a uniform pressure distribution in

vertical cross sections are assumed. In these models, toughness criteria for

fracture propagation (i.e., the fracture propagates when stress intensity fac-

tor KI overcomes fracture toughness KIC), are also considered. Given a
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dynamic height, pseudo-3D models with two-dimensional fluid flows

(parallel and perpendicular to fracture path) are assumed (note in 2D

models, fluid flow was in one dimension and along the fracture path), and

fracture height calculation followed KGD model solutions (Dontsov and

Peirce, 2015). Pseudo-3D models are more practical than 2D models

since they consider fracture height variation as a function of location in

the direction of fracture propagation and time. However, they are still

restricted to certain geometries and follow the plane�strain conditions in

each cross-section perpendicular to the fracture path. They also have dif-

ferent accuracies in different hydraulic fracturing regimes. For example,

these models are inaccurate in toughness-dominated hydraulic fracturing

regimes due to local elasticity assumption. These models are also inaccu-

rate in viscosity-dominated hydraulic fracturing regimes due to viscous

losses perpendicular to fracture path. Fig. 15.4 shows the schematic of

pseudo-3D hydraulic fracture.

Different hydraulic fracturing regimes are defined based on energy

dissipation through the process of hydraulic fracturing due to fracture

toughness or viscous flow of fluid in the fracture. A parameter called Km

independent of time is used to distinguish between these two energy dis-

sipation regimes. High Km value represents a toughness-dominated

regime (Km . 4Þ and low Km refers to a viscosity-dominated regime, i.e.,

Km, 1:0. A Km value between 1 and 4 is referred to as an intermediate

case. Eq. (15.7) shows the definition of Km.

Equation 15.7 Km definition

Figure 15.4 Schematic of pseudo-3D fracture model.
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In Eq. (15.7), KIC is the fracture toughness and rock property, E is the

Young’s modulus, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, Q0 is the injection rate, and μ
stands for the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. Hydraulic fracturing regimes

divided into leak-off-dominated or storage-dominated processes are quan-

tified using the parameter “Cm.” Given nonzero fluid leak-off to the for-

mation, Cm value will vary between zero and infinity. A higher Cm value

denotes higher fluid leak-off in the formation and therefore lower fracture

efficiency. Cm is a function of time and is defined in Eq. (15.8).

Equation 15.8 Cm defenition

Fig. 15.5 shows the schematic of different hydraulic fracturing regimes

(Bunger et al., 2005).

THREE-DIMENSIONAL HYDRAULIC FRACTURING
MODELS

Extending the pseudo-3D models to full 3D models, in addition to

the high computational cost associated with full 3D models, would be diffi-

cult considering the nonlocal dependency of fracture geometry to fluid

pressure and confining stresses. The exact model should be able to fully

combine multiphase fluid flow in the fracture, leak-off to the formation,

and rock deformation. This can be achieved by solving sets of coupled

Figure 15.5 Different hydraulic fracturing regimes.
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partial differential equations governing this multiphysics process simulta-

neously. Finding the solution for fully coupled problems is an extremely

difficult task, and therefore simplified models have been introduced where

one-way coupling or weak coupling was previously used. In one way cou-

pling, partial differential equations governing the fluid flow in the fracture

are solved at each time step and pressure distributions are obtained.

Pressure distributions will then be used as an initial condition for differen-

tial equations governing the rock deformation and fracture propagation. In

this technique, the fracture pressure distributions at each time step are

assumed to be independent of rock deformations; therefore, they will not

be updated due to a change in fracture geometry. There is also an interme-

diate technique between fully coupled and one-way coupling called weak

coupling. In this technique, similar to one-way coupling, fracture pressure

distribution at each time step is calculated independent of change in the

fracture geometry at that time step. However, after certain time intervals,

the fracture pressure distribution is updated based on fracture geometry.

Fracture-tip behavior and dynamics of fluid lag at the fracture tip cre-

ate additional difficulties in hydraulic fracturing simulation due to the

dynamic boundary conditions imposed at the fluid front following the

fracture tip. In the literature, there has been a great effort to take these

effects into consideration by different research groups (Garagash 2006,

2007; Adachi and Detournay, 2008; Shen, 2014; Dontsov and Peirce,

2015). The conventional method implemented in these studies is the DD

method, which is a modified version of the boundary element method

and can be applied to simulate models with arbitrary fracture geometry.

In this technique, displacement along the fracture propagation path will

be discretized into a series of elements where displacement is assumed to

be constant for each element. Having an analytical solution based on

Green’s function that describes the displacement and stress tensor relation-

ship for a single element, the total displacement will be calculated by the

summation of all displacements in each element. The advantage of this

method is that the key equations for the coupled process are built upon

the fracture surface rather than on the whole model. This significantly

reduces the computational cost of numerical simulation. The disadvantage

of the technique is to find its nonlocal kernel function when the model

has a complex structure (Siebrits and Peirce, 2002).

Recently, different finite element methods have been used for hydraulic

fracturing simulation. These techniques have more flexibility when com-

pared to the DD method, in that they do not require explicit calculation

of the kernel function. In these techniques, two coupled nonlinear finite
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element equations are defined. One is describing the elastic response of the

elastic medium, and the other describes the fluid and solid transport within

the fracture. The first system will be used to find the relationship between

the net pressure in the fracture and fracture width, and the second system

to simulate the fluid and solid transport in the fracture. The investigation

will be accomplished by solving the coupled equations from the two sys-

tems using the Newton�Raphson iteration algorithm.

HYDRAULIC AND NATURAL FRACTURE INTERACTIONS

Hydraulic fracturing in naturally fractured formations is completely

different than hydraulic fracturing in homogeneous and isotropic forma-

tions, which is assumed in most of the numerical simulators. This is due

to the interactions between hydraulic and natural fractures. In the pres-

ence of natural fractures, and depending on their density and major direc-

tion with respect to local minimum and maximum in situ stresses,

hydraulic fracture might cross the natural fracture, locally merge with nat-

ural fractures, and break out in a short distance, or completely follow nat-

ural fracture directions. Different experimental studies on hydraulic

fracture and natural fracture interactions showed that a hydraulic fracture

tend to cross the natural fractures, if they approach the natural fractures at

a high angle (close to perpendicular) and also where there is a significant

difference between fracture pressure and natural fracture stresses. If a

hydraulic fracture reaches the natural fractures with a low angle and simi-

lar stress conditions, the natural fractures will open up and the hydraulic

fracture merges with natural fractures (Lamont and Jessen, 1963; Daneshy,

1974; Blanton, 1982). In the oil and gas industry, microseismic data and

core characterization and imaging have been used to map the hydraulic

fractures and investigate the natural fracture and hydraulic fracture interac-

tions. These studies in shale gas reservoirs show that it is not uncommon

to have complex fractures generated instead of the expected conventional

symmetric and biwing hydraulic fractures. However, microseismic studies

are expensive and not available for every frac job. There are also signifi-

cant concerns regarding the upscaling of the experimental studies from

laboratory scale to actual field applications. Therefore, different numerical

and analytical techniques have been used to investigate these effects.

Potluri et al. (2005) studied the effect of natural fractures on hydraulic

fracture propagation using Warpinski and Teufel’s criteria (1987) and
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concluded that the hydraulic fracture will pass the natural fractures, if the

normal stress on the natural fractures is higher than the rock fracture

toughness. They also defined different criteria for a hydraulic fracture

when it merges with a natural fracture and extends from the natural frac-

ture tip and when it merges and breaks out after a short distance based on

the angle of the hydraulic and natural fracture, fracture toughness, and

hydraulic and natural fracture pressures. Recent studies also investigated

the major parameters impacting the hydraulic fracturing behavior in the

presence of natural fractures using numerical simulations based on the

extended finite element method (XFEM). Dahi and Olson (2011) investi-

gated the interactions between hydraulic fractures and cemented and

uncemented natural fractures using XFEM. They showed that the anisot-

ropy in a stress field can significantly enhance the hydraulic fracture and

natural fracture interactions and suggested that further detailed studies are

required to quantify these impacts.

HYDRAULIC FRACTURE STAGE MERGING AND STRESS
SHADOW EFFECTS

Developing unconventional resources such as organic-rich shale

reservoirs using horizontal well technology and multistage hydraulic frac-

turing introduced a whole new area of research in both academia and

industry to optimize these activities. One of the major concerns in

designing and optimizing the multistage hydraulic fracturing jobs is the

merging hydraulic fracturing stages. This has not been seen using com-

mercial hydraulic fracturing numerical simulators due to oversimplified

assumptions made during their developments. Therefore, detailed studies

on quantifying the magnitude of induced stresses and reorientation of the

stress fields during multistage hydraulic fracturing jobs are required.

Recently, different numerical and analytical studies have been pub-

lished concerning the magnitude of stress change and stress reorientation

in single pressurized fractures or multiple fractures. Cheng (2012) studied

the change in fracture geometry due to the change in stress field around

three pressurized fractures. In her model, she assumed fixed fracture

lengths and used the DD method to quantify the change in the fracture

width as a function of the change in the stress field around the pressurized

fractures. Soliman et al. (2004) used an analytical technique to calculate

the magnitude of the stress change around multistage hydraulic fractures.
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In general, the magnitude of the stress change around a propagating frac-

ture is a function of fracture dimensions, target, and over- and underlying

formation characteristics such as fracture length, width, height, the for-

mation’s Poisson’s ratio, relative magnitude of the target formation’s

Young’s modulus, and under- and overlaying formations, magnitude, and

direction of in situ stresses.

Fisher et al. (2004) introduced the stress shadowing effect in multistage

hydraulic fracturing where the local maximum and minimum horizontal

stresses are changed due to hydraulic fracture propagation. These changes

in local state of stress will highly impact the subsequent hydraulic fracture

paths and will result in hydraulic fracture stage merging or deviation

depending on the magnitude of the change. If the pressure applied during

hydraulic fracturing at the fracture surface falls between local minimum

and maximum horizontal stresses, it will not be expected to have a huge

change in local stresses and subsequent fracture paths. However, if the

pressure exceeds the maximum horizontal stress, a phenomenon called

principal stress reversal will occur, leading to a significant change in sub-

sequent hydraulic fracture paths. Taghichian (2013) studied the stress sha-

dowing around single and multiple pressurized fractures in confined and

unconfined environments. He demonstrated that there is a nonlinear and

direct relationship between fracture pressure, formation’s Poisson’s ratio,

and stress shadow size. Increasing the fracture pressure leads to an increase

in the stress shadow zone but a decrease in gradient. Waters et al. (2009)

showed that the shadow effect around a single hydraulic fracture leads to

locally increased compressive stresses perpendicular to the fracture propa-

gation plane. This leads to reorientation of local maximum stresses and

thus unintended change in the direction of the subsequent fractures, if

they happen to fall in the stress shadow zones. Therefore, optimized

hydraulic fracture spacing is required to increase the efficiency of hydrau-

lic fracturing stimulation. The effect of stress shadowing is investigated

not only in single-well multistage hydraulic fracturing but also in multi-

horizontal well fracturing. Recently, new publications have been focused

on multihorizontal well stimulations in which simultaneous hydraulic

fracturing of parallel horizontal wells is studied. Mutalik and Gibson

(2008) showed that this technique could increase the efficiency of the

stimulation between 21% and 100%. Rafiee et al. (2012) applied a similar

concept to zipper frac to increase the efficiency of stimulation by using a

staggered pattern. Other studies in this line tried to precondition the

stress field using outer hydraulic fractures to prevent deviation in the mid-

dle stages, such as the work published by Roussel and Sharma (2011).
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Operations and Execution

INTRODUCTION

A frac job in general is a massive operation because it takes a lot of

manpower and equipment to accomplish the job. Slick water frac requires

high pump rates. As a result, lots of high-pressure pumps are required for

each pad. The design and fracture modeling of a hydraulic frac job for

optimum production enhancement is important; however, being able to

operate and execute the design treatment schedule is more important.

Therefore, exploration and production (E&P) companies typically

develop the best operations and execution practices for each field in order

to minimize nonproductive time (NPT), reduce unnecessary capital

expenditures, eliminate safety accidents and compliance issues, and

increase operations efficiency in an attempt to optimize the economics of

the project. A frac job is logistically a large operation that will need a lot

of discipline and coordination. There are lots of opportunities for

improvement throughout the completions operation. When historically

going back in time and reviewing the first 10 wells drilled and completed

in each shale play, it can be easily seen that with time, efficiency and sav-

ings were obtained. Some of the first wells in each field cost two to four

times more than the current capital expenditure in the same field for the

same completions design. This can be tied back to the learning curve

associated with comprehending the formation and coming up with ideas

to minimize encountering any issues related to the operations of the

hydraulic frac job. Drilling and completing one expensive well in a new

exploration area typically does not scare a true E&P company because

they have enough experience, expertise, and knowledge to know that

with time, efficiency and savings will be obtained.
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WATER SOURCES

There are a few sources for frac water. The most common water

sources are as follows:

• freshwater from rivers, lakes, etc.

• municipal water

• reused flowback and produced water (100% produced water)

• treated water from a treatment facility

• mixing fresh and reused water from flowback and producing wells.

Water Storage
As discussed earlier, water is one of the most important aspects of hydraulic

fracturing. Water storage is used to make up for lack of supply, or to hold

water for reuse for upcoming frac jobs. There are multiple ways to store water

used during the frac job and the most common methods are as follows:

1. Centralized impoundment (in-ground pits) can be built on a side of

the pad and water can be stored. The capacity of in-ground pits can vary

from pit to pit. With stricter environmental rules and regulations, some

states do not give permits for building centralized impoundments.

In addition, in-ground pits can be very expensive to build, monitor, and

reclaim. More regulations have been applied to in-ground pits since 2012

restricting their use due to possible detectable leakage concerns into the

ground. Centralized impoundments come in various sizes and can

typically hold 51 million gallons of water (B120,000 BBLs). Freshwater

centralized impoundment is typically single-lined but the impaired

water impoundment is usually double-lined with leak detection.

2. Above-ground storage tanks (ASTs) have become more common

since 2011 because of ease of building and monitoring associated with

this type of water storage. Instead of going through the hassle of

in-ground pits that must be reclaimed once done, above-ground

storage tanks can be built in 2�3 days and function exactly the same

as in-ground pits. One of the biggest disadvantages of AST is the high

cost as compared to in-ground pits but many E&P companies have

been pushed to get away from using in-grounds pits in some states.

Some states that do not have stricter environmental rules still use in-

ground pits as they are considerably cheaper. Water storage regulations

associated with in-ground pits highly depend on each state. Above-

ground storage tanks can be rigged down in a few days depending on

the size of the tank. Since regulations are becoming harder and a lot
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of operators are getting away from using centralized impoundments,

AST has become more common in the past few years. The primary

reason from an environmental perspective for using an AST is the ease

and ability to detect any leaks much easier than in-ground pits.

Typical sizes for ASTs are 10K, 20K, 40K, and 60K BBLs. In

Pennsylvania, an OG71 permit is needed to use an AST for impaired

water. Temporarily storage of freshwater in an AST requires a single

liner while impaired water requires a double liner and secondary

containment.

3. Centralized tanks (tank batteries) are essentially combinations of

many frac tanks that are connected to each other through a manifold.

Tank batteries can be anywhere from 5 to 60 or more frac tanks (depend-

ing on location) that are connected through a manifold. The capacity of

each frac tank is typically 500 BBLs and enough frac tanks must be located

onsite for continuous operation. For example, if each stage requires

8000 BBLs of water, 16 frac tanks (assuming a 500-BBL frac tank) are

required for hydraulically fracturing only one stage. In slick water frac

using conventional plug and perf, typically three to eight stages are done

per day (depending on the amount of sand designed per stage). Therefore,

depending on the pump rate (bpm) coming into the frac tanks, the

number of frac tanks for the job can be determined. Since water is being

continuously pumped from a surrounding pit, AST via buried or above-

ground temporary or permanent water lines, there are only five to six frac

tanks on frac location. Occasionally where permanent or temporary water

infrastructures are not in place, water must be trucked to the location,

which can get expensive; there are also environmental or location impacts

associated with trucking water to the location. Figs. 16.1�16.3 show

examples of an in-ground pit, AST, and frac tank batteries.

Water delivery:

Water is delivered in two ways:

1. Pipeline. In developed fields with lots of frac activities, there are either

buried or above-ground water pipelines that are used for water deliv-

ery and transfer. Some commonly used water pipelines are 8” to 16”

HDPE, PE4710. This pipeline comes in various ratings including

DR7 (315 psi), DR9 (250 psi), and DR11 (200 psi).

2. Trucking. In undeveloped fields or areas where water infrastructure

does not exist, water is trucked to location. For instance, if a well in a

new exploration area with no water infrastructure is being completed

and 8 stages are expected to be done per day using 9000 BBLs of
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water per stage, 720 trucks per day will be needed to deliver water on

location (assuming truck capacity of 100 BBLs). This can get very

costly and have some local impacts.

Pipeline and pump system design for water delivery uses Bernoulli’s

principle. Bernoulli’s principle for incompressible flow is shown in

Figure 16.1 In-ground pit.

Figure 16.2 Above-ground storage tank (AST).
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Eq. (16.1): hL or head loss is the energy losses in the system from pipe,

friction (material), bends, pipeline size changes, etc. Due to pipeline dis-

tance, pipeline friction is the main energy loss.

Equation 16.1 Bernoulli’s principle for incompressible flow

In Eq. (16.1), V is the fluid velocity at a point, Z is the elevation of the

point from baseline, P is the pressure at the point of interest, and ρ is the

density of the fluid. The methods discussed in this section are commonly

used to store reused water or freshwater. In the winter, it is very important to

have sufficient brine water onsite to prevent the frac iron from freezing. In

addition, sufficient heaters have to be used for certain equipment to avoid

the possibility of freezing, and as a result, this slows down the operation.

HYDRATION UNIT (“HYDRO”)

The hydration unit, also referred to as “hydro” in the field, is a big

tank used to provide sufficient time for hydration of linear gel. If gel is

Figure 16.3 Tank batteries.
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used in some stages to overcome tortuosity along with other benefits asso-

ciated with using gel, the hydration unit provides the gel enough time to

hydrate. Without a hydration unit pumping gel is not possible. The

importance of the hydration unit becomes more evident in the winter

months when gel will need a longer time to hydrate due to the cold

weather. If gel is not part of the job design, a hydration unit will not be

needed. Some operators do not believe in pumping gel in slick water frac

jobs and do not use hydration units in their equipment rig up. A hydra-

tion unit is located right after the frac tanks where water is stored. There

are typically five to seven frac tanks that are connected through a mani-

fold right before the hydration unit. The hydration unit has a suction side

that sucks the water from the frac tanks and a discharge side that releases

the water to the next equipment (blender, will be discussed). Some hydra-

tion units have a discharge pump but some do not. It is not a necessity to

have a discharge pump on the hydro since the suction pump of the follow-

ing equipment located after the hydro (blender) is used to suck the water

out of the hydro. There are injection ports located on the suction side of

the hydro in the event gelling agents need to be started. In addition, che-

micals are stored in the special containers called “totes.” There are small

liquid additive (LA) pumps (such as stator or positive displacement pumps)

located on the chemical totes to pump the chemicals to the hydro through

the injection ports. Therefore, when gel is started, linear gel and buffer are

pumped via the LA pumps through the injection ports to the suction side

of the hydro. A hydration unit’s capacity is typically between 170 and

220 BBLs depending on the type and size of the hydro. Therefore, it takes

170�220 BBLs of fluid (to give sufficient time for gel hydration) from the

time gel is started until it leaves the hydro. Therefore, it takes some time

from the time gel is started until gel reaches the perforations.

•••
Example: Calculate the volume it takes for the gel to hit the perforations assuming the
following parameters:

Bottom perf measured depth (MD)5 15,500’ with a casing capacity of 0.0222 BBL/ft,
Hydration unit capacity5 180 BBLs, Surface line volume capacity5 50 BBLs

Casing capacity5 0:02223 15; 5005 344 BBLs-3441 501 1805 574 BBLs

Therefore, it takes 574 BBLs for the gel to reach the perforations as soon as it starts.
This example shows the importance of starting gel at the right time since gel will

not yield an instantaneous relief. If surface-treating pressure increases rapidly during a
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slick water frac job, starting gel to increase fracture width and reducing the pressure will
not help because it takes some time for the gel to reach the perforations. Typically, it is
recommended to cut sand and start over again to prevent a costly screen-out. This
example shows the importance of starting gel early enough to see the impact.

BLENDER

The blender is the heart of the frac operation. The blender is used

to mix water, proppant, and some chemicals in the blender tub before

sending the slurry fluid downhole. The blender is typically located right

after the hydro in a frac setup. There is a tub on every blender and there

is an agitator at the bottom of the tub. The tub agitator consists of two

sets of blades on a shaft. The main function of the agitator is to keep the

proppant suspended in the fluid without carrying air. If the agitator speed

is too low, there is a high possibility of proppant building up and settling

at the bottom of the tub and suddenly getting picked up as a sand slug. If

the agitator speed is too high, it can entrain air in the fluid, causing the

booster pump to pick up air, and as a result, causing a decrease in boost

pressure.

The heart of a blender is the centrifugal pump. The main reason cen-

trifugal pumps are utilized is because they are very tolerant to abrasive

frac fluids which will result in an increase in the life of the pump. As pre-

viously discussed, millions of pounds of proppant are pumped when

hydraulically fracturing a well and it is very important to use quality

pumps, such as centrifugal pumps, on a blender. A centrifugal pump con-

sists of one or more impellers equipped with vanes. The impeller is

located on a rotating shaft and fluid enters the pump at the center of the

impeller. Fig. 16.4 illustrates a centrifugal pump from inside.

There are two centrifugal pumps located on the blender. The first one

is called a suction pump, which sucks the water from the hydro and sends

it to the blender tub. The second pump is called a discharge pump (also

referred to as a “boost pump”), which sends the mixed slurry from the

tub to high-pressure pumps. In other words, a blender has two sides:

1. Suction side (clean side). A suction pump is located on this side of

the blender. A centrifugal suction pump sucks the frac water from the

hydro and sends it to the tub. This side is also referred to as the “clean
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side” because proppant has not yet been mixed up on this side and

only frac water and chemicals enter the blender.

2. Discharge side (dirty side). Combinations of water, chemicals, and

proppant exit this side and this is why it is referred to as the “dirty

side.”

The boost pump (or discharge pump) is actually the means of provid-

ing the rate (boost) for all of the high-pressure pumps located after the

blender.

SAND MASTER (SAND MOVER, SAND KING, OR SAND
CASTLE)

Since millions of pounds of proppant are required for each pad

(depending on the number of frac stages), proppant has to be stored

onsite using sand masters. Sand masters have different bins used for plac-

ing various types of proppant and mesh sizes (note: some sand masters do

not have any bins). Proppant is delivered on location using sand cans or

sand trucks. Depending on the state regulations and guidelines, each sand

truck on average can hold 40,000 to 50,000 lbs of proppant because of

the weight limitations. For example, if a frac design of a pad consists of

100 stages and each stage is designed to use 400,000 lbs of proppant, 800

sand trucks (assuming each sand truck can haul 50,000 lbs) must travel to

the pad to blow the proppant into the sand masters throughout the job.

Placing the proppant into the sand master is called blowing sand. There

Figure 16.4 Centrifugal pump from inside.
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are new technologies that do not require blowing proppant anymore;

instead, proppant can be placed into sand masters through gravity. During

a large-sized hydraulic frac job, sand trucks are entering and exiting the

pad all day long to provide the proppant needed for the job. The sand

master is also referred to as the sand mover, sand king, or sand castle.

There are other patent industry names for sand masters but the concept

of all of this equipment is the same regardless of the names and shapes of

the movers. They are all used to store proppant on location. Fig. 16.5

illustrates three sand masters side by side during a hydraulic frac job.

T-BELT

Proppant falls out of the sand bins onto the T-belt. Once on the

T-belt, proppant is carried through the T-belt and falls into the blender

hopper. Once at the blender hopper, proppant gets picked up via the

blender’s sand screws and is dumped into the blender tub. The sand

screws are another important part of the blender: they are the means of

picking up proppant and dumping the proppant into the blender tub.

Therefore, sand screws are essential in conveying proppant to the blender

Figure 16.5 Sand masters.
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tub. Fig. 16.6 illustrates the point at which proppant gets dumped on the

T-belt and carried via the T-belt until it reaches the blender hopper.

Fig. 16.7 illustrates the point at which proppant is dumped into the

blender hopper, the point where proppant is picked up through the sand

Figure 16.6 Sand masters and T-belt.

Figure 16.7 Hopper and blender screws.
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screws from the blender hopper, and finally the point at which proppant

is dumped into the blender tub where proppant, water, and chemicals

will be mixed. Fig. 16.8 demonstrates a blender hopper full of proppant

along with sand screws.

Sand Screws
As previously mentioned in a hydraulic frac job, proppant concentration is

gradually increased each time proppant hits the perforations (more aggressive

design schedules do not wait for the proppant to hit the perforations and

proppant is staged up faster) depending on the design schedule and pressure

response throughout the stage. There are typically two to three sand screws

on a blender depending on the blender manufacturer and type. In slick water

frac, two screws are typically used and the third one is a backup. The third

screw is normally used with very high proppant concentration frac jobs such

as cross-linked jobs. Every blender has a maximum rpm per screw that can

be obtained from the blender manufacturer. The reason more than one rpm

is needed for the job is to be able to pump higher sand concentrations at

higher rates. The most commonly used sand screws have 12” and 14”

diameters. Normally the maximum output for a 12” screw is approximately

100 sacks per min (one sack of proppant is equal to 100 lbs), and for a 14”

Figure 16.8 Sand screws with proppant in the hopper.
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screw is 130 sacks per min with a maximum rpm of 350�360 (different

depending on the blender manufacturer and type). Note that maximum rpm

of 350�360 is only for one screw and since typically two screws are used in

slick water frac jobs, up to 700 rpm can be obtained to fulfill the client’s

needs and design schedule. Different types of proppant yield different pounds

per revolution (PPR). PPR decreases at higher sand concentrations and as

the screws wear out. For example, if proppant delivery of Ottawa sand is

about 36 PPR with a brand new screw, as sand concentration increases, PPR

decreases. In addition, if lower sand concentration is run (e.g., 0.25 ppg) and

PPR is run at 29 (if typical is 36), there could be a high possibility that the

screws are worn out.

Equation 16.2 Round per minute (rpm) calculation

rpm5Round per minute

Q5 Slurry rate, bpm

SC5 Sand concentration, ppg

PPR5Pounds per revolution.

Eq. (16.2) is constantly used in the field to calculate the amount of

rpm needed on the screws to achieve the designed sand concentration.

For example, after pumping the designed volume of pad, and once the

sand stage is ready to start, the person responsible for adjusting the sand

screws on the blender is notified by radio to bring his/her rpm to a cer-

tain value to achieve the required proppant concentration requested by

the operating company’s designed proppant schedule. This is referred to

as running the blender on “manual.” On the other hand, the majority of

service companies run their blender screws on “auto” for simplicity.

Running the blender on auto means entering the proppant concentration

needed on the blender, which will automatically calculate the required

rpm. This is the preferred method since every time the slurry rate is

changed throughout the stage for any reason, the auto system calculates

the new rpm needed and adjusts the screws. For example, if a pump is

dropped for any reason (e.g., mechanical issues), a new rpm is automati-

cally calculated. If a manual system was being used, the new rpm would

need to be manually calculated and changed on the blender, which might

take some time. It is strongly recommended that any service company

knows how to run the blender in both auto and manual. This way, if
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there are any issues throughout the stage while running the sand system

in auto, a manual system can be substituted and the frac stage can con-

tinue instead of coming offline while the problem is being fixed.

•••
Example: Calculate the rpm needed at 100 bpm slurry rate if 0.25 ppg proppant concen-
tration is to be achieved with 36 PPR.

rpm5
Q3 SC3 42

PPR
5

1003 0:253 42
36

5 29 rpm

The rpm needed to achieve 0.25 ppg proppant concentration is 29 rpm. At this
stage, typically the company representative waits until proppant hits the perforations to
see the reaction of the formation. If everything looks promising on the surface-treating
pressure chart, proppant concentration is increased by increasing rpm. Let’s assume the
next designed proppant concentration is 0.5 ppg and the rate had to be dropped to
94 bpm. Calculate the new rpm needed to achieve this concentration.

pm5
Q3 SC3 42

PPR
5

943 0:53 42
36

5 55 rpm

As can be seen in this example, as proppant concentration increases, rpm increases
as well. Please note that if, throughout the stage, rate is increased or decreased, rpm
needs to be adjusted as well if the system is not set up for auto. Rate is directly propor-
tional to rpm and as rate increases or decreases, rpm increases or decreases as well.
There is a person called a treater who is responsible for calculating the new rpm every
time rate, proppant concentration, or PPR is altered if and only if the manual rpm system
is used. If the auto system is used the only parameter that needs to be entered is prop-
pant concentration and everything else will be automatically calculated.

PPR is typically adjusted throughout the job as well to stay at the

required proppant concentration and volume. Throughout the job, there

is a person on the sand master who takes proppant straps (the amount of

proppant that is left in the bin or sand master). Newer sand master sys-

tems can actually measure the amount of proppant pumped out of each

bin or sand master via a scale. There are two ways to measure proppant.

The first one is the calculated amount located on the frac monitors inside

the frac van from the blender screws. The second one is through the gen-

tleman/lady on the sand master who measures the amount of proppant

that is left in the bin (or in the newer system via a scale). For example,

let’s assume that after taking a bin strap, the person responsible for keep-

ing track of the proppant announces 30,000 lbs of proppant has been

pumped. On the other hand, the monitor located in the frac van shows
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the total proppant pumped is 40,000 lbs (calculated from sand screws).

This means less proppant has been pumped compared to the proppant

volume that must have been pumped. This condition is referred to as

sand light. In this situation, PPR needs to be decreased in order to

increase the rpm and catch up with the required proppant.

In contrast, if the monitor shows 20,000 lbs instead, proppant is

referred to as sand heavy because more proppant (30,000 lbs) was actually

pumped. In this case, PPR is increased in order to decrease rpm and slow

down the actual amount of proppant. The difference in proppant can be

easily caught up if and only if the difference is 5000�15,000 lbs at lower

proppant concentrations. If the difference is drastic, such as 30,000 lbs, it

is strongly recommended not to catch up. If proppant is running

30,000 lbs light and we have 50,000 lbs of proppant left to go in a frac

stage, it means more proppant needs to be pumped in order to compensate

for the lack of proppant concentration accuracy throughout the stage. This

can be devastating because proppant is now run at very high concentrations

in an attempt to catch up, which can cost the operating company a screen-

out. Therefore, it is very important to remind the person in charge that if

proppant is light or heavy by a drastic amount, do not try to catch up and

run it as it is all the way to the end of the frac stage. The most important

part about blender screws is the difference between rpm and PPR. As can

be seen from Eq. (16.2), rpm and PPR are inversely proportional. When

PPR decreases, rpm increases and more proppant will be pumped. PPR is

typically decreased by a small amount when proppant is running light.

When PPR increases, rpm decreases and proppant will be pumped slower.

PPR is typically increased by a small amount when proppant is running

heavy. Fig. 16.9 is another example of sand screws and a blender tub where

sand, water, and some of the chemicals get mixed.

Chemical Injection Ports
There are multiple chemical injection ports located on the blender. Some

chemicals such as friction reducer (FR), biocide, scale inhibitor, etc. can

be directly pumped from LA pumps to the suction side or tub of the

blender. Other chemicals such as cross-linker have to be pumped by

the LA pump to the injection ports located on the discharge side of the

blender. This is because the tub agitator is not able to mix such a viscous

fluid in the tub. In addition, surfactant has to be injected in the discharge

side as well because special types of surfactants can foam up and block the
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view in the blender tub. Therefore, depending on the chemical and frac

setup, some chemicals are pumped into the suction side while others are

pumped into the discharge side. Fig. 16.10 shows chemical totes where vari-

ous chemicals used during the hydraulic frac job are stored on location. As

can be seen from Fig. 16.10, frac chemical totes are located on containment,

Figure 16.9 Blender tub and blender screws.

Figure 16.10 Chemical totes.
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which prevents any type of spill from reaching the ground. Any type of spill

on the containment can be easily cleaned up with no environmental damage,

however, the majority of companies take many precautions to avoid any type

of spill regardless of its amount on the containment. Many companies even

tie incentives back to any type of spill in an attempt to make sure that all of

the employees place 100% of their effort in having zero environmental inci-

dents and staying in compliance with all of the environmental regulations

and laws. The containments are inspected constantly throughout the frac job

to make sure that there are no holes in the containment. Any holes in the

containment are reported and fixed immediately.

Densometer (“Denso”)
The densometer, also referred to as the “denso,” measures the density of the

frac fluid going downhole. There is always one densometer on any blender

located on the discharge side of the blender to read the proppant con-

centration of the fluid coming out of the blender tub. This is the most

accurate way of measuring the proppant concentration that is being

pumped downhole. Some service companies try to hide this value from the

client (operating company) and instead show a corrected proppant con-

centration value since this value fluctuates throughout the stage due to the

level of proppant in the hopper dropping or gaining. Therefore, to make

the service look better, service companies usually hide this value and instead

show a corrected value on the screen inside the frac van. There is one

more densometer located at the end of the main line. This densometer is

usually used to make sure all of the proppant has cleared the surface lines.

Once all of the proppant is cleared from the surface lines, the flush stage

starts. In the flush stage, all of the proppant must be placed into the

formation to make sure the wireline can go downhole to set the plug and

perforate the next stage in a conventional plug-and-perf setup.

MISSILE

The missile is located right after the blender. Water, proppant, and

chemicals are sent to the missile with the boost rate obtained from the boost

pump on the blender. The missile is a big manifold that allows multiple hoses

and frac irons to be connected. This reduces the amount of frac lines and

hoses used during the frac job. The missile has two sides. The low-pressure

side is where frac fluid is transferred from the missile to frac pumps. The
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high-pressure side is where the slurry comes out of the frac pumps and goes

back to the missile. The low-pressure side of the missile has a low pressure of

normally 60�120 psi. The discharge hoses can be used to transfer the water

from the blender to the missile and the missile to the frac pumps. The high-

pressure side of the missile is approximately the frac pressure obtained from

the surface-treating pressure chart. The main reason this side is called the

high-pressure side is to denote the difference (Fig. 16.11).

Below are the simplified steps of transferring slurry frac fluid from the

boost pump (located on the blender) to the wellhead:

1. The boost pump located on the blender provides the rate needed to

transfer the slurry to the missile and all the pumps on location.

2. Slurry fluid (water1 proppant1 chemical) enters the missile and sub-

sequently the frac pumps via discharge hoses.

3. High-pressure frac pumps are used to shoot the slurry fluid back to

the high-pressure side of the missile via frac irons.

4. The missile is a big manifold that takes several frac lines (depending

on the size of the missile) and turns them into two to six lines

depending on the rate needed for the job.

FRAC MANIFOLD (ISOLATION MANIFOLD)

Frac manifold is sometimes used in zipper frac operation to isolate

one well from another. While a frac job is performed on one well, the

Figure 16.11 High-pressured iron and low-pressured hose on the missile.
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other well can be safely perforated by having two barriers. The frac

manifold isolates the frac well from the wireline well with two barriers.

The first barrier is a hydraulic valve located on the frac manifold and is

operated via the accumulator. The second barrier is a manual valve

operated manually. Two-leg or three-leg frac manifolds are the most

commonly used manifolds in the industry. Each leg has hydraulic and

manual valves as shown in Fig. 16.12. A two-leg frac manifold is used

to zipper frac two wells while a three-leg frac manifold is used to zipper

frac three wells at a time. A frac manifold is not a necessity in frac

operations since zipper frac can be done without it. However, the use

of a frac manifold eliminates rigging up and rigging down frac irons

between stages. As a result, using a frac manifold saves time and in the

oil and gas industry, time is money. Therefore, the decision on whether

to use a frac manifold or not is an economic decision based on eco-

nomic analysis. Fig. 16.13 illustrates an overview of the frac equipment

from a frac site.

FRAC VAN (CONTROL ROOM)

The frac van is where the company representative (“company

man”) along with the frac supervisor oversees the entire operation via

various charts. There are various charts that are monitored during

hydraulic frac jobs and crucial decisions are taken based on those

Figure 16.12 Three-leg frac manifold.
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charts. The most important charts monitored during the frac job are as

follows:

1. Surface-treating pressure chart

This chart typically has surface-treating pressure, bottom-hole

pressure, slurry rate, blender concentration (sand concentration at the

blender), and formation concentration (calculated sand concentration

at formation). Surface-treating pressure is read directly from the trans-

ducer on the main line. Bottom-hole pressure is a calculated pressure

using the bottom-hole surface-treating pressure equation. Some com-

panies display the actual blender concentration from the densometer

on the blender. Slurry rate shown on the chart is obtained from the

flow meter located on the blender. Fig. 16.14 shows an example of a

typical slick water stage along with treating pressure, bottom-hole

pressure, slurry rate, and sand concentration.

2. Net bottom-hole pressure chart

The net bottom-hole pressure (NBHP) or Nolty chart is another

main diagram illustrated in the frac van. In conventional reservoirs, the

Nolty chart is used to make critical decisions based on pressure trends.

Even though this chart was mainly developed for conventional reser-

voirs, it is still widely used and followed during unconventional plays,

such as various shale plays across the United States, as part of tradition.

Figure 16.13 An overview of frac site.
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3. Chemical (chem.) chart

This chart illustrates each particular chemical and the amount of

chemical used throughout the stage. It is very important to monitor

all of the chemicals that are being pumped downhole throughout

the stage to make sure the right type and amount of chemical con-

centrations are being used. In addition, as soon as the personnel in

charge of the chemical starts having issues at any point during the

job, it can be easily seen on the chemical chart and immediate

actions must be taken to correct the problem. For example, FR is

one of the most important chemicals that must be run throughout

the stage during slick water frac to reduce pipe friction. If at any

point throughout the stage FR is not pumped downhole due to

equipment malfunctioning or any other reason, it is very important

to cut sand and flush the well right away since pumping the job

without FR is impossible. Also a few buckets of FR must be placed

right by the blender tub to survive the flush stage in the event FR is

lost. If FR is not being pumped during the flush because there are

no FR buckets by the blender tub, rate must be significantly

dropped to stay below the maximum allowable surface-treating

Figure 16.14 Pressure chart.
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pressure. Significantly dropping the rate will eventually cause the

formations to give up and might result in a costly screen-out.

Figs. 16.15 and 16.16 illustrate NBHP behavior and chemical chart

in a slick water frac stage, respectively.

Figure 16.15 Net bottom-hole pressure (NBHP) chart.
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Figure 16.16 Chemical chart.
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OVERPRESSURING SAFETY DEVICES

Frac operations can be very complicated and unpredictable. In frac

operations, precautionary actions must be taken to prevent overpressuring

the iron, casing, and equipment during the frac job. As a result, the fol-

lowing two minimum precautionary actions are taken by service compa-

nies to prevent any unpleasant consequences such as parting iron,

bursting the casing, blowing up the wellhead, and other well-control

issues during the frac operation:

1. Pump trips

Pump trips can be easily placed on all of the pumps in the event of

an emergency and to prevent overpressuring the iron, wellhead, and

casing. Pump trips are determined by the operator and vary from

operating company to company. For example, if maximum allowable

surface-treating pressure is calculated to be 10,000 psi, pump trips are

staggered between 9500 and 9900 psi depending on the operator’s

preferences and guidelines. Pump trips need to be staggered in a pres-

sure range. If the trips on all of the pumps are set at 9400 psi, all of

the frac pumps will trip at the same time in the event the pressure

exceeds 9400 psi for a short period of time. The main reason for not

wanting all of the pumps to trip at the same time is because a lot of

the time the pressure is still under control and can be controlled by

dropping one pump at a time instead of giving up and bringing all of

the pumps offline. Fig. 16.17 shows a typical frac equipment set up plan.

Fig. 16.18 illustrates a frac stage that was screened out due to a 1000 psi

pressure spike. All of the pumps tripped out even with the pump trips

being staggered. In this situation, pump trips avoided overpressuring the

iron, casing, and equipment by catching the pressure spike and bringing

all of the pumps offline. In these occasions where the formation

completely gives up, the pump operator does not have sufficient time to

take any action no matter how fast the reaction occurs. The pressure

spike shown in Fig. 16.18 happened in 1 second, and this shows the

importance of having mechanical and automatic pressure control

equipment during a frac job to ensure the safety of the frac operation.

2. Pressure-relief valves (PRVs)

Pressure-relief valves (PRVs), also known as pop-offs, are another

safety precautionary action taken to prevent overpressuring the iron,
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Figure 16.18 Pressure spike and pump trips.
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casing, and equipment in the event pump trips fail or as a secondary

safety preventative. PRVs can be easily set to any specific pressure and

will go off as soon as that particular set pressure is reached. For exam-

ple, if PRV is set at 9900 psi during the frac job, PRVs will go off and

release the pressure as soon as 9900 psi is reached. The first type of

PRV used during a hydraulic frac job is referred to as mechanical pop-

off. Mechanical pop-offs have been known to malfunction. Therefore,

there are new patent technologies that have been introduced that

guarantee the activation of pop-offs at a certain pressure, and have

been replacing conventional mechanical pop-offs. It is crucial to stay

out of the pop-off area (danger zone) when pops are going off due to

the release of pressure into the atmosphere. It is recommended to rig

up the frac iron from the pop-offs to the flowback tank to prevent

releasing any kind of pressure to the atmosphere as a safety precaution.

Fig. 16.19 shows a mechanical pop-off.

Pressure Transducer
Pressure transducers are used to measure the surface-treating pressure during

frac jobs. Each frac pump has a pressure transducer on the discharge side. In

addition, real-time surface-treating pressure is obtained via the transducer

located on the main line. Pressure transducers are usually covered with a

plastic cover to prevent them from getting wet during summer or winter.

Figure 16.19 Mechanical pop-off.
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Some pressure transducers are known to yield inaccurate readings when

wet. Figs. 16.20 and 16.21 are two examples of pressure transducers.

Check Valves and Manual Valves
Flapper or dart check valves are very commonly used in frac operations.

Every frac pump used during the frac job needs to have a check valve and a

manual valve on the discharge side. Check and manual valves located on the

discharge side of the pump provide isolation between the pump and the rest

of the equipment and iron. For example, if a frac iron located before the

Figure 16.21 Pressure transducer on a pump.

Figure 16.20 Pressure transducer.
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check valve on a frac pump parts (comes apart) during the live frac stage

treatment, fluid will take the path of least resistance. Without check and

manual valves, pumps cannot be isolated and all of the pumps have to come

offline to fix the problem. When all of the pumps have to come offline to

fix the problem without being able to flush the well, a costly screen-out

could be the consequence. Check valves located on the discharge side of

the pump isolate the pumps from the rest of the equipment so the frac

operation can continue in the event of any leakage on the iron. In some

occasions, flapper or dart-type check valves fail due to pumping millions of

pounds of abrasive fluid. In those particular events, the manual valve located

after the check valve can be closed to continue the operation without hav-

ing to come offline. Note that some companies do not have a manual valve

(wheel valve) after the check valve. Having a manual valve right after the

check valve on each pump is highly recommended in the event the first

check valve fails. Check valves fail and leak all the time. Therefore, it is very

important to have a manual valve right after the check valve on each pump.

WATER COORDINATION

A frac operation is an enormous operation that needs lots of organi-

zation and coordination from both service and operating companies. As

previously mentioned, each frac stage uses lots of water, proppant, and che-

micals. To give some perspective on the amount of water used during slick

water frac jobs, it is important to note that every two stages that the indus-

try pumps on average is equivalent to one Olympic-sized swimming pool,

which has a capacity of approximately 15,724 BBLs. One of the most chal-

lenging parts of the frac operation is obtaining sufficient water needed for

the frac job. Since millions of gallons of water will be pumped per stage,

each operating company usually has a water group to make sure a water

transfer plan is scheduled, known, and determined before the actual opera-

tion begins to minimize any downtime. Water is essentially pumped into

the pit, above-ground storage tank, or tank battery via PVC or poly lines.

From that point water is transferred to onsite working tanks via polyvinyl

chloride (PVC) or poly lines. The rate at which water is transferred into

the in-ground pit, above-ground storage tank, or tank battery depends on

the amount of water used per stage and the number of stages to be com-

pleted per day. For example, if six frac stages are estimated to be pumped

per day and each frac stage uses approximately 8000 BBLs of water,
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48,000 BBLs of water must be transferred and pumped to maintain the pit

level at all times. This means water needs to be pumped at approximately

33.3 bpm to keep up with the frac job and avoid any nonproductive time

(NPT). Therefore, water transfer and coordination are not as easy as they

sound and require 24 hour supervision during the frac job to make sure a

sufficient amount of water is available to be pumped every day.

SAND COORDINATION

Every frac stage can use anywhere between 100,000 and

700,000 lbs of proppant and it is very important to have an excellent

sand coordinator in charge to make sure an adequate amount of proppant

is delivered on time for a continuous frac operation to take place.

Proppant is stored in sand masters and each sand master has a limited

capacity. As a result, sand trucks are constantly delivering proppant during

the frac job. It is the sand coordinator’s responsibility to make sure proper

size and type of proppant are placed into each sand master. No frac stage

must be started until enough proppant is present on location to pump a

stage. For example, if the designed proppant stage is 300,000 lbs and there

are only 230,000 lbs on location and two sand trucks are estimated to be

on location at any moment, it is not a good practice to start a stage with-

out having the total amount of designed proppant available. There is

always the possibility of sand trucks breaking down or delaying for various

reasons. Therefore, until the total amount of proppant is present in the

sand masters, no stage must be started.

CHEMICAL COORDINATION

Having a sufficient amount of chemicals per stage is another important

aspect of the hydraulic frac operation. Eq. (16.3) is used to find the amount

of each chemical used during each stage. Based on the chemical usage per

stage, more chemicals can be ordered and coordinated throughout the day.

Equation 16.3 Amount of chemical needed per stage
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Chemical needed/stage5 gallons

Chemical concentration5Chemical concentration that will be

pumped during the stage, gpt

Clean volume5Total estimated clean volume per stage.

•••
Example:

How many gallons of FR are needed if 8000 BBLs of water are estimated to be
pumped in a stage at 1.5 gpt FR concentration?

FR ðgallonsÞ5 0:0423 1:53 80005 504 gallons of FR

The person in charge of chemical coordination needs to have a sufficient amount of
chemicals onsite for at least twice the volume of the calculated number. In addition, the
number of hours of downtime can be completely prevented by performing a simple cal-
culation. Time is money in the oil and gas industry and whenever there is downtime
due to lack of water, sand, or chemical coordination, money is lost. NPT caused by the
service company has to be reported and recorded for the end-of-the-year evaluation
and continuous improvement.

STAGE TREATMENT

As previously mentioned, a frac operation is big, stressful, exciting,

and live. One of the main aspects of hydraulic fracturing is that typically

each stage treats differently. This makes hydraulic fracturing an interesting

operation. Formal education and understanding the theories definitely

help as far as visualizing and estimating the formation treatment.

However, the most important aspect of the hydraulic fracturing job is

experience. This is the main reason the majority of companies across the

United States hire very experienced people to be in charge of the opera-

tion. Some companies hire two people to be in charge of a slick water

frac operation due to the extent of the job.

TIPS FOR FLOWBACK AFTER SCREENING OUT

An important tip known in the field is to avoid a screen-out for the

first few stages because there is not enough energy downhole to have a
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successful flowback after screening out. Typically when a well screens out

on the first few stages, the possibility of a successful flowback is very low.

The energy downhole needed to clear the wellbore from proppant when

flowing back is not available during very early screen-outs. Without this

energy, it is not possible to successfully flow a well back. Not being able

to flow a well back is very costly and time consuming. It usually takes at

least a day to rig up (R/U) coiled tubing, perform a clean out run, and

rig down (R/D) coiled tubing. In some instances, coiled tubing cannot

reach all the way to the bottom depth where the screen-out occurred

(from drag model analysis). Therefore, a snubbing unit has to be used to

perform a clean-out run. Thus, due to time and expense, special care

must be taken to avoid the possibility of screening out on the first few

stages or stages (depths) where reaching coiled tubing is not possible in

long lateral wells. The industry has been moving toward drilling longer

lateral wells (lateral lengths in excess of 8000 ft) since drilling longer lat-

eral wells is significantly better from an economic perspective, as long as

insignificant or no detrimental damage is observed in production results.

When screened out, it is very important to flow the well back within

minutes to prevent the proppant settling in the heel. For a safe and effi-

cient flowback operation to take place, it is important to have a safety and

operational meeting with the flowback crew on a daily basis. This way

the crew knows their responsibility and the company representative’s

expectations when screening out. It is not recommended to have a meet-

ing after screening out because flowback needs to start within minutes of

a screen-out for a successful flowback operation.

The idea behind flowing a well back after screening out is to have a

balance of enough flowback rate while not pulling more proppant from

the formation and previous zones into the wellbore. Flowing a well back

in different formations varies. However, it is recommended to flow back

at 8�10 bpm when the flowback is taking place through a 5 1/2” casing

and 5�7 bpm through a 4 1/2” casing. Flowing the well hard is the best

way to clean the wellbore from sand but as previously mentioned getting

sand from the formation and previous stages must be minimized and

avoided. When slick water is used, a minimum of two hole volumes

(plug depth) needs to be flowed back before attempting an injection test.

In cross-linked gel frac, 1 1/2 hole volume is probably sufficient before

attempting to perform an injection test.

Flowback tanks and lines must be rigged up in a manner that is ready

to accept high fluid rates and large sand volumes without having to shut-
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in during flowback for any adjustments. Flow back after screening-out is

like the cementing operation. Once the operation starts, it is to be con-

tinued without any stoppage unless there is an absolute emergency. The

reason being is that having to shut-in during flowback truly jeopardizes

the chances of success. A sufficient number of flowback tanks must be

available to flow the well back 2�4 hole volumes at a high rate. If only

one gas-buster tank is available, there needs to be a transfer line (such as

poly line) accessible to pump out the flowback fluid to an existing pit.

Essentially it is very important to have enough room available to flow a

well back without having to shut-in. If more than one flowback tank is

used, equalizing hoses must be high enough on the tank to avoid getting

plugged up with high volumes of sands.

After flowing the well back for a minimum of two hole volumes,

returns must be monitored to make sure sand is not being recovered any-

more. For accurate volume measurements, periodic straps must be taken

from the tanks to make sure proper flowback rate is obtained.

Post�Screen-out Injection Test
An injection test after screening out requires patience and experience. The

key to success in injection testing is taking sufficient time and fluid to

slowly increase rate. Increasing the rate rapidly as pressure drops dramati-

cally has proven to be unsuccessful in many different shale plays. Increasing

rate quickly causes too much sand to be picked up at a time and as a result

sending sand slug at lower rate and plugging off the perforations.

Below is the recommended post�screen-out injection test procedure:

1. Roll over a pump truck at the lowest possible rate (usually 1.5�2 bpm

depending on the pump).

2. Once pressure is stabilized, increase the rate to 3�4 bpm by pumping

5 lbs linear gel and 1�2 gpt FR. After about 100�150 BBLs, increase

the gel to a 10-lb system for two full wellbore volumes. Having the

10-lb gel will help land the ball softly (if not retrieved during flow-

back) and prevent a dramatic pressure spike, which can cause all of the

pumps to trip out.

3. Afterward, walk up the rate 1 bpm at a time for 1/2 to 1 full wellbore

volume depending on the pressure reaction. For example, it is impor-

tant not to exceed 8000 psi (if max pressure is 9500 psi) to have plenty

of room for pressure to increase and roll over. The name of the game

is patience.
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4. Do not increase rate more than 2 bpm at a time even if pressure

decreases dramatically. As previously mentioned, grabbing too much

rate at a time causes too much sand to be picked up at one time and

may cause failure.

5. After reaching about 10�12 bpm, cut gel and keep the FR running.

Hold rate until all of the pumped gel clears the perforations. Continue

working the rate up very slowly as pressure allows until 30�35 bpm is

reached; 30�35 bpm is the rule of thumb and the desired rate among

operating companies in conventional plug-and-perf operations to

ensure clean wellbores and pumping wireline down for the next stage.

6. Once 30�35 bpm is reached, pump 100�200 BBL gel sweep until

the sweep clears the perforations.

A typical post�screen-out injection test should take at least 5 hours

and can be as long as 10�15 hours depending on the measured depth of

the screened-out stage.

FRAC WELLHEAD

Tubing Head (B Section)
The tubing head is one of the main components of a wellhead, which is

placed after the drilling process is over and before frac operations start.

Tubing head is used to land the production tubing, and the back-side

pressure (casing pressure) can be monitored throughout the life of the

well via the wing valves located on the tubing head. The tubing head also

provides the means of attaching the Christmas tree to the wellhead. The

casing head is referred to as the “A section,” the tubing head is called the

“B section,” and the Christmas tree is referred to as the “C section.”

Fig. 16.22 shows a tubing head with production tubing hung inside the

tubing hanger.

Lower Master Valve (Last Resort Valve)
The lower master valve is used to control the flow of fluid from the well-

bore and is located directly above the tubing head. This valve is the last

valve that needs to be operated as the last chance in the event that all of

the primary well-control barriers fail. It is very crucial to perform bolt

check and other visual inspections on this and all of the other valves
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frequently during the frac job. During the frac job operation, a lot of

proppant is being pumped downhole at a high pressure and rate, which

can cause the bolts or threads to gradually come loose. To prevent this

issue, regular visual inspections on all of the valves are recommended and

a must. In addition, every valve has a certain number of turns to open or

close provided by the manufacturer. The most important valve in the frac

operation is the lower master valve. If this valve washes out (by pumping

abrasive fluid) during the frac job, there is a major well-control issue. If

this valve starts leaking, wireline needs to be stabbed on the wellhead as

soon as possible to set a kill plug inside the casing to control the flow of

fluid before it gets worse. If the valve washout is uncontrollable, the site

needs to be evacuated as soon as possible and a well-control company

should be called to control the live well.

Hydraulic Valve
The hydraulic valve is another important valve during frac jobs because

in the event of an emergency during the frac operation, this valve can be

hydraulically closed from the accumulator, which has to be located at least

100’ from the wellhead for safety purposes. Some operators do not use a

hydraulic valve to save cost. The use of a hydraulic valve is recommended

in the event of an emergency situation where a frac line close to the

Figure 16.22 Tubing head with production tubing hung inside the tubing hanger.
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wellhead comes apart (parts). Please note that the hydraulic valve is only

designed to close on open wells with no tubing or wireline in the hole.

The hydraulic valve will easily shear wireline in the hole even though it is

not designed for this type of application. Therefore, it is important to

label this valve accurately to prevent cutting wireline by accident during a

plug-and-perf operation. Fig. 16.23 shows the hydraulic valve.

Flow Cross
The flow cross is located above the hydraulic valve and in the event of a

screen-out, the well can be flowed back through either side of the flow

cross. One of the main applications of a flow cross is to flow a well back

after screening out during frac jobs. Flow cross can also be used to pump

down wireline in zipper frac operations. In a zipper frac operation, since

one well is being fracked while the other one is being perforated, one

side of the flow cross could be used to pump the wireline down to the

desired depth. Any line that comes off of the flow cross must have an

ESD, which stands for emergency shut-down valve. The ESD needs to be

function tested or cycled before the operation begins. It is absolutely nec-

essary to rig up the ESD in the event of an emergency or parting iron at

surface. In those emergency situations, ESD is automatically or hydrauli-

cally closed without approaching the wellhead. There are two types of

ESD valves used in the industry. The first one is referred to as pneumatic

ESD, which will automatically close once a substantial pressure drop has

occurred during the flowback. The second type of ESD, which is not as

commonly used as a pneumatic one, is referred to as hydraulic ESD.

Hydraulic ESD will not automatically shut itself down in the event of an

Figure 16.23 Hydraulic valve.
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emergency and the small accumulator located away from the well has to

be used. The ESD accumulators are recommended to be placed 100’

from the wellhead. Fig. 16.24 shows a flow cross used as part of the frac

wellhead during frac jobs. Fig. 16.25 shows pneumatic vs. hydraulic ESD.

Manual Valve (Upper Master Valve, Frac Valve, Swab Valve,
Top Valve)
The manual valve is also referred to as the upper master valve, frac valve,

swab valve, or top valve, and is located above the flow cross. This valve is

typically the main valve used for opening and closing the well during a

frac job. For example, after each frac stage is completed, the manual valve

is closed and the pressure above the manual valve is bled off. If this valve

fails or leaks, a hydraulic valve or manual valve can be used to close the

well and pressure can be bled off above the hydraulic valve while the

manual valve can get greased, fixed, or replaced. Finally, if the hydraulic

Figure 16.25 Pneumatic vs. hydraulic ESD.

Figure 16.24 Flow cross, 2" and 4" sides.
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valve fails as well, the last resort (lower master valve) will be used to close

the well (Fig. 16.26).

Frac Head (Goat Head)
The frac head, also referred to as the goat head, is located above the man-

ual valve and typically 2�6 frac irons (referred to as candy canes) are con-

nected to the goat head for the frac job. The goat head is the head of the

frac job and is the means of injecting water, sand, and chemicals at high

pressure and rate into the well. During slick water frac jobs, high rate is

Figure 16.26 Manual valve.

Figure 16.27 Four-way entry frac head (goat head).
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required to pump each stage; therefore, to get to the desired rate, two to

six 4” or 3” lines are rigged up to the goat head to obtain the desired

rate. The main application of frac head (goat head) in frac and perforation

operation is being able to R/U 2�6 lines to achieve the designed rate.

The rule of thumb for obtaining the maximum rate through each line is

OD2
32. For instance, one 4” line yields a maximum rate of 32 bpm;

therefore, four 4” lines yield a maximum rate of 128 bpm. In cross-linked

fluid system jobs, not much rate is required. Therefore, there is no need

to rig up four 4” lines. Essentially, the rig-up for each frac type and for-

mation is different. If the designed rate for a cross-linked job is 50 bpm,

only two 4” lines are required to perform the job. Fig. 16.27 is a four-

way entry frac wellhead used during frac jobs. Fig. 16.28 illustrates a typi-

cal wellhead configuration during the frac job.

Figure 16.28 Typical frac wellhead.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Decline Curve Analysis

INTRODUCTION

Economic analysis is one of the most important aspects of any sales,

acquisition, drilling, and completions design in any of the shale plays

across North America. In fact, it is so important that the decision to com-

plete a well using new technology will solely depend on the economics

of the well. The first step in performing any type of economic analysis is

to forecast the expected production volumes with time. Forecasting the

production volumes and well behavior with time can be quite challenging

especially in new exploration areas or areas with limited production data.

In this chapter of the book, primary methods for determining production

volumes with time will be discussed.

DECLINE CURVE ANALYSIS (DCA)

Decline curve analysis (DCA) is used to predict the future produc-

tion of oil and gas, and it has been widely used since 1945. Arnold and

Anderson (1908) presented the first mathematical model of DCA. Cutler

(1924) also used the log�log paper to obtain a straight line for hyperbolic

decline, so the curve shifted horizontally. Larkey (1925) proposed the least

square method to extrapolate the decline curves. Pirson (1935) proposed

the loss ratio method and concluded that the production decline curve

rate/time has a constant loss ratio. Furthermore, Arps (1944) categorized

the decline curve using the loss ratio method, and he then defined the

rate/time and rate/cumulative production. He defined three types of

decline curve models: exponential, harmonic, and hyperbolic decline

curves. The hyperbolic decline curve can be considered as a general

model, and exponential and harmonic decline curves can be derived from

it. The decline curve consists of three parameters [qi, Di, and b] that could
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be found from production data. Furthermore, the following differential

equation was used to define the three decline curve models:

Equation 17.1 Decline curve differential equation

b5Hyperbolic decline exponent

K5Proportionality constant.

In Eq. (17.1) “d” is called decline factor that is a slope of the natural log

of production rate versus time. The decline curve equations assume that

production decline is proportional to reservoir pressure decline. In addition,

conventional DCA assumes constant flowing bottom-hole pressure, drainage

area, permeability, skin, and existence of boundary-dominated flow. Most of

these assumptions are not valid in unconventional shale reservoirs. The reason

DCA is still widely used is because it is an easy and quick tool to estimate

production decline (rate) with time on producing and nonproducing

wells. In today’s business model, DCA drives the business by providing near-

and long-term production forecasts and booking economic reserves. In fact,

various forms of DCA are taught in short courses for reserve booking and

estimation. Other tools such as rate transient analysis (RTA) and numerical

simulation can also be used to forecast the future behavior of wells.

ANATOMY OF DECLINE CURVE ANALYSIS

There are a few crucial parameters used in DCA that are as follows:

Instantaneous Production (IP)
Instantaneous production (IP) is measured in MSCF/D or BBL/D. IP is

often mistaken for 24-hour initial production. However, IP in DCA

refers to the instantaneous production rate at a point in time that the well

has been able to reach.

Nominal Decline (Di)
Nominal decline is the instantaneous slope of the decline.

Effective Decline (De)
Effective decline is the percentage change in flow rate over a time inter-

val. Effective decline is usually calculated 1 year from time zero. For
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example, if the IP of a well is 15 MMscf/D and after 1 year, the flow rate

is 4 MMscf/D, the effective decline is 73.3%. Effective decline is the per-

centage reduction in production volumes over a 1-year period. The lower

the nominal decline, the less it varies from an effective decline. Effective

decline is defined in Eq. (17.2). Fig 17.1 illustrates the difference between

nominal and effective decline.

Equation 17.2 Effective decline

Hyperbolic Exponent (b)
The b value is referred to as the hyperbolic exponent and reduces effec-

tive decline over time. Hyperbolic exponent is the rate of change of the

decline rate with respect to time. In other words, hyperbolic exponent is

the second derivative of the production rate with respect to time.

Fig. 17.2 illustrates that as b value increases, the rate of deceleration of

effective decline increases as well. In addition, as effective decline

decreases, b value will have less of an impact.

Shape of the Decline Curve
The most important parameter in DCA that drives the shape of the

decline curve is the b value. Table 17.1 shows the approximate range of b

values for various reservoir drive mechanisms. As can be seen, unconven-

tional shale and tight gas reservoirs typically have a b value in excess of 1

due to the long transient period caused by low permeability. In conven-

tional reservoirs that have hyperbolic decline, b is typically between 0 and

1 depending on the reservoir drive mechanism.

Figure 17.1 Nominal versus effective decline.
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Before discussing different types of decline curves, it is very important

to understand different well-flow behaviors in multistage horizontal fracs.

Unsteady (Transient Flow) State Period
Transient flow is observed in unconventional shale reservoirs with low

permeability (,0.1 md) and it is the time period when reservoir bound-

aries have no effect on pressure behavior. The reservoir acts as if it is infi-

nite in size. Wellbore storage effect does take place during this period. In

general, transient flow is defined as the pressure pulse traveling through

the reservoir without any interference by the reservoir boundaries.

Late Transient Period
This is the period of time that separates the transient state from the steady

or pseudosteady state. It is when the well drainage radius has reached

some parts of the reservoir boundaries.

Figure 17.2 Gas well production decline with various b.

Table 17.1 Reservoir Drive Mechanism Versus b Values
b Value Reservoir Drive Mechanism

0 Single-phase liquid expansion (oil above bubble point)

0.1�0.4 Solution gas drive

0.4�0.5 Single-phase gas expansion

0.5 Effective edge water drive

0.5�1 Layered reservoirs

.1 Transient (tight gas, shales)
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Pseudosteady State (Boundary-Dominated Flow)
Pseudosteady state occurs when there is boundary-dominated flow and the

transient period ends. The boundary-dominated flow is a flow regime that

starts when the drainage radius of the well reaches the reservoir bound-

aries. Boundary-dominated flow is a late-time flow behavior when the res-

ervoir is in a state of pseudoequilibrium. One of the aspects that makes

the unconventional shale production analysis quite challenging is that the

flow stays in transient mode for a very long period of time. As a result,

determination of fracture geometry is difficult from modern production

analysis such as rate transient analysis.

PRIMARY TYPES OF DECLINE CURVES

There are three primary types of decline curves and they are as follows:

Exponential Decline
When production rate (y-axis) versus time (x-axis) is plotted on a semi-

log plot, the plot will be a straight line or exponential. In exponential

decline, b is equal to 0. Exponential decline is also known as “constant-

rate” decline. Exponential decline has two terms. The first term is the

initial production rate (IP) and the second one is the decline rate. Decline

rate in exponential decline refers to the rate of change of production with

time, which stays constant.

Hyperbolic Decline
When production rate (y-axis) versus time (x-axis) is plotted on a semi-

log plot, the plot will be a curved line. Hyperbolic decline has three

terms. The first term is referred to as the initial production rate (IP), the

second term is initial decline rate @ initial production rate, and finally

the third term is hyperbolic exponent or b value. In hyperbolic decline as

opposed to exponential decline (where the decline rate stays constant

with time), the decline rate decreases as a function of the hyperbolic

exponent with time. This is because the data shows a hyperbolic behavior

on a semi-log plot. Hyperbolic decline rate varies and is typically

40�80% depending on many factors such as reservoir pressure, reservoir

characteristics, completions characteristics, pressure drawdown strategy,

etc. The decline rate depends on the way a well is produced. The way in
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which a well is produced is just as important as the way in which a well is

completed. The harder that a well is produced (higher pressure draw-

down), the sharper the decline rate. The slower that a well is produced

(minimizing pressure drawdown), the shallower the decline rate. For

example, two wells side by side with the exact same completions design

and formation properties can have varying decline rates depending on the

way in which each well was produced. The well with higher pressure

drawdown will have a higher decline rate (e.g., 85%) and the well with

lower pressure drawdown will have a lower decline rate (e.g., 55%). For

comparison reasons between wells, it is very important to produce all

wells in the same manner operationally. Figs. 17.3 and 17.4 are examples

of exponential and hyperbolic declines.

Figure 17.3 Exponential decline.

Figure 17.4 Hyperbolic decline.
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Harmonic Decline
Harmonic decline occurs when the b value is equal to 1 and the decline

rate of change is constant.

Modified Hyperbolic Decline Curve (Hybrid Decline)
With the development of unconventional shale reservoirs, choosing only

hyperbolic decline could cause an overestimation of estimated ultimate

recovery (EUR). This is because hyperbolic decline without limit tends

to overestimate cumulative production during the life of a well. In an

attempt to account for this, modified hyperbolic decline is typically used

in unconventional shale reservoirs and reserve booking. Reserve engi-

neers will typically transition a decline curve to an exponential decline to

compensate for this overestimation. The transition to an exponential

decline in later stages of production is called the terminal decline.

Terminal decline is the rate at which the hyperbolic decline switches

from hyperbolic to exponential decline. For example, if the initial De

(annual effective decline) for a Haynesville Shale well is 65%, once De

reaches around 4�11%, the hyperbolic decline switches over to exponen-

tial decline. Determination of terminal decline for reservoirs that have

not produced long enough is very challenging. Companies typically

assume the terminal decline to be anywhere between 4% and 11%. The

higher the terminal decline, the faster the transition from hyperbolic to

exponential and as a result, lower EUR. In areas with limited production

data, higher terminal decline is assumed to be conservative. Fig. 17.5

shows the difference between a hyperbolic decline and a modified hyper-

bolic decline in which terminal decline is assumed to be 5%. As can be

seen, as soon as annual effective decline (De) reaches 5%, hyperbolic

decline switches to exponential for the remaining life of the well (50 years

in this example).

Other DCA Techniques
There are other types of DCA techniques that were developed recently.

Some of those techniques are as follows:

1. Power law exponential decline model (PLE):

Power law exponential (PLE) decline was developed by Ilk et al.

(2008) by modifying Arps’ exponential decline (Seshadri and Mattar,

2010). This methodology was developed specifically for tight gas wells
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to model the decline in a transient period of production data. The

PLE decline model is defined in Eq. (17.3) (McNeil et al., 2009):

Equation 17.3 Power law exponential decline model

The equation above can be reduced to power law loss ratio as

defined below:

q5 qie
2DNt2Dit

n½ �

In Eq. (17.3) “D1” is the decline constant at specific time such as

1 day, DN is the decline constant at infinite time, Di is the initial decline

rate % per year, and n is the time exponent. The PLE method does not

consider the b value as a constant value but as a declining function in

contrast to the Arps method. Moreover, by using the PLE model it is eas-

ier to match the production data in transient and boundary-dominated

regions without overestimating the reserve (McNeil et al., 2009).

2. Stretched exponential:

A newer variation of the Arps model adding a bounding compo-

nent to provide a limit on EUR was developed by Valkó in 2009.

Stretched exponential rate time relationship is defined as follows:

Equation 17.4 Stretched exponential decline

Figure 17.5 Hyperbolic versus modified hyperbolic decline.
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τ is a characteristic time for stretched exponential and n is the

time exponent. This technique is similar to the PLE model, however,

it ignores the behavior at late times. Stretched exponential has an

advantage over PLE by providing the cumulative time relation as

follows:

Equation 17.5 Cumulative time relationship

3. Duong decline:

Duong (2011) developed the rate decline analysis for fractured shale

reservoirs. In this model, the long-term linear flow was taken into consid-

eration. This model is defined based on Eq. (17.6).

Equation 17.6 Duong decline model

Parameters “a” and “m” are determined by using Eq. (17.7):

Equation 17.7 Determination of parameters a and m in Duong decline model

q5 Flow rate, volume/time

a5 Intercept (log�log plot of
q

Gp
vs t)

Gp5Cumulative gas production.

Furthermore, a plot of “q” versus “t (a, m)” should provide a straight

line with a slope of q1 and intercept of qN:

tða;mÞ5 t2mexp
a

12m
ðt12m 2 1Þ

h i
Note that qN can be positive, zero, or negative depending on the

operating conditions. A cumulative gas production can be determined

using “qN” is equal to zero as:

Gp 5
q1tða;mÞ
at2m

Duong examined different types of wells such as tight, dry, and wet

gas to prove the accuracy of his model. He also found that most of the

shale models have “a” values ranging from 0 to 3 and m values ranging
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from 0.9 to 1.3. His model yields reasonable estimation of cumulative

production compared to the power law and Arps models.

ARPS DECLINE CURVE EQUATIONS FOR ESTIMATING
FUTURE VOLUMES

As previously discussed, nominal decline is simply the conversion of

the effective decline.

Exponential Decline Equations
Nominal decline as a function of effective decline is written in Eq. (17.8).

Equation 17.8 Monthly nominal exponential

D5Monthly nominal exponential, 1/time

De5Annual effective decline, 1/time.

Exponential decline rate equation can also be written in Eq. (17.9).

Equation 17.9 Exponential decline rate

qexponential5Exponential decline rate, MSCF/D

IP5 Initial production (instantaneous rate), MSCF/D

D5Monthly nominal exponential, 1/time

t5Time, months.

Exponential example: Calculate the production rate of an exponen-

tial decline at the end of two years if IP is 800 MSCF/D and annual

exponential effective decline (D) is 6%.

D5Monthly nominal exponential52 ln ð12DÞ 1
12

h i
52 lnð126%Þ 1

1250:515%

Exponential q@ the endof 2 years5IP3e2D3 t58003e20:515%324

5707MSCF=D
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Hyperbolic Decline Equations
Initial decline rate can be defined in three ways for hyperbolic decline.

Nominal, tangent effective, and secant effective decline equations can

be used in defining initial decline rate. Secant effective decline is the

preferred methodology used in unconventional shale reservoirs.

Fig. 17.6 illustrates the difference between secant and tangent effective

decline rates.

Nominal decline as a function of tangent effective decline is written

in Eq. (17.10).

Equation 17.10 Monthly nominal tangent hyperbolic

Di, tangent5Monthly nominal tangent hyperbolic, 1/time

Dei5 Initial annual effective decline rate from tangent line, 1/time.

Nominal decline as a function of secant effective decline can be writ-

ten as shown in Eq. (17.11).

Equation 17.11 Monthly nominal secant hyperbolic

Figure 17.6 Secant versus tangent decline rates.
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Di,secant5Monthly nominal secant hyperbolic, 1/time

Deis5 Initial annual effective decline rate from secant line, 1/time

b5Hyperbolic exponent.

Secant effective decline rate is calculated from two rates. The first rate

is at time 0 and the second rate is exactly after 1 year.

The hyperbolic decline rate equation is shown in Eq. (17.12).

Equation 17.12 Hyperbolic decline rate

qhyperbolic5Hyperbolic decline rate, MSCF/D

IP5 Initial production (instantaneous rate), MSCF/D

Di5Monthly nominal hyperbolic, 1/time

b5Hyperbolic exponent

t5Time, months.

Hyperbolic example: Calculate the production rate of a hyperbolic

decline at the end of 2 years with an IP of 8000 MSCF/D, initial annual

secant effective hyperbolic decline (Deis) of 66%, and b value of 1.3.

Di5
1

12b

� �
3 ð12DeisÞ2b21
� �

5
1

1231:3

� �
3 ð1266%Þ21:321
� �

519:65%

q5 IP3ð11b3Di3 tÞ21
b580003ð111:3319:65%324Þ2 1

1:3

51765MSCF=D

Monthly hyperbolic cumulative volume:

Monthly hyperbolic cumulative volume can be calculated using

Eq. (17.13).

Equation 17.13 Monthly hyperbolic cumulative volume

NP5Monthly hyperbolic cum volume, MSCF

IP5 Initial production, MSCF/D

Time5months.
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•••
Example
Calculate monthly hyperbolic cumulative volume and monthly hyperbolic volume for
the first 24 months assuming the following parameters:

IP5 10,500 MSCF/D, b5 1.5, Initial annual secant effective decline (Deis)5 61%
Step 1) Calculate monthly nominal secant hyperbolic:

Di 5
1
12b

� �
3 ð12DeisÞ2b 2 1
� �

5
1

123 1:5

� �
3 ð1261%Þ21:5 2 1
� �

5 17:25%

Step 2) Calculate hyperbolic cumulative volume for each month starting with month 1:

Np5
IP

ð12bÞ3Monthly Nominal Hyp

� �
3 12ð11b3Monthly Nominal Hyp3 time½ �121

b

� �

3
365
12

Np;month 15
10;500

ð121:5Þ317:25%

� �
3 12ð111:5317:25%31½ �12 1

1:5

� �

3
365
12

5295;208
MCF

1 month

Np;month 25
10;500

121:5ð Þ317:25%

� �
3 12ð111:5317:25%32½ �12 1

1:5

� �

3
365
12

5552;264
MCF

2 month

Np;month 35
10;500

121:5ð Þ317:25%

� �
3 12ð111:5317:25%33½ �12 1

1:5

� �

3
365
12

5781;523
MCF

3 month

Np;month 45
10;500

121:5ð Þ317:25%

� �
3 12ð111:5317:25%34½ �12 1

1:5

� �

3
365
12

5989;466
MCF

4 month

Np;month 55
10;500

121:5ð Þ317:25%

� �
3 12ð111:5317:25%35½ �12 1

1:5

� �

3
365
12

51;180;447
MCF

5 month

Step 3) Calculate monthly production volumes simply by subtracting each month’s
cumulative volume from the previous month:

Hyperbolic rate for month 15 295; 208
MCF
month

Hyperbolic rate for month 25 552; 2642 295; 2085 257; 056
MCF
month
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Hyperbolic rate for month 35 781; 5232 552; 2645 229; 259
MCF
month

Hyperbolic rate for month 45 989; 4662 781; 5235 207; 943
MCF
month

Hyperbolic rate for month 55 1; 180; 4472 989; 4665 190; 981
MCF
month

Cumulative and monthly production volumes for 24 months are summarized in
Table 17.2.

Table 17.2 Cumulative and Monthly Production Volumes
Example
Time CUM Volumes Monthly Rate

Months MCF MCF/M

1 295,208 295,208

2 552,264 257,056

3 781,523 229,259

4 989,466 207,942

5 1,180,447 190,981

6 1,357,553 177,106

7 1,523,059 165,506

8 1,678,695 155,639

9 1,825,814 147,119

10 1,965,493 139,679

11 2,098,606 133,113

12 2,225,875 127,269

13 2,347,902 122,027

14 2,465,196 117,293

15 2,578,189 112,994

16 2,687,257 109,068

17 2,792,723 105,466

18 2,894,871 102,148

19 2,993,949 99,079

20 3,090,179 96,230

21 3,183,757 93,578

22 3,274,859 91,101

23 3,363,641 88,782

24 3,450,246 86,605
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As previously discussed, in modified hyperbolic decline once annual

effective decline reaches terminal decline, the decline curve is switched

from hyperbolic to exponential. Therefore, annual effective decline must be

calculated monthly in an attempt to find the transition point from hyper-

bolic to exponential decline. Before being able to calculate the annual effec-

tive decline, monthly nominal decline must be calculated using Eq. (17.14).

Equation 17.14 Monthly nominal decline

Monthly nominal decline5 1/time

Time5months.

Afterward, annual hyperbolic effective decline can be calculated using

Eq. (17.15).

Equation 17.15 Annual effective decline

D5Monthly nominal decline, 1/time.

•••
Example
Calculate annual effective decline after 1, 5, 24, and 50 months subsequently if the initial
annual secant effective decline is 85% with a b value of 1.3.

Step 1) Calculate monthly nominal hyperbolic:

Di 5
1
12b

� �
3 ð12DeisÞ2b 2 1
� �

5
1

123 1:3

� �
3 ð1285%Þ21:3 2 1
� �

5 69:09%

Step 2) Calculate monthly nominal decline after 1, 5, 24, and 50 months:

Dmonth 1 5
Monthly nominal hyperbolic

11 b3monthly nominal hyperbolic3 time
5

69:09%
11 1:33 69:09%3 1

5 36:40%

Dmonth 5 5
69:09%

11 1:33 69:09%3 5
5 12:6%

Dmonth 24 5
69:09%

11 1:33 69:09%3 24
5 3:1%

Dmonth 50 5
69:09%

11 1:33 69:09%3 50
5 1:5%

Step 3) Calculate annual effective decline after 1, 5, 24, and 50 months:

De;month 1 5 12 ð11123 b3DÞ21
b 5 12 ð11123 1:33 36:40%Þ2 1

1:3 5 76:8%
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De;month 5 5 12 ð11123 1:33 12:6%Þ2 1
1:3 5 76:8%5 56:6%

De;month 24 5 12 ð11123 1:33 3:1%Þ2 1
1:3 5 76:8%5 26:0%

De;month 50 5 12 ð11123 1:33 1:5%Þ2 1
1:3 5 76:8%5 15:0%

•••
Example
A well drilled in the Barnett Shale has a hyperbolic shape with an IP of
6500 MSCF/D, initial annual secant effective decline rate of 55%, and b value of
1.4. Calculate the monthly production rates along with annual effective decline
for the first 12 months.

Step 1) Calculate monthly nominal secant hyperbolic:

Di 5
1
12b

� �
3 ð12DeisÞ2b 2 1
� �

5
1

123 1:4

� �
3 ð1255%Þ21:4 2 1
� �

5 12:25%

Step 2) Calculate hyperbolic cumulative volume for each month starting with month 1:

Np5
IP

ð12bÞ3Monthly Nominal Hyp

� �
3 12ð11b3Monthly Nominal Hyp3 time½ �121

b

� �

3
365
12

Np;month 15
6500

ð121:4Þ312:25%

� �
3 12ð111:4312:25%31½ �12 1

1:4

� �

3
365
12

5186;661
MCF

1 month

Np;month 25
6500

ð121:4Þ312:25%

� �
3 12ð111:4312:25%32½ �12 1

1:4

� �

3
365
12

5354;699
MCF

2 month

Np;month 35
6500

ð121:4Þ312:25%

� �
3 12 ð111:4312:25%33�12 1

1:4

h o�

3
365
12

5508;034
MCF

3 month

Np;month 45
6500

ð121:4Þ312:25%

� �
3 12ð111:4312:25%34½ �12 1

1:4

� �

3
365
12

5649;420
MCF

4 month
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Np;month 55
6500

ð121:4Þ312:25%

� �
3 12 ð111:4312:25%35�12 1

1:4

h o�

3
365
12

5780;873
MCF

5 month

Np;month 65
6500

ð121:4Þ312:25%

� �
3 12 ð111:4312:25%36�12 1

1:4

h o�

3
365
12

5903;921
MCF

6 month

Np;month 75
6500

ð121:4Þ312:25%

� �
3 12 ð111:4312:25%37�12 1

1:4

h o�

3
365
12

51;019;747
MCF

7 month

Np;month 85
6500

ð121:4Þ312:25%

� �
3 12 ð111:4312:25%38�12 1

1:4

h o�

3
365
12

51;129;292
MCF

8 month

Np;month 95
6500

ð121:4Þ312:25%

� �
3 12 ð111:4312:25%39�12 1

1:4

h o�

3
365
12

51;233;317
MCF

9 month

Np;month 105
6500

121:4ð Þ312:25%

� �
3 12ð111:4312:25%310½ �12 1

1:4

� �

3
365
12

51;332;445
MCF

10 month

Np;month 115
6500

121:4ð Þ312:25%

� �
3 12ð111:4312:25%311½ �12 1

1:4

� �

3
365
12

51;427;196
MCF

11 month

Np;month 125
6500

121:4ð Þ312:25%

� �
3 12ð111:4312:25%312½ �12 1

1:4

� �

3
365
12

51;518;006
MCF

12 month

Step 3) Calculate monthly rates by simply subtracting cumulative volumes from the
previous month as shown in Table 17.3:

Step 4) Calculate monthly nominal decline for each month:

Dmonth 1 5
Monthly nominal hyperbolic

11 b3monthly nominal hyperbolic3 time
5

12:25%
11 1:43 12:25%3 1

5 10:5%

Dmonth 2 5
12:25%

11 1:43 12:25%3 2
5 9:1%
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Dmonth 3 5
12:25%

11 1:43 12:25%3 3
5 8:1%

Dmonth 4 5
12:25%

11 1:43 12:25%3 4
5 7:3%

Dmonth 5 5
12:25%

11 1:43 12:25%3 5
5 6:6%

Dmonth 6 5
12:25%

11 1:43 12:25%3 6
5 6:0%

Dmonth 7 5
12:25%

11 1:43 12:25%3 7
5 5:6%

Dmonth 8 5
12:25%

11 1:43 12:25%3 8
5 5:2%

Dmonth 9 5
12:25%

11 1:43 12:25%3 9
5 4:8%

Dmonth 10 5
12:25%

11 1:43 12:25%3 10
5 4:5%

Dmonth 11 5
12:25%

11 1:43 12:25%3 11
5 4:2%

Dmonth 12 5
12:25%

11 1:43 12:25%3 12
5 4:0%

Step 5) Calculate annual effective decline for each month:

De;month 1 5 12 11123 b3Dð Þ21
b 5 12 11123 1:43 10:5%ð Þ2 1

1:4 5 51:5%

De;month 2 5 12 11123 1:43 9:1%ð Þ2 1
1:4 5 48:5%

Table 17.3 Monthly Production Rate Example
Time CUM Volumes Monthly Rate

Months MCF MCF/Month

1 186,661 186,661

2 354,699 168,038

3 508,034 153,335

4 649,420 141,386

5 780,873 131,454

6 903,921 123,047

7 1,019,747 115,826

8 1,129,292 109,545

9 1,233,317 104,025

10 1,332,445 99,128

11 1,427,196 94,751

12 1,518,006 90,810
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De;month 3 5 12 11123 1:43 8:1%ð Þ2 1
1:4 5 45:8%

De;month 4 5 12 11123 1:43 7:3%ð Þ2 1
1:4 5 43:4%

De;month 5 5 12 11123 1:43 6:6%ð Þ2 1
1:4 5 41:3%

De;month 6 5 12 11123 1:43 6:0%ð Þ2 1
1:4 5 39:4%

De;month 7 5 12 11123 1:43 5:6%ð Þ2 1
1:4 5 37:6%

De;month 8 5 12 11123 1:43 5:2%ð Þ2 1
1:4 5 36:0%

De;month 9 5 12 11123 1:43 4:8%ð Þ2 1
1:4 5 34:5%

De;month 10 5 12 11123 1:43 4:5%ð Þ2 1
1:4 5 33:2%

De;month 11 5 12 11123 1:43 4:2%ð Þ2 1
1:4 5 31:9%

De;month 12 5 12 11123 1:43 4:0%ð Þ2 1
1:4 5 30:8%

A summary of this example is located in Table 17.4.

Table 17.4 Hyperbolic Example Summary
Time CUM Volumes Monthly Rate Monthly Nominal Annual Effective
Months MCF MCF/Month % %

1 186,661 186,661 10.5 51.5

2 354,699 168,038 9.1 48.5

3 508,034 153,335 8.1 45.8

4 649,420 141,386 7.3 43.4

5 780,873 131,454 6.6 41.3

6 903,921 123,047 6.0 39.4

7 1,019,747 115,826 5.6 37.6

8 1,129,292 109,545 5.2 36.0

9 1,233,317 104,025 4.8 34.5

10 1,332,445 99,128 4.5 33.2

11 1,427,196 94,751 4.2 31.9

12 1,518,006 90,810 4.0 30.8
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Economic Evaluation

INTRODUCTION

There are three commonly used models to determine profit. Each

model has a unique way of defining cost. These models are as follows:

• net cash-flow (NCF) model

• financial model

• tax model.

NET CASH-FLOW MODEL (NCF)

From the above three models, the net cash-flow (NCF) model is

the most commonly used model in the oil and gas industry due to the

fact that it accounts for time value of money, which will be discussed later

in this chapter. This model is typically used in any oil and gas property

evaluation to calculate profit and net present value (NPV) and other

important capital budgeting and financial parameters as needed. One

unique feature of the NCF model is the time zero. Time zero refers to

the day when the first investment is made. For example, if Company

ABC decides to invest roughly $10 million for exploration and develop-

ment of one well in the Bakken Shale (located in North Dakota), $10

million will be inputted in time zero. Time zero is the point at which the

future profits are discounted. If long-term economic analysis is being per-

formed in which wells will be turned in line (TIL) many years from today

(e.g., four years), all of the future cash flows are typically discounted back

to today’s dollar to get a comprehensive understanding on the value of an

asset today. There are two important concepts in the NCF model. The

first one is referred to as cash outflow, which is essentially the cash spent

(i.e., money coming out of the business) on a project. Examples of cash

outflows are investment, operating costs, and income taxes. Companies

invest in a particular project to recover the original investment and
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additionally make a profit on top of what was originally invested.

The second important concept in the NCF model is cash inflow, which is

basically the amount of cash that the company generates from the project.

An example of cash inflow is revenue. Fig. 18.1 shows the flow chart of

the NCF concept.

ROYALTY

Royalty is the amount of money paid to the landowners who own

the mineral rights. In the oil and gas industry, the first payment is typi-

cally the amount of money paid to the landowner per acre to lease the

acreage. For example, if a landowner owns 5000 acres in which an oil or

gas company is interested (due to the potential or proven reserves), the

oil and gas company will end up paying a certain amount of money per

acre to the landowner to be able to drill and complete on a particular

property. This amount varies from state to state and can be as low as

$500/acre to as high as $15,000/acre depending on the formation poten-

tial and rate of return of the project. For example, if Mr. Hoss Belyadi

owns 5000 acres in Pennsylvania and an operator is interested in leasing

his acreage for $2500/acre, Mr. Belyadi will get a big check for

$12,500,000 for allowing the company to drill and complete on his prop-

erty since he owns the mineral rights. Many people became millionaires

overnight after signing an agreement with an oil and gas company at the

beginning of the shale boom. Aside from getting a big lump sum of

Figure 18.1 Net cash-flow (NCF) model.
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money initially, Mr. Belyadi will also get a percentage of the produced

hydrocarbon’s profit from each well called a royalty as soon as the well

starts producing hydrocarbon. This percentage varies from contract to

contract again and can be anywhere between 12.5% and 20%.

This can add up to a lot of money every year, and many landowners

have become rich by earning money after the shale boom. Royalty per-

centage and other conditions and circumstances of the lease contract can

be discussed and agreed upon between the landowner and the operating

company when signing the lease and the contract. Some companies’ strat-

egy is to buy the land instead of going through the hassle of leasing vari-

ous properties and renewing leases once expired. Leasing property from

mineral-rights owners is more common. One of the biggest disadvantages

of leasing a property is that operating companies have a limited period of

time to begin operations, which is usually 5 years (can be extended). If

the oil and gas market stays healthy by sustaining a profitable oil and gas

price, companies would be able to make decisions more easily on the

number of wells to be drilled and completed each year. However, when

the price of oil or natural gas fluctuates to uneconomic prices, companies

that do not have their gas hedged at a certain price will have a hard time

staying focused on drilling and completing wells in undeveloped areas

where leasing has been signed. Therefore, it is very important for compa-

nies to be ready and have strategic plans in place before leasing a property.

Companies need to consider all kinds of development plans. If a particular

strategic plan does not exist within a particular operating company,

renewing expiring leases or losing leases will cost the company millions

of dollars each year. Some companies do not have to go through the has-

sle of leasing and paying royalties to the landowners to a big extent due

to the fact that the land and mineral rights have been previously owned

from prior activities (coal mining, etc.) in a particular area.

WORKING INTEREST (WI)

Working interest (WI) is fundamentally a percentage of ownership

in an oil and gas lease or property that gives the owner of the interest the

right to drill, complete, and produce oil and gas on the leased acreage.

For example, if an operating company XYZ has an 80% WI in a particu-

lar property, this means that this particular company is obligated to pay
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80% of any investment and costs incurred. These investments and costs

are included but not limited to cost of acquisition, exploration, drilling,

completion, operating costs, and so forth. Generally, there are two main

considerations in which an operating company elects to obtain the WI

percentage. The first consideration is the amount of capital that a com-

pany has. If a company has a small amount of capital (i.e., private owner

or sometimes family owner), it is very important to only own a small per-

centage. This is due to the fact that large amounts of capital are required

to drill and complete wells. Owning a high percentage of WI means a lot

of capital will be needed to pay for all of the previously discussed invest-

ments and costs. There are small family business owners in Marcellus and

other shale plays that own as low as 1% or less WI. Large and medium

developed exploration and production (E&P) companies typically own

larger WI percentages but can have small WI in various non-core acreage

position. Companies who have 50% or more WI are normally in charge

of the operation.

The second important consideration is the risk and confidence level

associated with a project that will determine the WI percentage. For

example, let’s assume Mr. Hoss Belyadi owns an $8 billion company and

he is trying to invest in a particular prospect for the drilling program.

The only issue and drawback that he is facing is not being confident in

the outcome of that particular prospect upon completion. To split the

risk associated with that project, Mr. Belyadi has the option of finding a

business partner who is willing to buy 50% of the WI of that prospect

under a joint operating agreement (JOA). By doing this, the risk associ-

ated with that project will be 50% in the event that particular project

does not meet the expectation. This is called a risk mitigation practice

and is common amongst some operators that do not have the confidence

level to invest big lump sums of money into a particular project or simply

do not have the capital and would like to develop the acreage position

faster than their capital budget would allow. There are various methods to

obtain third party acreage and the most common ones are as follows:

� Exchange:

Exchange is performed by trading leases of equal values, which are

typically located in a similar area with similar number of acres.

Exchange is recommended when disposing leases that a company does

not have any plans to develop. Section 1031 of the IRS tax code of

1986 and treasury regulations permits investors (e.g., companies) to

postpone capital gains taxes on any exchange of like-kind properties,

which are properties of the same nature, class, or character.
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� Assignment:

Assignment is an agreement assigning leasehold for a certain period

of time. In an assignment, the owner leases to operator ABC.

Operator ABC assigns all or a portion of those rights to another opera-

tor. Assignment is common when a small chunk of acreage in which

an operator is trying to develop (within the operator’s development

plan) is owned or leased by another operator. In this scenario, the

operator who has the lease or ownership in that chunk of acreage will

have to run economic analysis to determine whether to participate

in the well (through a joint operating agreement, or JOA) or simply

not participate and assign the acreage in return for a sign-on bonus,

overriding royalty interest, well data, etc. (depending on the JOA).

Assignments typically include upfront bonus per acre, overriding

royalty interest (ORRI), well data, and site visits. Overriding royalty

interest is a royalty in excess of the royalty provided in an oil and gas

lease and is usually added through an assignment of the lease.

� Participation/Joint operating agreement (JOA):

In a JOA, a third party retains ownership of their leasehold and

becomes part working interest owner in wells. In addition, the third

party will have to pay its proportionate share of well costs (depending

on the WI%). Economic analysis and other risk factors associated with

participating in a well will determine whether to participate in a well

or not.

NET REVENUE INTEREST (NRI)

Net revenue interest (NRI) is the percentage of production that is

actually received after all the burdens, such as royalty and overriding royalty,

have been deducted from the WI. For example, if a company’s WI is 100%

but it has agreed to pay 18.5% royalty interest to the landowner, NRI will

be a smaller percentage than 100% (in this example 81.5%) since this is the

money that the company actually receives after paying off the royalty to the

landowner. NRI percentage can be calculated using Eq. (18.1).

Equation 18.1 Net revenue interest (NRI).

WI5Working interest, %

NRI5Net revenue interest, %.
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•••
Example
Calculate the NRI for the following prospects given the WI and royalty percentages
located in Table 18.1.

Prospect A NRI%5 80%2 80%3 18:5%ð Þ½ �3 1005 65:2%
Prospect B NRI%5 100%2 100%3 12:5%ð Þ½ �3 1005 87:5%
Prospect C NRI%5 76%2 76%3 15%ð Þ½ �3 1005 64:6%

Every company’s NRI will vary depending on the royalty percentage

agreement, and this has to be taken into account for accurate economic

analysis calculations.

BRITISH THERMAL UNIT (BTU) CONTENT

Another important concept to consider in the oil and gas economic

evaluation is BTU content. As previously discussed, BTU stands for

British thermal unit and is defined in every textbook as the amount of

energy needed to cool or heat one pound of water by one degree

Fahrenheit. The higher the BTU content, the hotter it will burn. Since

gas is sold per MMBTU, it needs to be converted into proper units when

performing economic analysis calculation. BTU content can be obtained

from the gas composition analysis as shown in Chapter 1. BTU factor

is simply BTU divided by 1000. For example, if the BTU of a dry

gas well is 1040 (from gas composition analysis), the BTU factor is 1.04.

The current and forecasted gas pricing must be adjusted for BTU content

by using Eq. (18.2).

Equation 18.2 Adjusted gas pricing.

Adjusted gas price5 $/MSCF

Gas price5 $/MMBTU.

Table 18.1 Net Revenue Interest (NRI) Example
Prospect WI (%) Royalty (%)

A 80 18.5

B 100 12.5

C 76 15.0
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SHRINKAGE FACTOR

Shrinkage factor in dry gas areas is typically low (0.5�3%).

Shrinkage in dry gas areas refers to the volumes lost due to possible line

losses or field usage (e.g., fueling the compressor station). Since compressor

stations are sometimes fueled by natural gas in some areas, a small percent-

age of produced volume from each well will be used to fuel the compressor

station. As a result, a very small percentage of shrinkage must be considered

when performing economic analysis calculations in dry gas areas.

Shrinkage factor becomes more important in wet gas areas with much

higher BTU. Shrinkage factor is used to convert the produced wet gas into

dry sales gas. Hydrocarbons exit the wellhead and hit the separator.

Condensate/oil and water exit the bottom of the separator and are metered.

Wet gas/dry gas exits the top of the separator and is metered, and that is usu-

ally the wellhead volume reported to the state and used for reserve forecasting.

At this point, shrinkage can come into play, but it depends on the situation.

For example, if wet gas is sold to the market (assuming no processing

required), shrinkage factor will only be line losses and field usages. Let’s

assume the line losses and field usages add up to be roughly 5% of the total

volume. The wet gas in this case is reduced by 5% due to the losses.

Therefore, a shrinkage factor of 95% must be taken into account when per-

forming the calculations. On the other hand, if gas is processed at a plant and

both residue dry gas and natural gas liquid (NGL) revenue are obtained (based

on what comes out of the exit of the plant), a much larger shrinkage factor is

applied, which will contain field usage, processing shrink, liquid shrinkage,

line losses, and so forth. Therefore, it is very important to consider the shrink-

age factor when performing economic analysis on any well specifically in wet

gas regions where the gas will be processed. Total shrinkage factor for wet gas

areas can be calculated using Eq. (18.3). Liquid shrinkage can be calculated

based on the inlet gas composition along with the plant removal percentage

(varies from plant to plant) for each gas component.

Equation 18.3 Total shrinkage factor.

ST5Total shrinkage factor, %

Liquid shrinkage5%
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Field usages5%

Processing plant shrinkage5%.

•••
Example
Calculate the liquid shrinkage assuming the following gas composition and plant
removal percentage.

As can be seen from the table below, liquid shrinkage can be calculated as
follows:

100%2 88:47%5 11:53%

OPERATING EXPENSE (OPEX)

Operating expense (Opex) or cost is the ongoing cost for running a

business. Unfortunately, it is a common mistake among the general

public, who thinks once the oil or gas well is produced, there are no

more operating costs associated with it. This is a wrong assumption

because there are many different operating costs associated with

Known Calculated

Gas Component Inlet Gas
Composition
(%)

Plant
Removal
(%)

(1-Plant Removal %)
*Inlet Gas Composition
(%)

Methane (C1) 77.9731 0.00 77.973

Ethane (C2) 14.6177 35.00 9.502

Propane (C3) 4.7239 90.00 0.472

i-Butane (i-C4) 0.4634 98.00 0.009

Butane (n-C4) 1.0839 99.00 0.011

i-Pentane (i-C5) 0.2671 99.90 0.000

Pentane (n-C5) 0.1496 99.90 0.000

Hexane1 0.2225 99.90 0.000

Nitrogen (N2) 0.4379 0.00 0.438

Carbon dioxide (CO2) 0.0609 0.00 0.061

Sum 100.00 88.47
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producing a BBL of oil or an MSCF of gas. Some of the most important

operating costs associated with operating a well are as follows:

� Lifting cost:

Lifting cost is the cost of lifting oil or gas out of the ground and

bringing it to the surface. Lifting cost typically includes labor cost, cost

of supervision, supplies, cost of operating the pumps, electricity, and

general maintenance/repairs on the wellhead and surface production

equipment. One major part of the lifting cost is the cost of labor and

supervision or well-tending cost. Well tenders are the contractors that

the operating company hires to go on different well sites, often on a

daily basis to perform routine maintenance and make sure the well and

surface equipment installed on the well are functioning properly. Well

tenders could also be hired on a full time basis by the operator. The

lifting cost is often divided into two categories. The first lifting cost is

referred to as the variable lifting cost, which is a function of producing

one BBL or MSCF of oil, NGL, condensate, or gas. The second cate-

gory of the lifting cost is called the fixed lifting cost, which is not a

function of the amount of hydrocarbon produced but is a fixed

monthly cost associated with the well. It is up to the operating com-

pany to classify which costs fall under fixed or variable lifting costs.

Every company’s categorization can be different.

For example, fixed and variable lifting costs on a producing dry gas

well can be $650 per month per well and $0.26/MSCF in sequence. If

the entire cost is assigned as only fixed lifting cost per month per well,

the economics of the well will end prematurely (which is considered to

be very conservative). If the entire cost is assigned as only variable lifting

cost, the Opex will be too high initially. Reserve auditors do not typi-

cally like all costs to be variable lifting since it would be very optimistic

from a reserve perspective as there are fixed lifting costs associated with

low-producing wells (e.g., 30 MSCF/D) and the reserve life could be

prolonged. Therefore, it is crucial to have a combination of both fixed

and variable to create a balance in the Opex. The categories that fall

under the fixed lifting cost do not depend on the production volume

over time. For example, snow removal and vegetation control are con-

sidered as fixed lifting costs because no matter how much a well pro-

duces, snow must be removed from the access road and site to perform

routine maintenance on the well. On the other hand, well tending is

considered a variable cost because this cost is typically a function of the

amount of hydrocarbon produced from a well.
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� Gathering and compression cost (G&C):

Gathering and compression (G&C) is the cost of gathering gas

from the sales line located on every well site and sending it to the

compressor station to compress the gas before sending it to the market.

In almost every gas field in this country and other countries across the

world, compression is an essential operation. Gathering is typically

the cost of gathering the gas from the well site to the compressor

station, and compression is the cost of compressing the gas per MSCF

at the compressor station. Compression is used to increase natural gas

pressure to successfully meet various markets’ pipeline pressure before

injecting gas into the transmission pipeline. For example, if the

pipeline in which the gas is being sent has a pressure of 1000 psi,

the compressed gas has to be over 1000 psi to send the gas to the trans-

mission pipeline and consequently consumers. Gas always moves from

high pressure to low pressure. For the gas to be sent into transmission

pipelines, there are minimum requirements such as pressure and vapor

percentage that must to be met. Examples of gathering and compres-

sion costs are leased compression equipment, dehydration, repairs and

maintenance of electrical flow meters, etc. The unit for gathering and

compression cost is a function of the amount of gas produced and it is

in $/MMBTU or $/MSCF. G&C costs also have a small fixed portion

associated with each that is considered a fixed cost regardless of the

amount of gas compressed.

� Processing cost:

Processing cost is the cost of processing oil, condensate, wet gas,

etc. into more useful products. The petroleum that comes out of the

ground has to be processed to obtain products such as gasoline, diesel,

heating oil, kerosene, and so forth. Just like all of the other costs dis-

cussed, there is a fee associated with processing petroleum. This cost is

typically considered in $/BBL for oil fields and $/MMBTU for wet

gas and retrograde condensate fields. Processing cost does not apply to

fields that only produce dry gas unless the gas has a high percentage of

H2S (hydrogen sulfide).

� Firm transportation (FT) cost:

Firm transportation (FT) cost is the cost of transporting natural gas

from the compressor station to the consumers. FT cost depends on

many factors such as the pipeline that the gas flows into and the

contract associated with the FT purchased. This cost is typically in

$/MMBTU or $/MSCF.
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� General and administrative (G&A) cost:

General and administrative (G&A) cost is basically the cost of run-

ning the company such as office expenses, employee salaries, profes-

sional fees, personal costs, etc. This cost is typically in $/MSCF or

$/BBL. This cost is typically not included when performing economic

analysis because it is considered to be a sunk cost.

� Water disposal cost:

Another important cost is the water disposal cost per BBL of pro-

duced water. Once a well is turned in line (TIL), it will most likely

produce water for the rest of the life of the well. The wells that have

been hydraulically fractured produce more water initially and the water

production decreases with time afterward. For example, on average

unconventional shale reservoirs are known to typically produce

10�30% of the total injected fluid throughout the life of the well,

depending on many factors such as the amount of water injected,

water saturation, target depth, etc. This produced water can be reused

on a different frac job or must be disposed of. Water disposal costs the

operating companies a lot of money. Water disposal cost is typically in

$/BBL. Many operating companies that have continuous operation in

a particular basin mix the produced water with freshwater and pump

the mix back downhole on the next hydraulic frac job instead of

spending lots of money for disposal. This technique works when there

are continuous frac operations in a particular area; otherwise, lots of

money must be spent on water disposal. Another alternative when not

having a continuous frac operation is to sell or give away the water to

a nearby operating company not because of charity, but because it is

sometimes cheaper to give away the water than spend more money on

the disposal of the water.

TOTAL OPEX PER MONTH

Total operating costs (Opex) for a dry gas or wet gas well can be

calculated. The equation below assumes that the operating company

will be responsible for paying all of the operating costs since every Opex

is being multiplied by WI%. Depending on the lease and contract,

operating companies might be able to deduct some of the operating

costs from the landowner (postproduction deduction). If so, WI must

be replaced by NRI.
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Equation 18.4 Total Opex per month.

Gross monthly gas production5MSCF per month from decline curve

analysis (DCA) or other analyses

WI5Working interest, %

Total shrinkage factor5%

Variable lifting cost5 $/MSCF

Fixed lifting cost5 $/month/well

G&C cost5 $/MSCF, must be grossed up and adjusted for applicable

shrinkages

FT cost5 Firm transportation cost, $/MSCF

Processing cost5 $/MSCF, must be grossed up and adjusted for appli-

cable shrinkages

Gross monthly NGL production5Monthly volumes of NGL in BBLs

NGL OP cost5NGL operating cost, $/BBL

Gross monthly CND production5Monthly volumes of condensate

in BBLs

CND OP Cost5Condensate operating cost, $/BBL

Gross monthly water production5Monthly volumes of water in BBLs

Water disposal cost5Water operating cost, $/BBL.

Please note that since G&C and processing costs are being multiplied

by total shrinkage, it is very important to gross up the costs based on

applicable shrinkages applied to each category.

•••
Example
Calculate total Opex for the first three months assuming the production volumes located
in Table 18.2 and the following operating costs listed below.
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WI5 100%, Inlet BTU5 1240 (Inlet of the plant, BTU factor of 1.240), Outlet
BTU5 1100 (Residue gas BTU coming out of the processing plant, BTU factor of 1.1),
Compressor burn shrinkage5 1.5%, Liquid shrinkage5 7%, Plant shrinkage5 0.5%,
Variable lifting cost5 $0.23/MSCF, Fixed lifting cost5 $1600/month/well, Gathering and
compression cost5 $0.30/MMBTU, Processing cost5 $0.28/MMBTU, FT cost5 $0.25/
MMBTU, NGL fractionation and transportation cost5 $7/BBL, CND transportation cost5
$11/BBL. Assume water disposal cost of $0/BBL since water will be used on an adjacent
frac for the first 3 months.

Step 1) Convert all of the units on operating costs to $/MSCF from $/MMBTU and
adjust for shrinkage:

G&C cost is provided in $/MMBTU, therefore it must be converted to $/MSCF by
multiplying it by the inlet BTU factor of 1.240 and grossed up since the equation dis-
cussed multiplies the G&C cost by the total shrinkage.

Gathering compression cost5
0:303 1:240

12 1:5%ð Þ 12 7%ð Þ 12 0:5%ð Þ 5
$0:408
MSCF

Processing cost is also provided in $/MMBTU and must be converted to $/MSCF by
multiplying it by the inlet plant BTU factor of 1.240 and grossed up for liquid and proces-
sing shrinkages.

Processing cost5
0:283 1:240

12 7%ð Þð12 0:5%Þ 5
$0:375
MSCF

FT cost is also provided in $/MMBTU and since the residue gas coming out of the
processing plant will be sold, the FT cost provided in $/MMBTU must be multiplied by
the outlet BTU factor of 1.1.

FT cost5 0:253 1:15
$0:275
MSCF

Step 2) Calculate total shrinkage factor:

ST 5 12 1:5%ð Þ3 12 7%ð Þ3 12 0:5%ð Þ5 91:1%

Step 3) Calculate total Opex for each month using Eq. (18.4).

Total OPEX;month 1
5 ½ð350; 0003 100%3 91:1%3 0:23Þ�
1 16003 100%ð Þ½ �1 350; 0003 100%3 91:1%3 0:408ð Þ½ �
1 350; 0003 100%3 91:1%3 0:375ð Þ½ �
1 350; 0003 100%3 91:1%3 0:275ð Þ½ �
1 19; 2503 100%3 7ð Þ½ �
1 9503 100%3 11ð Þ½ �5 $557; 479

Table 18.2 Gas, CND, and NGL Production Volumes
Time Gross Gas Production Gross CND Production Gross NGL Production
Month MSCF BBL BBL

1 350,000 950 19,250

2 330,000 800 18,150

3 300,000 500 16,500
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Total OPEX;month 2
5 330; 0003 100%3 91:1%3 0:23ð Þ½ �
1 16003 100%ð Þ½ �1 330; 0003 100%3 91:13 0:408ð Þ½ �
1 330; 0003 100%3 91:1%3 0:375ð Þ½ �
1 330; 0003 100%3 91:1%3 0:275ð Þ½ �
1 18; 1503 100%3 7ð Þ½ �1 8003 100%3 11ð Þ½ �5 $524; 661
Total OPEX;month 3
5 300; 0003 100%3 91:1%3 0:23ð Þ½ �
1 16003 100%ð Þ½ �1 300; 0003 100%3 91:13 0:408ð Þ½ �
1 300; 0003 100%3 91:1%3 0:375ð Þ½ �
1 300; 0003 100%3 91:1%3 0:275ð Þ½ �
1 16; 5003 100%3 7ð Þ½ �1 5003 100%3 11ð Þ½ �5 $474; 610

SEVERANCE TAX

Severance tax is a production tax imposed on operating companies

or anyone with a working or royalty interest in certain states. This tax is

essentially applied for the removal of nonrenewable resources such as oil,

natural gas, condensate, and so forth. The % of severance tax depends on

the state. For example, the severance tax in West Virginia is currently 5%,

while some states such as Pennsylvania do not have a severance tax yet

(Pennsylvania only pays impact fees); however, there is a possibility of

such taxes being imposed to the industry in the future. It is very impor-

tant to deduct the severance tax from the revenue when performing eco-

nomic analysis calculation using Eq. (18.5).

Equation 18.5 Severance tax per month.

Gross monthly gas production5MSCF per month from DCA or

other analyses

Adjusted gas pricing5 $/MSCF, gas price must be adjusted for BTU

of the sold gas

NRI5Net revenue interest, %

Total shrinkage factor5%
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Severance tax5%

Gross monthly NGL production5Monthly volumes of NGL in BBLs

NGL pricing5 Sold NGL pricing, $/BBL

Gross monthly CND production5Monthly volumes of CND in BBLs

CND pricing5 Sold CND pricing, $/BBL.

•••
Example
Calculate severance tax for the first month for a dry gas well using the assumptions listed
below.

Gross gas production for month 15 250,000 MSCF, Gas pricing5 $3.5/MMBTU,
Severance tax5 5%, BTU5 1070 (no NGL or CND expected since the gas is dry), Total
shrinkage factor5 0.98 (2% shrinkage), WI5 80%, RI5 15%

Step 1) Since pricing is provided in MMBTU, calculate adjusted gas pricing at
1070 BTU (1.07 BTU factor)

Adjusted gas pricing5 3:53 1:0705
$3:745
MSCF

Step 2) Calculate NRI:

NRI%5 80%2 80%3 15%ð Þ½ �3 1005 68%

Step 3) Use Eq. (18.5) to calculate severance tax for the first month:

Severance tax for the first month5 250; 0003 3:7453 5%3 68%3 0:98ð Þ5 $31; 196

AD VALOREM TAX

Ad valorem is a Latin phrase meaning according to value. This is

another form of tax paid when minerals are produced. West Virginia and

Texas are examples of states in which ad valorem tax must be paid annu-

ally. There are other types of taxes that must be paid in the oil and gas

industry in addition to federal income taxes (depending on the state). For

example, in Pennsylvania, there is no severance or ad valorem tax (as of

the publication date of this book). Instead, there is an impact fee that

must be paid. This does not mean that severance or other forms of taxes

will not be imposed in the future. As a matter of fact, depending on the

person in office for that particular state, such taxes can be added. Ad

valorem tax can be calculated using Eq. (18.6).
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Equation 18.6 Ad valorem tax.

Gross monthly gas production5MSCF per month from DCA or

other analyses

Adjusted gas pricing5 $/MSCF, gas price must be adjusted for BTU

of the sold gas

NRI5Net revenue interest, %

Total shrinkage factor5%

Ad valorem tax5%

Severance tax amount5 $/month

Gross monthly NGL production5Monthly volumes of NGL in BBLs

NGL pricing5 Sold NGL pricing, $/BBL

Gross monthly CND production5Monthly volumes of CND in BBLs

CND pricing5 Sold CND pricing, $/BBL.

•••
Example
Calculate ad valorem tax for the first month from a dry gas well using the assumptions
listed below.

Gross gas production for month 15 300,000 MSCF, Severance tax for the first
month5 $35,000, Adjusted gas pricing5 $2.5/MSCF, Ad valorem tax5 2.5%, Total shrink-
age factor5 0.98 (2% shrinkage), NRI5 42%

Advalorem taxmonth 1 5 300; 0003 2:53 42%3 0:98ð Þ2 35; 000ð Þ½ �3 2:5%5 $6843

NET OPEX

Net Opex is referred to the total operating costs including sever-

ance and ad valorem taxes and can be simply calculated using Eq. (18.7).

Production taxes such as severance and ad valorem taxes are taken into

account before federal income tax calculations. Although severance and

ad valorem taxes are referred to as taxes, these taxes are deducted as pro-

duction taxes before federal income tax calculations.
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Equation 18.7 Net Opex.

Net Opex5 $/month

Total Opex5 $/month

Severance tax amount5 $/month

Ad valorem tax amount5 $/month

•••
Example
Calculate net Opex for the first 3 months assuming the Opex and production taxes
located in Table 18.3.

Net OPEXmonth 1 5 501; 5641 40; 2501 9; 0005 $550; 814

Net OPEXmonth 2 5 455; 5201 35; 6501 8; 5605 $499; 730

Net OPEXmonth 3 5 401; 3651 30; 0001 8; 2505 $439; 615

REVENUE

In the oil and gas industry, revenue is the amount of money received

from normal business activities, services, and products such as selling hydro-

carbon, providing various services to the operating companies, or any other

activities that generate money. For example, a big portion of an operating

company’s revenue comes from selling hydrocarbon. It is very important to

avoid confusing revenue with profit because revenue is just the gross money

that the company earned and does not take the expenses associated with a

project into account. A company’s gross revenue can be enormous but the

profit might actually be negative because of high amounts of expenses

associated with performing that project or any other reasons. For natural

Table 18.3 Net Opex example
Month 1 2 3

Total Opex ($) 501,564 455,520 401,365

Severance tax ($) 40,250 35,650 30,000

Ad valorem tax ($) 9000 8560 8250
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gas-producing wells, monthly net gas/NGL/CND production can be

calculated using Eqs. (18.8)�(18.10).

Equation 18.8 Monthly shrunk net gas production.

Monthly shrunk net gas production5MSCF/month

Monthly unshrunk gross gas production5MSCF/month, wellhead

volumes

Total shrinkage factor5%

NRI5Net revenue interest, %

Equation 18.9 Monthly shrunk net natural gas liquid (NGL) production.

Monthly shrunk net NGL production5BBLs/month, sold volumes

Monthly shrunk gross NGL production5BBLs/month, sold volumes

NRI5Net revenue interest, %

Equation 18.10 Monthly shrunk net CND production.

Monthly shrunk net CND production5BBLs/month, sold volumes

Monthly shrunk gross CND production5BBLs/month, sold volumes

NRI5Net revenue interest, %.

After calculating monthly net gas, NGL, and CND volumes, net reve-

nue can be simply calculated using Eq. (18.11).

Equation 18.11 Net revenue.

Monthly shrunk net gas production5MSCF/month, residue gas

Adjusted gas pricing5 $/MSCF

Monthly shrunk net NGL production5BBL/month
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NGL sales pricing5 $/BBL

Monthly shrunk net CND production5BBL/month

CND sales pricing5 $/BBL.

•••
Example
Calculate net revenue from a retrograde condensate well using Table 18.4 for the first 3
months assuming 80% NRI and total shrinkage factor of 90%.

Monthly shrunk net gas productionmonth 1 5 450; 0003 80%3 90%5 324; 000 MSCF

Monthly shrunk net gas productionmonth 2 5 435; 5003 80%3 90%5 313; 560 MSCF

Monthly shrunk net gas productionmonth 3 5 395; 4003 80%3 90%5 284; 688 MSCF

Monthly shrunk net NGL productionmonth 1 5 22; 5003 80%5 18; 000 BBLs

Monthly shrunk net NGL productionmonth 2 5 21; 7753 80%5 17; 420 BBLs

Monthly shrunk net NGL productionmonth 3 5 19; 7703 80%5 15; 816 BBLs

Monthly shrunk net CND productionmonth 1 5 9503 80%5 760 BBLs

Monthly shrunk net CND productionmonth 2 5 7503 80%5 600 BBLs

Monthly shrunk net CND productionmonth 3 5 7203 80%5 576 BBLs

Net revenuemonth 1 5 324; 0003 3:5ð Þ1 18; 0003 35ð Þ1 7603 55ð Þ5 $1; 805; 800

Net revenuemonth 2 5 313; 5603 3:4ð Þ1 17; 4203 30ð Þ1 6003 56ð Þ5 $1; 622; 304

Net revenuemonth 3 5 284; 6883 3:6ð Þ1 15; 8163 33ð Þ1 5763 53ð Þ5 $1; 577; 333

NYMEX (NEW YORK MERCANTILE EXCHANGE)

NYMEX stands for New York Mercantile Exchange and is essen-

tially a commodity exchange located in New York. Trading is conducted

into two divisions. The first division is the NYMEX division, which is

home to the energy (oil and natural gas), platinum, and palladium

Table 18.4 Net Revenue Example
Time Gross Volumes Sales Pricing

Unshrunk Gas Shrunk NGL Shrunk CND Adjusted Gas NGL CND

Month MSCF BBL BBL $/MSCF $/BBL $/BBL

1 450,000 22,500 950 3.5 35 55

2 435,500 21,775 750 3.4 30 56

3 395,400 19,770 720 3.6 33 53
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markets. The second division is called the COMEX (commodity

exchange) division where metals such as gold, copper, and silver are

traded (Investopedia).

NYMEX is used amongst some operating companies to estimate the

future price of natural gas for the purpose of economic analysis evalua-

tion. Many companies have developed their own pricing forecast model

based on supply and demand and other various factors. On the other

hand, some companies prefer to use flat pricing and perform sensitivity

analysis instead of using the NYMEX forecast (strip forecast). If NYMEX

is used, NYMEX must to be corrected for the basis. The basis can have

substantial impact on a project’s economics.

HENRY HUB AND BASIS PRICE

Henry Hub is a natural gas pipeline in Louisiana where onshore and

offshore pipelines meet and is the most important natural gas hub in

North America. Henry Hub is the pricing point for natural gas futures on

NYMEX. The settlement prices at the Henry Hub are used as bench-

marks for the entire North American natural gas market. It is very impor-

tant to understand that when NYMEX is used to estimate the monthly

price of natural gas, it is based on the delivery to the Henry Hub. For

example, if the price of natural gas at NYMEX is $4/MMBTU in March

2017, this price must be adjusted to represent the price at Henry Hub.

The difference between the Henry Hub natural gas price and natural gas

price at a specific location is called the basis differential. For example, the

NYMEX price might be $5/MMBTU; however, a particular pipeline

could have a basis differential of $2 1.5/MMBTU. Therefore, the price at

which the gas is sold is $5/MMBTU plus 2 $1.5/MMBTU, which yields

$3.5/MMBTU. If NYMEX is used for the purpose of economic analysis,

NYMEX must be adjusted for the basis by taking the NYMEX forecast

for each month and adding the basis forecast for each month to NYMEX.

Basis is a function of NYMEX in that a regional basis is that particular

region’s differential to NYMEX. In a perfectly balanced market (where

supply is equal to demand), the basis is the cost of transportation. For

example, if the cost of transporting gas from Appalachia to NYMEX/

Henry Hub (Louisiana) was $0.25/MMBTU, in a perfectly balanced mar-

ket the Appalachian basis would be $0.25/MMBTU. In the Appalachian
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basin, the basis used to be positive before the development of the

Marcellus Shale; however, with the development of the Marcellus Shale

and a huge surge in gas supplies, various bases across the basin have

become negative. Weather (seasonal variations), geography, natural gas

pipeline capacity, product quality, and supply/demand determine the

price of natural gas on a particular market (pipeline).

•••
Example
Calculate the actual price of natural gas sold on pipeline ABC for the next 2 years using
the provided projected NYMEX forecast and the projected basis forecast using
Table 18.5.

As can be seen from the table, pipeline ABC’s natural gas price can be calculated by
taking the NYMEX forecast per month and adding the basis forecast. In this case, the
negative basis prices are due to too much supply and not enough demand. For exam-
ple, the NYMEX price in October 2017 is listed as $3.90/MMBTU and the basis price is
listed as 2 $0.6/MMBTU. Therefore,

Pipeline ABC natural gas price on Oct 20175 3:91 20:6ð Þ5 $3:3
MMBTU

The basis forecast is positive in some places and negative in others depend-

ing on the market, and it all boils down to supply and demand at the end.

Before the development of unconventional shale plays across the United States,

the basis prices used to be positive. However, with the development of uncon-

ventional shale plays, the supply has dramatically increased while the demand

Table 18.5 NYMEX and Basis Forecast Example
Date NYMEX ($/MMBTU) Basis ($/MMBTU)

Jan-17 3.5 2 0.8

Feb-17 3.4 2 0.7

Mar-17 3.51 2 0.6

Apr-17 3.53 2 0.55

May-17 3.6 2 0.58

Jun-17 3.9 2 0.8

Jul-17 3.87 2 0.9

Aug-17 3.88 2 0.95

Sep-17 3.6 2 0.7

Oct-17 3.9 2 0.6

Nov-17 4 2 0.5

Dec-17 4.1 2 0.55
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has not changed in the same proportionality. Therefore, the basis prices have

switched from being positive to negative in high-supply markets primarily due

to the lack of infrastructure. The basis prices can be easily changed from nega-

tive to positive during cold winter months due to too much demand and not

much supply. This is one of the main reasons that during the coldest days of

winter 2014, the price of natural gas was actually increased to $50/MSCF in

Connecticut due to a lack of infrastructure (pipeline) and supply.

CUSHING HUB AND WEST TEXAS INTERMEDIATE (WTI)

Cushing Hub is the largest hub for the distribution of crude oil in

the world and is located in Oklahoma. Cushing Hub has always been very

important for traders because of its role as the delivery point (just like

Henry Hub) in the U.S. benchmark oil futures. This hub, just like Henry

Hub, is the pricing point for crude oil futures in West Texas Intermediate

(WTI). WTI, also known as Texas light sweet, is used as a benchmark in

oil pricing. Light sweet crude oil has a low density of approximately 39.6

API gravity and low sulfur content of about 0.24%. Other essential crude

oil benchmarks that serve as a reference price for buyers and sellers of

crude oil are Brent crude, Dubai crude, Oman crude, and OPEC

Reference Basket. Condensate price is typically a function of oil price and

as oil price increases or decreases, condensate price will increase or

decrease.

MONT BELVIEU AND OIL PRICE INFORMATION
SERVICES (OPIS)

Mont Belvieu is the pricing point for natural gas liquid (NGL)

futures. As previously mentioned, the settlement prices at the Henry Hub

and Cushing are used as benchmarks for the entire North American natural

gas and crude oil market. The settlement prices at the Mont Belvieu are

used as benchmarks for the NGL market. Oil Price Information Services

(OPIS) has a very similar concept to NYMEX or WTI. OPIS is used as a

benchmark for NGLs and is one of the world’s biggest sources used for
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NGL pricing. OPIS can be used just like NYMEX to estimate the future

price of NGL for the purpose of economic analysis calculations. NGL

price is also typically a function of oil price.

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE COST (CAPEX)

The next important term in oil and gas economics is capital expen-

ditures (also referred to as Capex). Capital expenditures are the money

invested upfront to create future benefits. Capex is not a cost, but it is an

investment because companies invest money in projects that are expected

to create value for the shareholders. Capital expenditures are as follows:

1. Acquisition. Acquisition considered to be a Capex and is referred to

as the costs when acquiring the rights to develop and produce oil and

natural gas. For example, when a company purchases or leases the right

to extract the oil and gas from a property not owned by the company,

this will be considered as acquisition Capex. Other examples of acqui-

sition Capex are title search, legal expenses, recording costs, and so

forth. The land department is typically responsible and is in charge of

dealing with this side of the business. The land department’s responsi-

bilities are included but not limited to acquiring/renewing leases, deal-

ing directly and negotiating with landowners, title search, and so on.

Before any kind of acquisition is made, reservoir engineers and geolo-

gists along with other departments are heavily involved in valuing the

asset that is under consideration for acquisition by performing various

analyses such as geological potential analysis, type curve analysis, water

infrastructure analysis, midstream infrastructure analysis, land analysis,

environmental analysis, and finally economic analysis (using the NCF

model) for the area. Many acquisition deals occur in a low commodity

pricing environment where assets are sold at a discount, which can sig-

nificantly be cheaper than the intrinsic value of the asset in a regular

commodity pricing environment.

2. Exploration. Before drilling a well, it is very important to perform

some type of seismic to determine the depth of the formation of

interest, lithology, formation tops, formation characteristics, direc-

tional plan (azimuth, inclination, etc.), and other valuable information.

A 2D or 3D seismic is used during the exploration phase to obtain
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this information. 3D seismic is more accurate while providing better

resolution and more information about a particular prospect. 3D seis-

mic is mostly used and preferred over 2D seismic (when capital is

available). Therefore, exploration expenditures are charges related to

gathering and analysis of geophysical and seismic data.

3. Development. These expenditures are associated with constructing

the well sites, building or improving the access roads, drilling/comple-

tion, gathering, installation of pipelines, and other expenditures

incurred during the developmental phase of the operation. For exam-

ple, it costs on average about $5�10 million to drill and complete a

well in Marcellus Shale depending on the true vertical depth (TVD),

lateral length, drilling/completions design, and most importantly mar-

ket condition. The unconventional shale plays are absolutely promis-

ing plays across the United States. However, it is very important to

understand that developing unconventional shale plays are very capital

intensive. This is due to the fact that not only do these shale forma-

tions have to be drilled, but also must be properly hydraulically frac-

tured to produce at an economically feasible rate. Therefore, proper

economic evaluation/analysis is an important job that reservoir engi-

neers are responsible for performing.

Net Capex is the net capital expenditure based on the WI% of a well.

For example, if an operating company has 40% ownership in a gas well (40%

WI), the operating company will only be responsible to pay 40% of the total

capital investment on a project. Net Capex can be written as Eq. (18.12).

Equation 18.12 Net Capex.

Net Capex5Net capital expenditure, $

Gross Capex5Gross capital expenditure, $

WI5working interest, %.

•••
Example
An 8000’ lateral-length well is estimated to be drilled and completed for $7.5 MM.
Assuming 40% WI, what is the net Capex?

Net CAPEX5 7; 500; 0003 0:45 $3; 000; 000
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OPEX, CAPEX, AND PRICING ESCALATIONS

When performing economic analysis, escalation is a challenging

subject in the oil and gas property evaluation. E&P companies typically

apply a percentage of escalation on Opex, Capex, and pricing depending

on the company’s philosophy. When monthly cash flows are used, the

Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers’ best practices recommend

that escalation must take place in a “stair-step” fashion on a monthly

basis. For example, if prices are assumed to increase at 3% per year, the

monthly increase would be based on an effective annual rate of 3% per

year with prices increasing every month.

•••
Example
Perform a stair-step escalation @ $3/MMBTU gas price using 3% effective annual rate for
the first 12 months:

Month 15 33 113%ð Þ 1
12 5 3:007 Month 25 3:0073 113%ð Þ 1

12 5 3:015
Month 35 3:0153 113%ð Þ 1

12 5 3:022 Month 45 3:0223 113%ð Þ 1
12 5 3:030

Month 55 3:0303 113%ð Þ 1
12 5 3:037 Month 65 3:0373 113%ð Þ 1

12 5 3:045
Month 75 3:0453 113%ð Þ 1

12 5 3:052 Month 85 3:0523 113%ð Þ 1
12 5 3:060

Month 95 3:0603 113%ð Þ 1
12 5 3:067 Month 105 3:0673 113%ð Þ 1

12 5 3:075
Month 115 3:0753 113%ð Þ 1

12 5 3:082 Month 125 3:0823 113%ð Þ 1
12 5 3:090

Two to four percent is the typical escalation percentage that is assumed

among many operating companies. The percentage escalation is directly

related to the inflation rate. Using escalation is an attempt to represent infla-

tionary expectations and should be somewhat in line with the historical

long-term trend when nominal cash flows are used. From an economic anal-

ysis standpoint and NPV calculation (to be discussed), inflation must be trea-

ted consistently. When nominal interest rate is used, nominal cash flows

must also be used. On the other hand, when real interest rate is used, real

cash flows should be used. Nominal interest rate refers to the actual prevail-

ing interest rate, while real interest rate is adjusted for inflation. For example,

the return on a particular investment could be 5%, which is referred to as

nominal interest. However, after accounting for inflation of 3%, the real

interest is only 2%. Nominal interest rate is written in Eq. (18.13) as follows:

Equation 18.13 Nominal interest rate.
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PROFIT (NET CASH FLOW)

Profit or net cash flow is basically revenue minus costs. The most

commonly used model in the oil and gas industry to determine profit is

the NCF model since this model incorporates the time value of money.

Profit in the cash-flow model is also referred to as net cash flow (NCF).

As previously mentioned, the NCF model has one unique feature and

this unique piece is called time zero. Time zero is the day that the check

is written to the contractors to perform a job. Capex is placed in time

zero in the NCF model. It is very important that the cash-flow model is

used for economic analysis, since it incorporates the time value of money.

Profit excluding investment is referred to as operating cash flow and is

shown in Eq. (18.14).

Equation 18.14 Profit (excluding investment).

Profit (excluding investment)5Monthly basis, $

Net revenue5Monthly basis, $

Net Opex5Monthly basis, $.

BEFORE FEDERAL INCOME TAX (BTAX) MONTHLY
UNDISCOUNTED NET CASH FLOW (NCF)

Before federal income tax (BTAX) monthly cash flows can be cal-

culated by taking the profit in Eq. (18.14) and subtracting net Capex.

BTAX monthly undiscounted NCF can be written as Eq. (18.15).

Equation 18.15 BTAX monthly undiscounted NCF.

Profit5Monthly basis, $

Net Capex, $.

Net Capex at time zero is equal to net Capex. However, net Capex

for subsequent months is zero unless special activities occur after time
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zero. Examples of such activities are remedial work, refrac, swabbing, arti-

ficial lift, etc.

Before starting the most important and beautiful concept in economic

analysis, i.e., net present value (net present worth), it is very important to

understand discount rate and its significance.

DISCOUNT RATE

Discount rate, also known as interest rate, exchange rate, cost of

capital, opportunity cost of capital, cost of money, weighted average cost

of capital (WACC), or hurdle rate, is used to discount all of the future

cash flows to today’s dollar. Discount rate is the basis for all the economic

analysis performed in any industry. It is basically the cost of doing business.

For example, if a company’s cost of capital (discount rate) is 10%, it means

the return on a particular project must be greater than 10% or the com-

pany will not be creating any value for the shareholders. For the purpose

of economic analysis, weighted average cost of capital is typically used to

discount all of the future cash flows to the present dollar. Weighted average

cost of capital accounts for both time value of money and inflation. Time

value of money is not the same as inflation, although they are often con-

fused. Time value of money refers to the fact that a dollar today is worth

more than a dollar in the future. It is tied back to the fact that people are

impatient about their money. If I were to offer you $1000 today versus

$1000 a month from today, the chance that you would like to have your

$1000 today is very likely because you are impatient about your money.

Therefore, time value of money has to deal with the impatience of people

regarding their money. Inflation, on the other hand, refers to the reduc-

tion in purchasing power of the money. Ten years or so ago, a $5 bill

could have bought much more than a $5 bill today because of the inflation

with time. Therefore, the purchasing power of the same $5 bill has

decreased due to inflation.

What discount rate should be assumed for a project? This is the task

for financial people within a corporation. It is very important to under-

stand the concept of discount rate as it is very significant in the determi-

nation of NPV. Every company has a cost of capital. The determination

of cost of capital can be tricky and complicated. Cost of capital
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calculation essentially takes three important factors into account. These

three factors are debt, common stock (equity), and preferred stock

(equity, if exists, some companies do not have preferred stock). Thus, cost

of capital is usually the combination of debt and equity since many com-

panies use a combination of debt and equity to finance their business. If a

company only uses debt to finance its projects, cost of capital is referred

to as cost of debt. On the other hand, if a company only uses equity to

finance its projects, cost of capital is called cost of equity. As previously

mentioned, many companies’ cost of capital consists of both debt and

equity. Cost of capital is sometimes referred to as hurdle rate. Hurdle rate

is the minimum discount rate or minimum acceptable rate of return that

must be overcome for a company to generate value and return for its

investors.

� Debt. Companies, just like ordinary people, have to incur debt to

finance their projects. Debt can be borrowing money through issu-

ing bonds, loans, and other forms of debts from banks or financial

institutions.

� Preferred stock. Preferred stock is a type of equity or a class of own-

ership in a corporation that has a higher claim to a company’s assets.

The reason this type of equity is referred to as “preferred” is because

when a company cannot meet its financial obligations as debts become

due (insolvency), preferred stockholders get their money before com-

mon stockholders. This means that there is a lower risk associated

with preferred stocks in addition to lower rates of return (less potential

to appreciate in price) in comparison to common stocks. Furthermore,

when the company has excess cash and decides to reward the stock-

holders by distributing cash in the form of dividends, preferred stock-

holders are paid before common stockholders. The dividends paid to

the preferred stockholders are different and typically more than the

dividends paid to common stockholders. Preferred shareholders typi-

cally do not have the voting rights, however, under some circum-

stances these rights can return to shareholders who have not received

their dividend.

� Common stock. Common stock is also a type of equity or owner-

ship in a corporation in which investors invest their money in a risky

stock market. Common stock is riskier than preferred stock due to the

fact that those investors will be last in line to get their money back in

the event of insolvency. The reward of common stocks would be a

higher return compared to preferred stocks and bonds in the long run.
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Common stockholders have the power of voting in the election of the

board of directors and corporate policy.

To summarize, debt and equity (common and preferred stocks) are

used in the computation of cost of capital. Since cost of capital consists of

cost of debt and equity, both must be combined into an equation referred

to as weighted average cost of capital (WACC), shown in Eq. (18.16).

Equation 18.16 Weighted average cost of capital (WACC).

Wd5Weight of debt (% of the company that is debt)

Rd5Cost of debt, %

Wp5Weight of preferred stock (% of the company that is preferred stock)

Rp5Cost of preferred stock, %

Wc5Weight of common stock (% of company that is common stock)

Rc5Cost of common stock, %

T5Corporate tax rate, %.

WEIGHT OF DEBT AND EQUITY

The weight of debt and equity of any company can be obtained

using the debt-to-equity ratio, which is publicly available on various

financial websites. Weight of debt refers to the percentage of the company

that is financed by debt. On the other hand, weight of equity refers to

the percentage of the company that is financed by equity. The combina-

tion of the two makes up the company’s capital structure. It is important

to have a balance between the amount of debt and equity that a company

has. Low-debt companies are typically safer to invest in. Although debt is

tax deductible (beneficial from a tax perspective), having too much debt

can cause a company to go through so much capital when the stock of

that particular company decreases. For example, imagine a house that you

are interested in purchasing is worth $250,000. You were able to obtain a

loan from your local bank for $200,000. You placed $50,000 as a down-

payment on the house (20% downpayment). Therefore, 80% of the house

is financed by debt and only 20% is equity. If the price of the house

decreases by 25%, not only have you lost all of the equity that was placed,
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but also the house is under the market value by an additional 5%. When

the debt level is high and the stock of a particular corporation decreases,

the company goes through so much capital and they can become history

overnight. This concept was very clear when studying some of the finan-

cial institutions during the 2008 crash. Many of those institutions had a

very high leverage ratio.

•••
Example
Company X currently has a debt-to-equity ratio of 0.65. Calculate the weight of debt and
equity of this company.

Weight of debt5
0:65

0:651 1
5 39:4% weight of debt

Weight of equity5 12 39:4%5 60:6% weight of equity

COST OF DEBT

Cost of debt can be calculated by taking the weighted average of

the percentage interest rate paid on debt. For example, if Matt has a

house for $400,000 @ 4%, a car for $30,000 @ 2.5%, and a small boat

for $25,000 @ 1.5%, his cost of debt will be the weighted average of the

percentage interest rates above, which is 3.76%. When tax season arrives,

any interest that Matt paid on the house, car, and boat are tax deductible.

Companies obtain their cost of debt by taking the weighted average of all

their debts.

•••
Example
A bond is issued at $950. After 2 years, your company will pay back $1000 to the inves-
tors. What is the cost of debt for this particular bond?

Par value5 face value5 $950
Maturity value5 $1000

PV5
FV

11ið Þt c9505
1000

11ið Þ2 ci5 2:59%
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COST OF EQUITY

Cost of equity is the percentage return that shareholders expect

from a company. For example, if you decide to invest in a company, you

will have some demands from that company in exchange for obtaining

the risk of ownership. Let’s assume that an investor’s required rate of

return (demand) in order to be convinced to invest in a company’s stock

is 20%. This 20% required rate of return is referred to as cost of equity for

the company. It is important to remember that 20% is not the profit

earned by the investors but it is just the demand from the investors for

putting their money in a high-risk and volatile stock market. The main

reason the cost of equity is considered a cost from a company’s perspec-

tive is because if the company fails to deliver this kind of return, share-

holders will simply sell their stocks (shares) causing the stock price to go

down. There are multiple ways to calculate cost of equity but one of the

most commonly used models is the capital asset pricing model (CAPM).

The general idea about the CAPM model is that investors need to be

compensated in two ways:

1. Time value of money.. risk free rate

2. Risk.. the amount of compensation for taking additional risk

Cost of equity using CAPM is written in Eq. (18.17).

Equation 18.17 Capital asset pricing model (CAPM).

Ke5Cost of equity, %

Rf5Risk-free rate, %

β5Beta of security

Rm5Expected market return, %

Rm2Rf5Risk premium, %.

Risk-free rate or Rf is the theoretical rate of return obtained from

an investment that has no risk associated with it. For example, if a theo-

retical government asks you to invest in a particular bond and receive 2%

in return without any risks, the risk-free rate is 2%. In reality, the risk-

free rate does not exist because even the safest investment will have a very

small amount of risk. Typically the interest rate of U.S. Treasury bills is

used as the risk-free rate among many companies. Governmental treasury

bills are called risk-free because the U.S. Government has never defaulted

on its debt.
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Beta or β, also known as the beta coefficient, measures the volatility

of a company’s share price against the whole market. A beta of 1 means

the company moves in line with the market. If beta is more than 1, the

security’s price will be more volatile than the market. Finally, if beta is less

than 1, the security’s price will be less volatile than the market. Having a

high beta means more risks while offering a possibility of a higher rate of

return. Oil and gas companies typically have a beta greater than 1. An

example with a beta less than 1 is the U.S. Treasury bill since the price

does not change much over time. If market return is 10%, a stock whose

beta is 1.5 would return 15% because it would go up 1.5 times as high as

the market. Beta considers systematic risk and not idiosyncratic risk.

Systematic risk refers to the overall market risk. However, idiosyncratic risk

refers to the risk of change in the price of a security due to the special cir-

cumstances of a particular security. Idiosyncratic risk can be eliminated

through diversification but systematic risk cannot be eliminated.

Risk premium or Rm2Rf is the return for which investors expect

to be compensated for having taken the extra risk in investing in the vola-

tile stock market. It is basically the difference between the risk-free rate

and market rate. Risk premium accounts for inflation rate and this is the

primary reason escalation is very important to use on Opex, Capex, pric-

ing, etc. when cost of capital is used in economic analysis.

•••
Example
A firm’s risk free rate (Rf) is 6% and the market risk premium (Rm2 Rf) is 7%. Assuming a
beta of 1.5, what is the cost of equity using the CAPM model?

Ke 5 Rf 1β Rm 2 Rfð Þ5 6%1 1:53 7%5 16:5%:

•••
Example
A company wants to raise money. The company will sell $15 million shares of common
stock with the expected return of 15%. In addition, the company will issue $10 million of
debt with the cost of debt of 12%. Assuming a corporate tax rate of 35%, calculate
WACC.

Total value of the company5 $15 MM1 $10 MM5 $25 MM

Weight of equity5
15
25

5 0:6 or 60%
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Weight of debt5
10
25

5 0:4 or 40%

Using Eq. (18.16):

WACC5 40%3 12%3 12 35%ð Þ1 60%3 15%ð Þ5 12:12%

CAPITAL BUDGETING

Capital budgeting is an important part of determining whether to

invest in a project such as a drilling/completion program, buying machin-

ery, replacing equipment, and so forth. Capital budgeting defines a firm’s

strategic direction and planning. Capital budgeting typically involves large

capital expenditure (Capex), and making wrong decisions can have seri-

ous consequences. Without analyzing capital budgeting parameters and

presenting the results, the management committee of any public or pri-

vate company will not approve projects. This is a very simple concept.

The management committee of any company would like to see return as

a result of investing money into a project to maximize shareholders’ value.

Important capital budgeting criteria are NPV, internal rate of return

(IRR), modified internal rate of return (MIRR), return on investment

(ROI), payback, discounted payback, and profitability index (PI). All of

these criteria are very important to understand and comprehend in detail

for successful capital budgeting decision making. The capital budgeting

decision-making process must be evaluated in great detail before investing

big lump sums of money on a project to determine whether the project is

worth the investment or not. Now that the concept of capital budgeting

is clear, let’s discuss the most important capital budgeting criteria involved

in the decision-making process.

NET PRESENT VALUE (NPV)

Net present value (NPV) also known as net present worth (NPW)

is one way of analyzing the profitability of an investment. NPV is basi-

cally the value of specific stream of future cash flows presented in today’s

dollar. NPV is an essential calculation in petroleum economics due to
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considering time value of money and inflation. Companies are keen to

know what an actual project is worth in today’s dollar rather than, say,

the dollar of 10 years from now. As a simple example, oil and gas operat-

ing companies project the future production rates for each well using

various techniques such as decline curve, type curve, reservoir simula-

tion, rate transient analysis, material balance, and so forth. Those future

production rates that will yield future cash flows must be discounted

(using cost of capital) to present value. It really does not make any logi-

cal sense for a company to announce that their profit cash flows for

doing a project would be $10 million, $8 million, $12 million, and $11

million in subsequently 2, 3, 4, and 5 years. This is because these cash

flows are worth less in today’s dollar when discounted back (due to time

value of money). Instead, it would make much more sense to use the

NPV formula to calculate the present value of all of the future cash

flows. A simple insight one can use to think about NPV is that cash

flows at different dates are like different currencies. What is the summa-

tion of 200 U.S. dollars and 200 euros? Not discounting the future cash

flows that are occurring at different points in time to today’s dollar is

like saying that the answer to the posed question is 400. Therefore, just

like currencies that must be converted before being able to perform the

summation, cash flows at different points in time must be discounted

back to today’s dollar. NPV calculation assumes that positive cash flows

from a project are reinvested at the cost of capital. NPV can be calcu-

lated using Eq. (18.18).

Equation 18.18 Net present value (NPV).

i5Discount rate, %

CFt5Cash flow @ time t, $

t5Period of time, yearlyXn

t50
5 Summation sign from time 0 ðinvestmentÞ to n:

The reason the term “net” is used in the term net present value is that

the initial investment is subtracted and taken into account when calculat-

ing NPV. NPV is the summation of the present value of all of the future

cash flows and initial investment (Capex). Discount rate in NPV
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calculation is an essential factor that considers the time value of money

and inflation. When discount rate increases, the NPV decreases. The dis-

count rate used among some operating companies regardless of cost of

capital is typically 10%. Many E&P companies’ cost of capital is anywhere

from 8% to 12%. Therefore, the industry standard discount rate used in

many economic analysis calculations is 10% for simplicity.

The rules of thumb for NPV projects are as follows:

1. Accept independent projects if the NPV is positive.

2. Reject any project that has a negative NPV.

3. Pick the highest positive NPV in mutually exclusive projects that

would add the most value.

4. NPV must be considered along with other capital budgeting criteria

to make educational decisions.

Although the rule of thumb says to accept any project with positive

NPV, would you accept a project that has a NPV of $20,000 after invest-

ing $2 billion dollars in that project? Absolutely not, because although

the NPV is positive, the project could be so risky that it might end up

costing the company more than creating any value for the shareholders.

As a result, it is extremely important to comprehend the magnitude of

the investment along with other capital budgeting tools before making

such decisions (Table 18.6).

•••
Example
Find the NPV for the cash flows (profits) located in Table 18.6 using a 10% discount rate.

NPV5
Xn
t50

CFt

11ið Þt 52 1001
20

110:1ð Þ1 1
30

110:1ð Þ2 1
40

110:1ð Þ3 1
80

110:1ð Þ4

1
60

110:1ð Þ5 5 $64:92

Table 18.6 NPV Example
Year Profit ($MM)

0 (investment) 2$100.00

1 $20.00

2 $30.00

3 $40.00

4 $80.00

5 $60.00
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The present value for each year is summarized in Table 18.7.

•••
Example
Imagine you win the million-dollar lottery! Don’t get too excited. You will actually get paid
$50,000 per year for the next 20 years. If the discount rate is a constant 8% and the first
payment will be in year 1, how much have you actually won in present dollars? What are
you going to do, take a lump sum or yearly payments for the next 20 years?

This is a classic NPV example. First of all, it is very important to take a lump sum
instead of yearly payments for the next 20 years due to the fact that this money can be
invested in various projects and make higher returns. Secondly, based on the time value
of money concept, people are impatient about their money and would love to have
their money as soon as possible instead of yearly payments for the next 20 years. In addi-
tion, taxes will have to be paid on the calculated $490,907 present value of the lottery.

NPV5
50; 000

110:08ð Þ1 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ2 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ3 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ4 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ5 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ6

1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ7 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ8 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ9 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ10 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ11

1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ12 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ13 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ14 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ15 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ16

1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ17 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ18 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ19 1
50; 000

110:08ð Þ20
5 $490; 907

Table 18.8 shows the summary for discounted cash flows for the next 20 years at an
8% interest rate. As can be seen from Table 18.8, the present value of $50,000 at year 20
is only $10,727. This example clearly illustrates the main reason why E&P companies
would like to make as much money as possible during the first 5�10 years of the life of
a well in order to create the most value for the shareholders. Typically during a well’s life

Table 18.7 Net Present Value Summary
Year Profit ($MM) Present Value ($MM)

0 (investment) 2 $100.00 2 $100.00

1 $20.00 $18.18

2 $30.00 $24.79

3 $40.00 $30.05

4 $80.00 $54.64

5 $60.00 $37.26

Summation (NPV at 10%) $64.92
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(which varies from well to well based on type curve and economic assumptions made),
up to 70�80% of the value is associated with the first 8 years of production with less
than 50% of the EUR produced. The next 42 years (if the reserve life is assumed to
be 50 years) delivers approximately 20�30% of present value and over 50% of EUR.
A sensitivity analysis on various parameters of this exercise can be made to understand
the impact of value creation and EUR throughout the life of a well. As previously
mentioned, these percentages (value and EUR) will be different based on type curve and
economic parameter assumptions.

Advantages of NPV:

• NPV accounts for time value of money.

• Cash flows over the economic life of the project are taken into account.

• NPV provides a sense of scale about the value that will be created for

the shareholders.

• NPVs can be added. If there are 100 projects with an NPV of $1000

for each project, the total NPV can be easily summed up to be

$100,000.

• NPV assumes that all the future cash flows are reinvested at the cost of

capital. The same cost of capital does not have to be used for the

entire life of the project and different discount rates can be assumed.

Disadvantage of NPV:

NPV does not give any indication on the size of the original invest-

ment. For instance, the NPV of a $10 million investment could be $1

million, and the NPV of a $1 billion investment could also be $1

million.

Table 18.8 Present Value Example Summary
Year CF PV Year CF PV

1 $50,000 $46,296 11 $50,000 $21,444

2 $50,000 $42,867 12 $50,000 $19,856

3 $50,000 $39,692 13 $50,000 $18,385

4 $50,000 $36,751 14 $50,000 $17,023

5 $50,000 $34,029 15 $50,000 $15,762

6 $50,000 $31,508 16 $50,000 $14,595

7 $50,000 $29,175 17 $50,000 $13,513

8 $50,000 $27,013 18 $50,000 $12,512

9 $50,000 $25,012 19 $50,000 $11,586

10 $50,000 $23,160 20 $50,000 $10,727

CF, cash flow; PV, present value
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BTAX AND ATAX MONTHLY DISCOUNTED NET CASH
FLOW (NCF)

Before tax monthly undiscounted NCF is written in Eq. (18.15).

The NPV equation can be used on a monthly basis to calculate before and

after tax present value of all the future cash flows as shown in Eq. (18.19).

The only difference when discounting monthly cash flows is to divide

time in the NPV equation by 12. Calculation of after federal income tax

(ATAX) monthly undiscounted NCF is discussed in the tax model.

Equation 18.19 BTAX or ATAX monthly discounted NCF.

BTAX or ATAX monthly undiscounted NCF5 $

WACC5Weighted average cost of capital, $

Time5month

1. BTAX NPV is the summation of all BTAX monthly discounted cash

flows.

2. ATAX NPV is the summation of ATAX monthly discounted cash

flows.

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN (IRR)

Internal rate of return (IRR) is known as discounted cash-flow

rate of return (DCFROR) or simply rate of return (ROR). Internal

rate of return is the discount rate when the NPV of particular cash

flows is exactly zero. The higher the IRR, the more growth potential a

project has. IRR is an important decision metric on any project. IRR

is frequently used for project evaluation and profitability of a project.

The formula for calculating IRR is basically the same formula as NPV

except that the NPV is replaced by zero and the discount rate is

replaced by IRR as shown in Eq. (18.20). As opposed to NPV, IRR

assumes that positive cash flows of a project are reinvested at IRR
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instead of cost of capital. This is one of the disadvantages of using the

IRR method since it defectively assumes that positive cash flows are

reinvested at the IRR.

When the NPV of a particular project is exactly zero, the IRR will

yield cost of capital of a project. For example, if the cost of capital of a

particular publicly traded company is 9.3% and the NPV of a particular

project yields zero, IRR will be 9.3% for that particular project. This

means the present value of all the cash inflows is just enough to cover the

cost of capital. When NPV is zero, no value will be created for the share-

holders. IRR must be higher than the cost of capital of a project to create

any value for the shareholders. When IRR is less than the cost of capital,

no value will be created for the shareholders.

Equation 18.20 Internal rate of return (IRR).

IRR rule of thumb:

The rationale behind IRR in an independent project is:

1. If IRR is greater than WACC (IRR.WACC), the project’s rate of

return will exceed its costs and as a result the project should be

accepted.

2. If IRR is less than WACC (IRR,WACC), the project’s rate of

return will not exceed its costs and as a result the project should be

rejected.

For example, if a company’s cost of capital (WACC) is 12% and IRR

for a particular project is calculated to be 11%, the project must be

declined because it would cost more to finance the project (through debt

and equity) than the actual return of the project. On the other hand, if a

company’s cost of capital is 12% and the IRR for a specific project is

20%, the project is approved. A lot of companies have a minimum

acceptable IRR before investing in a project. This minimum

acceptable IRR for one particular company could be 15% while for

others could be 20% or 25% depending on many factors, especially mar-

ket conditions.

In mutually exclusive projects, the project with higher IRR must be

picked. For example, if IRR on project A is 15% and project B is 20%,

project B must be selected.
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•••
Example
Calculate the IRR for the cash flows listed in Table 18.9.

IRR can be calculated using Eq. (18.20):

052 5001
2100

11IRRð Þ1 1
20

11IRRð Þ2 1
300

11IRRð Þ3 1
400

11IRRð Þ4 1
500

11IRRð Þ5

As can be determined when manually computing IRR, IRR can be solved either using
trial and error or linear interpolation methods. Financial calculators or Excel are recom-
mended to perform this calculation. In this example, if various discount rates are inputted
into the above equation when the IRR is 19.89% in the denominator of each term, the
equation is equal to 0. This means the IRR for this particular project is approximately 20%.

Internal rate of return calculation:

As previously discussed, when manually computing IRR, IRR can be

calculated using trial and error, which is tedious and time consuming, or

linear interpolation. Many commercial economic software packages use

linear interpolation, in which the software finds the discount rate when

the sign of NPV changes from positive to negative and linearly interpo-

lates between the two discount rates. One of the flaws with this type of

calculation is that two users who define different series of discount rates

will see different calculated IRR. There are other mathematical methods

(not discussed in this book) such as the root finding method, which can

be used to perform such calculations. In the above example, let’s calculate

NPV at different discount rates of 10%, 15%, 18%, and 25%. Afterward,

linear interpolation can be used to calculate the discount rate when NPV

is zero.

As can be seen from Table 18.10, NPV goes from 37.08 MM @ 18%

discount rate to -85.92 MM @ 25% discount rate. After performing lin-

ear interpolation to find the discount rate when NPV is 0, IRR is found

to be 20.11%, which is close 19.89%. This difference may be expanded at

Table 18.9 IRR Example
Year Profit ($MM)

0 (investment) 2 $500.00

1 2 $100.00

2 $20.00

3 $300.00

4 $400.00

5 $500.00

IRR 19.89%
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higher IRRs and widely spaced discount rates. Therefore, users with vari-

ous series of discount rates will see different calculated IRRs.

•••
Example
Calculate the internal rate of return using Table 18.11 given the NPV for each discount
rate.

IRR is the discount rate at which NPV is equal to zero. In this example, NPV @ 15%
discount rate is $20 MM and NPV @ 20% discount rate is $2 6 MM. Therefore, NPV is
equal to zero when the discount rate is in between 15% and 20%. Linear interpolation
can be used to find the discount rate when NPV is 0 given the predefined series of dis-
count rates.

Y5 Ya 1 Yb 2 Yað Þ3 X 2 Xa
Xb 2 Xa

5 151 202 15ð Þ3 02 20; 000; 000
2 6; 000; 0002 20; 000; 000

5 18:85%

From this example, the discount rate when NPV is 0 is equal to 18.85%.

NPV Profile:

NPV profile is a graphical representation of project’s NPV against vari-

ous discount rates. Discount rates and NPV are subsequently plotted on

the x- and y-axis.

•••
Example
Draw the NPV profile for projects A and B and determine which project is better assum-
ing a cost of capital of 5%.

Table 18.10 NPV at Various Discount Rates Example
Discount Rate 10% 15% 18% 25%

Time 0 2 500.00 2 500.00 2 500.00 2 500.00

Discounted CF, Year 1 2 90.91 2 86.96 2 84.75 2 80.00

Discounted CF, Year 2 16.53 15.12 14.36 12.80

Discounted CF, Year 3 225.39 197.25 182.59 153.60

Discounted CF, Year 4 273.21 228.70 206.32 163.84

Discounted CF, Year 5 310.46 248.59 218.55 163.84

Summation (NPV) 234.68 102.71 37.08 2 85.92

CF, cash flow; NPV, net present value.

Table 18.11 IRR Example
Discount Rate (%) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

NPV ($MM) 200 150 100 20 26 211 216 221
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The first task in this problem is to draw the NPV profile by plotting discount rate
(x-axis) versus NPVs for projects A and B (y-axis). IRR is the point at which NPV curves
cross the x-axis as shown in Fig. 18.2. There is a point referred to as the crossover point
(rate) in Fig. 18.2. Crossover point is the discount rate at which the NPV for both projects
is equal (Table 18.12).

There are three stages in the following NPV profile. The first stage

occurs before the crossover point, and in this phase, the NPV of project

A is more than the NPV of project B. In this stage, there is a conflict

between IRR and NPV since the NPV of project A is more than B,

while the IRR of project B is more than A. The company’s cost of capital

Figure 18.2 Crossover point illustration.

Table 18.12 Net Present Value (NPV) Profile
Rate (%) NPV (A) NPV (B)

0 $60 $50

5 $43 $39

10 $29 $30

15 $17 $22

20 $5 $15

25 ($4) $6

30 ($15) ($2)
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in this example is given to be 5%. When cost of capital is less than cross-

over point (rate), a conflict exists. When a conflict exists and the cost of

capital is less than the crossover point, the NPV method must be used for

decision making. Therefore, project A is superior to project B in this

example since the cost of capital is given to be 5%. When the cost of cap-

ital is low, delaying cash flows is not penalized as much compared to at a

higher cost of capital. When the cost of capital is high (more than the

crossover point) delaying cash flows will be penalized.

At the crossover point (second stage), NPV of both projects is equal.

Finally, during the third stage, NPV for project B is more than NPV for

project A. Please note that if the cost of capital in this problem was given

to be 10% instead of 5% (cost of capital. crossover rate), both NPV and

IRR methods would have led to the same project selection. It is impor-

tant to note that it is the difference in timing of cash flows that is causing

the crossover between the two projects. The project with faster payback

provides more cash flows in the early years for reinvestment. If the inter-

est rate is high, it is vital to get the money back faster because it can be

reinvested while if the interest rate is low, there is not such a hurry to get

the money back faster.

Advantages of IRR:

• IRR accounts for time value of money.

• Cash flows over the economic life of the project are taken into

account.

Disadvantage of IRR:

• IRR does not provide a sense of scale about the value created for

the shareholders.

• IRRs cannot be added. If there are four projects with IRRs of 15%,

18%, 22%, and 12% the total IRR will not be 67%. Instead, cash flows

of all the projects must be combined and IRR can be determined

from the combined cash flows.

• IRR assumes that all the future cash flows are reinvested at IRR.

• IRR just like NPV does not give any indication of the size of the

original investment.

• IRR cannot be calculated when:

• cash flows are all negative or positive;

• total undiscounted revenues are less than the original investment;

• cumulative cash flow stream changes sign more than once by going

positive to negative.
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NPV VERSUS IRR

NPV basically measures the dollar benefit (added value) of the project

to the shareholders but it does not provide information on the safety margin

or the amount of capital at risk. For example, if NPV of a project is calcu-

lated to be $2 million, it does not indicate the kind of safety margin that the

project has. In contrast, IRR measures the annual rate of return and pro-

vides safety margin information. All in all, for mutually exclusive projects

and ranking purposes, NPV is always superior to IRR. Unfortunately, in

the oil and gas industry, IRR is quite often used for making critical deci-

sions. It is recommended to calculate and understand IRR methodology for

each project. However, the ultimate decision whether to perform a project

should be determined using NPV calculation.

MODIFIED INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN (MIRR)

Modified internal rate of return (MIRR) is basically an improved

version of IRR and is another tool used in capital budgeting. It is very

important to understand the difference between IRR and MIRR. As

previously mentioned, IRR defectively assumes that positive cash flows

from a particular project are reinvested at IRR. In contrast to IRR,

MIRR assumes that cash flows from a project are reinvested at cost of

capital or a particular reinvestment rate. In addition to this improvement,

MIRR only yields one solution. Consequently MIRR can be defined as

the discount rate that causes the present value of a project’s terminal value

to equal the present value of cost. The MIRR concept is fairly compli-

cated and will only make more sense with examples. This is one of

the main reasons that IRR is used more frequently in the real world,

i.e., since MIRR is not completely understood by a lot of managers.

MIRR can be calculated using Eq. (18.21).

Equation 18.21 Modified internal rate of return (MIRR).
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•••
Example
The cash flows for projects A and B are summarized in Table 18.13. Calculate MIRR
assuming a cost of capital of 10% and reinvestment rate of 12%.

The first step is to calculate the present value of negative cash flows at cost of capi-
tal for both projects:

Project A present value5
2600

110:1ð Þ0 52 600

Project B present value5
2350

110:1ð Þ0 52 350

Next, future values of positive cash flows at reinvestment rate must be calculated for
both projects:

Project A future value

5 1003 ð1112%Þ4 1 2503 ð1112%Þ3 1 3203 ð1112%Þ2 1 3853 ð1112%Þ1
1 4003 ð1112%Þ0 5 $1741:19

Project B future value

5 2003 ð1112%Þ4 1 2253 ð1112%Þ3 1 2503 ð1112%Þ2 1 3503 ð1112%Þ1
1 4503 ð1112%Þ0 5 $1786:41

Using the MIRR equation:

Project A MIRR5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1741:19
2 ð2 600Þ

s
2 15 0:2375 or 23:75%

Project B MIRR5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1786:41
2 ð2 350Þ 2 1

s
5 0:3854 or 38:54%

In this example, note that the first-year cash inflow is assumed to be reinvested in 4
years (5-1), the second-year cash inflow is assumed to be reinvested in 3 years (5-2), the
third-year cash inflow is assumed to be reinvested in 2 years (5-3), the fourth-year cash
inflow is assumed to be reinvested in 1 year (5-4), and finally the fifth-year cash inflow is
received at the end of the fifth year and is not available for reinvestment since it accords
with the end of the project’s life.

Table 18.13 MIRR Example
Year Project A ($MM) Project B ($MM)

0 ($600) ($350)

1 $100 $200

2 $250 $225

3 $320 $250

4 $385 $350

5 $400 $450
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PAYBACK METHOD

Payback method is another capital budgeting method to determine

the quick profitability of an original investment. Payout period is the

period of time in which a particular project is expected to recover its ini-

tial investment. For example, if $7 MM was initially invested on a particu-

lar project for drilling and completing a well and it took 3.5 years to earn

$7 MM of profit back, the payback period for this project would be 3.5

years. The payback period when cash inflows per period are even can be

calculated using Eq. (18.22).

Equation 18.22 Payback period.

•••
Example
Calculate the payback period given the following undiscounted cash flows, assuming
uneven cash inflows and using Table 18.14.

Years 1, 2, and 3 are added up to be 90. The transition from year 3 to year 4 is when
the cash inflows exceed the original investment of $100 million. Placing this in an alge-
braic equation,

Payback5 31
10
45

5 3:22 years

Therefore, it takes 3.22 years to pay back the original investment.

Table 18.14 Payback Period Example
Year Cash Flow ($MM)

0 ($100)

1 $20

2 $30

3 $40

4 $45

5 $70
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Strengths of payback method:

• easy to calculate and understand

• provides an intuition of project risk and liquidity.

Weaknesses of payback method:

As can be easily determined, payback method ignores the time value

of money.

This method also ignores the cash flows occurring after the payback

period.

Discounted payback method:

Discounted payback method, just like the payback method, is another

method used in capital budgeting to determine the profitability of an

investment. The difference between payback period and discounted pay-

back period is that in discounted payback period, time value of money is

taken into account when calculating the number of years it takes to break

even from an initial investment. When calculating discounted payback

period, discounted cash flows are used instead of undiscounted cash

flows.

•••
Example
Calculate the discounted payback period using the undiscounted cash flows as shown in
Table 18.15 by assuming a 10% cost of capital.

The first step is to use the PV equation to discount the future cash flows for each
period at 10% discount rate (shown in Table 18.16). Afterward, discounted payback
period can be easily calculated using algebra.

Discounted payback period5 31
902 73:02

34:15
5 3:5 years

This method, just like the payback method, ignores the cash flows after the dis-
counted payback period; however, it takes time value of money into account.

Table 18.15 Discounted Payback Period Example Problem
Year Cash Flow ($MM)

0 ($90)

1 $20

2 $30

3 $40

4 $50

5 $60
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PROFITABILITY INDEX (PI)

Profitability index (PI) is another tool used in capital budgeting to

measure the profitability of a project. As previously discussed, NPV yields

the total dollar figure of a project (absolute measure), but profitability is a rel-

ative measure given by a ratio; the higher the PI the higher the ranking.

Profitability index essentially tells us how much money will be gained for

every dollar invested. For example, PI of 1.4 of a project tells us that for

every dollar invested in the project, an expected return of $1.4 is anticipated.

PI is well known among financial managers as representing the bang-per-

buck measure. Profitability index can be calculated using Eq. (18.23).

Equation 18.23 Profitability index.

Profitability index rule of thumb:

• Accept projects that have PI more than 1 (PI. 1)

• Reject projects that have PI of less than 1 (PI, 1).

•••
Example
Calculate the profitability index assuming 10% discount rate and $200 million investment
using Table 18.17.

Present value for each cash flow is summarized in Table 18.18 and PI can be calcu-
lated as follows:

PI5
PV of future cash flows

Initial investment
5

245:97
200

5 1:23

Table 18.16 Discounted Payback Period Example Answer
Year Cash Flow ($MM) PV Equation PV of Cash Flow ($MM)

0 ($90) 290/1.1^0 ($90)

1 $20 20/1.1^1 $18.18

2 $30 30/1.1^2 $24.79

3 $40 40/1.1^3 $30.05

4 $50 50/1.1^4 $34.15

5 $60 60/1.1^5 $37.26
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TAX MODEL (ATAX CALCULATION)

The tax model is used for after-tax calculation in oil and gas prop-

erty evaluation. This model takes into account depreciation, taxable

income, corporation tax rate, and discounting. The discounting equations

for the tax model are the same as the NCF model. The primary differ-

ence between the two models is that depreciation, taxable income, and

corporate tax rate are all taken into account in the tax model.

Depreciation
Tangible and intangible capital expenditure must be specified for after-tax

calculations. Typically 10�20% is considered tangible with the remaining

percentage being intangible Capex. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS)

defines depreciation rates using the accelerated recovery method deprecia-

tion for 7 years as shown in Table 18.19. Majority of petroleum invest-

ments have a 5 or 7 year guideline life when using the accelerated

recovery method depreciation, however, other tables such as ACR 3-Year

and ACR 10-Year can also be used. Most petroleum engineers primarily

Table 18.17 Profitability Index Example Problem
Year Cash Flow ($MM)

1 $20

2 $30

3 $55

4 $60

5 $70

6 $55

7 $90

Table 18.18 Profitability Index Example Answer
Year Cash Flow ($MM) PV Equation PV ($MM)

1 $20 20/1.1^1 $18.18

2 $30 30/1.1^2 $24.79

3 $55 55/1.1^3 $41.32

4 $60 60/1.1^4 $40.98

5 $70 70/1.1^5 $43.46

6 $55 55/1.1^6 $31.05

7 $90 90/1.1^7 $46.18

Summation $245.97
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use ACR2 7-Year or ACR2 5-Year depreciation tables to perform after

tax economic analysis. Monthly depreciation must be calculated for each

year using the defined IRS depreciation rate and appropriate tangible

Capex. It is important to classify the items that are considered tangible

versus items that are intangible in an attempt to accurately account for

depreciation of tangible capital using accelerated recovery method depre-

ciation either over 5 or 7 year (depending on the company). Monthly

depreciation can be calculated using Eq. (18.24) which assumes deprecia-

tion rate for each year is paid equally on a monthly basis. Depreciation

occurrence will be different depending on the time of the year that a well

is turned in line but for the simplicity of the monthly depreciation calcu-

lation, yearly depreciation rate is divided by 12.

Equation 18.24 Monthly depreciation calculation for tax model.

Yearly depreciation rate5 IRS-defined accelerated recovery method,

7 years (will vary depending on the company), %

Tangible investment5Typically 10�20% of the total drilling and

completions Capex, $

WI5Working interest, %.

•••
Example
Calculate depreciation rate for the first month assuming a total drilling and completions
Capex of $7 MM with 15% tangible and 65% WI using ACR2 7-year depreciation table.

Depreciationmonth 1 5
14:29%

12
3 7; 000; 0003 15%ð Þ3 65%5 $8127

Table 18.19 ACR2 7-Year
Depreciation Rate

Year ACR2 7-Year (%)

1 14.29

2 24.49

3 17.49

4 12.49

5 8.93

6 8.92

7 8.93

8 4.46
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Taxable Income
Once depreciation is calculated, taxable income can be calculated using

Eqs. (18.25) and (18.26).

Equation 18.25 Taxable income @ investment date.

Intangible investment5Typically 80% to 90% of the total drilling and

completions Capex, $

WI5Working interest, %

Please note that in Eq. (18.25), profit excluding investment at investment

date is 0 and that is why the term (intangible investment*WI) is being

multiplied by 21. In addition, depreciation is 0 at investment date.

Equation 18.25 assumes that the entire intangible capital is written off

when investment is made. Typically the intangible capital is written off in

the first year but for the simplicity of calculating monthly taxable income,

intangible capital is written off at investment date in this equation.

Equation 18.26 Taxable income after investment.

Taxable income after investment5Monthly taxable income, $

Profit excluding investment5Monthly basis, $.

•••
Example
An 8000’ lateral length well’s total Capex is $8.250 MM. Assuming 88% intangible Capex
and 100% WI, calculate taxable income at and after initial investment date using
Table 18.20 for the first year assuming ACR2,7 YRS depreciation schedule:

Depreciation rate for the first year from ACR 2, 7 YRS schedule is 14.29%.

Depreciationmonth 1 through 12 5
14:29%

12
3 8; 250; 0003 12%ð Þ3 100%5 $11; 789

Taxable income @ investment date5 2 8; 250; 0003 88%3 100%ð Þ5 $2 7; 260; 000

Taxable incomemonth 1 5 253; 7942 11; 7895 $242; 005

Taxable incomemonth 2 5 207; 1662 11; 7895 $195; 377

Taxable incomemonth 3 5 178; 2312 11; 7895 $166; 442

The remaining taxable incomes for this example are summarized in Table 18.21.
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Corporation Tax
Corporations, just like individuals and small business owners, have specific

tax brackets. Therefore, when performing ATAX calculation corporation

tax must also be taken into account. Corporation tax can be calculated

using Eq. (18.27).

Equation 18.27 Corporation tax.

Table 18.20 Taxable Income Example Problem
Month Profit Excluding Investment

0 (investment date) $0

1 $253,794

2 $207,166

3 $178,231

4 $158,156

5 $143,241

6 $131,633

7 $122,288

8 $114,571

9 $108,068

10 $102,499

11 $97,665

12 $93,421

Table 18.21 Taxable Income Example Answer
Question Answer

Month Profit Excluding Investment Depreciation Taxable Income

0 (investment date) $0 $0 2$7,260,000

1 $253,794 $11,789 $242,005

2 $207,166 $11,789 $195,377

3 $178,231 $11,789 $166,442

4 $158,156 $11,789 $146,367

5 $143,241 $11,789 $131,452

6 $131,633 $11,789 $119,844

7 $122,288 $11,789 $110,499

8 $114,571 $11,789 $102,782

9 $108,068 $11,789 $96,279

10 $102,499 $11,789 $90,710

11 $97,665 $11,789 $85,876

12 $93,421 $11,789 $81,632
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Taxable income5 $

Corporation tax rate5%.

ATAX Monthly Undiscounted NCF
Now that depreciation, taxable income, and corporation tax have all been

discussed, the last step before discounting the ATAX future cash flows is

to calculate ATAX monthly undiscounted NCF. ATAX monthly undis-

counted NCF can be calculated using Eq. (18.28).

Equation 18.28 ATAX monthly undiscounted NCF.

BTAX monthly undiscounted NCF5 $

Corporation tax5 $.

•••
Example
Assuming a corporation tax rate of 35%, calculate monthly corporation tax and ATAX
monthly undiscounted NCF for the first year using the assumptions listed in Table 18.22.

Step 1) Calculate corporation tax for each month (sample calculation below):

Corporation taxtime 0 52 3; 897; 3953 35%5 $2 1; 364; 088

Corporation taxmonth 1 5 248; 0583 35%5 $86; 820

Corporation taxmonth 2 5 201; 4293 35%5 $70; 500

Table 18.22 ATAX Monthly Undiscounted NCF Example Problem
Month BTAX Monthly

Undiscounted NCF
Taxable
Income

Corporation
Tax Rate

0 2 $4,379,096 2 $3,897,395 35%

1 $253,794 $248,058 35%

2 $207,166 $201,429 35%

3 $178,231 $172,495 35%

4 $158,156 $152,420 35%

5 $143,241 $137,505 35%

6 $131,633 $125,897 35%

7 $122,288 $116,552 35%

8 $114,571 $108,835 35%

9 $108,068 $102,332 35%

10 $102,499 $96,763 35%

11 $97,665 $91,928 35%

12 $93,421 $87,685 35%
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Step 2) Calculate ATAX monthly undiscounted NCF (sample calculation below):

ATAX monthly undiscounted NCFtime 0 52 4; 379; 0962 21; 364; 088ð Þ5 $2 3; 015; 007

ATAX monthly undiscounted NCFmonth 1 5 253; 7942 86; 8205 $166; 974

ATAX monthly undiscounted NCFmonth 2 5 207; 1662 70; 5005 $136; 665

Table 18.23 summarizes the results for this example.

•••
Example
A type curve is generated from 200 producing dry gas wells from a field with similar res-
ervoir properties. You are to run economic analysis and figure out whether the manage-
ment should proceed with drilling and completing the well or not. The type curve
generated is for an 8000’ lateral length well with an IP of 14,500 MSCF/D, annual secant
effective decline of 58%, and b value of 1.5. Assuming the following parameters, calculate
NPV and IRR for the life of the well (assume 50-year life).

Terminal decline5 5%, WI5 100%, RI5 20%, BTU factor5 1.06 (1060 BTU/SCF),
Shrinkage factor5 0.985

Fixed variable and gathering cost5 $426/month/well escalated at 3% to the life of
the well, Variable lifting cost5 $0.14/MSCF escalated at 3% to the life of the well,

Table 18.23 ATAX Monthly Undiscounted NCF Example Answer
Question Answer

Month BTAX Monthly
Undiscounted
NCF

Taxable
Income

Corporation
Tax Rate (%)

Corporation
Tax

ATAX Monthly
Undiscounted
NCF

0 2 4,379,096 2 3,897,395 35 2 1,364,088 2 3,015,007

1 253,794 248,058 35 86,820 166,974

2 207,166 201,429 35 70,500 136,665

3 178,231 172,495 35 60,373 117,858

4 158,156 152,420 35 53,347 104,809

5 143,241 137,505 35 48,127 95,114

6 131,633 125,897 35 44,064 87,569

7 122,288 116,552 35 40,793 81,495

8 114,571 108,835 35 38,092 76,479

9 108,068 102,332 35 35,816 72,252

10 102,499 96,763 35 33,867 68,632

11 97,665 91,928 35 32,175 65,490

12 93,421 87,685 35 30,690 62,732
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Variable gathering and compression cost5 $0.35/MMBTU escalated at 3% to the life of
the well, Firm transportation5 $0.30/MMBTU escalated at 3% to the life of the well, Gas
price5 assume $3/MMBTU escalated at 3% to the life of the well, Severance tax5 5%,
Ad valorem tax5 2.5%, Tangible investment5 $1,500,000, Intangible investment5
$6,500,000 (assume the entire intangible capital is written off when investment is made),
Apply total investment 3 months before start date (TIL date), Discount all of the future
cash flows using mid-point discounting to the date (time) the investment is made,
Weighted average cost of capital5 8.8%, Corporation tax rate5 40%

The calculations shown below are for the first 6 months only and the

remaining time is recommended to be performed using an Excel spread-

sheet to compare the final NPV and IRR reported in this problem. This

problem should provide step-by-step guidance on how to perform eco-

nomic analysis on a new well based on the assumptions listed above. Some

of the assumptions used in this example (e.g., ATAX calculation method,

discounting method, etc.) can greatly vary from company to company.

Step 1) Calculate monthly nominal secant hyperbolic:

Di5
1

12b

� �
3 12Deisð Þ2b21
� �

5
1

1231:5

� �
3 1258%ð Þ21:521
� �

514:85%

Step 2) Calculate hyperbolic cumulative rate for each month starting

with month 1:

Np5
IP

12 bð Þ3Monthly Nominal Hyp

� ��

3 12ð11b3Monthly Nominal Hyp3 time
� �121

bg3 365

12

Np;month 15
14; 500

12 1:5ð Þ3 14:85%

� �
3 12ð111:53 14:85%3 1½ �12 1

1:5

� �

3
365

12
5 411; 820

MSCF

1 month

Np;month 25
14; 500

12 1:5ð Þ3 14:85%

� �
3 12ð111:53 14:85%3 2½ �12 1

1:5

� �

3
365

12
5 776; 199

MSCF

2 month
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Np;month 35
14; 500

12 1:5ð Þ3 14:85%

� �
3 12ð111:53 14:85%3 3½ �12 1

1:5

� �

3
365

12
5 1; 104; 815

MSCF

3 month

Np;month 45
14; 500

12 1:5ð Þ3 14:85%

� �
3 12ð111:53 14:85%3 4½ �12 1

1:5

� �

3
365

12
5 1; 405; 331

MSCF

4 month

Np;month 55
14; 500

12 1:5ð Þ3 14:85%

� �
3 12ð111:53 14:85%3 5½ �12 1

1:5

� �

3
365

12
5 1; 683; 079

MSCF

5 month

Np;month 65
14; 500

12 1:5ð Þ3 14:85%

� �
3 12ð111:53 14:85%3 6½ �12 1

1:5

� �

3
365

12
5 1; 941; 935

MSCF

6 month
:

Step 3) Calculate monthly rate by subtracting cumulative volumes

from the previous month:

qhyperbolic;month 15 411; 820
MSCF

M

qhyperbolic;month 25 776; 1992 411; 8205 364; 379
MSCF

M

qhyperbolic;month 35 1; 104; 8152 776; 1995 328; 616
MSCF

M

qhyperbolic;month 45 1; 405; 3312 1; 104; 8155 300; 516
MSCF

M

qhyperbolic;month 55 1; 683; 0792 1; 405; 3315 277; 748
MSCF

M

qhyperbolic;month 65 1; 941; 9352 1; 683; 0795 258; 856
MSCF

M
:
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Step 4) Calculate monthly nominal decline for each month:

Dmonth 15
Monthly nominal hyperbolic

11 b3monthly nominal hyperbolic3 time

5
14:85%

11 1:53 14:85%3 1
5 12:1%

Dmonth 25
14:85%

11 1:53 14:85%3 2
5 10:3%

Dmonth 3 5
14:85%

11 1:53 14:85%3 3
5 8:9%

Dmonth 4 5
14:85%

11 1:53 14:85%3 4
5 7:9%

Dmonth 5 5
14:85%

11 1:53 14:85%3 5
5 7:0%

Dmonth 6 5
14:85%

11 1:53 14:85%3 6
5 6:4%:

Step 5) Calculate annual effective decline for each month:

De;month 1512 11123b3Dð Þ21
b512 111231:5312:1%ð Þ2 1

1:5553:8%

De;month 2512 111231:5310:3%ð Þ2 1
1:5550:2%

De;month 3512 111231:538:9%ð Þ2 1
1:5547:1%

De;month 4512 111231:537:9%ð Þ2 1
1:5544:4%

De;month 5512 111231:537:0%ð Þ2 1
1:5542:0%

De;month 6512 111231:536:4%ð Þ2 1
1:5539:9%

After calculating the annual effective decline for the remaining life of

the well, it appears that at month 145, the annual effective decline reaches

5% terminal decline. The hyperbolic decline equation must be switched

to an exponential decline equation for the life of the well starting with

month 145.

Step 6) Calculate monthly nominal exponential decline using the

equation below:

D52 ln 12Deð Þ 1
12

h i
52 ln 125%ð Þ 1

12

h i
5 0:427%
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Step 7) Calculate exponential decline rate for each month after reach-

ing 5% terminal decline using the equation below:

qexponential5 IP3 e2D3 t
	 


3
365

12

� �

The rate at which hyperbolic decline is switched to exponential is

1404 MSCF/D or 42,698 MSCF/M. The first month right after the

switch time (month 146) is called month 1 in this particular example, fol-

lowed by the remaining months for the life of the well.

qexponential;month 15 14043 e20:427%3 1
	 


3
365

12

� �
5 42; 516

MSCF

M

qexponential;month 25 14043 e20:427%3 2
	 


3
365

12

� �
5 42; 334

MSCF

M

qexponential;month 35 14043 e20:427%3 3
	 


3
365

12

� �
5 42; 154

MSCF

M

qexponential;month 45 14043 e20:427%3 4
	 


3
365

12

� �
5 41; 974

MSCF

M

qexponential;month 55 14043 e20:427%3 5
	 


3
365

12

� �
5 41; 795

MSCF

M

qexponential;month 65 14043 e20:427%3 6
	 


3
365

12

� �
5 41; 617

MSCF

M
:

Step 8) Calculate net gas production for each month:

Net gas production5Gross gas production3 shrinkage factor3NRI%

Net gas productionmonth 15 411; 8203 0:9853 80%5 324; 514
MSCF

M

Net gas productionmonth 25 364; 3793 0:9853 80%5 287; 131
MSCF

M

Net gas productionmonth 35 328; 6163 0:9853 80%5 258; 949
MSCF

M

Net gas productionmonth 45 277; 7483 0:9853 80%5 236; 806
MSCF

M

Net gas productionmonth 55 258; 8563 0:9853 80%5 218; 865
MSCF

M
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Net gas productionmonth 6 5 242; 8833 0:9853 80%5 203; 979
MSCF

M
:

Step 9) Calculate gas pricing incorporating an escalation of 3% using a

stair-step escalation:

Gas pricemonth 15
$3

MMBTU

Gas pricemonth 25 33 113%ð Þ 1
12 5

$3:007

MMBTU

Gas pricemonth 35 3:0073 113%ð Þ 1
12 5

$3:015

MMBTU

Gas pricemonth 45 3:0153 113%ð Þ 1
12 5

$3:022

MMBTU

Gas pricemonth 55 3:0223 113%ð Þ 1
12 5

$3:030

MMBTU

Gas pricemonth 6 5 3:0303 113%ð Þ 1
12 5

$3:037

MMBTU
:

Step 10) Calculate adjusted gas pricing by accounting for 1060 BTU

gas:

Adjusted gas price5Gas price3BTU factor

Adjusted gas pricemonth 15 33 1:065
$3:18

MSCF

Adjusted gas pricemonth 25 3:0073 1:065
$3:188

MSCF

Adjusted gas pricemonth 35 3:0153 1:065
$3:196

MSCF

Adjusted gas pricemonth 45 3:0223 1:065
$3:204

MSCF

Adjusted gas pricemonth 55 3:0303 1:065
$3:211

MSCF

Adjusted gas pricemonth 6 5 3:0373 1:065
$3:219

MSCF
:
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Step 11) Calculate net revenue for each month:

Net revenue5 Monthly shrunk net gas production3 adjusted gas pricingð Þ

Net revenuemonth 15 324; 5143 3:185 $1; 031; 955

Net revenuemonth 25 287; 1313 3:1885 $915; 328

Net revenuemonth 35 258; 9493 3:1965 $827; 526

Net revenuemonth 45 236; 8063 3:2045 $758; 630

Net revenuemonth 55 218; 8653 3:2115 $702; 883

Net revenuemonth 65 203; 9793 3:2195 $656; 691:

Step 12) Calculate severance tax for each month:

Severance tax per month

5 ðGross monthly gas production3 adjusted gas pricing3 severance tax

3NRI3 total shrinkage factorÞ OR Net revenue3 severance tax

Severance taxmonth 15 1; 031; 9553 5%5 $51; 598

Severance taxmonth 25 915; 3283 5%5 $45; 766

Severance taxmonth 35 827; 5263 5%5 $41; 376

Severance taxmonth 45 758; 6303 5%5 $37; 931

Severance taxmonth 55 702; 8833 5%5 $35; 144

Severance taxmonth 65 656; 6913 5%5 $32; 835:

Step 13) Calculate ad valorem tax for each month:

Advalorem tax per month

5 f½ðGross monthly gas production3 adjusted gas pricing3NRI

3 total shrinkage factorÞ�2 Severance tax amountg
3Advalorem tax OR Net revenue2 severance taxð Þ3Ad valorem tax

Ad valorem taxmonth 15 1; 031; 9552 51; 598ð Þ3 2:5%5 $24; 509

Ad valorem taxmonth 25 915; 3282 45; 766ð Þ3 2:5%5 $21; 739

Ad valorem taxmonth 35 827; 5262 41; 376ð Þ3 2:5%5 $19; 654

Ad valorem taxmonth 45 758; 6302 37; 931ð Þ3 2:5%5 $18; 017

Ad valorem taxmonth 55 702; 8832 35; 144ð Þ3 2:5%5 $16; 693
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Ad valorem taxmonth 65 656; 6912 32; 835ð Þ3 2:5%5 $15; 596

Step 14) First perform escalation on fixed, variable, and FT costs:

Fixed cost escalatinmonth 15 $426

Fixed cost escalatinmonth 25 4263 113%ð Þ 1
12 5 $427:1

Fixed cost escalatinmonth 3 5 427:13 113%ð Þ 1
12 5 $428:1

Fixed cost escalatinmonth 4 5 428:13 113%ð Þ 1
12 5 $429:2

Fixed cost escalatinmonth 5 5 429:23 113%ð Þ 1
12 5 $430:2

Fixed cost escalatinmonth 6 5 430:23 113%ð Þ 1
12 5 $431:3

Total variable

�
$

MSCF

�

5variable lifting

�
$

MSCF

�
1variablegathering

�
$

MSCF

�
1FT

$

MSCF

� 

Total variable cost perMSCF5
$0:14

MSCF
1

$0:35

MMBTU
31:06

� �

1
$0:3

MMBTU
31:06

� �
5
$0:829

MSCF

Variable cost escalatinmonth 15
$0:829

MSCF

Variablecost escalatinmonth 250:8293 113%ð Þ 1
125

$0:831

MSCF

Variablecost escalatinmonth 350:8313 113%ð Þ 1
125

$0:833

MSCF

Variablecost escalatinmonth 450:8333 113%ð Þ 1
125

$0:835

MSCF

Variablecost escalatinmonth 550:8353 113%ð Þ 1
125

$0:837

MSCF

Variable cost escalatinmonth 650:8373 113%ð Þ 1
125

$0:839

MSCF
:
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Step 15) Calculate total Opex for each month:

Total OPEX per month

5 ½ðGross monthly gas production3WI3 total shrinkage factor

3 variable lifting costÞ�½ðFixed lifting cost3WIÞ�
1 ½ðGross monthly gas production3WI3 total shrinkage factor

3 gathering and compression costÞ�
1 ½ðGross monthly gas production3WI

3 total shrinkage factor3 FT costÞ�
TotalOPEXmonth 15 411;8203100%30:98530:829ð Þ1 4263100%ð Þ

5$336;704

TotalOPEXmonth 25 364;3793100%30:98530:831ð Þ1 427:13100%ð Þ
5$298;700

TotalOPEXmonth 35 328;6163100%30:98530:833ð Þ1 428:13100%ð Þ
5$270;090

TotalOPEXmonth 45 300;5163100%30:98530:835ð Þ1 429:23100%ð Þ
5$247;640

TotalOPEXmonth 55 277;7483100%30:98530:837ð Þ1 430:23100%ð Þ
5$229;475

TotalOPEXmonth 65 258;8563100%30:98530:839ð Þ1 431:33100%ð Þ
5$214;424:

Step 16) Calculate net Opex for each month:

NetOPEX5TotalOPEX1severance taxamount1advaloremtaxamount

NetOPEXmonth 15336;704151;598124;5095$412;811

NetOPEXmonth 25298;700145;766121;7395$366;206

NetOPEXmonth 35270;090141;376119;6545$331;120

NetOPEXmonth 45247;640137;931118;0175$303;589

NetOPEXmonth 55229;475135;144116;6935$281;312

NetOPEXmonth 65214;424132;835115;5965$262;855:
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Step 17) Calculate operating cash flow or profit excluding investment:

Profit excluding investmentð Þ5Net revenue2 net OPEX

Profitmonth 15 1; 031; 9552 412; 8115 $619; 145

Profitmonth 25 915; 3282 366; 2065 $549; 122

Profitmonth 35 827; 5262 331; 1205 $496; 406

Profitmonth 45 758; 6302 303; 5895 $455; 041

Profitmonth 55 702; 8832 281; 3125 $421; 570

Profitmonth 65 656; 6912 262; 8555 $393; 836:

Step 18) Calculate net Capex (since WI is 100%, net Capex is equal

to gross Capex):

Net CAPEX5Gross CAPEX3WI

Net CAPEX5 1; 500; 0001 6; 500; 000ð Þ3 100%5 $8; 000; 000

Apply $8,000,000 total net investment 3 months prior to start date

(the date where the production begins).

Step 19) Calculate BTAX monthly undiscounted NCF:

BTAX monthly undiscounted net cash flow5 profit2 net CAPEX

Net Capex at time zero is equal to net Capex. However, net Capex

for subsequent months is zero.

Investment date ðtime 0Þ5028;000;00052$8;000;000

BTAXundiscountedNCFmonth 25$0

BTAXundiscountedNCFmonth 35$0

BTAXundiscountedNCFmonth 4 from investment date5619;145205$619;145

BTAXundiscountedNCFmonth 5 from investment date5549;122205$549;122

BTAXundiscountedNCFmonth 6 from investment date5496;406205$496;406

BTAXundiscountedNCFmonth 7 from investment date5455;041205$455;041

BTAXundiscountedNCFmonth 8 from investment date5421;570205$421;570

BTAXundiscountedNCFmonth 9 from investment date5393;836205$393;836:
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Step 20) Calculate BTAX monthly discounted (midpoint) NCF. To

perform midpoint discounting, subtract 0.5 from each month as shown in

the equation below:

BTAXMonthlyDiscountedNCF

5
BTAXMonthlyUndiscountedNCF

11WACCð ÞTime20:5
12

BTAXDiscountedNCFinvestment date52$8;000;000

BTAXDiscountedNCFmonth 25$0

BTAXDiscountedNCFmonth 35$0

BTAXDiscountedNCFmonth 4 from investment date5
619;145

118:8%ð Þ420:512

5$604;100

BTAXDiscountedNCFmonth 5 from investment date5
549;122

118:8%ð Þ520:512

5$532;026

BTAXDiscountedNCFmonth 6 from investment date5
496;406

118:8%ð Þ620:512

5$477;583

BTAXDiscountedNCFmonth 7 from investment date5
455;041

118:8%ð Þ720:512

5$434;720

BTAXDiscountedNCFmonth 8 from investment date5
421;570

118:8%ð Þ820:512

5$399;923

BTAXDiscountedNCFmonth 9 from investment date5
393;836

118:8%ð Þ920:512

5$370;997:

Step 21) Calculate depreciation for each month starting with produc-

tion date:

MonthlyDepreciation5
Yearlydepreciation rate

12
3tangible investment3WI

Depreciationmonth 15
14:29%

12
31;500;0003100%5$17;863
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Depreciation for the next 11 months will be the same using IRS-

defined accelerated recovery method.

Step 22) Calculate taxable income starting with when the investment

is made:

Taxable income@ investmentdate52 Intangible investment3WIð Þ
52 6;500;0003100%ð Þ52$6;500;000

Taxable incomeafter invstment5Profit excluding investment2depreciation

Taxable incomemonth 25$0

Taxable incomemonth 35$0

Taxable incomemonth 45619;145217;8635$601;282

Taxable incomemonth 55549;122217;8635$531;260

Taxable incomemonth 65496;406217;8635$478;544

Taxable incomemonth 75455;041217;8635$437;179

Taxable incomemonth 85421;570217;8635$403;708

Taxable incomemonth 95393;836217;8635$375;974:

Step 23) Calculate corporation tax for each month starting with the

investment date:

Corporation tax5Taxable income3 corporation tax rate

Corporation taxinvestment date 52 6; 500; 0003 40%52 $2; 600; 00

Corporation taxmonth 25 $0

Corporation taxmonth 35 $0

Corporation taxmonth 45 601; 2823 40%5 $240; 513

Corporation taxmonth 55 531; 2603 40%5 $212; 504

Corporation taxmonth 65 478; 5443 40%5 $191; 417

Corporation taxmonth 75 437; 1793 40%5 $174; 871

Corporation taxmonth 85 403; 7083 40%5 $161; 483

Corporation taxmonth 95 375; 9743 40%5 $150; 389:
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Step 24) Calculate ATAX undiscounted NCF for each month starting

with the investment date:

ATAX Monthly Undiscounted NCF

5BTAX Monthly Undis: NCF2Corporation Tax

ATAX Monthly Undiscounted NCFInvetsment date

52 8; 000; 0002 22; 600; 000ð Þ52 $5; 400; 000

ATAX Monthly Undiscounted NCFmonths 25 $0

ATAX Monthly Undiscounted NCFmonths 35 $0

ATAXMonthlyUndiscountedNCFmonths 45619;1452240;513

5$378;632

ATAXMonthlyUndiscountedNCFmonths 55549;1222212;504

5$336;618

ATAXMonthlyUndiscountedNCFmonths 65496;4062191;417

5$304;989

ATAXMonthlyUndiscountedNCFmonths 75455;0412174;871

5$280;170

ATAXMonthlyUndiscountedNCFmonths 85421;5702161;483

5$260;087

ATAXMonthlyUndiscountedNCFmonths 95393;8362150;389

5$243;447:

Step 25) Calculate ATAX monthly discounted NCF for each month

starting with investment date:

ATAX Monthly Discounted NCF5
ATAX Monthly Undiscounted NCF

11WACCð ÞTime20:5
12

ATAX Discounted NCFinvestment date 52 $5; 400; 000

ATAX Discounted NCFmonth 25 $0

ATAX Discounted NCFmonth 35 $0
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ATAXDiscountedNCFmonth 4 from investment date5
378;632

118:8%ð Þ420:512

5$369;431

ATAXDiscountedNCFmonth 5 from investment date5
336;618

118:8%ð Þ520:512

5$326;138

ATAXDiscountedNCFmonth 6 from investment date5
304;989

118:8%ð Þ620:512

5$293;424

ATAXDiscountedNCFmonth 7 from investment date5
280;170

118:8%ð Þ720:512

5$267;658

ATAXDiscountedNCFmonth 8 from investment date5
260;087

118:8%ð Þ820:512

5$246;732

ATAXDiscountedNCFmonth 9 from investment date5
243;447

118:8%ð Þ920:512

5$229;329

BTAX NPV is the summation of all BTAX monthly discounted cash

flows for 50 years. ATAX NPV is the summation of ATAX monthly dis-

counted cash flows for 50 years. The summaries of both BTAX and

ATAX NPVs are listed in Table 18.24.

Table 18.24 ATAX and BTAX NPV Profile Example
NPV Profile (Mid-discounting)
Discount Rate (%) BTAX NPV ATAX NPV

0 $42,158,086 $25,294,851

5 $17,876,005 $10,637,205

8.8 $11,250,715 $6,608,750

10 $9,910,182 $5,789,584

15 $6,163,010 $3,487,676

20 $3,962,247 $2,124,255

25 $2,488,747 $1,205,150

30 $1,418,424 $534,014

40 ($56,802) ($395,914)

50 ($1,043,607) ($1,020,815)

60 ($1,760,296) ($1,475,760)

70 ($2,309,467) ($1,824,769)

80 ($2,746,487) ($2,102,619)

90 ($3,104,192) ($2,330,036)

100 ($3,403,442) ($2,520,232)
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BTAX and ATAX IRR can now be easily calculated by interpolating

between 30% and 40% discount rate, in which the BTAX and ATAX

NPV switch sign from positive to negative.

Y 5Ya 1 Yb2Yað Þ3 X 2Xa

Xb 2Xa

BTAX IRR530%1 40%230%ð Þ3 021;418;424ð Þ
256;80221;418;424ð Þ 539:61%

ATAX IRR530%1 40%230%ð Þ3 02534;014ð Þ
2395;9142534;014ð Þ 535:74%:
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

1. What type of frac fluid system is used in formations with high Young’s

modulus and low Poisson’s ratio? Why?

2. What type of frac fluid system is used in formations with low

Young’s modulus and high Poisson’s ratio? Why?

3. What type of frac fluid system is ideal for underpressured and

depleted reservoirs? Why?

4. Why is foam fracturing ideal for water-sensitive formations with

high percentage of clay?

5. What is the most common foam quality (FQ) used in coalbed meth-

ane (CBM) wells?

6. Why is a foam frac fluid system considered to have a better fluid effi-

ciency and lower fluid-loss feature? Give an example.

7. You are treating a frac stage in the field using slick water fluid sys-

tem. The stage treats very well at lower sand concentrations of up to

1.5 ppg. However, as soon as a higher sand concentration of 2 ppg

reaches the perforations, surface-treating pressure starts rising without

any relief. What would you do to solve the problem and be able to

place the remaining sand into the formation? Explain in detail.

8. Is a slick water frac fluid system considered to have a laminar flow

pattern or turbulent? Why?

9. What kind of flow pattern is expected from a cross-linked fluid sys-

tem? Why?

10. What is the main essence of slick water hydraulic frac?

11. What is the purpose of the acidization stage in slick water frac?

What kind of reaction will typically be observed in the surface-

treating pressure when acid hits the perforations?

12. What is the reaction of surface-treating pressure if the formation is

known to be very limy (limestone)?

13. How much acid and water volume will be needed given 28% hydro-

chloric acid in order to obtain 1500 gallons of 15% acid?

14. Is it possible to pump 6 ppg sand concentrations with slick water

frac? Why?

15. You are a completions engineer in the field responsible for treating a

frac stage located in the Barnett Shale in Texas. Calculate the flush

volume if 51/2”, 20 lb/ft, P-110 (ID5 4.778”) production casing is

used. The bottom perforation MD of the stage is 15,640’.
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16. Why do many companies overflush (by 10�40 barrels) on top of the

calculated volume per stage?

17. What is the main purpose of proppant in hydraulic frac jobs?

18. The closure pressure from a shale formation is calculated to be

5432 psi from the DFIT (G function analysis). What type of prop-

pant would you design for your job?

19. What is the importance of specific gravity of proppant in hydraulic

fracturing? What happens to proppant in the fractures as SG

increases?

20. What type of sand is famous for encapsulating fines?

21. Part (a) You have been notified via the production engineer that a

lot of sand (frac sand and not formation sand) is being produced

with the flowback water in a particular area. As a completions engi-

neer, what type of proppant will you use to prevent this problem on

an upcoming pad?

Part (b) What if not enough capital (Capex) is available to pump this

type of proppant? What other approach will you take to prevent

excessive proppant flowback during production? Explain why.

22. Name the three main categories of proppant from lowest conductiv-

ity to highest conductivity.

23. What are the main applications of 100 mesh sand?

24. What could be the reasons why so many E&P companies have seen

great production success with pumping large percentages of 100

mesh in some areas?

25. What kind of sand size is highly recommended in highly naturally

fractured formations? Why?

26. Based on Stokes’ law, 40/70 mesh creates more surface area com-

pared to 30/50. Why?

27. What type of analysis is used on a daily basis in the field to ensure

proper sand size and is reported on each frac ticket?

28. Define conductivity. What is dimensionless frac conductivity?

29. What happens to conductivity as closure pressure increases? Explain

why.

30. Why is it highly recommended to test bigger sand sizes in liquid-

rich areas (high BTU)?

31. Explain in detail the characteristics that ISO conductivity test does

not account for.

32. Define proppant stress. When is the most sensitive time during flow-

back in relation to proppant crushing?
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33. Part (a) Calculate proppant stress during the following two periods:

Period (1)

Closure pressure5 5450 psi

Net pressure5 500 psi

Pwf (flowing bottom-hole pressure)5 3000 psi

Period (2)

Closure pressure5 5450 psi

Net pressure5 500 psi

Pwf (flowing bottom-hole pressure)5 2500 psi.

Part (b) What is the most recommended practice when lowering

flowing bottom-hole pressure?

34. Calculate dimensionless frac conductivity with the following reser-

voir and completions properties (assume the conductivity is reduced

to 1 lb/ft2 and 80% reduction of conductivity due to time

degradation):

Frac conductivity5 800 md-ft @ 2 lb/ft2

K5 0.003 md

Xf5 500 ft

35. What is the main purpose of friction reducer during hydraulic

fracturing?

36. You are treating a live frac stage at 84 bpm and 8500 psi surface-

treating pressure. Suddenly, due to FR pump malfunctioning, FR is

completely lost. What happens to surface-treating pressure? What

would you do? Explain the steps.

37. Part (a) Calculate the estimated pipe friction pressure (assuming no

FR) using the following parameters:

Total MD (measured depth of the well)5 14,000’

Fluid density5 8.5 ppg

Designed rate (flow rate)5 85 bpm

ID of the production casing5 4.778”

Fluid viscosity5 1.1 cp.

Part (b) Can you pump this job without the use of FR? Why?

Part (c) Recalculate your pipe friction pressure assuming 20,000’ of

pipe instead of 14,000’.

Part (d) What is the biggest challenge with long lateral-length wells

in any formation from a completions perspective?

Part (e) What will happen to the pipe friction pressure if the decision

is made to use a smaller size production casing (with smaller ID)?
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38. Calculate the expected surface-treating pressure for each of the fol-

lowing measured depths (MD) and assuming the following

parameters:

ISIP5 9258 psi (from DFIT test), TVD5 12,500’, Water

density5 8.65 ppg, Designed rate5 90 bpm, Casing ID5 5 1/2”,

23 #/ft (ID5 4.670”), Dp5 0.42”, N5 40 perforations (holes)/

stage, Cd5 0.8, ΔPnet5 200 psi

39. The total amounts of water and sand have both been optimized for a

Barnett Shale slick water frac schedule using production data and

rate transient analysis. Calculate the remaining schedule and show

step-by-step work in the frac design schedule table shown below.

40. Part (a) Calculate slurry density and hydrostatic pressure of 2.75 ppg

sand stage using sintered bauxite (SG5 3.0) mixed with produced water

(density5 8.85 ppg). The TVD of this particular frac stage 13,001’.

Part (b) Calculate the surface-treating pressure increase when

sand is cut and the well is being flushed.

TVD (ft) MD (ft) Pipe Friction Pressure,
Lab Test

Estimated
Surface-Treating Pressure

12,500 20,000 7080 ?

12,500 19,500 6931 ?

12,500 19,000 6782 ?

12,500 18,500 6633 ?

12,500 18,000 6484 ?

12,500 17,500 6335 ?

12,500 17,000 6186 ?

12,500 16,500 6037 ?

12,500 16,000 5888 ?

12,500 15,500 5739 ?

12,500 15,000 5590 ?

12,500 14,500 5441 ?

12,500 14,000 5292 ?

12,500 13,500 5143 ?

12,500 13,000 4994 ?

12,500 12,500 4845 ?
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90 bpm Frac Design Schedule

Stage Name Pump Rate
(bpm)

Fluid Name Stage
Fluid
Clean Vol
(BBLs)

Stage
Fluid Slurry
Vol (BBLs)

% of Total
Clean
Vol (BBLs)

Prop
Conc.
(ppg)

Stage
Proppant
(lbs)

% of Total
Prop %

Cumulative
Prop (lbs)

Stage
Time
(min)

Pump ball 15 Slickwater 24 0

5% HCl acid 90 Acid 60 0

Pad 90 Slickwater 410 0

100 mesh 90 Slickwater 450 0.25

100 mesh 90 Slickwater 500 0.5

100 mesh 90 Slickwater 475 0.75

100 mesh 90 Slickwater 450 1

100 mesh 90 Slickwater 450 1.25

100 mesh 90 Slickwater 450 1.5

40/70 mesh 90 Slickwater 400 0.25

40/70 mesh 90 Slickwater 375 0.5

40/70 mesh 90 Slickwater 450 0.75

40/70 mesh 90 Slickwater 475 1

40/70 mesh 90 Slickwater 485 1.25

40/70 mesh 90 Slickwater 490 1.5

40/70 mesh 90 Slickwater 495 1.75

40/70 mesh 90 Slickwater 480 2

40/70 mesh 90 Slickwater 470 2.25

40/70 mesh 90 Slickwater 453 2.5

40/70 mesh 90 Slickwater 450 3

Flush 90 Slickwater 300 0

Total clean volume BBLs

Sand/water ratio Total stage time (min)

Pad percentage % 0.0

100 mesh (lbs) OR % Stage length (ft.) 200

40/70 mesh (lbs) OR % Water/ft. 0 BBL/ft.

Total (lbs) Sand/ft. 0 lb/ft.



41. From the G-function plot below, answer the following questions:

a. What is the bottom-hole (BH) closure pressure?

b. How did you determine BH closure pressure? Explain the steps

and show on the plot.

c. What is the minimum horizontal stress from this plot? Explain

the steps and show on the plot.

d. What is the pressure-dependent leak-off (PDL) pressure (if any)

from this plot? Explain the steps and show on the plot.

e. Define anisotropy. What is the anisotropy in this figure?

f. Knowing your closure and PDL pressures, do you expect to get a

complex fracture network system or biwing fracture system from

this plot? Why? Explain in detail.

g. Do you expect to see a higher breakdown pressure from frac jobs

or lower? Why?

h. Do you see PDL? Explain how you determined that there is

PDL?

i. What strategies will you take to design the frac job based on this

figure? What type and size of proppant will you design just from

a completions perspective? (Discard the economic perspective.)

Explain why.

j. What is the fluid efficiency from this plot?
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42. There are three unique leak-off regimes that can be noted on the

G-function plot. Explain each leak-off regime in detail based on

your understanding of the concept.

43. What are the first and the second derivatives in DFIT analysis used

for?

44. Explain in detail the type of gauge that is used to record pressure

fall-off (surface-pressure fall-off) after the injection test. How do you

calculate bottom-hole pressure from surface pressure gauge?

45. Instantaneous shut-in pressure (ISIP) from DFIT is determined to be

4155 psi. If 8.9 ppg fluid density was used to pump the DFIT at

6900’ TVD, calculate the bottom-hole ISIP.

46. Why is it not recommended to pump large fluid volume during

DFIT jobs in unconventional shale reservoirs with low or very low

permeability?

47. In before-closure analysis (BCA), what kind of flow regimes do 1/2

and 1/4 slope represent?

48. What does 21 slope of the second derivative of the log�log plot

represent?

49. What if pseudoradial flow is not observed from a log�log plot.

What other technique can be used to get an approximate measure of

pore pressure?

50. Estimate the effective permeability and fluid efficiency from the

G-function plot provided with the following properties. Once the

frac job starts, will the frac fluid be effective in creating hydraulic

fractures based on the calculated fluid efficiency? Why?

μ5 1 cp, ISIP5 4225 psi, TVD5 7340’, Fluid density5 8.5 ppg,

Pc5 6100 psi, Ct5 0.0000254 1/psi, Gc5 3.7, E5 5 MMpsi, rp5 1

(since PDL exists), Porosity5 20%

51. Your boss asks you to determine whether 200’ stage spacing is

economically better than 300’ stage spacing. As a completions engi-

neer, you are trying to determine whether the additional production

gain from 200’ stage spacing offsets the additional Capex. You are

given two sets of cash flows by the reservoir engineer. Calculate

NPV and IRR given the tables below and determine whether 200’

stage spacing is economically better or 300’. Explain why. Cash flows

below are yearly. Assume 12% weighted average cost of capital

(WACC).
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52. What makes the determination of various fracture parameters very

difficult in unconventional shale reservoirs?

53. How many quantiplex pumps would you design for your job if the

calculated surface-treating pressure is around 10,500 psi at the

designed rate of 80 bpm assuming each pump has 2250 HHP?

Year 2000 Stage Spacing CF (M$) 3000 Stage Spacing CF (M$)

0 (Capex) 210,000 29000

1 5000 4500

2 4200 4150

3 3400 3500

4 2500 2500

5 2000 2000
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289f
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present value (NPV)
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proppant), 159�166
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296�299
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298�299

frac manifold, 285�286
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hydraulic valve, 300�301
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tubing head, 299
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Reservoirs, unconventional, 6�12
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Shale (Continued)

porosity measurements, 20�21

sorption measurement techniques, 16�20

Shale gas reservoirs, 8, 38

Shale initial gas-in-place calculation, 29

adsorbed gas, density of, 33�35

recovery factor, 35�36

total gas-in-place calculation, 29�33

Shale matrix bulk volume, 30f
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139�141
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T-belt, 277�284
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Time degradation, 94�95
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Time zero, 325�326, 350

Tortuosity, 61�63, 63f
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Water delivery, 271
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Water flooding, 7
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353
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